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Abstract

This practice-based thesis examines ways in which the cultural patterning of 
greetings can be understood through their visualisation. The graphic design practice 
uses a range of digital tools and software to develop an animated graphic notation 
system for analysing nonverbal aspects of greetings both within and across cultures. 
The thesis explicates the process of this development and outlines its context and 
significance. Previous systems of visualisation devised by anthropologists for the 
study of greetings have stopped short of using contemporary digital technology. 
Further, although intercultural contact has increased, most existing greetings studies 
still focus on intracultural greetings. 

The research centres on devising a method for the visual presentation and analysis 
of greetings. The method involves a twofold approach: data gathering, and analysis 
of the data through a visual process. Data gathering was carried out during fieldwork 
in the multicultural city of Stavanger in Norway. It included 27 participants from six 
different cultures, and broadly involved: setting up a studio situation for people to 
greet; filming greetings from multiple angles; and recording interviews. The data was 
then analysed through a visual process involving creating vector animations of the 
videos, adding specially created visual codes, and organising the animations into 
interactive forms. 

The final interactive structure allows the viewer to access a range of information 
fields. A system of graphic coding has been devised to indicate nonverbal features 
of each greeting, including objective information such as spatial relationships and 
touch, and subjectively perceived dynamics, such as dominance and subordination, 
which have been explored through detailed interviews with the participants.

This method of visualisation can potentially provide researchers into human 
behaviour with a new form of analysis that works alongside current textual methods, 
and can also be used to enhance multicultural communication.

Chapter one sets out the multicultural context of the research, and the significance 
of studying greetings in a multicultural city. Chapter two gives a historical overview 
of greetings studies within anthropology, and discusses the extent to which visual 
tools and notation systems have already been used within this field. Chapter three 
presents a survey of existing techniques for visualising body movement, ranging 
from dance notation to motion tracking, and explores a range of information 
and communication technologies. Chapter four discusses the methods used 
in the fieldwork and in the development of the visual system. The final chapter 
is a reflection on the system and discusses its findings, limitations, potential 
improvements and uses.
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Introduction 

This research project develops a graphic system for visualising the 

nonverbal dimensions of greetings. A greeting is a ritualised form of 

acknowledgement that is practiced worldwide. It is usually ‘performed’ 

as a first introduction in meeting with friends or strangers during social 

or formal situations: I am using it as an introduction to culturally specific 

behaviour and as a way into visualising cultural variations of nonverbal 

interaction patterns. 

My system of visualisation is designed as a tool for the comparison and 

analysis of greetings. When the dynamics of greetings are presented 

as diagrams, comparisons can be made between specific greeting 

situations. Within these situations one can compare gender differences 

and generational differences both intraculturally and cross-culturally. The 

system I have created employs vector graphics, both still and animated: 

basic shapes, such as circles, are used to graphically visualise personal 

space, while patterns visualise personal experiences. Colours and 

gradients are used to visualise touch, intimacy levels and intermediate 

space. The use of frame-to-frame animation clarifies various stages and 

key gestural actions of a greeting.

Anthropologists and scientists of nonverbal communication agree that 

nonverbal communication plays a central part in human social behaviour. 

Words, they claim, only make up a part of human communication, and 

the majority of human communication is actually nonverbal (Birdwhistell, 

1970; Argyle, 1988; Hall, 1983, 1990). In a multicultural setting, where 

nonverbal behaviour is patterned differently by people’s cultural 

backgrounds, this silent language becomes particularly important and 

sensitive. There are significant cultural distinctions when it comes to 

greetings, from obvious differences between gestures, such as a nose 

kiss, kisses on the cheeks, hand kiss, handshake, a hug, a high-five or 
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bow and curtsey, to more subtle, but still consequential differences such 

as variations in people’s comfort with proximity, and in touch and gaze. 

Differences in such subtle signals are harder to acknowledge during the 

greeting itself, but can often leave greeters with a sense of confusion, 

invasion, power, frustration, flattery or discomfort. These emotions will 

be determined largely by social and cultural contexts. While most studies 

of greetings are intracultural and not intercultural (Duranti, 1992, 1997a; 

Pillet-Shore, 2008, 2012; Firth, 1954), my research investigates both 

intracultural and intercultural greetings: it therefore introduces a new 

element within the field of greetings studies. Intracultural greetings are 

relatively predictable as they tend to be structured and patterned by 

social practices and traditions that are familiar to members of the culture, 

whereas intercultural greetings become unpredictable because they 

involve the meeting of differing cultural experiences and knowledge. 

In multicultural contexts confusion arises, as mentioned above, due to 

cultural differences concerning issues such as personal space, touch, and 

meaning making. These are precisely the dimensions of the greeting that 

are visualised within my system. 

In devising this system I did not work in the abstract, I gathered all my 

information and documentation through fieldwork in the Norwegian city of 

Stavanger. I engaged participants of different cultural backgrounds and 

conducted studio-based video-recordings of their greetings. I also carried 

out interviews with participants recording their responses to different 

greetings. I then used this documentation, and took on board what I learnt 

from participants, in the creation of the system.

Literature Review

Three main fields of study inform my research: 

(1) Multiculturalism – specifically a) theories of everyday multiculturalism, 

and b) a social and political survey of the state of immigration and 
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multiculturalism in Scandinavia (Olwig, 2011; Samovar, Porter and 

McDaniel, 2007; Wise and Velayutham, 2009); 

(2) Anthropology, from Duranti’s studies on human verbal greetings 

(Duranti, 1992, 1996, 1997a, 1997b) to Hall, Kendon and Birdwhistell’s 

systems for the visual notation of proximity, face-to-face communication, 

and kinesics (Hall, 1963, 1990; Kendon, 2009; Birdwhistell, 1970); 

(3) Visual Studies, from motion capture by Muybridge and Marey 

(St. George, 2009), dance notation such as Labanotation, Benesh 

movement notation and Eshkol-Wachman movement notation (Brown 

and Parker, 1984; Griesbeck, 1996; Parker, 1996; Eshkol and Harries, 

1988), information graphics by Tufte (1990, 2006), Lima (2011a) and 

McCandless (2009, 2014), to interactive graphics and performance/

installations projects such as the Cameleon project by Tina Gonsalves 

(2009) and the Motion Bank project (2013a).

Multiculturalism:

Everyday multiculturalism is, according to Wise and Velayutham (2009), 

the study of cultural diversity as experienced on the ground in everyday 

life. It concerns how people live with and relate to people of different 

cultural backgrounds and differs from the more ‘traditional’ concepts 

of multiculturalism, which tend to take a top-down view and concern 

state policies. Examples of studies on everyday multiculturalism include 

topics such as neighbourly interaction and exchange in culturally diverse 

societies, and the study of how the behaviour of youth with hybrid 

identities are patterned by two or more cultures (Noble, 2009; Radice, 

2009; Semi et. al., 2009; Wise and Velayutham, 2009; Wise, 2009). My 

study of greetings concerns everyday multiculturalism in a culturally 

diverse Norwegian city (Stavanger) – and visualises ways in which 

participants’ greetings have been patterned by their cultural backgrounds.

The three Scandinavian countries Norway, Sweden and Denmark differ 

in their immigration policies and in their approaches to multiculturalism. 
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While Sweden has very liberal immigration policies, and embraces 

multiculturalism, Denmark has strict immigration policies and rejects 

multiculturalism (Olwig, 2011). Norway is somewhere in-between the two. 

The immigrant population of the Norwegian city of Stavanger is constantly 

increasing, and today makes up more than 20 per cent of its total 

population (Stavanger-statistikken, 2014). This makes Stavanger an ideal 

location for conducting a study on everyday multiculturalism.

Anthropology: 

Within the field of anthropology greetings have always attracted 

attention, as they are formal rituals performed in everyday situations 

as well as in formal settings. They involve both language and gestures. 

Alessandro Duranti, a leading figure in the field of greetings studies, 

was the first to challenge the prevailing view of the 1960s–70s, which 

was that greetings were phatic forms of communication, i.e. content-

free interaction that functions to create and update social relationships 

rather than to communicate information (Duranti,1997b). Before Duranti, 

most anthropological studies on greetings tended to focus on gestures 

or looked for functionalist explanations of such formalised exchanges. 

However, Duranti argued that important information exchange does 

indeed occur during greetings. 

In his research Duranti focused on the verbal aspects of the information 

exchange. My research centres on nonverbal information exchanges 

and how nonverbal dimensions (such as gestures, proximity and touch) 

influence how people perceive each other and the interaction. During 

intracultural greetings the information exchanged is generally understood 

by members of its culture because of their shared backgrounds and 

patternings. However, during intercultural greetings (as I will show with 

examples in chapters 4 and 5) misinformation and miscommunication 

often occur due to people’s cultural backgrounds influencing their 
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experiences and understandings of the (nonverbal) information exchange 

differently.

In the broader field of anthropology, not specifically concerned with 

greetings, it was researchers such as Edward T. Hall, Adam Kendon 

and Ray L. Birdwhistell who began to create and use systematic visual 

notation in the study of human interaction. Their notation systems 

are intricate and sophisticated and created primarily to be used by 

researchers to annotate video documentations and textual transcripts. 

Their publications make limited use of pictures and illustrations from the 

notation systems: this is because the notation was created, as mentioned 

above, for analysis purposes, not for presentation of their findings (Hall, 

1990; Kendon, 2009; Birdwhistell, 1970). Moving to more contemporary 

technologies, Duranti made early use of the Internet to integrate visual 

media with his texts (Duranti, 1996). However, this was done in a very 

basic way, simply by presenting textual analysis next to video clips. 

Duranti’s use of digital media and moving image has laid the foundation 

of my work. As mentioned before, he has also been influential because 

he challenged previous understandings of greetings as interactions that 

are free of content. Though he focused his understanding of information 

exchange in greetings on a study of verbal language, he did so without 

excluding other aspects of greetings such as nonverbal language. He 

introduced the key concepts I use in my research – the understanding of 

greetings as involving important information exchange (with a particular 

focus on the nonverbal), coupled with making the information accessible 

through visual language and digital media.

Visual Studies:

Human movement has always been a topic of great curiosity for artists 

and designers, and many techniques and systems have been created 

to express and make sense of it. Chronophotography (stop motion 
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photography) is one such technique developed in the 19th century by 

practitioners such as Muybridge and Marey (Braun, 2009; St George, 

2009). Another method of visually representing body movement, one 

which uses abstracted graphic forms, can be found in dance notation 

systems such as Labanotation, Benesh movement notation, and Eshkohl-

Wachman movement notation (Brown and Parker, 1984; Griesbeck, 1996; 

Parker, 1996; Eshkol and Harries, 1988). These systems make possible 

the analysis, documentation and preservation of body movement and 

dance choreography through a graphic language.

Today there are a great many visualisation techniques that could 

potentially be used to analyse movement, such as information graphics, 

which is currently used by graphic designers, data journalists and others 

to communicate data and information in a simple graphic form (Tufte, 

1990, 2006; McCandless, 2009, 2014; Lima, 2011a). Current software 

also makes possible the creation of motion graphics, which can be 

programmed into advanced interactive interfaces with viewing and 

filter options that react to users’ selections and interests (Rosling, 2006 

February; McCandless, 2013a, 2013b). Such technological advancements 

could potentially be used to create more contemporary and sophisticated 

interfaces and tools to be used in human motion/interaction studies. 

Futher, motion tracking technologies, such as those used to create 

interactive art and performance installations, can also potentially be used 

in anthropology and studies of human behaviour for tracking of greetings 

(and any other form of human interaction) (Gonsalves, 2009; Random 

International, 2014; Motion Bank, 2013a).

Methodology

The core of my research has been to devise a system for the visual 

analysis of greetings. My method has involved fieldwork in a multicultural 

city, in which I video-recorded a variety of greetings; this provided the 

raw material from which I developed the visual system. My recording 
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method involved filming actual greetings in a studio, to provide a uniform 

backdrop, as the angles, space and perspectives of the greetings needed 

to be cross-culturally comparable. To document random greetings on 

the street or other public spaces would pose a range of ethical and legal 

implications, as well as fail to capture accurate video perspectives that 

are needed in order to devise a consistent system. Using the raw studio 

documentation I then looked for ways to represent various dimensions of 

the greeting: (1) personal space - showing how people’s uses of personal 

space match or differ; (2) the use of touch – what situations, cultures or 

gender combinations invite either more or less physical contact during 

greetings; (3) personal experiences and perceived meanings – showing 

how the same greeting situation can be experienced differently, as cold/

warm, powerful/submissive, intrusive/distant and more. Through my 

visual system one can begin to grasp these highly intricate patterns of 

behaviour that co-exist in multicultural settings, patterns that can be either 

complementary to, or conflicting with, each other.

As part of my working method, I have investigated different perspectives, 

shapes, colours, structures, frame rates and software in order to visualise 

all these dimensions. My system has developed over time, by trial and 

error. The elaborate devising of this system is the central task of the PhD 

project, and the details of various visual techniques/methods that I have 

tried, discarded or chosen are presented in sections 4.1–4.4 of Chapter 4.

The second dimension of my method is the contextualising of my practical 

project by studying the fields outlined in my literature review, with the 

aim of placing my work in the relevant contexts and showing how it has 

developed. In chapters 1, 2 and 3 I go more deeply into these contextual 

fields and show how they have contributed to my method of practice.
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Aims & Anticipated Contribution 

My aim, as discussed above, is to develop a system that seeks to 

analyse and make visible nonverbal dimensions of greetings in order to 

complement and expand on current understandings of greetings. Situated 

at the intersection between anthropology and information visualisation, 

this research is anticipated to provide the field of greetings studies, and 

the broader field of anthropology, with a new visual method for producing 

understandings in a field previously studied through observation and 

video documentation without systematic graphic analysis. In employing 

video, and still and motion graphics to produce and test a methodology 

for micro-ethnography, I am contributing a new set of tools for future 

researchers into the nonverbal dimensions of greetings. By using new 

technologies to reveal and analyse the multidimensional layers of human 

interaction, I hope to show that it is possible to visualise cultural difference 

in a contemporary manner, at a time when digital tools are becoming ever 

more important in academia and social sciences, and we are seeing an 

important shift from text to visual thinking (Hart, 2004). 

There is, however, a wider and non-academic goal to my work. In a 

constantly globalising world, where the meeting and interaction of widely 

different cultures happens daily in multicultural cities and societies, 

it is important to work towards improved intercultural understanding 

and empathy. The need for both interpersonal skills and self-reflective 

understanding is essential when it comes to human communication in 

multicultural societies. People with significantly differing worldviews, 

and thereby behaviours, are living in close proximity to each other, and 

members of such societies are having to adjust to each others’ diverse 

backgrounds in order to function as a society. 

I aim to provide not only researchers into human behaviour, but the 

arena of multicultural communication, with new forms of mediation that 

transcend verbal language barriers. Besides making a contribution to the 
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field of anthropology, I aim to increase understanding between people 

of different cultures in wider social settings. For instance, I have already 

worked with Internasjonalt Hus (International House) and Internasjonalt 

Kulturnettverk (International Cultural Network) in Stavanger, and I intend 

to collaborate further on community projects with such organisations.

My system could potentially be used widely: in immigration centres – 

teaching immigrants about local (and cross-cultural) social behaviour 

and different greeting customs; for international relations – such as 

intercultural business meetings as a way of creating a basic cross-cultural 

understanding of the cultures present (this is highly relevant in Stavanger, 

a city known as the ‘Oil Capital’ of Norway); and to create local or regional 

dynamic mappings over periods of time to illustrate how greetings are 

changing and merging between traditional and multicultural ones.

The system can also be developed in the future to study other forms of 

human interactions, such as group interactions, nonverbal communication 

during conversation, parting rituals or similar. A technical evolution of the 

system would be to develop software that could track the greeting videos 

and automatically add the various visual dimensions to them. Its potential 

for further uses and development is extensive.

Chapter Overview

Chapter 1, The Multicultural Background, sets out the multicultural 

context of the research: it frames the project as a study of everyday 

multiculturalism, referring to my own bicultural background and discussing 

the wider context of cultural and hybrid identities in multicultural societies. 

It gives an overview of the state of multiculturalism and immigration 

in Scandinavia as a whole, and Stavanger in particular, including a 

discussion of immigration and integration policies and the populations’ 

attitudes towards immigrants. It further lays out the challenges of cross-
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cultural communication, identity, and the importance of nonverbal 

communication in a multicultural setting. 

Chapter Two, Greetings: Approaches and Visual Notation within 

Anthropology, gives a historical overview of greetings studies within 

anthropology, and discusses the extent to which visual tools and notation 

systems have already been used within this area of research. It provides 

a detailed study of Hall’s, Kendon’s and Birdwhistell’s systems of notation, 

and of Duranti’s interactive greeting analysis. 

Chapter Three, Visualising Movement: Documentation and Notation 

Systems, and the Potential of Digital Media, is a survey and critical 

analysis of existing visualisation techniques and their success or 

potential in communicating body movement. This survey ranges from the 

nineteenth century chronophotographers such as Eadward Muybridge 

and Étienne-Jules Marey, to dance notation systems (Labanotation, 

Benesh movement notation, and Eshkol-Wachman movement notation), 

to more contemporary techniques of information visualisation such as 

those used in the work of Edward Tufte, David McCandless and Manuel 

Lima. It further looks at interactive installations and motion studies 

using advanced motion tracking technologies, such as work by Random 

International, Tina Gonsalves, and the Motion Bank project.

 

Chapter Four, Visually Representing Layers of Nonverbal Information 

in Greetings: Developing a New System of Visual Notation, provides 

a detailed overview of my visual method, and explains how I use it as 

an analytical tool in my study of greetings. This chapter describes my 

fieldwork in Stavanger, and outlines the methods used in the fieldwork 

and in the development of the visual system – a process that takes the 

fieldwork material from video to graphic representation, and finally into an 

interactive system/interface. The chapter explains how the system and 
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interface can be used, and also summarises other experiments I have 

carried out using motion tracking software and sensors.

Chapter Five, Findings and Conclusions: A Reflection on the System for 

the Visual Notation of Greetings, is a reflection on the notation system and 

the fieldwork interviews. It shows how the system can be used to generate 

cultural knowledge about intracultural and intercultural interactions, 

including gender and generational differences, and uses the findings from 

the fieldwork in Stavanger as examples. It features examples of interviews 

and reflects on the everyday multicultural situation in Stavanger. The 

chapter also discusses limitations and potential future developments of 

the system and gives examples of its uses and applications.
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1.1 Everyday Multiculturalism

This study addresses greetings in a multicultural context. My own 

background is that of a bicultural1 person (Norwegian and Irish) who grew up 

in Norway, and is currently living in Ireland. I have always identified with two 

cultures, spoken two languages and felt at home in two countries. I never 

viewed myself, nor did others tend to consider me, as fully Norwegian or 

fully Irish. People often asked if I ‘felt’ more Irish or Norwegian. I was both. 

The Irish culture was celebrated in my family home in Norway in the form of 

food, language, music, cheering for Ireland during sports events such as the 

World Cup, and (to a lesser degree) the Catholic religion. I experienced it as 

a great privilege to be part of two cultures, and being slightly ‘different’ was 

always positive; perhaps due to the fact that visually, when it came to looks, 

clothes and skin colour I did not stand out as being different. Fortunately I 

never experienced any negative reactions due to my being bicultural. My 

two cultures were similar enough for me not to feel any cultural ‘conflict’ in 

identifying with them both. Being bicultural provided me with an awareness 

of, and interest in cultural difference. I would often, for instance, compare 

how others viewed me in Norway and in Ireland.

These comparisons were my first experiences where I acknowledged that 

behaviour and its meaning is context- and culture-specific. I could behave 

in a similar fashion among Norwegian or Irish friends, but be experienced 

1 Being bicultural, according to Schwartz and Unger, represents having 
competence in one’s ‘heritage culture’ as well as the culture one has settled into. 
This applies to immigrants/refugees as well as to second-generation immigrants 
who often identify with the culture into which they were born and with the cultural 
traditions of their parents. Bicultural people are able to interact with people from both 
of their cultures, and identify with both cultures (Schwartz and Unger, 2010). Eytan 
(2004) discusses new forms of biculturalism related to globalisation: for example, 
teenagers may identify with the local culture and a global (sub-)culture. For a critical 
assessment of biculturalism see Dennis Rutledge’s Biculturalism, Self Identity and 
Societal Transformation (Rutledge, 2008).

1. The Multicultural Background
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in very different ways such as: outgoing in Norway, and calm in Ireland. In 

retrospect, it is clear that culture-related differences in behaviour, such as 

how I was greeted in either culture, influenced my experience and view of 

both cultures. After summers spent in Ireland I would tell my Norwegian 

friends that Irish people are much more friendly than Norwegians. This view 

was based on the way I was received and greeted by people in my father’s 

hometown of Cahersiveen in the South-West of Ireland. When walking 

down the main street of this Irish town, most people I passed, including 

strangers, would greet me with a ‘hi’, ‘hello’, ‘hi, how are you?’ or ‘hi, it is 

a lovely morning, isn’t it?’, while in Norway we would only greet people 

we knew, never strangers. Nonverbally, greetings also displayed some 

cultural differences. In both countries I found that a handshake was a safe 

way to greet when meeting someone for the first time, or when greeting in 

formal situations. I had learnt (in Norway) that a handshake had to be firm 

and confident, and this seemed to be the same in Ireland during first-time 

greetings. Daily greetings in Norway were verbal greetings such as ‘hi’ or 

‘hello’, and I would hug my Norwegian friends upon greeting only if we had 

not seen each other in a long time. Greetings in Ireland were similar, ‘hi’ or 

‘hello’ but followed by more small talk, and friends would greet each other 

with one kiss on the cheek followed by a hug, if they had not met in a while. 

The kiss on the cheek went unnoticed by me for many years; I used to move 

straight in for a hug as I had been accustomed to in Norway.

When it came to cross-cultural interaction in Norway, I was introduced to 

children and teenagers from a wide variety of cultural backgrounds at a 

much earlier age than my Norwegian peers due to being part Irish, or more 

specifically, because I was Catholic. During primary school, preparing for 

my first holy communion, and then later in secondary school, preparing for 

Confirmation, I attended compulsory Catholic religion classes in Stavanger. 

Only a few of the pupils in my class were Norwegian. Like me, many of 

them were bicultural, and we shared the experience of identifying with two 

individual cultures. Others were first- or second-generation immigrants from 
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countries such as Sri Lanka, Vietnam, the Philippines, France and Poland. 

Most of the children spoke one language at home and with people of the 

same cultural background, while Norwegian was the common language 

in our group. Most of the Vietnamese pupils, who were the largest cultural 

group in our class, had two names: a Vietnamese name that they used when 

interacting with other Vietnamese people, and a Norwegian name that they 

used otherwise. 

While I was exposed to cultural diversity at an early age through these 

classes, I did not encounter a great number of foreign cultures during 

everyday interaction in my hometown. The classes did not reflect the 

(multicultural) situation outside of the group, where interaction with children 

from other cultures was much more limited. At that time, during the late 1980s 

until the mid-1990s, the immigrant population of Stavanger was more than 

200 per cent smaller than its current size (Stavanger-statistikken, 2014). The 

situation in and around Stavanger today is very different, and one can meet 

and interact with people from a great number of cultures during everyday 

social interactions. Recently I have met and greeted Spanish, Portuguese, 

Bulgarian, Turkish, Brazilian, American, Vietnamese, Swedish and Norwegian 

people, with a range of social and religious backgrounds, all during the same 

social gathering held in Stavanger. This diversity found during everyday 

interactions would have been unimaginable in Stavanger 20 years ago. With 

this change and cultural diversity comes a change in the way we interact. 

Previously, when interacting with other Norwegians, social situations followed 

set patterns of interaction. Gradually this new multicultural situation has 

started to blur such familiar and still dominant patterns and introduced new, 

unfamiliar ones. Examples of this can be found in greeting encounters, such 

as a handshake upon meeting someone for the first time. While this is a 

greeting known worldwide and the most common way of greeting in Norway, 

it is not always used in the same way, or in the same situations, across 

cultures. While I have learnt to greet with a firm handshake, I have noticed 

when meeting with people from different cultures, such as Vietnamese, in 
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particular women, that a weak handshake is favoured, or no handshake at 

all. During first-time meetings with Spanish, Portuguese and Brazilian people, 

both male and female, my handshake has often been ignored in favour of two 

kisses on the cheeks. 

In this research project I draw on my awareness of first-hand experiences 

of cultural difference, and the approach I take is one of ‘everyday 

multiculturalism’, as defined by Amanda Wise and Selvaraj Velayutham 

(Wise and Velayutham, 2009). While multiculturalism is often talked about 

from a top-down perspective, and concerns policies by nation states, as 

I will discuss in more detail in section 1.2, Wise and Velayuntham define 

everyday multiculturalism as an approach that draws on the sociology of 

everyday life. It deals with cultural diversity experienced and negotiated on 

the ground. Their view is that by focusing on the micro-sociology of everyday 

multiculturalism, a deeper understanding of wider social structures can 

be reached (Wise and Velayutham, 2009). These everyday situations are 

defined as being fluid, in constant change and flux (Semi et al., 2009; Wise, 

2005; Wise and Velayutham, 2009). Semi, Colombo, Camozzi and Frisina 

(2009) divide everyday multiculturalism into two (theoretical) categories: a 

category of analysis, and a category of practice. As a category of analysis, 

it uses methods such as listening and participant observation during daily 

practices to investigate what meanings people attach to their activities 

and interactions. As a category of practice it refers to urban situations of 

encounters with difference. It looks at how to live with difference and use it as 

a tool for interaction and communication (Semi et al., 2009: 73–74).

Wise (2005) argues that survey-based quantitative data and abstract 

multicultural policies, though useful, do not always reflect the real, fluid 

and lived experiences of people’s everyday lives. On a similar note, Wise 

and Velayutham (2009) point to state policies as necessary for recognising 

inequalities and ensuring tolerance, but argue that racial and social tensions 

that are experienced on the ground are seldom recognised officially. 
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Likewise, Wise observes that people on the ground do not live the ‘parallel’ 

and segregated lives that are often presented in political debates. She claims 

that on the ground is where ‘non-assimilationist forms of integration’ can truly 

happen (Wise and Velayutham, 2009: 40). 

Examples of research using the everyday multiculturalism approach 

include studies of activities such as fishing, relations at the workplace 

and in educational institutions, cultural dynamics at the gym, exchanges 

at ethnically diverse markets, and many more (Wise and Velayutham, 

2009). Wise (2005) presents a number of stories of simple acts of what she 

calls intercultural neighbourly care, such as watering each others’ plants, 

exchanging vegetables from the garden, sharing recipes and other types of 

daily reciprocity. Goodall, Wearing, Byrne and Cadzow (2009) study everyday 

multiculturalism through fishing. They discuss how Vietnamese, Lebanese, 

local Australians and others interact, or don’t interact, through this everyday 

activity. They illustrate how culture is learned through everyday activities 

and social environments, and how elements of cultural knowledge, such 

as fishing techniques, are passed on through generations and exchanged 

between groups (Goodall et al., 2009).

The reality of a multicultural city is that cultures are mixing, and many people 

have bi- or multicultural identities, meaning they often practise and adapt 

to customs and traditions from different cultures simultaneously. Second- 

and third-generation immigrants also tend to have one foot in their parents’ 

culture and the other in the dominant, for example the Norwegian culture, 

and if from a bi- or multicultural family background they often have more 

than two cultures that they identify with, so-called hybrid identities (Wise and 

Velayutham, 2009). Samovar, Porter and McDaniel (2007), in their study on 

intercultural communication, also discuss this situation. They use an example 

of a Thai woman who immigrated to the United States as a refugee when 

she was a child. She grew up identifying with two cultures – Thai culture and 

American culture. She speaks both languages: Mien at home, and English 
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with her friends (Samovar, Porter and McDaniel, 2007: 9). Samovar, Porter 

and McDaniel conclude that it is common to belong to more than one culture: 

to adhere to patterns of the dominant culture, as well as those of minority 

cultures. The dominant culture is defined as the people who ‘historically 

have controlled the institutions within the culture’ (Samovar, Porter and 

McDaniel, 2007: 10–11). Kapuściński’s (2008) study of the Other also draws 

attention to the fact that migration of people from rural areas to big cities of 

the ‘Third World’ is causing new hybrid identities to form, which sometimes 

results in the weakening of more traditional cultural practices (Kapuściński, 

2008: 33,47). Many studies of everyday multiculturalism concern this 

reality of people practising hybrid identities. In his 2009 study on everyday 

cosmopolitanism Noble (2009) found evidence of hybrid lives and community 

identities among Australian youth. He claims that the theoretical notion 

of multiculturalism as different cultures living side by side is incapable of 

representing the complexity of identities in modern societies because cultural 

variety has become even more diverse and hybrid, in what he describes as 

a ‘diversification of diversity’ (Noble, 2009: 46–47). His study included young 

second- and third-generation immigrants who did not necessarily identify with 

just one cultural identity. He found that they often moved between different 

groups and environments and maintained traditions and practices from their 

parents’ culture as well as adapting to local Australian customs (Noble, 2009: 

47–48). Another study, by Semi, Colombo, Camozzi and Frisina (2009), also 

discusses youth in Italy with hybrid identities, and reveals that young children 

in secondary school reject being categorised into a single ethnic or national 

identity. As children of immigrants they tend to identify with multiple groups/

cultures, and do not feel completely one or the other, such as completely 

Italian or completely foreign – they feel both. The children who were studied 

expressed a wish to be viewed equally with their peers while at the same 

time not wanting to give up their other identity (Semi et al., 2009: 77). These 

examples make clear the fact that young people do not always like to be 

‘boxed in’ to one identity, because they do not always identify with a single 

ethnic culture (Wise and Velayutham, 2009). 
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The observations made in these studies of everyday multiculturalism 

correspond to my own experiences of being bicultural and identifying with 

more than one cultural identity. It also relates to what Radice (2009) terms 

‘identity cosmopolitanism’, which deals with how people lay claim to identity 

through belonging to national, cultural, and social groups. People can have 

multiple identities within cosmopolitanism, and, as has been illustrated 

above, this is often the lived reality for immigrants and their offspring, and for 

children of parents in mixed marriages (Radice, 2009: 146–147). In Olwig’s 

2011 study of migrants and refugees in the Scandinavian2 welfare societies, 

she found that young refugees or children of refugees find it difficult to 

deal with adaptation to Norwegian society while at the same time fulfilling 

obligations towards their families. Living with both can be a challenge, as 

the different cultures can be conflicting or contrasting. She also found that 

young Cape Verdeans born and raised in Sweden, where immigrants are 

encouraged to maintain their cultural traditions, find it frustrating that they 

are expected to identify with the Cape Verdean identity when in reality they 

identify more with Swedish culture (Olwig, 2011: 190).

My study is on the everyday activity of greeting: an interaction during which 

having a hybrid identity can influence the greeting exchange. While my 

own two cultures practise similar greeting rituals, people of other bi- or 

multicultural backgrounds have to adapt to different, sometimes contrasting, 

ways of greeting, despite also sharing the greeting ‘template’ of the host 

culture. A Somali girl who is Muslim and living in Norway, for example, 

could greet other Somali females with hugs and kisses, but when greeting 

her Norwegian female friends there may be less hugging and kissing. She 

could perhaps greet Somali men only verbally without any physical contact, 

as practised within their shared culture and religion, while she may greet 

Norwegian males with a handshake. Because of her hybrid identity she 

2 Scandinavia includes the three kingdoms of Norway, Sweden and Denmark, 
whereas the Nordic countries also include Finland and Iceland.
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adjusts to different situations in her way of greeting as regards gender and 

cultural relations. 

A similar example of hybridity and adjustment was found in my 2006–7 study 

Kinesics – Creative intercultural learning, on greetings in the Dutch town 

of Eindhoven3. A group of male hip-hop dancers in their late teens to early 

twenties were part of the study. They were all second-generation immigrants 

of mixed cultural backgrounds, such as Turkish/Dutch, Colombian/Dutch 

and Chilean/Dutch. They explained that when they greet each other (other 

‘B-boys’4) they use a number of different choreographed handclaps that are 

usually followed by hugs. When they greet other Dutch friends who are not 

part of their hip-hop culture they greet them the Dutch way, which is three 

kisses on the cheeks, or just a handshake. When greeting family members 

they usually greet the way their parents are accustomed to in their culture. 

So for one participant that meant greeting some friends with elaborate 

handclaps, other friends with three kisses on the cheeks, Dutch strangers 

with a handshake, and his parents the Colombian way of greeting: one kiss 

on the cheek (see fig. 1).

These examples of hybrid identities both suggest a cosmopolitan view of 

culture and demonstrate the role of agency5 in the expression of identity. 

Hybrid identities, also referred to as cosmopolitan identities by Radice, are 

part of, and also an outcome of, multicultural societies (Radice, 2009; Noble, 

2009: 6). Studies of everyday multiculturalism show that cultural identity 

can be diverse and complex, whereas traditional concepts and policies of 

3 Kinesics – Creative Intercultural Learning was a study I conducted in 2006–7 for 
my MA, and included participants from nine different cultures living in Eindhoven, 
Netherlands. The study documented traditional dance and greetings performed by 
the participants, and the findings were presented graphically. This study is described 
in more detail in Appendix 1.
4 B-Boy is the name used, since the 1980s, for break dancers and young men that 
are involved in hip-hop culture (Kipfer and Chapman, 2007; Urban Dictionary, 2006).
5 Agency in anthropology and sociology refers to the ability of the individual to 
make their own free choices, to control their own behaviour, and act independently 
of the constraints of culture (Duranti, 2001: 268; Tulane University, 2000).
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multiculturalism have tended to assume that people have only one ethnic 

identity/affiliation (Radice, 2009: 146–147; Song, 2010; Noble, 2009: 6, 46). 

Multiculturalism as a descriptive term refers to the plurality of cultures within 

a society and the policies that promote this diversity. I discuss such policies, 

and the concepts that underpin them, in the following section. However, the 

somewhat different approach and understanding of everyday multiculturalism 

means that a ‘theoretical criticism’ of multiculturalism can be made on the 

grounds of its inability to capture the real lived complexities of culturally 

diverse societies (Noble, 2009: 6). 

My own study is concerned with everyday multiculturalism and cultural 

diversity in the city of Stavanger. While everyday multiculturalism and 

more traditional concepts and policies of multiculturalism are sometimes in 

Fig. 1 – Daily greetings of Dutch person with hybrid identity
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opposition, state policies of immigration and multiculturalism do impact on 

the everyday lives of residents in culturally diverse societies, as I will outline 

in the next section. Section 1.2 places the present study in its Norwegian and 

Scandinavian context and gives an outline of the state of immigration to the 

Scandinavian countries in general, and to the city of Stavanger in particular. 

It also includes a brief discussion on the differing policies of the Scandinavian 

countries in regard to integration of immigrants, and whether they embrace or 

reject multiculturalism. 

1.2 The Multicultural Situation in Scandinavia

In providing an overview of the state of immigration and multiculturalism 

in Scandinavia, I shall focus on some key texts on these issues. The texts 

are primarily those featured in Peter Kivisto and Östen Wahlbeck’s book 

Debating Multiculturalism in the Nordic Welfare State (Kivisto and Wahlbeck, 

2013). They include Thomas Faist’s study on social inequalities related to 

multiculturalism (Faist, 2013: 22–47), Hugo Stokke’s study on commonalities 

and differences in Nordic multiculturalism (Stokke, 2013: 74–109), Grete 

Brochmann and Anne Britt Djuve’s study on whether the Norwegian 

welfare state’s approach is multiculturalism or assimilation (Brochmann and 

Djuve, 2013: 219–245), and Yngve Lithman’s comparison of multicultural 

debates in the different Scandinavian countries (Lithman, 2013: 246–269). 

Reports published through Statistics Norway, and comparative studies on 

Scandinavia by Karen Fog Olwig (2011) and others, are also used. 

Kivisto and Wahlbeck (2013: 2–3) understand multiculturalism as the 

principle and the practice of embracing, respecting, and accommodating 

difference to create multicultural solidarity. In doing so, and allowing cultural 

difference in society, it helps to foster integration, and increase social 

equalities (Kivisto and Wahlbeck, 2013: 2–3; Faist, 2013: 23; Stokke, 2013: 

75). It is not merely a descriptive term (i.e. – multiple cultures). As Faist 

discusses, multiculturalism has multiple meanings, being a description, an 

ideology and a set of policies, and they all have in common the emphasis on 
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the protection of immigrants and cultural minorities, as well as on advancing 

their sense of belonging in society (Faist, 2013: 24–25).

According to Horsti (2009: 4–7), in her study of multiculturalism in European 

broadcasting, multiculturalism developed as a criticism of two key things: 

assimilation policies and racism. Kivisto and Wahlbeck (2013) debate the 

difference between multiculturalism and assimilation policies in achieving 

‘societal solidarity’. The two policies display clear differences: the assimilation 

approach is that difference must be overcome, while the multiculturalism 

perspective is that celebration of difference is the way to reach such 

solidarity. Horsti interestingly points out that multiculturalism has historically 

been connected to anti-racism debates and movements. However, she also 

notes that more recently there has been a shift, and anti-racist movements 

tend to oppose multiculturalism’s focus on cultural difference. Critics of 

multiculturalism from the anti-racist camp are sceptical of its emphasis on 

culture and cultural traditions from the past, and of the notion that cultures 

exist in some kind of static, segregated form (Horsti, 2009: 4–7).

Supporters of multiculturalism consider cultural diversity as being of positive 

value and a contribution to enriching society. Their stance is that members 

of minority and immigrant cultures receive recognition and respect through 

multiculturalism. Critics of multiculturalism see it as the opposite: rather than 

integrating minorities and immigrants, they argue that it limits relations and 

connections with other cultures in society, promotes self-segregation, fails to 

create a unifying national culture, alienates minority cultures, and in extreme 

cases leads to the growth of terrorism (Stokke, 2013: 75–76; Kivisto and 

Wahlbeck, 2013).

In Scandinavia multiculturalism is embraced and rejected to varying degrees. 

Olwig has discussed this in her study of the three countries Denmark, 

Sweden and Norway. These countries have strong political, social and 

cultural similarities but display clear differences in policies relating to the 
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social inclusion of immigrants. Denmark, with a very nationalistic society, 

has a restrictive, assimilation-oriented policy, which rejects multiculturalism. 

Sweden has a multicultural policy, which celebrates cultural diversity: it 

admits refugees and allows immigrant family reunifications to a much higher 

degree. The policy of Norway is somewhere between the two, but leans more 

towards the restrictive policies of Denmark (Olwig, 2011). Brochmann and 

Djuve (2013) discuss multiculturalism in the Norwegian context, and claim 

that in Norway it functions more as a description of ethnically plural societies, 

and as relating to integration policies, rather than as an ‘-ism’ (Brochmann 

and Djuve, 2013)6. When it comes to the ‘layout’ of the different Nordic nation 

states, Sweden and Norway both consist of one dominant ethno-cultural 

group, Finland is a multi-ethnic state and Denmark is a state with overseas 

territories: Greenland and the Faroe Islands (Stokke, 2013: 104). Stokke 

outlines different uses of multiculturalism in different Northern countries: 

he considers Denmark to apply multiculturalism towards its indigenous 

populations, and Finland to apply it towards cultural minorities, while 

Sweden is the only Nordic country that he considers multicultural towards 

its immigrants. He also notes that policymakers in the Nordic countries 

embrace the international human rights agenda to a higher level than in 

other democratic countries. However, he argues further that the human rights 

framework is too general to be used for policymaking, because it will not 

be able to target specific issues that minority cultures are concerned with 

(Kymlicka, 1995, cited in Stokke, 2013: 78).

Kivisto and Wahlbeck argue an important point, that multiculturalism must 

not be considered as a set of predefined policies and objectives ready to be 

implemented. Multiculturalism policies are not static, they must be shaped 

for specific contexts and nations, and tested and re-evaluated over time 

alongside changes in society (Kivisto and Wahlbeck, 2013). The extent to 

6 The definition of –ism according to Oxford Dictionaries: Denoting a system, 
principle, or ideological movement: ‘Anglicanism’, ‘feminism’, ‘hedonism’  
(Oxford Dictionaries, 2014).
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which policies of multiculturalism are implemented in European countries 

has been analysed and evaluated through various studies. Two tools used 

for this type of study are the Multiculturalism Policy Index (MPI) and the 

Migrant Integration Policy Index (MIPEX). A study using the MPI to compare 

multiculturalism in 21 different countries reveals that the Nordic countries 

Sweden, Norway and Finland are considered high scoring when it comes to 

their implementation of multicultural policies. Sweden is the highest scoring 

country in Europe, while Norway is in the middle compared to other Western 

European Countries (Kivisto and Wahlbeck, 2013; Lithman, 2013: 255).

In 2010 a number of world leaders, starting with the German chancellor 

Angela Merkel, followed by British prime minister David Cameron, and 

former French president Nicolas Sarkozy, among others, declared that 

multiculturalism had failed. They claimed that multiculturalism had led to the 

segregation of migrants, and that it ‘has been a divisive force in coherent 

national societies’ (Faist, 2013: 22–23). In Scandinavia, Denmark stood out 

as the country that clearly denounced multiculturalism, whereas Norway 

was for cultural diversity but started putting more emphasis on the duties 

of immigrants. Sweden did not see the problems of segregation as being 

caused by immigration, but rather by bad city planning, bad management 

of schools, or similar failings (Lithman, 2013: 259). Interestingly Lithman 

argues that this apparent European backlash against multiculturalism has 

not had any influence on actual policies and practices that are considered 

multicultural in these countries (Lithman, 2013: 260). On a similar note, 

Kivisto and Wahlbeck (2013) claim that the backlash has been in the area of 

multicultural discourse and not in abandoning multicultural policies (Kivisto 

and Wahlbeck, 2013). Bowen (2011) criticises national leaders for blaming 

everything on multiculturalism, instead of re-evaluating their foreign policies, 

racism, schools etc. to find out what has gone wrong. 

Horsti discusses Denmark’s ‘End of Tolerance’ strategy which explicitly 

declared immigrants and ethnic minorities to be ‘incompatible with Danish 
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values’, and viewed multiculturalism as unacceptable. While not as extreme 

as in Denmark, signs of this shift can also be seen in the other Nordic 

countries (Horsti, 2009: 2). Kivisto and Wahlbeck (2013) explain that in 

Scandinavia, as anti-immigration sentiments and nationalism increased, 

multiculturalism started to be perceived negatively. Rath (2011: 1) too 

notes that recently, in differing degrees, the Scandinavian and a number of 

other European governments have moved towards more tightly controlled 

immigration and integration policies, in an attempt to introduce stricter entry 

criteria and an increased emphasis on the norms of the national culture. 

This move is seen as a reaction to discontent among native populations and 

increasing support for anti-immigrant parties (Rath, 2011: 1). While Sweden 

has had no populist right-wing party in parliament since 1994, Denmark and 

Norway have both had far-right parties in their recent parliaments. Dansk 

Folkeparti (The Danish People’s Party) and Fremskrittspartiet (the Norwegian 

Progress Party) are sister parties which have continually been putting 

pressure on their governments to implement more restrictive refugee policies 

(Hervik, 2012). Kivisto and Wahlbeck group together Nordic populist parties 

such as the Danish People’s Party, the True Finns, the Norwegian Progress 

Party and the Sweden Democrats, owing to their shared characteristics 

of being EU-sceptical, having anti-immigration policies and being against 

multiculturalism (Kivisto and Wahlbeck, 2013). The Norwegian Progress 

Party has an anti-immigrant agenda, with a stance that only those willing to 

become Norwegian should be admitted to the country. 

Denmark has introduced strict policies for family reunification, so that it has 

become very difficult for immigrants to marry someone from their own country 

through family unification. However, because Sweden has a much more 

liberal policy on transnational marriages, many immigrants in Denmark move 

to Sweden to settle with their bride or groom from their own country (Olwig, 

2011: 184). Issues relating to the anti-immigration and anti-multiculturalism 

policies of Denmark have received a lot of media coverage in recent years. 

One example was in 2005 when the Danish national newspaper Jyllands-
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Posten published 12 cartoons depicting the prophet Muhammad. This 

caused uproar from Muslims in Denmark and elsewhere, but despite the 

media coverage it received worldwide, the Danish government refused to 

offer any apologies or to have any dialogue about the publication, and the 

prime minister refused to meet with ambassadors from Muslim countries who 

wished to discuss the matter (Hervik, 2012: 217). 

In 1973 the Swedish government introduced a key Government White Paper 

which aimed to improve the relationship between their national citizens 

and immigrants through the following goals: equal opportunities, freedom 

of choice and collaboration. Norway followed with a similar new political 

focus, and adopted Sweden’s integration ideology statement with the aim 

of enabling social equality for all residents. These new policies considered 

cultural identity an individual matter (Lithman, 2013; Brochmann and Djuve, 

2013). More recently the 2004 Stortingsmelding, which is a formal Norwegian 

governmental report, highlighted that immigrants also have individual social 

responsibilities, and supported the idea that it is fully possible to be a ‘good 

Norwegian’ while simultaneously identifying with and belonging to a minority 

culture (Lithman, 2013: 258). Norway was the first government with a majority 

of female ministers, and a key focus in Norwegian integration debates is the 

well-being of women, particularly that of Muslim women (Lithman, 2013). 

While immigration policies are one matter, the daily life of, encounters with, 

and attitudes towards immigrants are another. Lithman (2013) discusses a 

Norwegian survey carried out yearly from 2002–6, which found that two thirds 

of the population in each of the Scandinavian countries responded with a 

positive attitude towards immigrants (see figs. 2–4). The survey indicates that 

the general population does not agree with inflammatory political statements 

and those fronted in mass media that tend to be negative. However, when 

asked how they perceived the size of the immigrant population in their 

country, the study reveals that they all overestimated the actual size by 60 

per cent or more. 
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Fig. 2 – ‘Should there compared with the present be greater or lesser refugee 
access?’ (Graphic by Shortt, 2015, based on table by Lithman, 2013: 247)

Fig. 3 – ‘Most immigrants enrich the nation’s cultural life.’ (Ibid.)

Fig. 4 – ‘Most immigrants are a threat to security.’ (Ibid.)
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In Norway, the view of the population on immigrants and their contribution 

to society is broadly positive. However, Olwig (2011) argues that although 

Norway strives to portray an image of supporting human rights and is active 

in leading international peace negotiations, in reality many Norwegians 

view foreigners with suspicion. Surveys carried out by Statistics Norway 

(2014b) reveal that the population’s agreement as to whether immigrants 

make a valuable contribution to employment fell from 80 per cent in 2012 to 

77 per cent in 2014. Furthermore, one third of the population believes that 

immigrants abuse the social welfare system. However, the majority of people 

still believe that immigrants contribute towards the enrichment of the cultural 

life of Norway, and 88–89 per cent believe that immigrants should have the 

same employment opportunities as Norwegians. The survey also shows 

that older people are more hostile towards immigrants and immigration than 

are other age groups, and that acceptance of immigrants is clearly highest 

amongst those with higher levels of education (see fig. 5) (Statistics Norway, 

2014b).

Fig. 5 – ‘Most immigrants [in Norway] misuse the social welfare arrangements’ 
(Graphic by Shortt, 2015, based on statistics from Statistics Norway, 2014b)
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Despite this seemingly positive outlook on immigration and immigrants, 

Norway has experienced some serious and brutal attacks aimed at its 

multicultural society. The most recent, and by far the most violent, was the 

terror attack by Norwegian Anders Behring Breivik on the 22nd July 2011, 

which killed 77 people. Breivik set off a car bomb outside a government 

building in Oslo, which killed eight people. His intention was to demolish the 

Parliament’s administrative building and in so doing kill the entire government 

working therein. He then targeted the island Utøya where the governing 

Labour party were organising a youth camp, and carried out a massacre 

there killing 69 more people, most of them teenagers. He claimed that the 

purpose of the attacks was to provoke a wider civil war against Islam and 

multiculturalism (Lister, 2012). During his trial, Breivik stated that he did not 

recognise the Norwegian courts, because he said the courts had received 

their mandates from Labour and political parties that support multiculturalism. 

Although he did acknowledge his acts, he did not acknowledge guilt, because 

he claimed that they were acts of self-defence against Norway and Europe’s 

embrace of multiculturalism (Carlsen, 2012). Kivisto and Wahlbeck (2013: 

3) draw attention to Breivik’s ideology as an extreme example of how 

multiculturalism is often misunderstood. In the Norwegian election following 

the Breivik massacre, support for political parties with anti-immigration related 

policies, such as the Progress Party, fell dramatically. The Progress Party 

dropped from its usual 20 per cent of the votes to only 11.5 per cent in 2011 

(Lithman, 2013). The attacks triggered a public debate on multiculturalism 

and immigration in Norway, and also started a debate on the possible 

spread-effect of Breivik’s ideology (Wernersen and Sandvik, 2012). However, 

despite the immediate effects of the Breivik case in generating support for 

multiculturalism, it is striking that since 2011, the Norwegian government 

and policies have moved rightwards. The current government, elected 

in September 2013, is a centre-right coalition between the Conservative 

Party and the Progress Party. The previous government was a red-green 

coalition between the Labour Party, the Socialist Left Party and the Centre 

Party who had been in power since 2005. The new coalition government 
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marks a historical change for Norway, as it is the Progress Party’s first 

time in government since its establishment in 1973. The Progress Party, as 

mentioned, is known for pushing towards stricter immigration policies.

It is clear that multiculturalism is an important and live issue in Scandinavia. 

In a European context, Scandinavia has scored high when it comes to 

implementing multicultural policies. However, recent years have seen an 

increase in nationalism, more negative attitudes towards multiculturalism, 

and the implementation of more restrictive immigration policies. Despite 

surveys showing that there are currently broadly positive attitudes towards 

immigrants, recent years have seen a growing sentiment of negativity and 

hostility towards immigrants. Changes at governmental level influence the 

lives of immigrants in terms of their rights and what is expected of them 

when it comes to integration and their contribution to society. However, as I 

have discussed in the previous section, studies of everyday experiences of 

living with cultural diversity on the ground often paint a different picture of the 

real situation than do policies and legislations. I shall return to examples of 

everyday multiculturalism in my own study of cultural diversity in Stavanger. 

To provide a more detailed context for this study, I will next give an overview 

of the immigration populations in Scandinavia and Stavanger.

1.3 The Immigrant Population of Scandinavia

The fact that the three Scandinavian countries have considerably different 

policies on immigration and political asylum for refugees has affected the 

size of the immigrant population in each country. Denmark has a relatively 

low level of immigration, owing to their restrictive immigration policy, while 

Sweden has a higher level of immigration, mainly because they receive a 

large number of refugees in need of protection. The number of immigrants 

in Norway has risen dramatically since 1980 (see fig. 6). Sweden has 

around three times as many immigrants as Norway and Denmark (see fig. 7)  

(Pettersen and Østby, 2013; Stokke, 2013).
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Fig. 6 – Numbers of foreign nationals who migrated to Norway in 1980, 1994 and 
2013 (Graphic by Shortt, 2015, based on numbers from Statistics Norway, 2014c)

Fig. 7 – Compositions of populations in Norway, Sweden and Denmark, 2012 
(Graphic by Shortt, 2015, based on graph by Pettersen and Østby, 2013)
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Until 1973, the main driving force of immigration to the Scandinavian 

countries was people arriving for employment. However, the oil crisis7 

resulted in restrictions on labour immigration, and after this point, the 

reasons for immigration to Scandinavia changed from seeking labour to, 

primarily, family reunifications and fleeing war. In this period from the early 

1970s to mid 1990s, immigrants came mainly from Chile, Vietnam, Iran, the 

former Yugoslavia, Iraq and Somalia. More recently, since 1994, the Nordic 

countries have been open to the European labour market, and the EU-

extension in 2004 opened Norway, even though it is not a member of the 

European Union, for labour immigration yet again. Since 2004, immigration 

has mainly consisted of workers from Poland and the Baltic States, as well 

as people arriving for family reunifications, and war refugees. Almost half 

of immigrants in Scandinavia are from Asian, African or Latin-American 

countries (Pettersen and Østby, 2013). 

Norway has had a higher number of labour immigrants from the EU than its 

neighbouring countries. The country has become attractive abroad owing to 

its economic development in the past years. As employment opportunities 

are many and salaries are high8, immigrants tend to get work in Norway 

more easily and benefit more quickly from it, than they do in the other two 

Scandinavian countries. While the number of immigrants has increased, the 

duration of their stay in Norway has shortened. Labour immigrants who came 

from Turkey and Pakistan to Norway and Denmark in the 1970s tended to 

settle down and bring up their children in Scandinavia. Today the majority of 

immigrants tend to stay in Norway for a few years only (Pettersen and Østby, 

2013).

7 The oil crisis of the 1970s developed after Arab oil producers imposed an oil 
embargo to punish the US and the west for their support of Israel in the Arab-Israeli 
war. This caused a sharp increase in oil prices, and industrial countries suffered 
economic downturn as a result. In Scandinavia it led to restrictions on immigration 
from countries outside the Nordic region (Macalister, 2011; Kemp and Harkavy, 
1997; Pettersen and Østby, 2013).
8 The average monthly wage of people with full-time employment in Norway was 
NOK 42 500 (approximately £ 4261) in 2013 (Statistics Norway, 2014a).
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When it comes to the integration of immigrants, the Scandinavian 

welfare systems have implemented extensive social services and health 

programmes. In all three countries, refugees are expected to complete 

an elaborate introduction programme before they seek employment. This 

programme involves learning the local language, and the social values, 

customs – including greetings – and traditions of the country (Olwig, 2011). 

The visual system developed in my research project could potentially make 

a valuable contribution to such introduction programmes, helping to raise 

awareness among newcomers about the different local greeting customs. It 

could also be valuable in teaching Norwegian residents about the different 

greeting customs of immigrants and newcomers to the country.

 

Welfare and induction programmes are examples of points where 

government systems and everyday experiences intersect. Kivisto and 

Wahlbeck (2013) note that welfare states are ‘viewed pragmatically’, 

meaning policies are revised and changed when called for by changing 

societies and conditions – they are not static sets of policies (Lithman, 

2013). The Norwegian welfare state is central in both controlling immigration, 

and integrating new arrivals into working life and society in general. It has 

committed to creating equal treatment for foreign nationals and Norwegian 

citizens (Brochmann and Djuve, 2013: 222). The Introductory Act brought 

in new measures in 2002, giving immigrants the right to participate in a 

full-time qualification programme. This programme is the most financially 

generous integration programme of its kind. Participants of the full-time 

programme receive benefits of NOK 175,000 yearly. The goal is for 

newcomers to be prepared for the labour market and to integrate better into 

society (Brochmann and Djuve, 2013). However, critics of the welfare system 

view it as having ineffective integration policies, and have raised questions 

regarding the quality of training efforts, and concerning welfare dependency, 

claiming that the system undermines immigrants and does not encourage 

them to be self-reliant. 
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Valenta and Bunar (2010) carried out a comparative study of refugee 

integration policies in Sweden and Norway. They argue that the policies 

have been unsuccessful in reducing inequalities between refugees and 

the rest of the population, and claim that such policies are based on out-

dated theories and concepts. Both countries have extensive state-run 

introduction programmes, but have two very different ways of approaching 

these programmes. In Norway the authorities impose more demands on 

the refugees, such as the penalty of losing their cash benefits if they do not 

attend the compulsory introduction programme. In Sweden it is up to the 

individual municipality to decide what to do, and whether to penalise dropouts 

from their programmes. Owing to its strict immigration policy, Norway has 

a much higher participation rate in its programmes than Sweden. In both 

countries, the authorities are responsible for providing housing for refugees 

and also decide the location where they will be settled. In Norway, if the 

refugees wish to settle elsewhere, they will not receive governmental support 

and are responsible for paying their own way. Valenta and Bunar conclude 

that although Sweden and Norway have very well developed integration 

programmes and housing assistance for immigrants, the policies have limited 

effect, and are in themselves not enough to successfully integrate refugees 

(Valenta and Bunar 2010). Olwig argues that the welfare systems have gone 

too far and adopted many of the responsibilities that other countries consider 

to be responsibilities of the family. She claims that integration policies and 

programmes are partly attempts at removing refugees from their tight-knit 

family groupings, treating them as individuals who should integrate into the 

Scandinavian culture and society (Olwig, 2011: 179–180).

The backlash against multiculturalism in Scandinavia and Europe does 

not mean that assimilation is, in reality, taking its place as state policy and 

social practice. As Wise points out, changes in policies and discourse do 

not necessarily reflect everyday experience (Wise, 2005). People have to 

negotiate their interpersonal and cross-cultural interactions whether their 

governments embrace or reject multiculturalism. While there is a link between 
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policies and everyday multiculturalism, the latter has a ‘dynamic of its own’, 

and the study of everyday interactions offers the greatest understanding of 

how people interact cross-culturally (Kivisto and Wahlbeck, 2013: 336). 

I have already discussed studies that deal with Scandinavian populations’ 

attitudes towards minorities, but interestingly, as noted by Kivisto and 

Wahlbeck (2013), there is a lack of studies focusing on the interaction 

between majority and minority groups. Part of my research deals with such 

interactions, and looks at greetings across a number of cultural groups. While 

the state-run introduction programmes educate immigrants in Norwegian 

traditions, language, behaviour and greeting customs, this knowledge of the 

host culture does not eliminate the complexity of cross-cultural interactions 

and greetings that exist in daily life. Cultural difference persists, as can be 

seen during both majority/minority and minority/minority interactions. In terms 

of greetings such differences can relate to what type of greeting is used 

or, as mentioned earlier, to more subtle nuances such as the way and with 

whom people perform a specific greeting. These are exactly the types of 

interactions my research seeks to document and analyse. 

1.4 The Immigrant Population of Stavanger 

My research (discussed in detail in chapter 4) focuses on interactions 

within and between different cultures in the multicultural city of Stavanger. 

Stavanger has seen a steady rise in immigration in the past 30–40 years, and 

the various types of immigrants from all over the world make it an interesting 

source for the study of cultural difference. This section aims to give a picture 

of the immigrant population of Stavanger in terms of growth, changes in 

types of immigration, and the organisations and events promoting and 

celebrating this diversity, as well as those opposing it.

The immigrant population of Stavanger has increased by over 14 per cent 

since 1980, and now makes up more than 20 per cent of the total population 

(see figs. 8–9). The steady growth of the immigrant population in Stavanger 
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Fig. 8 – Distribution of the native and the immigrant population of Stavanger in 2014 
(Graphic by Shortt, 2015, based on numbers from Stavanger-statistikken, 2014)

Fig. 9 – Number of Immigrants (incl. Norwegians with immigrant parents) living  
in Stavanger 1980, 1994, and 2014 (Graphic by Shortt, 2015, based on numbers 
from Stavanger-statistikken, 2014)
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has turned Norway’s fourth most populated city into a culturally diverse 

society. The immigrant population includes over 170 different nationalities 

(Stavanger-statistikken, 2014). People from other Nordic countries and 

Europe make up around one half of the immigrant population in Stavanger, 

while immigrants from Asia, Africa, South- and Central- America, and Turkey 

make up the other half (see fig. 8).

From 1990 to 2012, while the majority of immigration to Norway as a whole 

was for family unifications, the predominant form of migration to Stavanger in 

particular was labour immigration, and then family unifications (see fig. 10). 

The growing oil industry, which has its heart in Stavanger, also named the 

‘Oil Capital of Norway’, is part of the reason for the high number of labour 

immigrants.

There are many events organised regularly in Stavanger celebrating its 

ethnic and cultural diversity. Every Saturday afternoon an ‘international 

cultural café’ is organised in a location in the city centre, and is run by 

people from a different culture each week – such as Pakistani, Filipino, 

Somali, Turkish, Greek, and others – who cook and sell traditional food from 

their country. Meals are cheap and there is often entertainment, such as 

Fig. 10 – Types of immigration to Norway and Stavanger 1990–2013 (Graphic by 
Shortt, 2015, based on numbers from Egge-Hoveid, 2014)
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music or dance, during the events. Another event called ‘Global Morning’ 

is arranged monthly at Sølvberget, the city’s cultural arena and library. This 

event combines breakfast with presentations by researchers and influential 

people working on topics of multiculturalism, culture and humanitarian aid 

(Sølvberget, 2014). However, the largest celebration of Stavanger’s cultural 

diversity takes place annually on the national Constitution Day on the 17th 

May. On a day dedicated nationally to celebrating the Norwegian constitution, 

when patriotism and Norwegian flags are flying high, an event celebrating 

Stavanger’s cultural diversity is held in a park close to the city centre. The 

event includes music, dance and entertainment from different cultural 

organisations based in the region. The organisations, and some ethnic 

restaurants, also have food stalls in the park (see fig. 11). The event draws 

large crowds of people and has been extremely successful in recent years.

In contrast to such events aimed at celebrating diversity is an on-going 

current of racism. A group named Borgervernet Rogaland (‘Vigilante 

Committee Rogaland’) recently distributed 1500 flyers in the Stavanger 

region and that of its neighbouring city, Sandnes (see fig. 12). Two different 

flyers were distributed: one was a warning to all neighbours that they should 

oppose an asylum centre that is planned to be built in the area, and the other 

was a flyer promoting Nordfront, a Norwegian resistance organisation. The 

organisation, which originated in Sweden, promotes a united people and 

opposes immigration and a multicultural society, and is criticised for being 

racist and fascist (Hæreid, 2014; Frafjord, Selmer-Anderssen and Topdahl, 

2014). Their action received huge coverage and criticism in local and national 

media. As a response to the flyer distribution, a socialist NGO, Motmakt 

(‘Counterpoise’), organised a demonstration against racism, opposing 

organisations such as Borgervernet Rogaland and Nordfront (Wilkins, 2012). 

The demonstration was held outside Sølvberget in Stavanger and attracted 

large crowds (see fig. 13). 
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Fig. 11 – Norwegian Constitution Day (17th May) international celebrations in 
Stavanger, 2012
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Demonstrators also criticised the management of Sølvberget, who were 

preparing to host a debate on racism a few days later. The debate included 

representatives of regional asylum centres, political parties, organisations 

fighting racism and also, to the annoyance of the demonstrators, the leader 

of the vigilante committee. Demonstrators claimed that this would give him 

and his organisation undeserved media coverage, even a form of validity, 

while organisers were adamant that the debate must include all parties and 

opinions, and went ahead with the debate as planned (Tiller, 2014; Aalen, 

2014). So, while Stavanger is a highly multicultural city and hosts a number 

of events and organisations focused on celebrating its diversity, there is also 

a vocal strand of public sentiment and various pressure groups that oppose 

immigration and cultural diversity. This is the context in which my present 

study takes place. 

1.5 Everyday Interactions & Nonverbal Communication in a  

Multicultural Setting

It is clear that whether the goal for integration is assimilation or 

multiculturalism, and whether we discuss everyday multiculturalism, cultural 

diversity or hybrid identities, successful interaction and communication 

between cultures is crucial in any society. The most obvious challenge to 

communication in any multicultural society is verbal language barriers. 

Fig. 12 – Flyer distributed by 
Borgervernet (Hæreid, 2014)

Fig. 13 – Organisations (SOS Rasisme and Motmakt) 
demonstrating against racism in Stavanger (Waage, 
2014)
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While second-generation immigrants tend to speak the local language, their 

parents sometimes do not. Likewise, newly arrived refugees and immigrants 

also need time to learn the local language properly. Communication across 

cultures can be challenging without a shared language in which people 

can express themselves fully. In her study of multicultural interactions in an 

Australian suburb, Wise (2005) found that immigrants often feel shy and 

embarrassed about not being able to speak the (English) language. This 

can lead to conflict and misunderstanding: existing residents feel cut off, 

lonely and angry in a neighbourhood of strangers with whom they have no 

interaction, and so view immigrants as antisocial and unfriendly, when they 

are merely separated by language (Wise, 2005). The same issue was found 

to be central in Hudson, Phillips and Ray’s study, in which participating 

immigrants from Somalia expressed that it was frustrating not to be able to 

speak English, and therefore hard for them to approach and interact with the 

local English people. The locals, on the other hand, often experienced this as 

the Somalis not wanting to mix (Hudson, Phillips and Ray, 2009). 

These communication challenges are the reasons why my study focuses 

on the nonverbal dimensions of greeting. Because such language barriers 

exist in multicultural societies, I think it is increasingly important to create 

visual systems and tools for analysis, rather than relying on textual analysis. 

A visual system can cross language barriers: it opens up the possibility to 

communicate across languages, to potentially impact wider audiences. The 

aim with my visual system of presenting greetings is to create awareness 

and understanding of cultural differences within multicultural societies. The 

system has a number of potential social applications. If installed in a public 

location, for example, it could be used by local residents, in this case the 

residents of Stavanger, to view the different dimensions of their own greeting 

behaviour compared to that of people from other cultural backgrounds within 

their society. Due to its visual nature it would be accessible to everyone 

involved in the study and beyond it, regardless of whether they speak the 

local language or not.
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I have chosen to study the greeting as a form of interaction because it is 

a daily ritual that is practised within and across most cultures. However, 

as I discussed at the start of this chapter, the ‘performance’ of a greeting, 

its nonverbal dimensions, can be as culturally different as the verbal 

greetings. During a greeting we project an abundance of nonverbal cues 

and information: about personal space, physical contact, posture and facial 

expressions. The universality of greetings lends itself superbly to a study like 

this. In a multicultural context the greeting can be studied as a symbol and 

a projection of cultural identities. It reminds us of difference, and functions 

as an identity marker through which difference can be studied. The example 

previously given (see fig. 1), of the Dutch person who was bicultural and 

also part of a subculture, is a good illustration of this. His different identities 

influenced his behaviour and greeting interactions considerably. 

My study aims to cast light on what Wise and Velayutham (2009) termed 

the micro-sociology of everyday interactions, which also reflect wider social 

structures and processes. In doing so I wish to approach the situation on 

the ground to reveal aspects of how people live with and experience the 

complexities of cultural difference, and of how they adapt and relate to each 

other on an everyday basis, through the seemingly straightforward ritual of 

greeting.
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2.1 Functions of the Greeting

As discussed in the previous chapter, the aim of the visual system developed 

in my research is to advance a wider understanding of nonverbal, culture-

related dimensions of greetings. As well as potentially playing a role in 

multicultural communications, my system contributes new visual research 

methods to the field of anthropology and studies of human behaviour. My 

system builds on other systems developed within anthropology, dance, 

and information visualisation, and uses digital technologies to create new 

pathways to explore the visual notation of human interaction.

In this chapter I will discuss three key areas concerning the anthropological 

study of greetings: first, I will outline the function and meaning of greetings, 

and chart how the understanding of greetings has changed during the past 

40–50 years; second, I will explore the extent to which visual methods have 

been used in the study of greetings and human encounters, mainly in the 

1960s and 1970s, and how such methods could potentially be advanced 

using contemporary technologies and software; third, I suggest that there is 

a lack of intercultural greetings studies, and that today’s multicultural world 

needs studies concerning cross-cultural greetings.

The greeting is a universal daily ritual involving both verbal and nonverbal 

content such as gestures and facial expressions. Studies of greetings have 

evolved significantly over the past 40–50 years and this period has seen 

a major transformation within anthropology in the perception of both their 

function and their wider cultural meanings. Definitions have gradually shifted 

from greetings being considered rituals of phatic communication in the 

1960s–70s to their being understood, since the early 1990s, as exchanges 

of important social information. My research project approaches the study 

2. Greetings: Approaches and Visual Notation within 
Anthropology
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of greetings by investigating the cultural information conveyed by their 

nonverbal signals.

In the 1960s–70s key researchers in the field, such as Eibl-Eibesfeldt and 

Kendon & Ferber, considered greetings as rituals of appeasing and bonding 

with the function of avoiding aggressive behaviour in human encounters 

(Duranti, 1997b: 64). Greetings were also defined in this period as access-

rituals (for example, by Firth & Goffman) because they were seen as 

gateways allowing increased access to interaction. A minimal and non-hostile 

form of interaction, the greeting was believed to function as an introduction 

to further social interaction and relationships. Greetings marked the transition 

from a state of no contact to a state of increased communication between 

human beings. This interaction was considered important when it came to 

ensuring the continuity of social relationships (Ameka, 2009: 127; Duranti, 

1997b: 65). Further studies in the mid-1970s interpreted greetings as acts of 

recognition, politeness and solidarity affirmation (Youssouf, Grimshaw and 

Bird 1976: 811). Common to all these understandings was that greetings 

were considered as actions either preventing harm or actions inviting to 

further forms of communication. However, greetings were not considered 

as meaningful message exchanges in themselves, and the general view 

at the time was that they were functional but contentless, phatic forms of 

communication. 

This view was challenged in the 1990s when the deeper sociocultural 

dimensions of greetings, which Duranti (1992, 1997b) termed their 

‘contextual and propositional content’, became the prevailing focus of 

greetings studies. Professor of anthropology Alessandro Duranti has 

published extensively on the role of verbal and visual communication in 

human greetings since the early 1990s. His focus is on agency, intentionality 

and intersubjectivity, and his research methods combine participant 

observation and audiovisual recordings of spontaneous interactions. Duranti, 

a seminal figure in the field of greetings studies and linguistic anthropology, 
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views language as a cultural practice that gains meaning through its temporal 

organisation. He studies different types of speech acts, such as the greeting 

act, to analyse the role of verbal and visual communication in political and 

everyday situations. Though Duranti (1997b) agreed with Firth & Goffman 

that greetings are formulaic expressions, he argued that greetings also adapt 

to and create new contexts, and involve important information exchange. 

He found that owing to the predictable nature of greetings, researchers 

tended to ignore the value of what is said during the greeting. Duranti’s 

criticism of the greeting being considered a phatic form of communication 

was that this view did not consider variations in what is said as relevant to 

the meaning of the greeting exchange. Although greetings are ritualistic 

and conventional, he claims that both what is said and how it is said are 

important and can communicate new information. Duranti saw the need 

for an accurate definition of what qualifies as a greeting, so he created six 

criteria that would enable a universal identification of what a greeting is. In 

broad terms these criteria cover three important areas: what is said during 

the greeting; definitions of greetings that are based on re-formulations of 

other researchers’ definitions; and the temporal and spatial organisation of 

the greeting (Duranti, 1997b: 67–68). 

Duranti’s view was that the key to understanding the greeting is found in the 

culture that performs it. He noted that greetings can reflect social hierarchies, 

as the act of greeting often distinguishes between beings worth recognising 

and those that are not. Such a hierarchy is investigated in his studies on 

Samoan ceremonial greetings. During these ceremonial greetings children 

and servants, for instance, are not recognised and greeted, while chiefs 

and higher rank people are greeted. Further he illustrates that participants 

in the ceremonial greetings interact as part of a group and hierarchy, while 

simultaneously maintaining their individual identities. Through Duranti’s 

analysis of the internal organisation of the ceremonial greetings subtle 

individual differences in status and verbal performance are revealed. His 

studies prove that greetings are more than phatic communication: they can 
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reveal layers of social and individual information if documented and analysed 

carefully (Duranti, 1992, 1997a, 1997b). 

This key shift in greetings studies, which moves away from the idea of 

phatic communication, has brought with it the development of important 

cultural knowledge and an increasing number of studies on the socio-

cultural dimensions of greetings. Some key examples of these studies focus 

on: the initiation and social order of greetings (Kendon, 2009; Arendsen, 

2008; Schleicher 1997); the hierarchy of salutation and submission (Walter, 

2009); the religious dimensions of greetings (Ameka, 2009; Duranti, 1997b; 

Schleicher, 1997); and rituals that visualise inequality (Ameka, 2009). 

Studies such as these show that greetings are rich sources of cultural 

knowledge, and can reveal culture-related behaviour patterns. Each greeting 

has a ‘cultural-situational frame’ (Ameka, 2009: 131) and valuable cultural 

knowledge can be extracted from, and visualised through, systematic studies 

of greetings. It is the context of the interaction that determines what greeting 

is performed and how the relationship between the people who greet is 

affirmed (Kendon, 2009). History, religion, social hierarchy and gender 

roles are all reflected and intertwined in the greeting ritual. According to the 

late anthropologist Edward T. Hall (1990), one can study any aspect of a 

culture and come up with the same result in terms of the cultural knowledge 

produced. If by studying one part the whole can be understood, then studying 

the specific act of greeting can provide insights into the broader patterns of 

interaction and behaviour in society.

2.2 Verbal & Nonverbal Aspects of Greetings

Greetings studies vary in the extent to which they focus on the verbal or 

the nonverbal dimensions of the interaction. Duranti’s studies, and those 

following his, focus on the sociolinguistic aspects of greetings – analysing 

the meaning of what is said during the encounter. However, while his own 

fieldwork focuses on the spoken dimension, the definitions and criteria for 

studying greetings that Duranti developed also emphasise the importance 
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of nonverbal features (Duranti, 1992; 1997b: 68). These nonverbal features 

include posture, gesture and movement, which are all important bearers of 

meaning that can give us information about each participant in the greeting 

exchange. Although Duranti’s own research focused on verbal exchanges, 

interestingly he claimed that information is exchanged whether there is talk 

present or not. 

A fundamentally nonverbal approach to the study of face-to-face 

communication, including greetings, is found in Adam Kendon’s work. 

Kendon, who is considered a world-leading researcher on gesture, has 

since the late 1980s published extensively on the topics of communication 

during face-to-face interaction, and on the relationship between gestures and 

spoken language. In his book Conducting Interaction Patterns of Behavior 

in Focused Encounters, first published in 1990, he analyses the nonverbal 

dimensions of face-to-face encounters including: sequential organisation of 

greetings, movement coordination, facial patterns, male/female differences, 

duration and gaze (Kendon, 2009 [1990]). Kendon’s and other studies of the 

nonverbal aspects of greetings tend to discuss such observable patterns 

and their functions without going further to examine the cultural meanings of 

these nonverbal signals and patterns. 

Before Duranti’s studies in the early to mid-1990s, greetings studies generally 

tended to focus on the nonverbal (Kendon 2009 [1990], Birdwhistell, 1970). 

However, after Duranti, when the idea of information exchange came into 

focus, attention shifted from the nonverbal to the verbal. My attention is on 

the nonverbal, and I would argue that a study of both the nonverbal signals 

and their cultural meanings is necessary in order to understand greetings. 

This is what my research aims to make possible by means of visual 

representation and analysis. 
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2.3 Visual Representations of Human Interactions Including Greetings

Despite the varied themes and focuses within greetings studies, the 

research methods used until now by researchers in this area have remained 

predominantly textual. Though most studies involve ethnographic methods 

and the use of photography or video as documentation, the analysis of 

greetings consists primarily of textual transcripts and explanations. There are 

a few exceptions, in which anthropologists have used or created visual tools 

or notation systems to analyse human interaction. Some such examples are 

Hall’s notation of proxemic behaviour (Hall, 1963), Birdwhistell’s notation of 

kinesics (Birdwhistell, 1970) and Kendon’s notation of face-to-face interaction 

(Kendon, 2009 [1990]). I will provide a detailed description and analysis of 

selected elements of these different visual systems in order to chart how 

each researcher has used graphic symbols to communicate intricate aspects 

of nonverbal communication relating to personal space, body movement and 

facial expressions. While technology has developed considerably since the 

creation of these systems, they are still of significant value and an inspiration 

to the development of my own system. My aim is to convey human 

interactions, or greetings, in a new way through a clear, visual language. I 

am able to build on the knowledge and methods provided by researchers 

such as Duranti, Hall, Birdwhistell and Kendon while also being able to utilise 

today’s tools and technologies for creating a digital interface for visualisation. 

The late American anthropologist Edward T. Hall (1914–2009) published his 

most influential work on nonverbal communication and international relations 

between 1955 and 1977. Hall’s theories of intercultural communication, in 

particular relating to the use of personal space, have been invaluable in 

my research. He coined the term proxemics, which means people’s use of 

space and its relation to interpersonal communication. Proxemics can be 

separated into two main studies: personal space, and territory. Personal 

space relates to the immediate space surrounding a person, and territory 

refers to (physical) areas a person may lay claim to, such as a room or a car.  

Hall’s view was that much of behaviour is learned and patterned by culture, 
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and that once learned, proxemic behaviour becomes a form of unconscious 

behaviour. His theories are still highly relevant today and are referenced by 

many authors in the field of nonverbal behaviour. He developed a system 

for the notation of proxemics in 1963 on the grounds that people need to 

be able to read each other’s behaviour, and because he saw a need for a 

method that could accurately record and communicate what goes on during 

human-to-human interaction (Hall, 1963). The notation system was primarily 

developed to create some guidelines for the research on proxemics and to 

enable fieldworkers to document their observations in a visual way, allowing 

them to record and compare similar events across time and space. Therefore 

the main purpose of Hall’s system was for use in documentation, rather than 

for public presentation of analyses – he used the visual notation in his own 

private recordings, but they were not featured in his publications for readers 

to see, perhaps because he felt the system needed further development. 

Hall’s notation system is a rigorous one that covers numerous possible 

combinations of distance and kinesthetic relationships, of contact/non-contact 

situations, and sixteen combinations of the ways in which people look at 

each other. While today, digital technologies such as computer visualisation 

software make it possible to carry out very precise visual representations 

more easily, his system was created at a time when the available technology 

was much more basic and costly. His system includes notation of: sex and 

basic posture (see fig. 14); spatial arrangements or orientations (see fig. 15); 

kinesthetics (see fig. 16); touch (see fig. 17); vision (see fig. 18); thermal 

factors (see fig. 19); olfaction (see fig. 20); and the scale of voice loudness 

(see fig. 21).

The sex and basic posture of the two people interacting are the first key 

factors determined graphically within Hall’s proxemic notation. His notation 

includes three symbols for male, and three for female, to illustrate whether 

they are lying down, sitting or squatting, or standing (see fig. 14). 
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Fig. 14 – Hall’s proxemic notation: sex and 
basic posture (1963)

Fig. 15 – Hall’s proxemic notation: 
spatial arrangements or orientation 
(1963)

Fig. 16 – Hall’s proxemic notation: 
kinesthetics (1963)

Fig. 17 – Hall’s proxemic notation: 
touch (1963)

Fig. 18 – Hall’s proxemic notation: visual 
code (1963) Fig. 19 – Hall’s proxemic notation: 

thermal code (1963)

Fig. 20 – Hall’s proxemic notation: 
olfaction code (1963) Fig. 21 – Hall’s proxemic notation: 

scale of voice loudness (1963)
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These symbols, which look like simplified stick figures, illustrate the posture 

they represent. They consist of lines and a half circle for the head, with subtle 

variations of the head, with fill or without fill, to distinguish between male and 

female. 

In his notation of spatial arrangements and the orientation of bodies in 

relation to each other (see fig. 15), Hall determined eight positions for his 

model that he felt were ‘operationally relevant to the participant’ (Hall, 1963: 

1008). Though he did experiment with a more extensive and elaborate range 

of positions, he considered his eight-point compass the most appropriate 

one. The notation of orientation of bodies ranges from zero – symbolising 

two people face to face, to eight – symbolising two people back to back. 

Position four is two people standing side by side, shoulder to shoulder. These 

positions are illustrated effectively with each person graphically notated as 

if from an overhead view, using a line with a half circle for the head. With 

these simple shapes, he gives a clear and instant picture of eight key spatial 

positionings of two bodies. 

The third and last of the graphic sections within his system of notation 

records kinesthetic factors (see fig. 16). The kinesthetic factors include how 

people move their legs and arms, and the distance between the bodies 

that are interacting. For this section of the system he uses straight lines to 

illustrate the shapes and angles of the bodies, and defined four ways of 

relating with the body: (1) touching with the head or trunk; (2) touching with 

forearms, elbows or knees; (3) touching with arm fully extended; and (4) 

with the arm and the leg extended and body leaning. Hall also included the 

option to add some space to each of these four distances. Physical space is 

added visually with some space between the two symbols, or numerically by 

adding a 0. As seen in fig. 16, the symbol || (or number 11) is a combination 

of the symbols | and | (or numbers 1 and 1), meaning that both people are 

touching with the head or trunk. Extra space is symbolised in this instance 

with space between the symbols: | | (or number 101), meaning that they are 
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just outside body contact distance (but within touching distance). Although 

Hall was obviously concerned with using visual symbols as part of his 

system, he stated that the quickest way to ‘read’ the codes is by referring to 

the graphic symbols with numbers. The notation of thermal, voice, odour, and 

visual factors were made up of letter codes, for instance thc = thermal heat 

contact (see fig. 19), and do = differentiated body odour detectable (see fig. 

20), and these codes can also be referred to by a number, i.e. thc = 1 and 

do=1. Referring to the codes by numbers is problematic in the sense that one 

number can have multiple meanings depending on what the number refers 

to. Without further explanation the number combination 33, for instance, 

could refer to any of these meanings: both pairs are males and sitting down; 

both pairs are ‘holding or pressing against’; or ‘probable heat’ is detected in 

both pairs. To clarify what the number signifies one would need to refer to it 

with additional information such as: Postural – sex identifier = 33; Thermal 

code = 33; or Touch code = 33. This use of numbers accompanied with 

textual explanation makes the visual secondary and somewhat superfluous in 

his notation system. However, even though it is not a complete visual system, 

Hall’s work was groundbreaking in that it did create a clear and organised 

way of analysing aspects of human interaction using few words. 

Fig. 22 shows a detailed analysis of an interaction using his notation system1. 

Here he uses numbers and titles rather than symbols, again diminishing 

the importance of the visual within the system. However, the figure does 

provide us with a very clear and elaborate recording of the proxemics and 

nonverbal factors that take place in this interaction between two men. Aware 

of its shortcomings and of his visual system being incomplete, Hall (1963: 

1022) stated that ‘Currently the visual dimension stands out, out of all those 

described, as the one requiring additional treatment’, and he encouraged 

ethnographers to use and further develop it. Despite its imperfections, 

his system was groundbreaking in providing this area of research with a 

1 Touch code (4) seems as if it should be 6 rather than 0, this appears to be a 
mistake in the original figure in Hall’s article (1963: 1021).
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crucial starting point for visualising proxemics behaviour. If it were to be 

developed further, as suggested by Hall, it could indeed become a fully visual 

system with its own unique visual language, which could be used for visual 

presentation as well as documentation.

Visualisation of spatial movements was also explored by the late 

anthropologist Ray L. Birdwhistell (1918–1994). His studies in the 1950s–70s 

were influenced by Hall’s observations on human spatial arrangements and 

pioneering work in proxemics (Birdwhistell, 1970: xii). Birdwhistell maintained 

that a high percentage of communication during conversation is nonverbal, 

kinetic communication (Birdwhistell, 1970). Often referred to as a pioneer in 

the study of human body motion, Birdwhistell coined the term kinesics in the 

1950s, to define the ways in which gestures and body movements function 

as nonverbal communication. In his studies on kinesics he applied research 

techniques used by structural linguists, because he considered structural 

linguistics the field with the most appropriate models for his analysis. His 

Fig. 22 – Hall’s proxemic notation in use: recorded transaction and key (1963)
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methods also included the use of observation, still images, interviews, movie 

cameras and slow-motion projectors which he used to analyse motion in 

great detail. His studies were mainly of Americans, and his belief was that 

interactional behaviour was learned and patterned by culture, and therefore 

it could be broken down systematically into isolated elements to be analysed. 

Birdwhistell created a system for the notation of kinesics, the first version of 

which was published in 1952, in order to be able to analyse and record the 

dimension of kinesic behaviour during human interactions. As with Hall’s, the 

aim with Birdwhistell’s system was to develop a way to write down nonverbal 

behaviour – in his case, kinesics. Although his notation was created for 

documentation purposes, sample conversations with visual descriptions are 

also presented in some of his publications. This application of a notation 

system as presentation, as well as for documentation, introduces another 

dimension to the use of notation systems within the field.

It was the physiological structure of body motion behaviour that Birdwhistell 

was concerned with and visualised. His notation system does not aim to 

include the communicative aspects, or the meaning, of behaviour, because 

he claimed that it is the social situation and not the gesture itself that 

determines the meaning of the behaviour (Birdwhistell, 1970: 173). He used 

the smile as one example to illustrate this point, because although it may be 

a cross-cultural act or expression, the meaning of the smile can change from 

one culture or situation to the next (Birdwhistell, 1970: 34). Though obviously 

aware of, and sensitive to the importance of the meaning of behaviour, this 

was not something he explored or visualised in his own system. For his 

system he created a number of symbols for recording body movements 

and developed kinesic codes such as: kinesic stress; distal and proximal 

movements; motion qualifiers – intensity, duration and range of behaviour; 

patterned speech and movement; tentative kinemes of juncture; and body 

sections. His studies on kinesics were predominantly concerned with the 

latter, the motion of different body sections. 
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In his system Birdwhistell divided the body into eight sections: head and 

neck, face, shoulders and trunk, right arm, left arm, pelvic region, right leg, 

and left leg. His notation system, or Kinegraphs2, represents each of the eight 

sections in great detail and with multiple variations of movement. They were 

originally hand-drawn by Birdwhistell, and make up an extensive resource 

of notation of posture, gesture and facial expressions (Birdwhistell, 1970: 

257). His system consists of both symbols and numbers, and each section 

of the body has a range of different symbols, depending on their nonverbal 

expression. Fig. 23 shows a small section of head movement Kines. The 

head is symbolised by H and h, and nodding of the head is added to the H/h 

using a bent line, circle and arrows.

Perhaps more recognisable symbols can be seen in the second section of 

his system, symbols for face notation (see fig. 24). In this section Birdwhistell 

has used simple lines, circles and dots to illustrate eyebrow movements such 

as ‘single raised brow’ and ‘medial brow contraction’: these symbols are more 

familiar as they are similar to expressions used for cartoon characters. The 

same goes for notation of the mouth, with the most basic movements such 

as a smile, a ‘droopy mouth’, or a ‘toothy smile’ being quite familiar while 

2 Kinegraphs is the term Birdwhistell used for the symbols in his eight-sectioned 
notation system. Kine is the term he used for body positions (Birdwhistell, 1970: 
287).

Fig. 23 – Birdwhistell’s notation of kinesics: head (1970)
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he develops these familiar symbols in more complex movements such as 

the ‘slow lick – lips’ for which he combines graphic shapes with the letters 

S and L. Birdwhistell used graphic symbols in quite a sophisticated manner,  

combining simple shapes, letters and symbols to illustrate very specific 

postures and movements of the body. His notation of seated postures, for 

instance, communicates complex arrangements of the legs and positioning of 

the feet, using line drawings (see fig. 25). He also allows for complex notation 

of hand and finger movement by visually dividing the hand, fingers and joints 

into numbered sections (see fig. 26). 

Fig. 24 – Birdwhistell’s notation of kinesics: face (1970)
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Fig. 25 – Birdwhistell’s notation of kinesics: seated (1970)

Fig. 26 – Birdwhistell’s notation of kinesics: hand and finger activity (1970)
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While some of the symbols, like those for mouth and eyes, are instantly 

recognisable, most of his symbols are not, and require users to learn the 

system or have textual descriptions explaining the symbols at hand during 

their analysis.

Fig. 27 shows part of a conversation that Birdwhistell transcribed using 

his notation system. The conversation is between a mother and her child 

during a bus ride. The notation gives information about the mother’s 

nonverbal behaviour such as her frowning, speaking through her teeth, 

mouth being pursed, her forcing a square smile and squeezing the boy’s 

arm. In combination with the text, the notation, once interpreted, gives us 

a clear picture of the mood, emotions and overall unspoken aspects of the 

interaction.

Birdwhistell’s notation with its structure of the body into these eight sections 

proved to work well for his analysis of American behaviour; however, through 

observation he did conclude that this structure would not work cross-

culturally owing to different uses of posture and movement patterns found 

across different cultures. As for his facial notation, he claimed a face can 

make more than 250,000 different expressions and that the fifteen placement 

symbols plus eleven special markers that he created were sufficient to record 

all the significant facial expressions he had come across in his studies. In 

total, he claimed that his less than one hundred symbols would be able to 

deal with any kinesic subject (Birdwhistell, 1970: 8). 

Fig. 27 – Example of interaction analysis of a dialogue using Birdwhistell’s notation 
of kinesics (1970)
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Birdwhistell’s notation system can be used to analyse nonverbal behaviour 

using symbols rather than having to refer to the symbols with numbers, as 

is necessary with Hall’s system. Birdwhistell acknowledged that his notation 

operated as a ‘relatively static system’ and he encouraged future researchers 

to make it more dynamic. He created a ‘model’ which was intended for others 

to use. Birdwhistell recognised that ongoing improvements in technology, 

for example in photography, film and projection techniques, offered the 

possibility of a ‘phenomenological revolution in the study of human behaviour’ 

(Birdwhistell, 1970: 50). He envisaged the potential that technology and 

media could have in his field – both for future documentation and analysis of 

human behaviour. 

Another principally visual system for documenting human interaction is that 

devised by Adam Kendon. In 1964, together with Jacques Ex, he created 

a notation system for face-to-face communication (Kendon, 2009). Fig. 28 

shows a later version of this system, which was modified by Kendon. Their 

aim with the system was to create a way of writing down the expressions 

of the face during analysis of videos of human interaction, so that the 

expressions could later be reconstructed. Like Hall’s and Birdwhistell’s 

systems, Kendon’s system was developed mainly for documentation and 

analysis purposes. However, Kendon did feature the notation in different 

formats in his publications: as visual transcripts of conversation sequences, 

as action-sequence maps, and as visual greeting diagrams. Kendon’s 

notation of facial expressions (see fig. 28) consists of symbols that signify 

different eyebrow, eye, and mouth signals. Each symbol is unique for one 

type of expression of the eyes, eyebrows or mouth, and a combination of 

three symbols can provide us with a clear picture of a facial expression. 

Fig. 28 shows the symbols and their explanations used in his facial notation 

system. Eyebrows are illustrated in a realistic way using lines and the letters 

n, m and w to symbolise the different shapes the eyebrows exhibit for various 

expressions. He used different variations of lines and circles to illustrate 
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eye and mouth expressions. They are graphic representations of the actual 

expressions: ‘lips at rest, closed’, for example, is illustrated by a straight 

horizontal line, while ‘mouth corners pulled downwards’ is illustrated by a line 

bending downwards. By notating the expressions in such a way, Kendon and 

Ex were able to reconstruct and analyse patterns of facial behaviour over a 

time period, and they found that the system was sufficient for noting more 

‘stable periods of facial patterning’ (Kendon, 2009: 123). 

Fig. 28 – Kendon’s facial notation (2009)
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Fig. 29 shows the system in use, and presents a list of facial patterns that 

were recorded during an interaction between ‘F’ and ‘M’, showing different 

segments of the encounter. The first segment, for instance, shows that ‘F’s’ 

brows are at rest, the upper lids of the eyes are falling over the eyeballs, the 

mouth corners are pulled downwards, the lower lip is protruded and the lips 

Fig. 29 – Kendon’s facial notation in use (2009)
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are parted, while ‘M’s’ lips are parted and protruded. With simple symbols 

each segment of the interaction is recorded and provides us with a detailed 

picture of the facial patterns without the need for lengthy textual explanations. 

Kendon also created other visual techniques to represent greeting 

sequences. His maps of action sequences in face-to-face encounters 

visualise facial notation and different sequences of approach, positioning and 

initiation during these encounters. Fig. 30 is part of an illustration of an action 

sequence during the kissing round between F and M. The map gives a very 

detailed analysis of different phases of the kissing round, of how F and M 

are positioned in relation to each other, of physical contact, and of F’s facial 

patterns during any second, or video frame, of the sequence.

Fig. 30 – Kendon’s map of action-sequence of a face-to-face encounter (2009)
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In his diagram of a greeting (see fig. 31) Kendon visualises the structure of a 

typical greeting: it shows the movement towards each other of the two people 

greeting, the orientation of their bodies, and their salutations. Similarly, his 

diagram of greeting segments also visualises the orientation and approach 

components, as well as changes in the face during the encounter (see fig. 

32). By including facial notation in this diagram he makes it possible for one 

to read the facial expressions and how they change during the different parts 

of the greeting sequence. By combining the two, the movement diagram with 

the facial notation, Kendon creates a more complete picture of the greeting 

and its emotional expressions, and the picture becomes a visual timeline of 

the interaction. Nevertheless, although they are all visual representations of 

facial expressions and interaction sequences, most of these diagrams and 

maps need additional textual explanations to make sense. They are difficult, 

and time-consuming, to interpret. However, if, for instance, the timeline and 

Fig. 31 – Kendon’s diagram of a greeting (2009)
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the annotations were animated, the analysis of the timeline could be viewed 

more clearly and would be made much easier to understand.

Finally, Kendon created visualisations of spatial organisation, also called 

the F-formation system (see fig. 33) in which he used simple oval shapes, 

lines and arrows to visualise movement and spatial arrangements of the 

interactions between a group of people. The visuals also reveal how the 

group co-operates to maintain ‘spatial and orientational relationships’ 

(Kendon, 2009: 216). The illustrations in the F-formation system give us 

a clear overhead view of the spatial interactions. This overhead view, a 

view also used in Hall’s notation system, is ideal for visualising movement 

in space, the organisation of space and aspects of personal space. Again, 

if this piece was made into an animation, it could show how the group 

dynamics change and evolve over time. I adapt this overhead view in my own 

documentation and visualisation of greetings, in order to visually analyse the 

movement and use of space by the two people greeting. As I will discuss and 

illustrate in detail in chapter 4, this perspective gives a clearer view of the 

greeters’ relation to personal space, or proxemics, than a front or side view 

does. 

Fig. 32 – Kendon’s diagram of a greeting segment (2009)
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In all three notation systems I have discussed, the use of graphic symbols 

provides researchers with a quick method of notating and reading valuable 

information about interaction and movement in space. There are other 

notation systems that are more advanced, in terms of technology and detail, 

than the three mentioned, for example the Facial Action Coding System by 

Fig. 33 – Kendon’s F-formation system (2009)
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the Paul Ekman Group (Ekman, Friesen and Hager, 2002) (see fig. 34), but 

this system focuses solely on facial expressions and is based on number and 

letter codes rather than on graphic symbols. As my investigation focuses on 

visual systems using graphic symbols and graphic representations, systems 

based solely on letter and number codes will not be discussed.

Hall, Birdwhistell and Kendon, all pioneers in their own area of human 

behaviour studies, explored visual language for research purposes, but 

the visual aspect was never the main focus of their studies. They created 

notation systems for data collection rather than for presentation of their 

findings. The three notation systems discussed here cover relatively different 

characteristics of nonverbal interaction, though there are some overlapping 

areas to be found. The three systems have in common a desire to make 

sense of nonverbal aspects of human interaction through visual, rather than 

textual means. Their aims were to develop ways to record and annotate 

transcripts of nonverbal aspects of communication and to be able to recheck/

revisit the observations. While Kendon’s system is easier to ‘read’ because 

it focuses solely on the face, Birdwhistell’s system is more elaborate in that 

it includes notation of the entire body, and of its different sections. Though 

Birdwhistell’s and Kendon’s systems are more advanced in terms of the 

visual, Hall’s system is built on a very comprehensive theoretical foundation 

that would benefit from further visual exploration. Both Hall and Kendon 

expressed a hope that others would develop their systems to become even 

more visual and more dynamic. With subsequent revolutions in technology, 

Fig. 34 – Facial Action Coding System (FACS) by the Paul Ekman Group (2002)
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which has moved far beyond what was available to Hall, Kendon and 

Birdwhistell, the visualisation of nonverbal interactions can be explored 

further. Today’s digital media hold enormous potential for the presentation 

and analysis of human behaviour as my study sets out to show.

Many other anthropologists and researchers besides Hall, Kendon 

and Birdwhistell have used visual means, such as video recording and 

photography, for documenting and analysing their findings. However, few 

have used any visual means in the presentation of their investigations. 

Zoologist and ethologist Desmond Morris occupies a position somewhere 

between these two approaches, using the visual both to gather 

documentation and in the presentation of his findings. His work is dedicated 

to the study of human behaviour and ethology, and includes an influential 

and substantial investigation of human nonverbal communication focused 

on gestures, postures and greetings. He uses photography as his method 

for data collection and for presentation of the research (Morris, 1979). The 

photographs and illustrations featured in his work were collected from a wide 

variety of sources and include cross-cultural variations of behaviour. Though 

he did not create a notation system, he presented his data in a new and 

visual way. Photography is the most prominent medium of his visual material 

(see figs. 35–36). 

Fig. 35 – Head nod and head shake illustrated by 
layering images, featured in Morris’ investigation (1979)
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Fig. 36 – Greeting images featured in Morris’ investigation (1979)
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Fig. 36 is a collection of greeting images from around the world, used 

in various parts of his investigation. Morris also included illustrations to 

illuminate important points about his findings, such as the ‘taboo zones’ – 

areas of the body which other people should avoid touching (see fig. 37), and 

eye-brow movements during greetings (see fig. 38). Morris’ use of visuals is 

more illustrative than systematic. He used existing 

visuals and did not attempt to create an analytical 

tool as Hall, Birdwhistell and Kendon did with their 

notation systems. However, he did add a more 

visual focus to a field that had traditionally tended 

to be heavily textual. 

Fig. 37 – Taboo zones 
featured in Morris’ 
investigation (1979)

Fig. 38 – Eyebrow-flash during 
greeting featured in Morris’ 
investigation (1979)
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A similar approach to Morris’ is seen in Marianne Wex’s (1979) photographic 

research and presentation of the difference between female and male body 

language. Wex’s book Let’s Take Back Our Space: ‘Female’ and ‘Male’ 

Body Language as a Result of Patriarchal Structures is a visual catalogue 

of gender-related postures and gestures. Fig. 39 shows one page from the 

book which visualises leg and feet positions of men (above) and women 

(below), showing clear differences in what were found to be typical feminine 

or masculine ways of sitting. Fig. 40 shows another page presenting postures 

that are considered to be masculine (above) and feminine (below).

Fig. 39 – Wex’s photographic study on female and male body language: leg and feet 
positions (1979)
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More recent greetings studies using visual means for collection and analysis 

of data have been developed by Alessandro Duranti (1992, 1996, 1997a, 

1997b). According to Duranti, greetings are ubiquitous, repetitive and easy 

to recognise, but they are also complex interactions, and he reveals some 

of their complexity in his analysis of their verbal patterns. His view in his text 

‘Universal and Culture-Specific Properties of Greetings’ (1997b) was that 

greetings studies must include (1) ethnography, (2) the recording of what 

is said, and (3) a definition of what is identifiable as a greeting (Duranti, 

1997b: 67). He argued that too many studies lack one or more of these three 

aspects, either using improper recordings, or being based on field notes or 

observations alone. Duranti believed that the documentation, at very least 

the transcripts of the greetings, should always be included in the analysis and 

be made available to the reader to open up the possibility for independent 

analysis (Duranti, 1992). This was not common practice in the early 1990s, 

when analysis tended to be based on the researcher’s field notes. Duranti 

Fig. 40 – Wex’s photographic study on female and male body language: postures 
(1979)
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questioned the reliability of such studies because the absence of transcripts 

meant there was no room for re-examination of the material. 

Duranti did include transcripts in his texts, and in some instances he also 

included visual diagrams to highlight points about movement, hierarchy and 

overlapping during greeting rituals. Fig. 41, from a 1992 study of Samoan 

ceremonial greetings, shows the sitting arrangements and spatial positioning 

inside a house during a public gathering in a Samoan community. The orators 

of higher rank sit in the front of the room; they are the decision makers 

during the gathering. The chiefs sit in the ‘tala’, and the back is the place 

for the junior members or lower-class people. The people sitting in the front 

and in the tala are usually ceremonially greeted, as they are recognised as 

important and of higher rank. The illustration shows the route taken by chief 

Agaiatua when he arrives at the house. Duranti utilised illustrations such as 

Fig. 41 – Duranti’s illustration of Samoan spatial and sitting arrangement during 
social gathering (1992)
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this one, created with simple graphic shapes, to give a visual overhead  

view of complex hierarchical organisations of status and space in  

Samoan societies. 

These illustrations help to clarify important points and observations in his 

text, but they do not communicate this knowledge as stand-alone graphic 

images. Another visualisation he uses in a slightly later study is that of an 

interlocking pattern (see fig. 42) (1997a). This illustration shows that there is 

overlapping in the verbal welcoming and response of a Samoan ceremonial 

greeting. The overlapping does not happen at a transition-relevant place 

in the greeting, as shown very clearly in the graphic. The welcoming by 

one person is overlapped by a response by the other person before the 

welcoming is completed. Duranti’s studies reveal that this type of overlapping 

was very common in Samoan ceremonial greetings. 

Fig. 42 – Duranti’s visualisation of interlocking pattern during greeting exchange 
(1997)
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In the mid-1990s Duranti’s use of visuals as part of his analysis developed 

from including static images only, to using more dynamic media. He saw 

the potential of multimedia and the Internet when it came to presenting his 

studies and analysis. His website features several audio-visual resources 

such as videos, sound-clips and photographs taken in different communities 

worldwide by different video-ethnographers (Duranti, 1996). These resources 

were put online to give his students an interactive experience when learning 

to analyse human encounters. This transition from using static diagrams and 

static textual transcripts to creating interactive multimedia presentations and 

analyses of his work marked an important change to the discipline. Duranti 

has developed the visual and interactive elements of greeting analysis more 

than anyone else.

One section of the audio-visual material featured on Duranti’s website deals 

specifically with greetings; he also gives examples and instructions on how 

to study and analyse the greeting videos. The aim was to teach his students 

about the complexities and the social organisation of greetings, and to show 

how to analyse them to reveal some of these properties. One of the greeting 

encounters featured as a resource to study on his website, presented with 

a video, sound clips and textual analysis, is a greeting between Hillary 

Clinton and the Capps family, during the late Walter Capps’ 1995–96 political 

campaign when he ran as a Democrat for the US Congress. During that year, 

Walter Capps gave Duranti access to record his speeches, interviews and 

conversations in both political and private contexts, which resulted in almost 

60 hours of video footage (Duranti, 2006). 

Duranti’s audio-visual resource titled Hillary Clinton Meets the Capps is 

presented as an interactive multi-layered transcript with video and audio 

clips next to the different sections of the greeting transcripts (see fig. 43). 

The video features a multiple interaction where Hillary Clinton greets Walter 

Capps, his wife, and his son. The analysis is divided into three sections, 
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one for each greeting, and the format is interactive in that you can click into 

different sections of the greetings transcripts to view their analysis. The 

analysis includes an annotated transcript with speech and gestures recorded 

in the left column, and a textual analysis of these in the right column (see 

fig. 44). In his analysis Duranti makes use of transcript conventions originally 

developed by Gail Jefferson for use in English conversation analysis (Sacks, 

Schegloff, Jefferson, 1974, cited in Duranti, 1996). These conventions include 

notation of aspects such as: who is speaking; lengths of sounds; pauses; 

overlapping talk; and unclear speech (see fig. 45). His analyses of the verbal 

exchanges reveal some of the history of the participants’ friendships, such 

as the length of time since they last saw each other, and the way their co-

membership3 is made known through the mentioning of the Capps’ daughter. 

3 ‘Doing co-membership’ is a term used in sociology when a piece of common 
history between people is established during conversation (Duranti, 1996).

Fig. 43 – Duranti’s analysis of Clinton and Capps’ meeting using audio-visual 
material (1996)
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Fig. 44 – Section 1 of Duranti’s transcript/analysis of Clinton and Capps’  
greeting (1996)

Fig. 45 – A section of Gail Jefferson’s transcript conventions used by Duranti (1996)
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The analyses also illustrate how greetings are formulaic and follow certain 

formats, such as the adjacency pair4 format: two adjacent turns by two 

speakers. An example is when Hillary Clinton greets Todd Capps with ‘Hi, 

how are you?’ and he responds with ‘Hi, how are you. Nice to see you.’ (see 

fig. 46): this is an adjacency pair and is a typical greeting format. Through 

these analyses, in which he uses traditional as well as contemporary 

methods of representation, Duranti illustrates the complexities of greetings, 

showing that they are rituals that involve important information exchange, 

while at the same time being formulaic.

4 Duranti discusses the adjacency pair format in Universal and Culture-Specific 
Properties of Greetings (Duranti, 1997b).

Fig. 46 – Adjacency pair format found in section 3 of Duranti’s analysis of Clinton 
and Capps greeting (1996)
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Although documentation through photography and video is a fairly 

widespread method of gathering anthropological data (Kendon, 2009; 

Pillet-Shore, 2008), it was Duranti’s treatment of the photographic material 

that brought him, and this research field, another step forward in realising 

the analytic potential of the visual. Before his work, ethnographic video 

material was used simply for data collection and not for presentation. With 

the development of using video and interactive text in his transcripts and 

analyses he advanced the visual research of greetings from relying on static 

images and videos to utilising more dynamic tools of presentation, and in 

doing so opened up newer ways of viewing, studying and representing 

greetings. Duranti made use of the Internet and its capability of displaying 

multimedia content to present his audio and video files alongside his textual 

analysis. The use of the Internet also meant that the way Duranti shared 

his research, both with his students and with a wider global research 

community, changed immensely. As discussed by Hart (2004), technological 

advancements since the introduction of the World Wide Web in the early 

1990s have shifted the ways messages are exchanged – from being text and 

number based to becoming more visual. Duranti embraced this change, but 

despite his move towards using more advanced contemporary technologies 

such as the Internet, his transcripts and analysis remain textual. However, 

considering that his studies focus on the spoken characteristics of greetings, 

heavy reliance on text may be seen as unavoidable. 

In chapter 4 I will return to the Hillary Clinton Meets the Capps multiple 

greeting and use my own system of visual notation to analyse the nonverbal 

aspects of the greetings. My method will illustrate how digital technologies 

could contribute, alongside more traditional techniques such as those used 

by Duranti, to the study and representation of greetings. 

It is clear that the anthropological understanding of greetings has developed 

enormously over the past 60 years, but as I have discussed, the visual 

research aspect of this field of enquiry is still underdeveloped and marginal. 
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Various researchers have used visual methods to collect data, but despite 

the development of new technologies, the use of visual methods in the study 

of greetings has remained ancillary – secondary and subordinated to textual 

explanations. The systems of notation I have discussed illustrate the desire 

to establish visual notation systems for use in anthropology and behavioural 

studies, yet this desire has not been fulfilled as such systems have not been 

further developed visually and dynamically to meet their potential use.

Recent advances in digital technologies offer unprecedented potential to 

achieve such development, and there have been major changes in the realm 

of visual language since Hall, Birdwhistell and Kendon created their notation 

systems. They used the tools and visual language available at the time, to 

produce notations that relied on static symbols to signify movement. Today, 

infographics and data visualisations of all kinds of information are changing 

how we see the world. My research aims to develop a more contemporary 

notation system which reflects a current and dynamic visual language using 

available multimedia technologies. A historical and multidisciplinary overview 

of methods and technologies involved in graphic visualisation will be 

discussed in detail in chapter 3.

2.4 An Intercultural Study of Greetings

Although the precise focus within greetings studies has varied, as discussed 

above, such studies almost all share the aim of investigating intracultural 

interactions: greetings within a specific society, culture or sub-culture 

(Ameka, 2009; Caton, 1986; Duranti, 1992; Walter, 2009). Samovar, Porter 

and McDaniel (2007) compare how gendered greeting interactions work 

in different cultures. They investigate gender relations and differences in 

behaviour between cultures such as Saudi, Finnish and Mexican. However, 

though they compare cultures, their study does not include greetings 

performed across cultural borders, between people with different ethnicities 

– encounters that are increasingly common in multicultural communities. 

Though Duranti carried out a number of studies of class within cultures, very 
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few attempts have been made at 

investigating intercultural greetings, 

across classes or cultures.

 

An exception here is Raymond 

Firth’s (1954) intercultural study on 

the communication between the 

Anuta and Tikopia societies in the 

Western Pacific. He examines the 

social relations between these two 

islands and their people in great 

depth, describing their relationship as 

a symbiotic one. These two societies, 

though they rely on each other and 

have many similar cultural structures, 

also have some very different ones, 

such as the initiation rite and speech/

dialects. Firth (1954) describes the greetings between the two societies 

during exchange trips as sometimes being ‘affectionate scenes of greeting’, 

indicating that there is positive communication between them despite their 

apparent cultural differences. His study also involved the use of photography 

as documentation, with one image capturing a greeting between an Anuta 

man and a Tikopia man (see fig. 47). Today, intercultural greetings are highly 

frequent in multicultural societies. Intercultural contact has increased due to 

a number of different factors, including technological developments and the 

Internet, immigration resulting from globalisation, and more opportunities 

to travel (Samovar, Porter and McDaniel, 2007; Kapuściński, 2008). This 

presents us with a new context in which to understand greetings: they can 

be understood not only as rituals of shared interaction patterns but also, 

increasingly, as meetings of different patternings. These patternings and 

symbol systems that now meet daily are so distinct that they ‘alter the 

communication event’ (Samovar, Porter and McDaniel, 2007: 9) and we 

Fig. 47 – Greeting between an Anuta 
man and a Tikopia man featured in 
Firth’s investigation (1954)
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are faced with a new and often unfamiliar type of encounter. During such 

moments of intercultural contact, verbal language barriers are obvious 

obstacles for smooth communication. The sometimes more subtle nonverbal 

differences, which are the focus of this study, can often be even greater 

barriers to interaction because people are less aware of them. These 

differences in behaviour can teach us a great deal about cultural variation 

and patterning. Studying the interaction between people with different cultural 

backgrounds presents us with a range of ‘issues’ that in intracultural studies 

are either taken for granted or are nonexistent. These nonverbal cues relate 

to differing movement patterns, gesturing, use of space and personal space, 

touch/non-touch situations and, as mentioned earlier, differences in the 

perceived meanings of the interactions. All these aspects of the nonverbal 

greeting become more apparent and relevant in intercultural settings, as the 

comfort of familiar and predictable behaviour during greetings is replaced by 

unpredictable, sometimes uncomfortable greeting situations. 

As discussed at the start of this chapter, greetings are formulaic expressions, 

systematically patterned by culture. How to greet is usually the first thing 

one learns when going to a new country or place and when learning a new 

language. In Norway greetings, and other forms of local social behaviour, 

are taught to immigrants during state-run induction programmes. Greetings 

provide a valuable focal point for studying cross-cultural behavioural 

differences in a multicultural society. In this multicultural setting, greetings 

involve interactions both between co-cultures5, and between co-cultures 

and the host culture. For immigrant communities, the national greeting 

becomes a symbol of an introduction to the new culture and of adapting to 

the host society. At the same time their own greetings become tokens of 

their identities and as such get entangled in the politics or identity of the 

5 Samovar, Porter and McDaniel (2007: 11) define co-cultures as ‘groups or social 
communities exhibiting communication characteristics, perceptions, values, beliefs, 
and practices that are sufficiently different to distinguish them from the other groups, 
communities, and the dominant culture’.
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multicultural society. This study is intended as a contribution to the dialogue 

between cultures, and aims to create an awareness of different cultures 

through increasing our understanding of greetings and their varied cultural 

patternings. It seems timely to carry out an intercultural study of greetings in 

order to bring this area of anthropology into the contemporary multicultural 

context, where dynamic and unpredictable interaction patterns occur every 

day in multicultural societies worldwide. 

In this chapter, three important observations about the study of greetings 

have been made. First, it has been determined that greetings are formulaic 

expressions that involve important information exchange and cultural 

knowledge. It has also been established that an important part of the 

message exchange is nonverbal. Second, it has been shown that the use 

of visual tools for studying human encounters has so far been marginal 

and secondary to text. Though important developments of systems for 

notation were made in the 1960s–70s, these systems have not been 

successfully followed up and developed in a way that keeps pace with 

technological advancements. Third, it has been found that most existing 

studies of greetings focus on intracultural encounters, and do not address 

the multicultural world that we live and interact in today. These observations 

outline the anthropological context for my research, and show the starting 

point within this field for the development of my system. In chapter 3 I give 

an overview of existing visual notation systems and methods for analysing 

movement, and discuss contemporary visual languages and technological 

techniques that could potentially advance the study and analysis of greeting 

interactions.
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As discussed in chapter 2, visual techniques such as photography, video 

recording and graphic notation have been used to some extent in the study 

of greetings, but mainly for documentation purposes. When it comes to the 

analysis of greetings, visual techniques have remained secondary to text. 

Notation systems created for the purpose of documentation and analysis 

of human interaction by Hall, Kendon and Birdwhistell in the 1960s–70s 

have not been further developed in terms of concept, visual expression, 

or technology. However, while anthropological research on greetings and 

human interactions has made limited use of visual systems, this has not 

been the case in all fields of human study. Visual notation and analysis have 

had longstanding and important functions in the understanding of human 

movement – and dance in particular. In this chapter I will give an overview 

of some of the visual techniques and technologies that have changed how 

we study, analyse, and communicate about human movement and how we 

convey social information. I will also discuss visual techniques that display 

great potential for use in the visualisation of movement. More specifically, 

I am looking at five different aspects of visualisation: chronophotography, 

movement and dance notation, information graphics, data and network 

visualisation, and interactive technologies.

The first two sections of this chapter concern methods that have been used 

in the past to document movement. Historically these techniques have been 

of great importance to the field of movement analysis. The first section 

discusses techniques of ‘capturing’ motion through chronophotography, 

which was developed in the late 1800s. Chronophotography was used by 

photographers such as Eadweard Muybridge and Étienne-Jules Marey to 

document objects in motion, and to study and reveal aspects of movement 

that were not obvious to the naked eye. The essence of their techniques 

is still relevant and broadly used today, often through formats such as 

3. Visualising Movement: Documentation and Notation 
Systems, and the Potential of Digital Media
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stopmotion video and time-lapse photography. The second section discusses 

techniques for visualising dance choreography with systems such as 

Labanotation and Benesh movement notation, used from the early 1900s. 

Notation systems for dance were created to enable the reading, analysis, 

writing, and reconstruction of movement using graphic symbols. They are 

accurate recordings of human movement that have been used in many 

areas of movement analysis beyond the field of dance, but they cannot be 

utilised or understood without specialised knowledge. Labanotation is of 

course still in use today but it was devised nearly a century ago in a different 

technological age. While the visual language and technology used by 

Muybridge and in the creation of Labanotation have developed considerably 

since, it is the concept of these techniques that is relevant to my study: the 

concept of documenting, distilling and preserving movement in the forms of 

photography and graphic notation.

The third and fourth sections of this chapter concern present-day 

visualisation techniques that have great potential to communicate movement 

and greetings. In the third section, which relates closely to my own practice, 

I show how contemporary information graphics, and digital media techniques 

and applications, have much to offer to the field of greetings studies and 

visual anthropology. The fields of information graphics (infographics), data 

journalism and network visualisations, with leading practitioners such as 

Edward Tufte, David McCandless, Manuel Lima, Hans Rosling, and others, 

offer useful methods for image mapping, colour coding, shape scaling and 

the visualisation of changes over time. I discuss some of these techniques 

and technologies and how they apply to my own process of developing a 

system for the notation of greetings. In the fourth and final section I discuss 

contemporary artworks and installations that use sophisticated technologies 

such as facial emotion analysers and motion tracking. Works by Random 

International, the Motion Bank project, and others, utilise sophisticated 

software and technology to create, document, and analyse human 

interaction/movement. The Motion Bank projects in particular, which focus on 
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the documentation and visual preservation of dance choreography/scores, 

show the huge impact that digital media and technologies have had on the 

field of dance. While these projects do not seek to replace more traditional 

and static systems like Labanotation, they illustrate how digital media are 

moving the notation and preservation of dance forward from the static graphic 

symbols used in Labanotation to dynamic and interactive visualisations 

displaying movement in time and space. Such technological advancements 

are promising when it comes to the visual analysis of greetings in particular, 

and for studies of human interaction in general. 

3.1 Chronophotography

Chronophotography is the term French scientist and physiologist Étienne-

Jules Marey used to define a technique of taking sequential photographs, 

which he and others developed in the late 19th century. At that time 

photography was seen as an important means to study and solve scientific 

problems (Braun, 2009: 32). Chronophotography developed from the 

desire to analyse movement in space, and scientists needed a method 

of photography that would show movement in a sequence of images 

(Robertson, 2009: 170; Canguilhem, 2009: 70; Braun, 2009: 22). While 

Étienne-Jules Marey and others came to photography through science, 

Eadweard Muybridge came to science through photography (Braun, 2009: 

32). Marey, Muybridge and others who worked at the intersection between 

photography and science built instruments and equipment to make the 

recording of image sequences possible: Marey’s photographic gun and 

Muybridge’s Zoopraxiscope (see figs. 48–49) were two such instruments, 

among many others (St George, 2009: vii–viii). 

These pioneering devices were designed to take a series of still photographs 

from the same viewpoint at specific and continuous intervals (Georges, 

2009: 178). When played in sequence, these photographs appear as a 

continuous image because each frame interacts with the next one. The ‘gap’ 
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Fig. 48 – Marey’s photographic gun (The Robinson Library, 2014)

Fig. 49 – Muybridge’s Zoopraxiscope (Brookman, 2010:89)
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and change from one image to the next is small enough for us to understand 

what happened between them (St George, 2009: 13; Monaghan, 2009: 

128). This technique enabled a ‘crystallization of time’ in which subjects 

that were moving could be seen and studied (Pisano, 2009: 63–64). 

While still photography lacks the ability to capture movement over time, 

chronophotography allows for the study of ‘micro-moments’ of bodies in 

motion (Cloninger, 2009: 114–116). 

Chronophotographic sequences can reveal aspects of movement that we 

cannot see by live observation, for example the movement of animals’ legs 

in motion (St George, 2009: 2; Askham, 2009: 123). Marey and Muybridge 

both used chronophotography to explore elements of animal and human 

movement that were usually unseen, concealed or private (see figs. 50–52) 

(Braun, 2009: 44). 

Fig. 50 – Marey’s chronophotography from The Human 
Body in Action, Scientific American, 1914 (Motion Gallery, 
2014)
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Fig. 51 – Muybridge’s chronophotography: Athletes. Posturing. Plate 115, 1879 
(Brookman, 2010: 261)

Fig. 52 – Muybridge’s chronophotography: Base-ball; throwing. Plate 
286, 1887 (Brookman, 2010: 276)
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In 1878 Muybridge had produced his first successful sequence of 

photographs of a horse in motion (see fig. 53) (Cloninger, 2009: 118). A 

year later he used up to twenty-four cameras to photograph sequences of 

horses that were running, trotting, walking and moving in a range of ways 

(Brookman, 2010: 85). Muybridge was always experimenting with creating 

new equipment and testing new techniques to improve his sequential 

photography. In 1884 he photographed subjects carrying out one moment 

of action, for example an athlete throwing a ball (see fig. 52), and he did 

so using multiple cameras at different angles, with a grid of lines and 

numbers as the background. He also photographed two female models 

passing/greeting (see fig. 54). This sequence captured how the two women 

approached each other, gave a slight greeting (turning), and continued in 

opposite directions. 

Fig. 53 – Muybridge’s chronophotography: The Horse in Motion (Brookman,  
2010: 255)
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This way of documenting, or distilling, an interaction draws attention to the 

space around, and between, the two women, and to their posture. Their 

postures reveal moments of engagement between them, and when that 

engagement starts and ends. 

Muybridge’s ambition with his chronophotography went beyond just scientific 

research and analysis. His work also had a commercial purpose and 

appeal, and he started selling prints from his collection Animal Locomotion 

in 1887. He hoped his prints, which were organised as an atlas of images 

about movement in space and time, would appeal to painters, sculptors, 

anatomists, physiologists, the general public and horse owners. A number 

of artists, such as the painter and sculptor Edgar Degas, were indeed 

inspired by his work, as the images helped them with the modelling for 

their work of humans and animals in movement (Brookman, 2010: 93–95). 

Today artists and visual practitioners in many fields still utilise the essential 

concept of chronophotography, but using more contemporary techniques 

Fig. 54 – Muybridge’s chronophotography: Walking, two models meeting, and partly 
turning. Plate 45, 1887 (Brookman, 2010: 351)
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such as stop motion/time-lapse photography and video (St George, 2009: 

ix; Georges, 2009: 178). In my documentation of greetings I use a ‘reverse’ 

chronophotography method: first filming greetings in the studio, and then 

extracting image sequences from the video footage, from which I analyse 

(micro-) moments of the greetings. This method enables me to study 

particular moments of the greeting in a series of individual images, as well  

as viewing the greeting sequence as a continuous interaction. 

Muybridge’s work has had a huge impact on the representation and 

understanding of movement (Pisano, 2009: 58). However, it was subject 

to some criticism in the late 19th century for being staged and constructed. 

The main critique was that Muybridge’s recordings of fluid movement were 

constructed narratives for which he made decisions about the duration, 

angles and which moments to record. Muybridge used models to re-enact 

movements and postures, and his critics accused him of having staged 

the actions in the images, arguing that his recordings were not logical or 

representative of the ‘truth’ (Monaghan, 2009: 128). I will not go into depth 

concerning the different debates about Muybridge’s and Marey’s work, as 

I am simply interested in the visual techniques used and how movement 

was recorded. However, like Muybridge’s photographic studies, my greeting 

documentations are carried out in a studio setting, and the debate about 

whether the ‘truth’ is represented when the narrative is constructed is 

relevant to my method of documenting greetings, as I will discuss further  

in chapter 4.

3.2 Movement & Dance Notation

Another established method for documenting and visualising movement 

is the visualisation of dance choreography through movement notation 

systems. These systems make possible the reading, analysis, writing and 

reconstruction of movement using graphic symbols. Since the fifteenth 

century at least 87 movement writing systems have been created and used 

in Europe and North America (Farnell, 1996). Farnell, in her text ‘Movement 
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Notation Systems’, introduces some of the earlier systems created in the 

fifteenth century; however these systems were not used or developed further 

because they were created for specific research or dance styles at the time. 

The challenge for creators of dance notation has been to create systems that 

make it possible to notate all anatomical actions of the body. Today there 

are three systems in use which do that, all created in the twentieth century: 

Labanotation, Benesh movement notation, and Eshkol-Wachman notation 

(Farnell, 1996).

The Eshkol-Wachman notation system was published in 1958 by modern 

dance choreographer Noa Eshkol and architect Abraham Wachman, two 

Israelis who shared an interest in movement in space. Their system has 

been used for contemporary choreography, but is not limited to use in dance 

or human movement. It has also been used for architectural design, animal 

behaviour studies and for Israeli sign language (Farnell, 1996). 

The notation expresses relations between different parts of the body. Limbs 

are imagined as straight lines, and each limb lies between two joints or has 

one joint and one free side (see fig. 55). The system of reference for the 

notation is a sphere. The sphere has a horizontal plane and a vertical plane, 

and different coordinates are ascribed to different sections (lines) of the 

sphere (see figs. 56–57). When a limb rotates around itself (0 degrees), it is 

called a rotary movement, when the angle of the movement is 90 degrees 

and the limb creates a large circle, the movement is called plane movement. 

Any movement in between these two, creating circles of different sizes, is 

called conical movement (see fig. 58). These three types of movements are 

represented with different symbols in the notation system: = rotary 

movement;  = conical movement; and  = plane movement (Eshkol, 

Harries, 1988). There is one horizontal plane, eight vertical planes, and 32 

intermediate planes (see fig. 59) through which one can move (Eshkol, 

Harries, 1988). 
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Fig. 58 – Eshkol-Wachman notation – Axis of movement, angle of movement and 
type of movement (Ibid.)

Fig. 59 – Eshkol-Wachman notation – Plane movement (Ibid.)

Fig. 55 – Eshkol-
Wachman notation –  
The body as a 
system of articulated 
axes (Eshkol and 
Harries, 1988)

Fig. 56 – Eshkol-Wachman 
notation – The system of  
reference is a sphere  
(Ibid.)

Fig. 57 – Eshkol Wachman 
notation – Horizontal plane 
and vertical planes in the 
scale 1 = 45 degrees (Ibid.)
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When it comes to writing down the movement notation using the Eshkol-

Wachman method, the body is divided into eighteen sections/numbers 

on a staff, and one row of the staff represents one body section (see figs. 

60–61). Body parts are numbered from three to twenty. Symbols representing 

movements and numbers representing planes are written on these horizontal 

columns, and the score is read horizontally from left to right as a timeline of 

movement (see figs. 61–62).

Fig. 60 – Eshkol-Wachman notation – body sections (Eshkol, 
1972)
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Fig. 61 – Eshkol-Wachman notation – structure of staff: each row 
represents one body section (Eshkol, 1972)

Fig. 62 – Eshkol-Wachman notation – an example of the system 
in use (Farnell, 1996: 157)
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Eshkol-Wachman notation is a sophisticated system that allows for detailed 

representation of the movement of bodies through space and time. The score 

as a whole reflects movement of all the body parts in relation to each other. 

It shows spatial relations, and changes thereof, throughout the movement 

sequence. The organisation of the staff into different rows also makes it 

easy to follow the movements of specific parts of the body throughout the 

sequence/choreography. 

Another system designed for a similar purpose is Benesh movement 

notation, which was created in 1955 by English ballet dancer Joan 

Benesh and her husband Rudolf Benesh. Joan Benesh was interested in 

choreography and the initial 

purpose of the system was for 

the recording of ballet. However, 

the system has also been used 

in other forms of dance and 

movement therapy. It uses an 

iconic representation of the body 

within a five-line stave, which is 

read horizontally (see fig. 63). 

Fig. 64 shows how the different 

body sections fit into the stave: 

the top line represents the height 

of top of the head; the second 

line the height of the shoulders; 

the third line the height of the 

waist; the fourth line the height 

of the knees; and the fifth and 

bottom line the floor.  However, 

in the notation the body is not 

represented as a full figure: the 

Fig. 63 – Benesh movement notation – 
structure (Brown and Parker, 1984: 81)

Fig. 64 – Benesh notation system is based 
on iconic visualisation of the body (Farnell, 
1996: 154)
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hands, elbows, feet, knees, head and body 

parts are represented using different signs. 

The signs used vary depending on the 

positioning and placement of the body parts. 

The viewpoint in Benesh movement notation 

is from directly behind the performer. 

Different signs are used depending on 

whether the hands and feet are at level 

with the body (second row from top of fig. 

65), in front of the body (third row from top 

of fig. 65), or behind the body (bottom row 

of fig. 65). Fig. 66 shows that the different 

signs are also used to show whether wrists 

are facing in, out, forward, backward, up or 

down (Brown, Parker, 1984; Parker, 1996). 
Fig. 65 – Benesh movement 
notation – viewpoint and the 
three basic signs (Parker, 1996)

Fig. 66 – Benesh movement notation – wrist directions (Ibid.)
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The direction of movement is illustrated using a ‘pin’. The round part of 

the pin indicates the head, and the orientation of the pin correlates to the 

direction that the dancer faces (see fig. 67). Bent pins indicate changes in 

movement direction or turns (see fig. 68). To show more than one full turn in 

one sign, a number is added inside the pin (Brown, Parker, 1984). 

I have only introduced the structure and most basic signs of the Benesh 

movement notation system (there are further sets of signs, such as those for 

illustrating location on the stage with floor plans). Fig. 69 shows the system 

in use: how a dancer’s movements are translated into a Benesh movement 

Fig. 67 – Benesh movement notation –  
direction (Brown and Parker, 1984: 83)

Fig. 68 – Benesh movement notation – 
changing direction (Brown and Parker,  
1984: 85)

Fig. 69 – Benesh movement notation – example of score with dancer’s moves 
above the score (Royal Academy of Dance, 2014)
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score. The images of the dancer are not part of the score; they are added to 

show how the notation corresponds to ‘live’ movement.

The third system relevant to my study which I will outline here is 

Labanotation. This is a standardised system for recording and analysing 

any form of human motion, invented by the Austrian-Hungarian Rudolf von 

Laban in 1928. Laban studied movement in many different situations, from 

dance and mime to manual labour. His first publication of the notation was 

called Kinetographie, and from this initial publication several people, such as 

Ann Hutchinson Guest, continued the development of the notation into what 

we today know as Labanotation (Farnell, 1996; Griesbeck, 1996). Creating 

a notation system is a complex task, and according to Farnell the graphic 

signs in a notation system must represent 

the following: all parts and surfaces 

of the body, three dimensional space, 

time, dynamics, relationships between 

body parts and relationships to other 

persons or objects. Labanotation does 

this, and Griesbeck (1996) argues that it 

is possible to record all kinds of human 

movement using this system. 

In Labanotation different parts of the 

body are represented in a staff consisting 

of three lines that run vertically (see fig. 

70). Columns named ‘supports’ record 

the change in weight, such as if the 

weight is on the right foot, left foot or 

both. These columns will be empty when 

a jump occurs because then there is 

no weight on the ground. All the other 

columns record gestures. The staff can 

Fig. 70 – Labanotation – staff 
showing different parts of the body 
broken into columns  
(Davies, 2001: 8)
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be adapted, and endless additional columns 

can be added for more complex combinations 

of movement. Different types of lines are used 

in the staff to indicate the starting position, the 

start of the movement, the beat, and the end 

of the movement (see fig. 71). The benefit of 

the scores being read from the bottom up is 

that they are written from the dancer’s point of 

view. Symbols for the left side of the body are 

notated on the left and symbols for the right side 

of the body are notated on the right, making it 

easy for dancers to read the score if it is put 

on the floor in front of them. Benesh notation, 

Eshkol-Wachman notation, and other notation 

systems are read horizontally, from left to right 

(Griesbeck, 1996). 

Direction symbols indicate the horizontal 

direction a person moves in, and the vertical position of the body is illustrated 

with three different types of shading for high/up, middle, and down/low (see 

fig. 72) (Farnell, 1996). Arm and leg gestures are indicated using these 

direction symbols; fig. 73 shows how the symbols are adapted for arm and 

leg gestures. Relationship pins (see fig. 74) illustrate relations in space: the 

orientations of the pins show the horizontal directions while the heads of  

the pins show the vertical directions. These pins can be used in different 

ways, to show direction, relation between two parts of the body, and 

intermediate position.

 

Examples of the shifting of the centre of weight, and transference of weight/

steps are illustrated in the scores in fig. 75. Jumps are illustrated in fig. 76 

where A shows jumps (the gaps) with both feet, B shows leaps from one foot 

to the other and C shows hops on the right leg. 

Fig. 71 – Labanotation – 
lines indicating: A = start of 
staff; B = starting position; 
C = start of the movement; 
D = the beat; E = bar line; 
F= end of the movement; G 
= large number for the bar; 
H = small numbers for the 
beat (Griesbeck, 1996)
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Fig. 73 – Labanotation – direction symbols for different levels of arm and leg 
movements (Ibid.)

Fig. 72 – Labanotation – direction symbols and levels distinguished by shading 
(Griesbeck, 1996)
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Fig. 74 – Labanotation – 
relationship pins: L = left; 
R = right; P = place; F = 
Forward; B = backward; 
U = up; M = middle; D = 
down (Ibid.)

Fig. 75 – Labanotation – shifting the centre of 
weight (top) and transference of weight (bottom) 
(Ibid.)

Fig. 76 – Labanotation – jumps: A = both feet; B = 
from one foot to the other; C = on the same foot  
(Ibid.)
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All body parts are labelled using 

different signs (see fig. 77). These 

signs are added to the score to indicate 

what particular parts of the body are 

doing. In fig. 78, for example, the knee 

sign is used in the supports column, 

which instructs the dancer to kneel 

down (put weight on the knees).

As in musical notation, Labanotation allows for the representation of 

relationships between the mover’s body parts, or between people/objects, 

by using arc lines. Vertical arc lines are used for actions that are done at the 

Fig. 77 – Labanotation – body signs (Davies, 2001)

Fig. 78 – Labanotation – symbols 
indicating weight on knees/kneeling 
(Griesbeck, 1996)
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same time, while horizontal arc lines show connections in space (Farnell, 

1996; Griesbeck, 1996).

What I have explained so far is the use of symbols in a staff to create a score 

of the movements of an individual within dance choreography. Labanotation 

also uses floor plans to notate complex movement patterns involving many 

people. While scores show detailed movements of different parts of the body, 

floor plans show how the whole body moves in space and in relation to other 

dancers. Floor plans are usually written below or beside the staff (Griesbeck, 

1996). Fig. 79 shows how dancers’ movements in space are translated into 

floor plans.

Fig. 79 – Labanotation – floor plans (Preston-Dunlop 
and Sayers, 2010)
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There are many more symbols in the Labanotation system that I have not 

discussed, such as notation of whether different parts of the feet are in 

contact with the floor. Other parts of the system such as hold weight, turns, 

quantity signs, key signs, and accent signs have also not been discussed 

(Griesbeck, 1996). Rather than discussing the system in any more technical 

detail, I will show a couple of examples of analysis using Labanotation that 

are not dance-related. 

One such example is Brenda Farnell’s use of Labanotation for 

anthropological analysis. Farnell, who is a professor of anthropology at the 

University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and who has a background in 

modern dance, utilised Labanotation in her analysis of Assiniboine storytelling 

which involved Plains Sign Talk and spoken Nakota (see fig. 80). 

Fig. 80 – Labanotation – example of analysis of Assiniboine 
storytelling (Farnell, 1996)
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Farnell’s aim was to show that a notation system ‘creates concepts specific 

to the medium’ and in her example she illustrates that graphic signs can be 

used to record nonverbal language or ‘ “talk” from the body’ (Farnell, 1996: 

168). Fig. 81 shows an annotation of the first section of Farnell’s analysis. 

The notation gives an elaborate visual analysis of how hand and finger 

gestures are used during the storytelling, as well as of movement paths and 

orientation of the legs and body. Farnell shows here that the notation system 

can be used to study and represent any kind of movement, even detailed 

gestures and body language used in communication during storytelling. Her 

use of Labanotation for the analysis of anthropological data illustrates that 

the significance of the system extends beyond the field of dance.

To test the use of Labanotation for the analysis of greetings, I have applied 

it to a greeting I mentioned in chapter 1, that of two Dutch males who are 

friends doing a greeting used in their hip-hop dance group. For this I used 

LabanWriter 4.7.2, which is a software using Labanotation for movement 

analysis. The top part of fig. 82 shows the image sequence from my 

recording of the greeting. The analysis/score of the greeting has been 

annotated in red and is featured in the middle. 

Fig. 81 – Labanotation – explanation of first part of notation of 
Assiniboine storytelling (Farnell, 1996)
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Fig. 82 – Analysis of Dutch ‘hip-hop’ greeting. Image sequence (top) and analysis 
using Labanotation: movement score for both people involved in greeting (middle) 
and floor plan of their movements (bottom)
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A floor plan of the interaction can be seen below the scores (also using 

Labanotation). In my movement scores I have not included notation of details 

such as hand and finger movements, or of foot or toe movements beyond 

those concerning weight and travelling. I have focused on larger movements 

such as arm angles and folding, weight of the legs and in the last section (5) 

of the score, the forward movement of the chest during the embrace. The 

floor plan shows that one person moves from left to right in a straight line, 

and the other from right to left in a straight line, and they reach their ending 

points (black rectangles) in the middle where the interaction occurs.

It is clear that Labanotation, Benesh movement notation and Eshkol-

Wachman notation enable very accurate recording of body movement. 

They are complex systems and can all be used beyond the field of dance 

notation. All three systems have been used in many kinds of movement 

analysis: in the fields of architecture, body therapy, anthropology, 

nonverbal communication and many more. While these systems enable 

the visualisation of most types of anatomical movement, and of different 

dynamics of movement, they are relatively difficult to learn and memorise. 

Reading the scores requires the reader to be trained in the systems. I have 

shown that Labanotation can be applied to the visual notation and analysis 

of greeting. However, fig. 82 reveals that while the photographic image 

sequence represents the movements of the greeting very clearly so that 

they are instantly recognisable, the Laban score does not. This shows that 

a more accessible and iconic visual language for greeting analysis would be 

desirable; one which does not require specific training in order to understand 

it. The three systems discussed are static and focus mainly on anatomical 

movements and gestures, as well as movement in space. While these are 

important aspects in greetings studies, my primary interests relate to the use 

of personal space, physical contact between the people greeting, and their 

subjective experiences of the encounter. These are dimensions of greetings 

that may be better portrayed by more dynamic visual representations. In 

the following sections I will discuss contemporary visual techniques that 
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are currently being employed in other fields of research, and that show 

great potential for use in creating more dynamic visual representations of 

greetings.

3.3 Information Graphics (Infographics)

Information graphics, or infographics, is the use of graphics to explain facts, 

data or networks. An important figure in this field has been Edward Tufte. His 

book Beautiful Evidence is a key study of how observations are turned into 

visual evidence (Tufte, 2006). Tufte, a retired Yale professor in public affairs 

and political science, and lecturer in statistical graphics and information 

design, is also an artist and the founder of Graphics Press LLC1. He has 

worked with and advised IBM, NASA and other companies on data analysis 

and display design (Aston, 2009), and has been nicknamed ‘the da Vinci of 

data’ and ‘graphics guru’ (Shermer, 2005; Cookson, 2013). Tufte has had a 

significant impact on the field of visual information and data analysis and his 

extensive publications critique the way information is usually presented to us, 

such as in charts and cluttered, misleading design. He suggests that ‘clear 

and precise seeing becomes as one with clear and precise thinking’, and 

shows how to successfully visualise data with a focus on simplicity, clarity 

and elegance (Rosenberg, 1997: 2; Tufte, 2006; Cookson, 2013; Shermer, 

2005).

Tufte was fascinated by images of dance notation created in the 18th century 

(see fig. 83), in particular concerning the visualisation of music and three-

dimensional space over time. He saw dance notations as beautiful and 

complex systems of visualisation that enable the preservation of the ‘visual 

instant’ (Tufte, 1990: 114). However, he also questioned the success of 

such systems. While in a few systems the signs used to translate human 

movement reflect the actual movements and lines found in the dance, 

in most systems they do not. This he found to be particularly true for 

contemporary dance notation, such as Labanotation, in which the symbols 

1 LLC – Limited Liability Company
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used are abstracted and microscopic encodings of the actual movements. 

Tufte further found that in many notation systems, text is used to explain 

graphics, so the reader must jump back and forth to interpret the notation. 

The only connection between the text and graphics is sequential alphabetical 

labels. He found that this reduction of the four-dimensional reality of time 

and space to a set of simple marks on paper was often fussy and the effect 

was clumsy compared to what the marks were supposed to represent 

(Tufte, 1990: 115–119). However, like Hall and Birdwhistell, Tufte (1990) did 

envisage the potential of future technology for improving such systems of 

notation: ‘Perhaps one day high-resolution computer visualizations, which 

combine slightly abstracted representations along with a dynamic and 

animated flatland, will lighten the laborious complexity of encodings – and 

yet still capture some worthwhile part of the subtlety of the human itinerary’ 

(Tufte, 1990: 119). 

Tufte also discussed other visualisations that illustrate movement, such as a 

skiing manual How to Ski by the French Method which features a sequence 

of 200 annotated photographs of experts skiing (see fig. 84). The images are 

read left to right, showing changes over time such as how the posture of the 

skier changes according to the different grade of slope: gentle slope, medium 

slope, and steep slope. Tufte defined the style of the design as ‘Classic 

Fig. 83 – 18th century dance notation by Kellom Tomlinson – The Art of Dancing, 
Explained by Reading and Figures (Tufte, 1990: 27,115)
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Modern’ because it uses simple geometric diagrams and images rather than 

words. The images successfully illustrate movement and posture in space 

and time. The graphic representation of the image sequence simplifies the 

shape of the human body, and draws attention to key positions of the body 

and the four body parts that are relevant to this activity: the head, bottom, 

knees and ankles. An arrow is used to indicate the angle of the hill and the 

direction of the athlete’s movement (Tufte, 2006: 36–38). 

Another design discussed by Tufte, which he likened to dance notation, is 

the Spotting a Hidden Handgun designed by Megan Jaegerman in 2004–52. 

The similarity between them, he stated, is that they show the choreography 

of movement in three-dimensional space by using motion arrows, mappings 

and sequences. Words and images work together to explain the sequences. 

Jaegerman’s infographic shows how a person’s walk is influenced by carrying 

a gun in their pocket: how the arm swings, the steps become shorter, 

and what direction the person will turn when passing another person. It 

also shows hand positions and adjustments made to the gun in different 

circumstances (see fig. 85). 

2 Spotting a Hidden Handgun was an adaptation of a graphic that Megan 
Jaegerman originally created for the New York Times in 1992.

Fig. 84 – Images from a French skiing manual How to Ski by the French Method 
(Tufte, 2006: 36–37)
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Fig. 85 – Megan Jaegerman’s Spotting a Hidden Handgun graphic (Tufte, 2006: 116)
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The bottom part of the figure illustrates how to tell that a person is carrying 

a gun by noticing what they are wearing – for example, unevenly fitted 

jackets, and clothes that do not match. With my own study in mind, fig. 85 

is interesting in the way it clearly visualises movement, walking, turning and 

gestures. Subtle adjustments of the hidden gun are also illustrated clearly. 

For visualising and analysing greetings all these dimensions of movement, 

posture and gesture are important. Drawing attention to hidden layers of 

nonverbal communication is a key element in my project. Jaegerman’s work 

is inspiring in the way it makes the hidden visible: the concealed gun is 

clearly presented, by use of yellow coloured circles, as something which is 

not visible to the naked eye. 

In analysing the success of this infographic, Tufte draws attention to the 

fact that Jaegerman did both the research and the design herself: in her 

study for the work, she interviewed Robert T. Gallagher of the New York 

City Police Department and took part in role-playing and demonstrations for 

handling the gun. Tufte noted that too often the process of research and the 

creation of the design are separate, and argues that being involved in both 

improved Jaegerman’s understanding of the content and thereby also her 

design, which he observes ‘amplifies’ the content (Tufte, 2006: 116–117). My 

research involves a similar hands-on approach, in which I gather the content 

for the design through fieldwork and personal interaction with the participants 

in my study. This connection to the content is important in my understanding 

of it because my design, like Jaegerman’s, seeks to ‘amplify the content’ 

(Tufte, 2006: 117).

Also relevant to my own work is Tufte’s discussion of the mapping of images, 

because it relates somewhat to my ‘mappings’, or vectorisations, of greeting 

sequences. Tufte explains mapped images as being realistic image evidence 

combined with focused and explanatory diagrams. The purpose of mappings 

is to clarify ‘why the image matters’ (Tufte, 2006: 45). He uses an image from 

Roger Tory Peterson’s publication A Field Guide to the Birds as an example 
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of a mapped image (see fig. 86) 

(Tufte, 2006: 45). The pointer lines 

were added to the image to highlight 

distinctive features of the different 

birds. While such a visualisation 

serves a clear purpose, which is 

to highlight existing aspects of the 

images, Tufte stressed that it is 

often useful to give the viewer the 

option of seeing the unmapped 

version of the image, to distinguish 

between the manipulated and non-

manipulated views. Doing so shows 

more clearly what has been added 

to the picture, and also gives future 

analysts the possibility to re-analyse 

the image themselves (Tufte, 2006: 

45). Similarly, in the presentation 

of my research on greetings, I give 

the viewer the option of viewing both the manipulated, vectorised greeting 

animations, and the non-manipulated greeting footage – so that the sources 

of my animations are available for others to view or to carry out their own 

analysis.

While Tufte may be considered a pioneer in the field of information 

visualisation, many others have developed the field in a number of interesting 

directions. One such direction, which is of particular interest to my own study, 

concerns using infographics for communicating body movement, posture and 

cultural differences. A number of designers have created works which do just 

that. Nigel Holmes, an award winning British illustrator and graphic designer, 

shows the power of illustration, or what he calls ‘explanation graphics’, in 

his book Wordless Diagrams (Holmes, 2005). The book features 100 visual 

Fig. 86 – Image mapping of birds by 
Roger Tory Peterson (Tufte, 2006: 45)
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diagrams depicting everyday actions, from how to defend yourself from an 

attacker (see fig. 87), to how to blow a bubble gum bubble, how to say “yes” 

in India (see fig. 88), and how to fold a t-shirt. His diagrams successfully 

communicate posture, order of movement, direction of movement and 

repetition of movement, in clear, and at times witty, ways. In the ‘How to 

Say “Yes” in India’ diagram, subtle angles and movements of the head are 

communicated using arrows and lines. Some of his diagrams feature greeting 

gestures, such as the graphic explaining how to wave like a royal, how to 

curtsy (see fig. 89), and how to greet someone in France, Holland, Russia 

and America (see fig. 90). The ‘How to Wave Like a Royal’ and ‘How to 

Curtsy’ graphics illustrate movement using three sequential graphics. They 

visualise different steps of the movements and the order of kissing when 

greeting. In these illustrations a national symbol representing each of the 

countries – the French Eiffel tower, a Dutch windmill, the Russian hammer 

and sickle, and an American city – is placed above each face. Indicators of 

nationalities are also found in the different headwear added to each figure. 

Fig. 87 – How to Defend Yourself From an Attacker (Holmes, 2005)
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Fig. 88 – How to Say “Yes” in India (Holmes, 2005)

Fig. 89 – How to Wave Like a Royal, and How to Curtsy (Holmes, 2005)
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These illustrations show the difference in how many kisses are used when 

greeting in the different countries: France – two kisses; Holland – three 

kisses; Russia – one kiss, and America – two kisses. Numbers indicate the 

order of the kisses and which side to kiss first, second, and third.  

A similar graphic style can be seen in Yang Liu’s book East Meets West 

and in her more recent book Man Meets Woman (Liu, 2007, 2014). Liu is a 

graphic designer born in China who moved to Germany when she was 14. 

Of particular relevance to this research is the East Meets West project which 

is an iconographic documentation of her first-hand experiences of belonging 

to two cultures – an Asian culture and a European culture. The blue side of 

her graphic pieces represents Germany and the red side represents China. 

Some of the cultural differences she has visualised include: independent vs. 

dependent lifestyles (see fig. 91); attitudes towards punctuality (see fig. 92); 

problem solving approaches (see fig. 93); how to stand in line (see fig. 94); 

and size of the individual’s ego (see fig. 95).  

Fig. 90 – How to Greet Someone in France, Holland, Russia and America  
(Holmes, 2005)
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The pieces communicate a variety 

of issues of cultural difference, and 

visualise why communication across 

cultures may encounter confusion 

and difficulties, for example the 

different attitudes towards punctuality 

could potentially cause irritation and 

impatience if a punctual German 

is meeting with a Chinese person 

who considers being ten minutes 

late as perfectly fine. Liu’s graphics 

reveal interesting aspects of cultural 

information and offer explanations 

for situations that could potentially 

involve cultural confusion. This 

dimension of her work relates closely 

to mine in that she is expressing 

subjective experiences through a 

graphic language. Although some 

of the images may appear culturally 

problematic, stereotypical or even 

racist, such as fig. 95, nevertheless, 

given that Liu has grown up in 

both China and Germany, her work 

represents an attempt to visualise 

subjective experience, and this is 

an important exploration in my own 

work.

Another project using infographics 

and focused on human posture 

is titled Curious Rituals, and was 

Fig. 91 – Lifestyle: independent vs. 
dependent (Liu, 2007)

Fig. 92 – Attitude towards punctuality 
(Liu, 2007)

Fig. 93 – Problem-solving approach 
(Liu, 2007)

Fig. 94 – How to stand in line  
(Liu, 2007)

Fig. 95 – Size of an individual’s ego 
(Liu, 2007)
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carried out at the Art Center College of Design in Pasadena by researchers 

Nicolas Nova, Katherine Miyake, Walton Chiu and Nancy Kwon (2012). 

The project investigates gestures, postures and rituals that humans have 

come to inhabit as a result of digital technologies. The book Curious 

Rituals documents how technology is influencing the way we move and 

gesture, and how possible future technological development may further 

affect our gestures. The book features illustrations accompanied by 

textual explanations and background information. Colour is used to draw 

attention to particular movements such as walking while talking on the 

phone – highlighted in orange/red – and arm movements while using the 

remote control, tablets or phones – highlighted in light orange/brown (see 

figs. 96–98). The project uses graphics and illustration in ingenious ways 

to communicate how these new gestures have become part of our daily 

routines (Nova et al., 2012).

Fig. 96 – Presentation of Self: Cell Trance (Nova et al., 2012)
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3.4 Data & Network Visualisation

Infographics are also used for the presentation of data and complex 

networks. While the examples of infographics mentioned above focus on 

communicating specific observations, movement and postures, the focus 

of data visualisation and network visualisation is on communicating large 

amounts of data, or complex networks, in visual form. Data visualisation and 

network visualisation are rapidly growing forms of information representation, 

and are currently seen as very cutting-edge, but they are not new fields. In 

Fig. 97 – The Classics: Clicker Casting (Ibid.)

Fig. 98 – Presentation of Self: The Periscope (Ibid.)
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1858, the nurse, statistician and social campaigner Florence Nightingale 

designed what has become a famous graphic illustrating the medical 

conditions faced by British soldiers during the Crimean War (see fig. 99). 

Her statistical graphics were among the first to popularise and improve the 

visualisation of information (Rogers, 2013: 65). At that time, and until quite 

recently, data and graphics that were published in books were referred to 

as figures that accompanied text. Today, visualisation of information often 

replaces lengthy textual explanations and analyses, and has become a much 

more digital process. 

Fig. 99 – Nightingale’s famous coxcomb/rose diagram (Rogers, 2013)
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A leading practitioner in this field is independent data journalist and 

information designer David McCandless, author of the books Information is 

Beautiful (2009) and Knowledge is Beautiful (2014) and founder of the blog 

with the same name (informationisbeautiful.net). McCandless creates and 

collects infographics, diagrams and visualisations aimed at creating and 

enhancing understanding of the world. He discusses the way that today 

people absorb a huge amount of information online, and the fact that an 

increasing proportion of this information is visual. His principle is to make 

information not merely visual, but ‘beautiful’, and he believes that by distilling 

the world’s data into visual diagrams and graphics the information becomes 

more approachable (McCandless, 2009; McCandless, 2010, July; BBC 

Newsnight: Information Graphics, 2010, August 9). In Information is Beautiful 

he presents a visual by Tufte, an index of forty different diagram types used 

for information visualisation (see fig. 100). A similar graphic created by 

Fig. 100 – Types of Information Visualisation by Tufte 
(McCandless, 2009)
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Alberto Antoniazzi presents the most popular and widely used infographics, 

and is featured in the book Facts are Sacred by Simon Rogers (see fig. 

101). These two graphics are indicative of the current trend and popularity of 

infographics and information visualisation. McCandless’ work illustrates how 

graphic communication, employing techniques such as colour coding and the 

scaling of shapes, can visualise important comparisons and relationships. 

Scaled and colour-coded shapes are not new techniques of visualisation, but 

data journalism has changed the way they are presented, not simply as pie 

charts or diagrams, but in more aesthetically pleasing ways. More attention 

is now given to the visual layout and colour combinations that are used. 

Geometric shapes, traditionally used in graphs and stats, are increasingly 

being combined with or replaced with icons that relate more directly to the 

topics or issue they represent. 

Fig. 101 – Most Popular Infographics by Alberto 
Antoniazzi (Rogers, 2013)
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In Facts are Sacred, Rogers states that while in the 19th century photography 

and photojournalism were seen as creating accurate, objective pictures 

documenting the world, today photography seems to have lost its status as 

a means of representing the truth. This is mainly owing to raised awareness 

of image manipulation and enhancement (Rogers, 2013: 272). Rogers notes 

that while data doesn’t give information that perfectly represents the world, 

data produced by public bodies is probably the best source of information 

available to us (Rogers, 2013: 273–275). Rogers’ book presents visuals that 

communicate a range of different datasets and facts about the world, from 

statistics about women in media and use of social media, to medals won 

at the Olympics and immigration statistics. As in McCandless’ work, colour 

coding is essential in these visuals, and enables the viewer to get quick 

overviews of world facts. Theo van Leeuwen, in his study on social semiotics, 

also discusses the role and status of the visual and how it has changed 

enormously in recent times. While language used to hold the highest status in 

print media, he argues, today the role of the visual is becoming increasingly 

important in both print and digital media. The use of visual language is also 

more systematic and ‘more strictly controlled’ than before, because it is no 

longer simply an addition/attachment to the written language – the visual is a 

language in itself (Leeuwen, 2006: 52). 

Manuel Lima confirms van Leeuwen’s point about the visual becoming more 

strictly controlled and now being its own language, in his investigations of 

systematic mappings of networks. Lima is a designer, researcher, teacher 

and founder of visualcomplexity.com, an online research space dedicated 

to those interested in the visualisation of complex networks (Lima, 2011a). 

Lima’s study illustrates the role the visual plays in the representation of 

intricate networks. Visualisations presented on the website and in his book 

Visual Complexity: Mapping Patterns of Information (2011a) are mainly 

network visualisations presenting systems such as business networks, 

knowledge networks, political networks, semantic networks, web networks, 

transportation networks, and social networks. In the book Lima discusses 
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Romanian psychologist Jacob Moreno’s visualisations of social structures 

from the 1920s–30s. Moreno’s research focused on interpersonal relations 

and he invented the sociogram – a way of graphically representing social 

structures (Lima, 2011a: 75–76). Fig. 102 shows one of Moreno’s first 

sociograms which is a visual representation of social connections between 

girls and boys in a primary school: it shows the relationships between boys 

(on the left) and girls (on the right) in fourth grade. Boys are represented 

using triangles and girls using circles. The sociograms were created to 

analyse and present choices or preferences that take place during group 

interaction. 

Manuel Lima defines Moreno’s sociogram as one of the earliest graphic 

representations of social interaction: his work represents a turning point in 

the development and power of network visualisations. It marked the start 

of using mapping in the analysis and measuring of human relationships in 

sociology – which has later become known as social network analysis (Lima, 

Fig. 102 – Jacob Moreno’s sociogram of a class of fourth graders from 1933 (Lima, 
2011a: 77)
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2011a: 75–76). Moreno showed a keen interest in the power of visualisation, 

and his method was not simply to present his findings visually; rather, the 

visual process was a ‘method of exploration’ (Lima, 2011a: 76). While my 

own work focuses on the interaction between two people rather than group 

interactions, I too use the visual process as a method of exploration. 

It is clear that data and network visualisation are useful in communicating 

large amounts of data, but network visualisations can also, as illustrated 

above, communicate complex human relationships. They enable us to 

perceive structural complexity through visual means (Lima, 2011a: 79). The 

intensity of a relationship can be communicated by changing the thickness/

weight of a line (see fig. 103) and colours are used to differentiate between 

different categories and groups (see fig. 104). The same dataset can be 

visualised in many different ways, and Lima is building a taxonomy, or what 

he calls ‘The Syntax of a New Language’, which maps out fifteen main 

categories that people use across different areas and sciences to visualise 

networks (see fig. 105) (Lima, 2011, March; Lima, 2011, April; Lima, 2011a; 

Lima, 2011b). The visualisation of networks is no longer limited to static 

visual representations. Today technology and digital media allow for the 

creation of interactive visualisations of data, information, and networks.

Fig. 103 – Intensity of relationships/
relations enhanced by line thickness 
(Clark, 2009) 

Fig. 104 – Colour-coded health 
condition associations (MIT 
SENSEable City Lab, 2011)
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Fig. 105 – Lima’s fifteen categories of mapping patterns used 
for network visualisation (Lima, 2011a: 158)
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3.5 Interactive Graphic Visualisations

Methods of graphic representation that were once limited to print can now 

be made interactive and more dynamic, and communicate multi-layered 

messages and information. (This is the direction my own practice has taken.) 

Hans Rosling, a Swedish medical doctor, academic and statistician, is 

seen as something of a pioneer in the field of data visualisation, particularly 

concerning presenting data interactively (Rosling, 2006, February). With his 

son and daughter in-law he co-founded the Gapminder Foundation in 2005, 

a foundation that works to promote the use and understanding of statistics 

(www.gapminder.org). They developed the Trendalyzer software, which 

visualises data into interactive, animated statistics. Trendalyzer was acquired 

by Google Inc. in 2007. 

The Gapminder website and software enables the user to explore a 

range of statistics about different countries’ development in areas such as 

poverty, HIV, technology, climate, natural disasters, economy, and child 

health, according to year, country and animated growth/decline. The user is 

presented with a number of customisation options and selection filters (see 

fig. 106). Information is presented in the form of interactive bubble charts, 

showing, for example: percentage of broadband subscribers/Internet users by 

country and year; in what countries HIV is increasing or decreasing; average 

income; and life expectancy age. The user presses play to view an animated 

visualisation of growth or decline by year. The software also enables the 

user to select certain countries in order to compare them. Fig. 107 shows 

my customised selection in which I compared the percentage of broadband 

subscribers/Internet users in the United Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, 

Norway, Russia and India over a decade. The three images are screenshots 

of the results and show the percentage of broadband subscribers/Internet 

users in those countries for 2000 and 2010. It also shows the two views 

available: as a chart (figs. 107a–b) or as a world map (fig. 107c). In this 

interactive application, Rosling and his team present the user with the option 
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of viewing changes over time in the form of animated diagrams, and they 

have used colour coding for different parts of the world, so that one can also 

see patterns of technological development for the different continents, for 

example: the image for 2010 shows that European countries (orange circles) 

have more broadband subscribers and Internet users than other countries 

– the UK, Sweden, Norway and Denmark have 70% or more – while African 

countries and India (blue circles) all have less than 30%. The Scandinavian 

countries have been among the countries with the highest proportion of 

broadband subscribers and Internet users since the early 2000s.

Fig. 106 – How to use the Gapminder desktop software (Source: Free material from 
www.gapminder.org)
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Fig. 107a – Percentage of broadband subscribers/Internet users in the United 
Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Russia and India in 2000: chart view (Source: 
Free material from www.gapminder.org) 

Fig. 107b – Percentage of broadband subscribers/Internet users in the United 
Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Russia and India in 2010: chart view (Ibid.)
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Rosling’s work and software illustrate the important contribution that digital 

media have made to the field of information visualisation: enabling the user to 

view statistics customised to their own interests and selection criteria, and to 

view changes that have occurred over time. Presenting big datasets of world 

statistics in this way makes the information easier to ‘read’ and absorb, and  

a dimension of interactive engagement or ‘play’ becomes part of the search 

for information.

Today computer software is used by an increasing number of designers 

and data journalists to create interactive visualisations. On the Information 

is Beautiful website, for instance, David McCandless presents mainly static 

information visualisations, but he also presents some interactive diagrams. 

One such diagram is the Snake Oil Supplements? Scientific evidence 

for popular health supplements (McCandless, 2013a). As in Rosling’s 

Fig. 107c – Percentage of broadband subscribers/Internet users in the United 
Kingdom, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Russia and India in 2010: map view (Ibid.)
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Gapminder charts, information is presented in the form of an interactive 

bubble chart. The interface differs from Gapminder in that it presents the 

user with more selection criteria and filter options to view the information that 

is of most interest to them. The application allows the user to filter the view 

according to health conditions, such as: cancer; cardio; diabetes; infections; 

and so on, and according to type, such as: mineral; plant/herb; vitamin; and 

others. The interactive diagram reveals whether there is found to be strong, 

good, promising, inconclusive, slight, or no evidence of the health benefits 

of the supplement (see figs. 108–109). The diagram uses datasets, and is 

regularly updated with new data so that it keeps up with current scientific 

research and evidence. 

Fig. 108 – Filter options for Snake Oil Supplements? Scientific evidence for popular 
health supplements (McCandless, 2013a)
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Fig. 109 – Interactive diagram Snake Oil Supplements? 
Scientific evidence for popular health supplements 
(McCandless, 2013a)
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Other diagrams, with different research focuses, such as the World’s 

Biggest Data Breaches, have been made using the same visual layout and 

technology. McCandless and his team are currently developing software to 

generate these interactive bubble charts. The software, named VizSweet, 

which is in beta version at the time of writing, can be used to generate 

interactive visualisations using any dataset (McCandless, 2013b). In 

McCandless’ newly released book Knowledge is Beautiful (2014) many 

more of his data visualisations have an online interactive version as well as 

the printed version. This indicates that there is an increasing trend towards 

representing data and infographics interactively.

Manuel Lima, too, has collected a number of works in which interactivity 

is key for the visualisation and communication of data and networks. One 

example, featured on visualcomplexity.com, is an interactive map created 

by Moritz Stefaner, called Map Your Moves (see fig. 110a and b). It maps 

where people from New York have moved to and from. The interactive nature 

of the map allows the user to navigate around to reveal information about 

specific areas of New York (Stefaner, 2010). The user can click on different 

circles, which represent postcodes, to reveal the specific numbers, statistics 

and destinations for immigration/emigration for that area. The colour blue 

Fig. 110a – Still from Map Your Moves interactive map (Stefaner, 2010)
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represents people moving in and red represents people moving out. The 

sizes of the circles represent the number of people moving. On the right side 

of the graphic map are statistics showing the reasons for moving in and out 

and how that has changed over time. The use of colour coding and simple 

graphic circles makes the map easy to read and navigate through.

When it comes to methodologies of visualisation, Lima is of the opinion that 

there is not one correct method, but the best visual method depends on each 

project and its context. He stresses that it is important to embrace time in 

mappings of social connections because many of our connections change 

and evolve over time. Time is also an important element in my study and 

its representations of greetings. Lima presents an example in which time is 

crucial to the visualisation process, in Daniel McFarland’s video Streaming 

Classroom Interactions, which portrays the interactions between students 

and a teacher in a classroom over a certain time period (see fig. 111) 

(McFarland and Bender-deMoll, 2004; Lima, 2011a: 84–85). The network 

movie is created using the java package SoNIA (Social Network Image 

Animator) and visualises conversation turns in the classroom. The movie, 

Fig. 110b – Still from Map Your Moves interactive map (Ibid.)
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which bears a visual resemblance to Moreno’s sociograms, visualises two 

distinct types of interaction: task interactions, which relate to teacher-given 

tasks; and sociable interactions, which are to do with everyday lives and 

social events. At the start of the movie the teacher assigns the students a 

task; when the students become distracted and overly social, the teacher 

comes in and breaks them up to focus them back onto the classroom task. 

Fig. 111 shows changes over time: how the interactions shift from involving 

a few people to most of the class. The key purpose for this visualisation is to 

map the changes that occur over time, and it does that very clearly by using 

basic graphic shapes: circles, lines and squares, to represent the teacher, 

students and different types of interactions. This visualisation illustrates how 

technology has moved the visualisation of social networks forward since 

Jacob Moreno’s first sociogram, from being static graphic representations 

to becoming interactive ones that visualise changes over time. Although my 

research does not directly relate to network visualisations, the principles 

discussed by Lima, such as colour coding, change over time, and 

technologies for dynamic mapping, are highly relevant to my visualisation of 

greetings.

The examples of data visualisation and information graphics that I have 

discussed show the enormous communicative potential of this field. However, 

as both Rogers and McCandless point out, data never tells the whole 

truth. Data is filtered, analysed and often incomplete, and sometimes out-

Fig. 111 – Stills from SoNIA – Streaming Classroom Interactions (McFarland and 
Bender de-Moll, 2004)
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dated. However, data is useful in giving us an indication of the true situation 

(Rogers, 2013: 273–274). The usefulness of visualised information – whether 

the works are simply decorative, or whether they actually enable people 

to pay attention to the information and retain it – was discussed in a public 

debate by David McCandless and Neville Brody, on an episode of BBC 

Newsnight in August, 2010. McCandless’ opinion was that infographics can 

help us to understand the world better, and help aid democracy. Brody, who 

is a graphic designer, typographer and art director (former art director for 

The Face magazine), argued that by making information pretty, one often 

hides the core message and misses important points, or the story in the 

information. McCandless agreed that people too often take the infographics 

at face value, and that these often contain mistakes. However, McCandless 

argued that the public demand for information is growing so rapidly that the 

visualisation of complex data plays a key role today in helping to clarify and 

communicate information that is important (BBC Newsnight: Information 

Graphics, 2010, August).

Brody’s argument is a valid one, particularly when considering the popularity 

information visualisation has reached in recent years. The primary focus 

of any piece of information visualisation should not be on the sheer beauty 

of the visualisation, but rather on the communicative power of the visual. 

The fact is that the world’s data is becoming increasingly digital and visual. 

Rogers stated that in 2007, 94% of the world’s data was stored in digital form 

(Rogers, 2013: 144). With this in mind, visualisation of complex data and of 

changes over time, as seen in examples discussed by Tufte, Lima and in 

Rosling’s Gapminder project, are important in communicating some of that 

data in order for ‘ordinary people’ to be able to make sense of them. 

I have discussed a number of examples of information graphics and data 

visualisation. While I have only included a few practitioners in a constantly 

expanding field, they were chosen because of their techniques and 

applications, and their relevance to my own project. From visual instruction 
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manuals, image mappings, complex network mappings, and information 

visualisation, through to more interactive projects such as Gapminder, 

and the diagrams Snake Oil Supplements? and Map Your Moves, the 

fields of information visualisation and data journalism have a great deal to 

offer in terms of techniques for information representation and distillation. 

Techniques such as colour coding and scaling, and the infographic 

representation of changes over time, could potentially be used in the analysis 

of anthropological information and data. That is what my practice aims to 

do. I apply some of these techniques in my visualisation of nonverbal body 

movement and cultural differences in greetings. 

3.6 Interactive Installations/Performance Art 

I have so far discussed how interactive technologies are used for information 

visualisation and for creating visual statistics and diagrams. These 

technologies are also used, arguably more creatively and experimentally, for 

creating interactive installations and performance art. There are also many 

examples of performance art in which greeting is a central theme3; however, 

my study here is not a thematic survey but is focused on the means of 

visualising movement through the use of interactive technologies. The works 

I will discuss are all examples of interactive installations or performances 

that have been selected for their creative and ground-breaking uses of 

technology, and which relate to my research in terms of their focus on 

nonverbal communication and body movement.  

One example of a project using interactive technologies is the Chameleon 

Project by Tina Gonsalves. The Chameleon project is an interactive art 

installation which reacts to the emotions of its visitors (Gonsalves, 2009). 

3 Some examples of performance and video art in which images of human 
greetings are portrayed include Bill Viola’s video installation The Greeting (Viola, 
1995), Mark Wallinger’s video installation Threshold to the Kingdom (Wallinger, 
2000), and Martin Parr’s photographs of Haute Couture kisses (Parr, 2005). 
Greetings also play a less direct but more symbolic role in works such as: Marina 
Abramovic’s 700 hour long performance The Artist is Present (Abramovic, 2010), 
Breda Beban’s Arte Vivo (2008–11), and Mark Lewis’ The Pitch (1998).
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It uses technology that reads the facial emotion expressions of the visitors, 

and its algorithms respond to these emotions by playing different video clips. 

The videos are recordings of faces expressing a range of emotions. The aim 

with the project was to leave the participants with a sense and understanding 

of how their own emotions/nonverbal signals impact and influence the 

emotions of the group. The project is a collaboration between artist Tina 

Gonsalves, neuroscientists Chris Frith and Hugo Critchley, and computer 

scientists Rosalind Picard and Rana El Kaliouby. The work consists of nine 

prototypes that lead up to the final version of the installation. Prototype 6 – 

Mimicking Emotional Contagion in Social Groups, is a single channel video 

of 12 people’s faces, and the emotions of each person continuously change 

the harmony and emotions of the entire group (see fig. 112). Prototype 

7 – Integration of Mind Reading Technology, reacts to the visitors’ facial 

expressions when they enter the room and triggers video portraits that 

empathise and identify with their emotions (see fig. 113). The project utilises 

a highly sensitive facial emotion analyser (see fig. 114), which analyses 

different axes of facial expressions.  

Fig. 112 – Chameleon Project – Still image from Prototype 6: 
Mimicking Emotional Contagion in Social Groups (Gonsalves, 2009)
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The analyser was developed in collaboration with researchers at MIT Media 

Lab in Cambridge, Massachusetts. The installation becomes interactive when 

an audience member enters the room. The audience members are first faced 

with a screen featuring a bored looking face. The face starts to talk once the 

audience member looks at the screen. The visitors’ different emotions are 

measured with the facial emotion analyser, and video sequences responding 

to those emotions are triggered. The use of sensor technologies, and the 

employment of tools of biomedical science and computer science, enable the 

recording of and responding to subtle facial expressions.  

Fig. 113 – Chameleon Project – Prototype 7: Integration of Mind 
Reading Technology, installation (Ibid.)

Fig. 114 – Chameleon Project – Prototype 7: Integration of Mind 
Reading Technology, technology/sensors (Ibid.)
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In documenting greetings, sensor technologies could be useful for mapping 

out what emotions and expressions are present during the different greeting 

situations. While the scope of my own project does not include a specific 

focus on facial expressions, the use of sensor technologies for this aspect 

of greetings studies holds great potential, and could be utilised in the near 

future when such technologies become more readily available and affordable. 

Since my main project has been to devise and design a system, I have only 

briefly experimented with sensor technologies for tracking movement during 

greetings, and I will discuss these experiments in chapter 4.

There are other projects that have utilised motion tracking to create more 

interactive and playful installations, such as Catch Me Now and Rain Room. 

Danish artist and researcher Tine Beck’s interactive installation Catch Me 

Now, created in 2010, is a playful piece in which coloured spotlights project 

circles of light that move around on the floor. When a visitor steps on the 

light it starts following them, and the circle grows (see fig. 115). The project 

Fig. 115 – Tine Beck’s light installation Catch Me Now (Beck, 2010)
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uses sensors to track the user’s movements, and is programmed to perform 

different motion cues (Beck, 2010). The focus of Catch Me Now is on the play 

between the visitor and technology. 

Another playful, yet much more sophisticated installation is Random 

International’s Rain Room (see fig. 116). Random International is a London 

based studio that creates artworks and installations in which the body and 

interactivity are at the centre. Fundamental to their work is user participation 

and human behaviour, and they utilise cutting-edge technology and science 

to encourage interaction (Random International, 2014). Rain Room, installed 

at the Barbican in London in 2012–13, was a hundred square metre space 

with falling rain. However, visitors walking through the room did not get wet. 

A path opened up around the visitor, or visitors, and the area around the 

visitor(s) remained dry. Random International used custom software and 3D 

tracking cameras to track the visitors, and a complex water management 

Fig. 116 – Random International’s Rain Room installation at Barbican, London
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system that was regulated through the software. The visitors controlled the 

rain simply by being in the space. Random International were interested 

in the audience’s reactions and interaction within the space – how people 

interact with strangers within such a space, and in the relationship between 

people and intelligent technologies. While Rain Room was not a greeting 

space or a study on greetings specifically, it did enable Random International 

to observe how people interact with each other: how they meet, greet, 

behave and move according to others in the room. 

The main project I will discuss relating to interactivity and performance is 

the Motion Bank project, which uses sophisticated motion recording and 

visualisation (Motion Bank, 2013a). This project relates more directly to 

my research topic of visualising movement. Motion Bank was a four-year 

research project by German-based The Forsythe Company, who produce 

work in performance, installation, film and educational media. The project’s 

director was Scott deLaHunta, who is a senior research fellow at the 

Centre of Dance at Coventry University. Motion Bank is a research into 

choreographic dance practice, and is a collaboration between The Forsythe 

Company and internationally renowned research institutes, dancers, and 

choreographers. Through the project the research team developed online 

digital dance scores focused on making available the choreographic 

approaches by the different choreographers Debora Hay, Jonathan Burrows 

and Matteo Fargion, Thomas Hauert, and Bebe Miller. The researchers 

observed that existing notation systems for dance, such as the systems 

discussed earlier in this chapter, are not widely known and not used 

universally. The Motion Bank project does not use any of these systems as a 

basis for their experiments, but instead brings the practice of dance notation 

into a contemporary and technological frame. The aim with the project was to 

document and preserve dance scores digitally and to create understanding of 

the language of dance among the public (Motion Bank, 2013a). 
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Researchers from one of the key technical partners of the project, the 

Department of Virtual and Augmented Reality at the Fraunhofer Institute 

for Computer Graphics Research in Darmstadt, developed sophisticated 

visualisation techniques to record dancers’ movements and to visualise 

digital scores. The computer scientists, mathematicians and interaction 

designers from the Institute collaborated to develop these approaches. The 

production phase involved digital designers and programmers who worked 

together with the choreographer and designers from the Offenbach Academy 

of Art and Design. They video-recorded dancers’ performances from different 

angles simultaneously, and in the production phase used these recordings to 

create unique ways of visualising movement. The results were shared online. 

One central project within the Motion Bank project, titled Using the Sky, was 

created by the technical team in collaboration with American choreographer 

Debora Hay (Motion Bank, 2013c). The project uses her written dance 

score No Time to Fly and focuses on her work from different perspectives: 

analytical, artistic and conceptual. The score was given to three solo dancers 

who made their own adaptation of the piece, and each dancer’s adaptation 

was performed and recorded seven times. Computer vision technology was 

used to estimate the 3D positions and pathways of the dancers on stage and 

to track their movements. Usually such estimations are done using a motion-

tracking suite or by attaching sensors to the dancers, but the Motion Bank 

researchers found that such interventions can influence the movement of the 

dancers. Instead they used a large stage and four cameras, positioned at 

high angles to capture images from several points of view (see fig. 117). They 

were then able to calculate the three positions of the dancer on stage. The 

recordings were used to study patterns that could be drawn out in the design 

process to create different visualisations of the choreography. They also 

used Piecemaker – a software in development by Motion Bank for annotating 

video in real-time – to mark up changes in the dance.
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One of the visualisation approaches they employed in Using the Sky involved 

video overlays: all seven of each of the three dancers’ recordings, 21 in total, 

were aligned and layered into one video. The overlays make it possible to 

see both the variety and the regularity of the dancers’ interpretation of space 

and time across the seven times they performed the piece. The overlay video 

is presented next to Deborah Hay’s written score, and shows the dancers’ 

interpretations of different parts of the score. The user can navigate through 

the score’s 25 different sections by clicking on the numbered tabs to the right 

of the score text (see fig. 118). 

Another dimension of movement explored by this project was movement 

‘character’: it created visual scores of the travel paths used by the three 

dancers. Fig. 119 shows the travel paths presented to the left of the dance 

footage, as lines visualised in a different colour for each of the three dancers.  

Fig. 117 – Set-up of studio and recording equipment for Motion Bank project 
(Motion Bank, 2013a)
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Fig. 118 – Using The Sky: No Time To Fly video overlays (Motion Bank, 2013c)

Fig. 119 – Using The Sky: travel paths (1) (Ibid.)
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The travel paths are static images that give an overhead view of where the 

dancer moves on stage. Each travel path in fig. 119 combines all of the 

seven recordings into one visualisation, illustrating the consistency, or lack 

of it, between each of their performances. As with the overlay videos, it is 

possible to navigate through the 25 sections of the score and view how the 

travel paths change. Figs. 119–120 compare the three dancers’ travel paths 

at two different points of their performances. In fig. 121 all of the travel paths 

for one dancer, including all of her seven recordings, are combined into one 

illustration. This image shows how she has moved across most parts of the 

stage during the performances.

 

Fig. 120 – Using The Sky: travel paths (2) (Ibid.)
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Motion Bank explores the visualisation of travel paths further through 

transforming the line illustrations into convex hulls4. The convex hulls are 

shapes made by connecting the outer points of the travel paths (see figs. 

122–123). This form of visualisation focuses on what areas the dancer 

moves through on stage, while the travel paths simply show the actual path 

of movement. Fig. 122 compares the three dancers’ movement areas at one 

part of their performance, and shows that the top dancer, illustrated using 

blue for the convex hulls, uses much less of the stage in her interpretation 

of that particular section of the score than the other two dancers who are 

illustrated in green and red. The convex hulls are presented in the same way 

as the other travel paths, with the 25 tabs. Both versions of the travel path 

visualisations make possible the comparison of the three dancers’ use of 

space/stage and movement paths. 

4 Convex is a term used in science and technology and is defined as ‘having a 
curved form which bulges outward, resembling the exterior of a sphere or cylinder or 
a section of these bodies.’ A convex hull is a term borrowed from mathematics and 
is defined as ‘the smallest convex set containing a given collection of points in a real 
linear space’ (McGraw-Hill Dictionary of Scientific & Technical Terms, 6E., 2003a; 
2003b).

Fig. 121 – Using The Sky: travel paths (3) (Ibid.)
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Fig. 122 – Using The Sky: convex hulls of the travel paths, comparison (Ibid.)

Fig. 123 – Using The Sky: convex hulls of the travel paths, combined (Ibid.)
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The use of the colours blue, green, and red distinguishes the dancers from 

each other and makes differences and similarities between their movements 

visible and easy to follow. 

The score No Time To Fly was 

also interpreted into a more 

artistic piece by designer Amin 

Weber. His digital adaptation 

shows the movements of the 

dancer as an abstract body in a 

3D animation (see fig. 124). The 

designer reproduced the dance 

by setting parameters based on 

key movements and gestures, 

which were then animated 

computationally (Motion Bank, 

2013c).

Another project of Motion 

Bank is named Two, and is a 

collaboration between the Motion 

Bank team and two independent 

choreographers: Belgian/

Czech Thomas Hauert and 

American Bebe Miller. Fig. 125 

shows the motion capture data 

of the performers. The motion 

capture data can be viewed as 

independent animations, but 

the purpose of this data is for 

documentation. 

Fig. 124 – Using The Sky: Amin Weber’s 
artistic 3D animated representation of the 
score No Time To Fly (Ibid.)
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Fig. 125 – Two: Impulse – motion capture of assisted solos (Motion Bank, 2013b)
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Two focuses on four separate categories: habits, tendencies, impulses and 

memories in action. Some visually pleasing and interactive score pieces have 

been created as part of the investigation, in particular for Impulse (Motion 

Bank, 2013b). Two: Impulse focuses on a dance technique called assisted 

solos, which Thomas Hauert and his dance company have used frequently. 

In assisted solos, dance assistants or partners give impulses to the soloist, 

such as light touches to his or her joints, which then ‘trigger’ what part of the 

body the soloist should move or modify next (Motion Bank, 2013b). 

The scores of assisted solos have been visualised dynamically using 

coloured ‘blobs’ that have seven contact points represented by grey circles 

(see fig. 126). The animations give an overhead view of the movement 

Fig. 126 – Two: Impulse – Attentive Agent, Light Touches  
(Ibid.)
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of the dancers. The blobs, which are abstracted shapes of the dancers, 

are coloured differently to show clearly how the touches of the assistants 

influence the movement of the dancer. The blobs change shape according 

to the movements of the dancers. The animations are fluid and aesthetically 

pleasing. Three different versions of the animations illustrate different aspects 

of the relations between the dancers and the assisted solo technique. The 

Attentive Agent, Light Touches version (see fig. 126) features one blob the 

user can interact with: its shape can be changed by clicking on and dragging 

the grey circles, or pulling the lines. 

In a different version, Attentive Agent, Pressure (see figs. 127–128), the 

viewer can either watch the performance represented as an animation in 

which three blobs interact – based on the movement of the three dancers 

(left side of fig. 127), or the viewer can influence the way the blobs interact by 

pulling and clicking on the circles or lines. The third version, Attentive Agent, 

Mixed Roles, enables the viewer to click on the animation to add as many 

blobs as they wish, and then interact with them by pulling the shapes around 

(see fig. 129). This version makes it possible to view the visualisation of more 

complex relationships between as many dancers as the viewer chooses. 

Fig. 127 – Two: Impulse – Attentive Agent, Pressure (1) (Ibid.)
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Fig. 128 –  Two: Impulse – Attentive Agent, Pressure (2) (Ibid.)

Fig. 129 – Two: Impulse – Mixed Roles (Ibid.)
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The different versions of the Impulses exploration illustrate complex 

relationships between human interaction and movement. The animations 

are not static representations of the movement, but sophisticated motion 

graphics that can be explored like an interactive game. 

Common to all the projects of Motion Bank is the collaboration between 

programmers, designers, choreographers and dancers, and the use of 

sophisticated technologies and techniques for recording and visualising 

movement. The examples mentioned here are just a few of many 

explorations that make up the complete Motion Bank project. I have only 

presented the projects that are particularly relevant to my own interests 

in terms of their aesthetic and technical/interactive outcomes, and which 

could potentially inspire further development of my system for visualising 

greetings. While dance notation systems from the early to mid-1900s such 

as Labanotation and Benesh Movement Notation preserved dance scores 

in a static graphic form, the Motion Bank projects show some of the huge 

influence and potential that technology can have on the documentation and 

preservation of dance scores. The project engages with the digital age in 

which we live, and with how information is shared today – via the Internet – 

and all the scores have been made available online. While the Motion Bank 

projects that I have presented use more abstracted forms of visualisations 

than I use in my own system, their use and combination of technology, 

programming and equipment is very innovative (and could inspire future 

developments of my own system).

In this chapter I have presented the visual context for my study and system. 

I have given an overview of visualisation techniques that have changed 

how we study, analyse and communicate about human movement and 

interaction. From chronophotography and dance notation to contemporary 

information/data visualisation, interactive technologies and motion tracking, 

the potential of visual language and digital media for use in anthropology 
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and greetings studies is extensive. Digital media enable interactivity and 

the visualisation of multiple layers of information in a way that was not 

possible in the past when traditional notation systems were created. The 

visualisation of posture, movement, gesture and cultural difference can now 

be transformed into interactive multi-layered interfaces communicating further 

dynamics of movement and cultural information – which is what my research 

project seeks to do. I utilise some of these multi-layered approaches in the 

presentation of my system for the visual notation of greetings. In chapter 4 I 

describe and illustrate the process of creating that system.
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In my first three chapters I have discussed: the multicultural context in 

which my study takes place; the function of the greeting, and visual notation 

systems used and developed within anthropology; and a range of existing 

and potential techniques and systems for visualising movement. In this 

chapter I describe in detail the process of developing my notation system for 

greetings. The system is developed with the aim of creating understanding 

of everyday multiculturalism in terms of greetings. While existing books such 

as travel guides (see fig. 130) approach this issue pragmatically in their use 

of visual language to illustrate cultural meaning, my practice moves beyond 

simply creating instructional graphics. It concerns devising a systematic 

method for documenting, analysing, and presenting greeting interactions and 

is premised on Duranti’s theory that greetings involve important information 

exchange. My focus is on the nonverbal dimensions of such exchanges 

(Duranti, 1992, 1997b). In particular I investigate the dimensions of personal 

space, proximity and touch in greeting interactions, and I have devised ways 

not only to visualise the physical patterns of greeting but also to indicate the 

subjective experience or interpretation of the encounter on the part of those 

Fig. 130 – Images from the Global Gesture Guide showing cultural differences in 
gestures meaning ‘hello’ and ‘goodbye’ in different countries (Grosse, Reker, 2010)

4. Visually Representing Layers of Nonverbal Information in 
Greetings: Developing a New System of Visual Notation
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greeting. To achieve this, I have employed a range of methods, many of 

which draw on or develop the principles and techniques discussed in  

chapter 3. 

The purpose of my visualisation process was to create a format that could 

be used both to document and to analyse a greeting, and that could also 

work within a method of presentation that would enable a large number of 

greetings to be viewed and compared. The first aim was to find a way to 

document greetings clearly in an accessible way. Notation systems such 

as those discussed in chapters 2 and 3 are complex to read and cannot be 

understood at all without specialist knowledge. However the medium of film/

video makes it possible to record greetings so that their documentation can 

take an animated and easily readable form. I decided not merely to record 

each greeting, but to abstract the central movements of the encounter 

(in way reminiscent of Muybridge and Marey), using digital technology to 

transform the live recordings into a schematic but still accurate document 

of the greeting in real time. This process is described in detail in section 4.2 

below.

A certain level of abstraction is needed to facilitate comparison: I needed to 

document the greetings in a systematised way that would make similarities 

and differences in greetings between different cultures immediately apparent. 

Such comparisons are not easy to make with other notation systems, where 

you cannot directly ‘see’ the greeting. My goal was to devise a graphic form 

that is still a record of the greeting, at the same time as being abstracted 

enough to make points of comparison more noticeable. The format I chose 

was vector1 graphics, both for aesthetic reasons – to achieve a clean, 

1  Vector graphics are made up of paths that are calculated by mathematical 
formulas. The paths are made up of points, and vector graphics can be rescaled 
endlessly without compromising or losing quality. Vector graphics are commonly 
used to create 2D graphics. Raster images, on the other hand, are constructed by 
a fixed number of pixels – or ‘individual building blocks’ – and become pixelated 
(lose quality) when scaled up. JPEG, GIF and PNG are typical raster image formats 
(MODassic Marketing, 2015).
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contemporary look – and for the flexibility this format offers for screen and 

print graphics, compared to that of raster images. Vector graphics are flexible 

in terms of allowing resizing and recolouring, and can be animated in Adobe 

Flash (as I will discuss in section 4.2). 

The second aim was to reveal key information about nonverbal aspects of 

the greeting in an accurate and accessible way. I was most interested in 

the use of space and touch – how people inhabit personal space, how they 

share space, and how or whether they make physical contact. I devised 

colour coding techniques to make these aspects of greetings immediately 

apparent in my documentation, and therefore available for comparison and 

analysis. I discuss the use of colour and other forms of coding in more detail 

in section 4.3 below. One reason for using a schematised, graphic form of 

documentation, as outlined above, is that the addition of codes for a range of 

observable aspects of greetings is facilitated by this visual technique. In the 

present study I have chosen to focus, as mentioned, on codes for people’s 

personal space, space between greeters, and touch, but others could 

hypothetically be added.

While these nonverbal elements of a greeting can be perceived externally, by 

careful observation of the greeting and/or its record, the aspect of greeting 

that seemed to me most relevant to the issues arising in cross-cultural 

encounters was the meaning of the nonverbal elements of greeting, as 

perceived by the participants themselves. This is clearly not a dimension that 

is externally observable, and researching it involves careful interviewing and 

discussion with the individuals greeting. This is a dimension of my research 

that I believe adds a new level to any potential analysis or comparison of 

greetings. The most significant aspect of a nonverbal exchange between 

people is what it means to each of them. Meanings are, of course, subjective, 

but they are also culturally coded. So when people from different cultures 

greet, their differently patterned nonverbal behaviour, and their systems 

of meaning of this behaviour, are likely to create mis-communication. In 
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attempting to visualise, and therefore communicate, how different greeting 

encounters are experienced by different people, I hope to contribute to 

understanding and communication between individuals and cultures. 

Visualising this dimension of a greeting has been a central part of my project.

The final key aim of my practical research was to create and devise an 

interactive platform in which to present the system. It was important that 

the navigation of this interactive platform, or interface, would allow for 

comparison of the visual material – for example, to make comparisons 

between genders and between cultures. This meant I needed to design an 

interface that would allow users to view a range of material simultaneously 

in the form of still diagrams – to be able to make such comparisons at a 

glance – while making each diagram an entry point for a more detailed view 

and analysis of each individual greeting. It was essential that the interface 

design would respond to selections made by users, and give them some 

control of what information is presented, so it could cater to specific interests. 

Such a focus on the user experience is a common feature in interactive 

interface design, as seen in Rosling’s bubble charts and McCandless’ 

interactive diagrams, discussed in chapter 3. Other systems of graphic 

notation, discussed in chapter 2, were developed so that researchers could 

carry out anthropological research, and were not focused on presentation 

of the analysis. My system, on the other hand, has been developed to be 

presented as an interactive interface which is accessible both to specialised 

researchers and to the general public.

The context for this research in terms of my own practice is my background 

as a graphic designer. My initial explorations in applying principles of visual 

and information design to the documentation and analysis of greetings took 

place in my 2007 MA project Kinesics – Creative Intercultural Learning. This 

study involved nine different cultures in Eindhoven, Netherlands, where I 

was living at the time. The main purpose of the graphic system I devised 

for the project was to enable the comparison of greetings across different 
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gender combinations – comparisons within, and between those cultures. 

I documented three broad greeting situations: informal greetings, formal 

greetings and greeting the elderly. I filmed the greetings from two different 

angles: front view, and an overhead view, and I then converted stills from the 

video material into vector graphics (see figs. 131–132). 

The key focus of the visualisations was to highlight the use of personal 

space. So I devised a way of indicating four different ‘intimate’ zones, using 

circles that were scaled and colour coded, to visualise personal space. I then 

created graphic diagrams using the still vector images of the greetings and 

added the notation of the coded circle to each one (see fig. 133). When these 

annotated diagrams were presented together as charts they enabled visual 

comparisons of the greetings and use of personal space across cultures and 

gender (see fig. 134).

Fig. 131 – Kinesics visuals: From video still to vector graphic

Fig. 132 – Kinesics visuals: video angles used, and a graphic visualisation of the 
video stills
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Kinesics represented the first steps towards my visual system in the form 

presented here; however, it was far more limited in terms of its visual 

design, the aspects of greeting it portrayed, and the categories of greeting 

interactions that were studied. (Further illustrations from Kinesics, and a 

summary of its process, can be found in Appendix 1.)

In the following sections I describe in detail the practical, technical and 

creative process of how I have developed on from the earlier project. I 

will start by explaining the fieldwork undertaken, including the technical 

equipment and set up of the greeting documentations, then move on to 

describe technical and visual explorations done with the recorded material 

– from video documentation to annotated animations – and conclude by 

Fig. 133 – Kinesics visuals: colour coded intimate zones and their measurements

Fig. 134 – Kinesics visuals: graphic greetings diagrams for comparisons across 
genders/cultures
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explaining the interface and navigation of the interactive diagrams. The 

final section of this chapter summarises other experiments I have done as 

part of my PhD practice, including video and motion tracking installations. 

These projects are separate from the greetings diagrams, but are attempts at 

translating the system and colour codes into performative physical spaces. 

4.1 Gathering New Documentation/Data

In my Kinesics project, all the greetings I recorded took place within cultures. 

While this type of intracultural encounter is still included and documented 

in my current project, a key development has been also to document 

intercultural greetings to show the meeting of different communication 

patterns. As argued in chapter 1, this is important when dealing with 

greetings in a multicultural city – where people meet and greet across 

cultures on a daily basis. 

In order to expand and refine the categories of greeting situations to be 

researched, I needed to gather new documentation through conducting 

fieldwork in a multicultural society. I decided to carry out my fieldwork in 

Stavanger, Norway, because of its growing diversity, and because of my 

personal connection to the city (discussed in chapter 1). To make sure that 

the documentation would represent the diversity of the cultural patterns that 

co-exist in the city, I decided to include five cultures that were wide ranging 

both in terms of geographical origin, and also in terms of religion. As I 

intended to include both intercultural and intracultural greetings, I wanted to 

study cultures that were likely to display different behaviour patterns. So in 

order to choose which specific cultures to include, I studied the Stavanger 

statistics and selected some of the largest cultural groups from different parts 

of the world (numbers indicate each country’s total number of inhabitants in 

Stavanger in 2012 (Stavanger-statistikken, 2014)):

• An African country: Somalia (806)

• An Asian country: Vietnam (534)
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• A South-American country: Chile (252)

• A Eurasian country: Turkey (1210)

• The ‘host’/European country: Norway (103137)

I would need a minimum of two male and two female adult participants from 

each of the above cultures, aged 20 and over, to be able to make cross-

cultural comparisons of gender differences, with all the gender combinations.

I had managed to find some Vietnamese and Norwegian participants, 

and one Turkish participant, through email ahead of arriving in Norway to 

carry out my fieldwork. Upon arriving in Norway I had a timeframe of 5–6 

weeks to gather participants, and to plan, structure and complete the video 

documentation. Gathering participants involved a rigorous selection process. 

While I did not manage to find as many participants per culture as I had 

hoped for, the number of participants I did find enabled me to gather enough 

documentation to substantially develop my research and my system of 

notation.

In Norway, my first and main approach to making contact with potential 

participants was to meet with Internasjonalt Hus2 – the largest 

organisation in Stavanger that works on promoting cultural diversity in 

the area. Internasjonalt Hus had formerly received government funding, 

but since losing this funding it has become an independent, service-

based organisation. So at Internationalt Hus they put me in contact with 

Internasjonalt Kulturnettverk3 instead, an organisation/network working on 

projects aimed at developing Stavanger into an inclusive city for everyone 

across cultural, ethnic, generational and social divisions. I met with the 

managers of Internasjonalt Kulturnettverk, who were very positive towards 

my project: they provided me with a list of contacts for all the cultural/ethnic 

organisations and groups in Stavanger, and advised me who to contact. 

They also suggested I use a central location in the city centre of Stavanger 

2  Internasjonalt Hus website: http://www.inthus.no
3  Internasjonalt Kulturnettverk Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/
internasjonaltkulturnetterk 
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to do the recordings of greetings, one that would be easily accessible for all 

participants, and offered me a good deal for renting a space in the cultural 

house, Sølvberget4, where I could set up a recording studio.

In the search for participants, I started the process of contacting groups 

and organisations from the list given to me by Internasjonalt Kulturnettverk 

(see the Call for Participation in Appendix 2). Before arriving in Norway 

I had, as mentioned, received a quick reply to my email to the leader of 

Vietnamesisk Flyktningforening i Stavanger, the organisation for Vietnamese 

immigrants, saying she would provide me with five Vietnamese participants. 

She invited me to join four of them for breakfast on a Sunday morning so 

that I could get to know them and learn more about their culture, because, 

they said, greetings are deeply rooted in their culture and would need 

further explanation. I had a very pleasant meeting with these Vietnamese 

participants, who were very welcoming, and aged between 46–82. They 

explained that they had selected older people from their community to 

participate, all first generation immigrants, because they claimed that they 

were the most knowledgeable about the Vietnamese culture. They said 

that the younger generations, born in Norway, tend to be less interested in 

preserving their cultural backgrounds than they were. (See Appendix 3 for 

transcripts of our conversations during the breakfast meeting.)

While the Vietnamese person I contacted responded promptly to my enquiry, 

the process of gathering participants from the remaining cultures was more 

time-consuming and involved a variety of different approaches. I contacted a 

number of organisations, including: a Turkish women’s organisation – Tyrkisk 

kvinneforening i Stavanger; a Turkish mosque – Mevlana moské; a Somali 

women’s organisation – Somalisk kvinneforening i Stavanger5; Rogaland 

4  Website for Sølvberget: http://www.stavanger-kulturhus.no
5  Somalisk Kvinneforening i Stavanger website: http://www.fokuskvinner.no/en/
About-FOKUS/Member-organizations/Somali-Womens-Association/
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Muslim Society6; two Chilean organisations – Rayuela Chile Amigos and 

the Knadela Salsa Club; another mosque – Eyup Sultan Moské7; an Islamic 

women’s organisation – Islamsk Kvinneforening8; and the Islamic education 

centre – Islamsk Opplæringssenter i Rogaland. I also contacted IRIS – 

International Research Institute of Stavanger9 to ask for advice on where and 

how to get participants for my study, because they had conducted a variety 

of research projects about immigrants and multicultural Stavanger. They 

suggested contacting mosques, churches and immigrant organisations, as 

they had successfully done so in the past, but they warned me that it was 

likely to be a very lengthy task.

I found one Chilean participant through my personal network; he offered to 

participate, and tried, without luck, to find more participants among his own 

friends. Because Chile is a Catholic country, I attended mass in the Catholic 

Church on a Sunday in the hope of meeting more Chilean people, again 

without any luck. I then visited Johannes Læringssenter10 in Stavanger – a 

centre where immigrants and refugees attend Norwegian language courses 

as part of induction programmes for immigrants. There the staff were highly 

enthusiastic about the project and suggested I do all the documentation 

there at their centre. However, as I had already planned a date and location 

with other participants, and booked the space, I asked if they could kindly 

spread the word that I needed participants. This brought me one more 

female participant from Chile. She had other friends who wanted to attend, 

but the date and time was not suitable for them, so I only got one male and 

one female participant from Chile. The female participant brought along her 

Chilean/Norwegian daughter and Norwegian husband, which allowed for 

6  Rogaland Muslim Society website: http://www.moskestavanger.no
7  Eyup Sultan Moské website: http://www.eyupsultan.no
8  Islamsk Kvinneforening, Rogaland Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/
pages/Islamsk-Kvinneforening-Rogaland/180029732020722
9  International Research Institute of Stavanger: http://www.iris.no/home
10  Johannes Læringssenter website: http://www.velkommentiljohannes.no/vtjportal/
index.html
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some un-planned documentation of cross-cultural family greetings: hence the 

family diagram which was intended for intracultural greetings, also includes 

Chilean/Norwegian greetings.

Finding participants from Turkey was an even slower process. I had not 

received any response from Mevlana Moské, Rogaland Muslim Society or 

Islamsk opplæringssenter i Rogaland so I contacted a Turkish acquaintance, 

who had already enthusiastically agreed to participate, through Facebook. He 

posted my event on a Facebook group he was a member of called Turkish 

Stavanger, a group which had 29 members at the time. His posting on the 

group brought me one more male participant. No females had responded to 

his post, so I had to find alternative solutions, and contacted organisations for 

women, such as the Islamsk Kvinneforening (Islamic women’s organisation) 

and Tyrkisk Kvinneforening i Rogaland (Turkish women’s organisation of 

Rogaland). A Turkish woman from Islamsk Kvinneforening put me in contact 

with a young Turkish woman, born in Norway, who was happy to participate. 

She said she considered it her duty to represent the Turkish culture in 

Norway. She also brought along another female friend, and her nine-year-old 

daughter.

Getting in touch with people from Somalia was a challenge, as I did not 

have any connections in the Somali community. Again, a woman at Islamsk 

Kvinneforening put me in contact with a young Somali woman who was 

happy to participate and would gather some of her Somali friends to join too. 

Unfortunately, they could not make it on the day scheduled to record the 

greetings, so we had to arrange a separate day to film the Somali greetings.  

For finding Norwegian participants I had used my own network in Stavanger. 

Out of the Norwegian participants, three of them, two females and one male, 

were friends of mine, and the other male was a friend of a friend. They were 

all from different cities and towns in Norway: two were from the Stavanger 

area, one from the West of Norway, and one from further North, Trondheim.
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It was crucial to speak with all my participants prior to the filming, to discuss 

their thoughts and perceptions about the greetings to be performed. Their 

comments played an important part in shaping the categories and definitions 

that I used. Due to a very limited timeframe, I only had the opportunity to 

meet in person with my Vietnamese participants ahead of the greeting 

documentation day. This meeting brought to my attention the issue of age 

and hierarchy. With the other groups of participants, I was able to have 

a number of phone conversations, which were valuable in the process of 

determining what greeting types to include in the study. One of the Turkish 

women, for instance, raised the issue of family greetings – for her, she 

said, the way she greets a male family member depends on the age of 

the other person, the closeness of their relationship, how religious he is, 

and on whether he is an uncle, a cousin, or a grandfather. So rather than 

categorising the family greeting simply as ‘Family – male greeting’ as I did for 

my Kinesics project, I had to define the categories more clearly. 

Once all participants were confirmed, I finalised the logistics: I had booked 

a room in the library of Sølvberget to use as a studio (from here on referred 

to as the recording studio), and scheduled one hour of documentation per 

culture. I also invited participants who had time to stay longer to participate in 

the documentation of cross-cultural greetings. All participants were sent the 

schedule with a list of the types of greetings we would film, and a research 

information sheet, a week in advance (see Appendix 4 and Appendix 5).

Ethical Consent & Data Protection

All participants signed an ethical consent form, which followed the UCA 

guidelines, and had been approved by the UCA Research Ethics Committee 

(see Appendix 6 and Appendix 7). Because my fieldwork took place in 

Norway, I also consulted Datatilsynet11 – the Norwegian Data Protection 

Authority – to check if my project needed their evaluation for approval. They 

11  Datatilsynet website: http://www.datatilsynet.no
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told me that my project would not need formal scrutiny from them, as long 

as I kept participants’ original data (such as consent forms) as physical 

documents, not stored digitally, because there are strict laws in Norway about 

the digital storage of personal data. With this condition they advised me to 

register my project on their website, so I did. This registration needs to be 

updated every 3 years if I am to use the data after that period. 

Table 1 gives an overview of all the participants who took part in my 

fieldwork, showing: nationality, gender, age (where given), and how long 

they have lived in Norway. I had originally also included information about 

Nationality Gender Age Years in Norway
Chilean Male 40+ 22

Female 32 7
Female 7 7

Norwegian Male 41 –
Male 34 –
Male (Chile) 35+ –
Female 30 –
Female 29 –

Somali Female 23 23
Female 22 15
Female 20+ 20+
Male 20+ –
Male 20+ –

Turkish Male 35+ 4
Male 35+ –
Female 20 20
Female 29 29
Female 7+ 7+

Vietnamese Male 82 21
Male 60 Lives in Canada
Female 46 21
Female 80 21
Female 65 30

Angolan Female 35 9

Table 1 – Participants of fieldwork study
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participants’ religious backgrounds (Catholic, Lutheran, Muslim, Buddhist 

and atheist) but I removed it after further consultation with Datatilsynet. They 

advised me not to include religion if it could make possible the matching of 

information in the table with people in the greeting videos, which could risk 

unintentionally revealing sensitive personal information about participants. 

Although I do discuss religion in my findings, when participants themselves 

refer to it in explaining greetings, I decided on the basis of Datatilsynet’s 

advice to leave it off my data overview. 

Reactions to Studio Setting & Performing Greetings 

On the day of the recording of greetings, most participants arrived prepared 

and had reflected on each of the greetings that we were going to record. A 

common statement was ‘I had to think about how I greet’ and ‘I talked to my 

friends about it, and we discussed what are the most usual greetings’. This 

indicates that a greeting is so familiarly patterned in our behaviour that we do 

not think about how we greet, and confirms Duranti’s and Firth & Goffman’s 

definition of greetings as being formulaic expressions (Duranti, 1997b).

For the scope of this fieldwork I was unable to gather enough participants 

with all the necessary categories of relationship to each other (i.e. people 

from each culture who were strangers, close friends, acquaintances, 

parents and grandparents). So for some greetings, participants had to 

enact different roles, and in such cases I recorded their enactment of the 

greeting. For example, the two Turkish males were friends in real life, but 

they also demonstrated how they would greet a male stranger, their father, 

and their grandfather. When performing the greeting between grandfather 

and grandson, one participant enacted the role of the grandfather, whereas 

the other showed how he greets his own grandfather. This staged situation 

brought about conversations about whether the greeting felt false, or if it was 

simply the setting in which it was performed that was false. All participants 

agreed that the actual greeting would remain the same: the act of hugging, 

kissing, handshake or curtsey was so set, or formulaic, that if the greetings 
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were done in real life, they would look the same. However, they just did 

not feel the same because they were enacted. The fact that greetings 

were recorded in a studio setting, rather than in a real-life situation, also 

contributed to some of this feeling of participants experiencing the greetings 

as ‘unnatural’ or ‘strange’. 

While the recording of ‘natural’ and spontaneous greetings in real-life settings 

might have provided me with more ‘real’ documentation, the limitations 

of conducting such a study were too great, owing to the need to secure 

participants’ ethical approval ahead of filming. So whether greetings were 

recorded in the street or in a studio, participants would have to be aware 

of, and have consented to, the recording before it happened. This meant 

that recording random or spontaneous greetings in real time was not an 

option. Further, I needed all the documentation to be recorded from the same 

distance, and from the same angles, in order to be able to make accurate 

comparisons of greetings, so a studio setting seemed the most appropriate, if 

not only, option. Also, when considering the formulaic nature of greetings, the 

studio setting seemed justifiable, in the sense that the set patternings of the 

greetings would not be compromised too much by this staged setting. 

As expected, minor problems were experienced with the studio setting, 

such as participants being (overly) aware of the presence of the camera. 

During recording, the physical act of doing the greeting went very smoothly. 

However, in the moments just after the greeting finished, the participants’ 

awareness of the camera and studio setting became apparent in their body 

language: they would start to look awkward; or start looking at the cameras, 

or at me for signs of when to stop their interaction. The video documentation 

also shows, in particular when the participants did not know each other, that 

many of them would start to move away from each other as soon as the 

formalised greeting was finished. While the studio setting brought on such 

reactions, they were also helpful indicators of when the actual greeting was 

over. On a number of occasions, the participants would focus their gaze 
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towards the camera equipment rather than towards the person they were 

interacting with – in such cases I asked them to show the greeting again.

Greeting Situations

In deciding which greeting situations to include, I drew on understandings 

gained both from my theoretical research and from conversations with my 

fieldwork participants. The extension and refinement of greeting categories 

represented a significant development from my previous study. In Kinesics, I 

had categorised three greeting situations:

1) Formal (female/female (f/f), male/male (m/m), female/male (f/m)) – How to 

greet in a formal situation, for instance a business meeting;  

2) Informal (f/f, m/m, f/m) – How to greet in an informal situation, when 

meeting friends or acquaintances in an informal setting;  

3) Elderly (f/f, m/m, f/m) – How to greet elderly people (because great 

cultural differences exist in how one is expected to behave towards the older 

generation).

 

It was clear from my fieldwork that these categories were too broad and 

imprecise. There are, for example, vital differences, both within a culture and 

between cultures, in how a formal greeting is performed. These differences 

are determined by who is meeting in this formal situation, and what kind of 

formal situation it is. The same can be said about ‘informal situations’ and 

‘greeting the elderly’ categories. These three categories are too vague, and 

the greeting the elderly category is not a situation but rather a relation. It 

should not be a stand-alone category, but rather a greeting within a category, 

for instance how one greets an elderly family member in a formal or informal 

situation. With all these issues considered, I chose to include the following 

types of greetings in my new study:

SOCIAL GREETINGS (on mutual ground)

 Close Friends (f/f, m/m, f/m)

 Acquaintances (f/f, m/m, f/m)

 Strangers (f/f, m/m, f/m)
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FAMILY GREETINGS

 Mother (f/m – mother/son, f/f – mother/daughter)

 Father (m/m – father/son, m/f – father/daughter)

Grandmother (f/f – grandmother/granddaughter, f/m – grandmother/

grandson)

Grandfather (f/m – grandfather/granddaughter, m/m – grandfather/

grandson)

GREETINGS ACROSS CULTURES

 Strangers (f/f, m/m, f/m)

 Close Friends (f/f, m/m, f/m)

These categories could of course be narrowed down to even more specific 

greeting situations: how one greets a close friend, for instance, could depend 

on how close a friend he or she is. However, some general parameters must 

be made in order to compare situations that are found across all cultures.  

Figs. 135–137 illustrate the different types of greetings, gender combinations, 

and what will be visualised from each greeting – as I will discuss in more 

detail below. The coloured lines indicate the number of recordings and 

visualisations that were carried out per culture.

Fig. 135 – Visual overview of family greetings that were recorded and visualised
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Fig. 136 – Visual overview of social greetings that were recorded and visualised

Fig. 137 – Visual overview of cross-cultural greetings that were recorded and 
visualised
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Technical Set-Up & Equipment

In order to increase the amount of information documented for this research 

project, compared with my earlier one, I had to develop and extend the 

means of filming the greetings. I still considered the two perspectives used 

for the Kinesics project – front and overhead – to be the most essential ones. 

The front view captures the greeting, gesture, posture, touch and distance 

between the two people greeting, and the overhead view highlights the 

personal space/proxemics of the greeting (see fig. 138). I decided to keep 

these two perspectives, and add two more in order also to capture the facial 

expressions and gaze of the two people interacting. This would enable me to 

study whether eye contact and other facial expressions play important roles 

in the information exchange during the greetings.

I consulted with a filmmaker and technician about the studio and equipment 

set-up, which resulted in the following layout (see fig. 139):

• A white backdrop behind the greeting area.

• Two studio lights – placed by each top corner of the backdrop

Fig. 138 – Greeting documentation: front and overhead perspectives
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• A GoPro camera attached to the ceiling – this type of camera was used 

because the room had a very low ceiling so it was the only equipment 

available to me that would make it possible to capture the entire floor area 

of the greeting space, owing to its wide-angled lens.

• A Canon EOS 7D camera placed on a tripod directly in front of the 

greeting area.

• Two digital cameras (Panasonic LUMIX and Fujifilm Finepix HS10) 

placed on either front corner of the greeting area, adjusted on a tripod to 

capture both people’s faces and upper bodies during the greetings. These 

two cameras had to be adjusted according to the height of each couple 

greeting. 

 

Fig. 140 shows the four perspectives that were recorded; all four cameras 

were used to capture video. I had the option of using time-lapse photography, 

but I chose to use video, which I would convert into image sequences in  

Fig. 139 – Studio and equipment set-up
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post-production. By using the video function I was able to capture the 

audible/verbal aspects of the greetings as well as the visual. During video 

editing the audio proved very useful for syncing the four video files of the 

different greeting angles, using the sound graphs to align the different clips. 

In the recording studio I also arranged a seating area so that participants 

could socialise, as I anticipated there would be some waiting between the 

greeting recordings. Soft drinks and refreshments were made available here 

and this became a social space where many participants stayed to socialise 

with other participants after their own session finished. These unplanned 

social gatherings brought up some interesting conversations about greetings 

and cultural differences that were recorded using the sound recorder on my 

iPhone 4s (see Appendix 8 for transcripts of these conversations). For a full 

report on the greetings documented during the fieldwork, see Appendix 9.

Fig. 140 – Greeting documentation: the four perspectives/angles that were filmed
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4.2 From Video Documentation to Graphic Representation

Video Editing

Having documented four different perspectives of each greeting, I 

experimented with showing different perspectives in combination on the 

screen. All video editing was done using Final Cut Pro. These experiments 

were made in order to see whether different layouts would change the view 

and understanding of the greetings. I also experimented with using different 

speeds for the video clips, such as slowing them down and speeding them 

up. The following experiments were made:

 

1) 4 screens – Normal Speed 

In this version, all four perspectives are displayed on the screen, and play at 

normal speed. This combination gives a unique view of the greeting, showing 

posture, position, gesture, facial expressions and use of space all at the 

same time (see fig. 141).

Fig. 141 – Greeting videos: four videos/perspectives displayed on one screen
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2) 4 Screens – Screen by Screen – Slow Motion (50%)

Similar to the above, except in this version one clip plays at any time, 

allowing us to view the same greeting four times, drawing attention to 

different aspects of the greeting, depending on which perspective is playing. 

The clips play in slow motion, at half of the normal speed, which draws more 

attention to details in movements and expressions.

3) 2 Screens – Faces – Slow Motion (50%)

This version shows the facial expressions of the two people greeting at 

half of the original speed. Again, slowing the video down makes subtle 

expressions of the face, such as gaze and smiles/mouth movements, easier 

to observe (see fig. 142).

4) 2 Screens – Bodies & Space – Slow Motion (50%)

The fourth version shows the two most important views of my current study: 

front view and overhead view played at half of their original speed, to get a 

clearer view of the postures, gestures, and movements in the greeting (see 

fig. 143). 

Fig. 142 – Greeting videos: two videos/perspectives displayed on one screen – 
faces
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5) 2 Screens – Bodies & Space – Normal Speed

The last version is the same as the previous one, only shown at normal 

speed. This is the version I chose to use as my main source: it gives the two 

main views I have focused on in my visualisations, and at the speed that the 

greeting actually happened. The only modifications that have been done to 

these videos are colour corrections, and cropping the frames so that they 

could fit on the same screen. Due to time constraints, I decided to focus 

on these two views for the current research, and not on facial expressions, 

which I had recorded and which can be investigated further in future work 

(see chapter 5).

To the videos that are presented in my dynamic diagrams, I have added text 

labeling to give the viewer information about: what type of greeting they are 

watching; who is greeting; and whether this is their real relationship. This was 

done, as already mentioned, to clarify the nature of some of the relationships 

being enacted. The text labels are colour coded with two shades of purple 

Fig. 143 – Greeting videos: two videos/perspectives displayed on one screen – front 
and overhead views
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(see figs. 144–145). Dark purple indicates that the relationship between the 

two people greeting in the video is real – i.e. if the text saying ‘strangers’ is 

dark purple it means that the two people greeting are strangers in real life. 

If the relationship between the two people greeting is enacted, that will be 

clear both in the text, such as ‘stand-in grandfather’ or ‘enacting strangers’, 

but also by the use of a lighter shade of purple. The colour coding makes it 

clearer and quicker to determine whether the greeting is an enactment or a 

true relation. The labeling adds a transparency to the documentation and to 

my system.

Image Sequences

Each greeting video was converted into an image sequence. Each frame 

included in the sequence shows how the movement evolves over time. 

Inspired by chronophotography techniques and works developed by 

Muybridge and Marey, the conversion into image sequences was done in 

order to analyse key movements and moments of the greeting gestures. 

This process was done with the ‘export as image sequence’ function in the 

software QuickTime 7. 

Fig. 144 – Video label: dark purple text indicating a ‘true’ relationship

Fig. 145 – Video label: light purple text indicates an enacted relationship
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Fig. 146 – A greeting between a Vietnamese grandfather and granddaughter 
converted into an image sequence (the images read left to right)
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To find the best number of frames to include in each greeting, I experimented 

with different settings for frames per second (fps): I tried with 6 fps, 5 fps, 4 

fps, and 2 fps. Six and five frames per second resulted in too many images, 

giving too little movement or change from one image to the next. Two 

frames per second eliminated some important moments of the greetings, 

three frames per second made calculations complicated, so I settled with 

four frames per second, which gave me 240 images per minute (4x60). This 

meant that each image should last for (1/4=) 0.25 seconds when animated 

– and 6 frames in Adobe Flash because the frame rate was set to 24fps 

(24/4=6). Four frames per second provided me with more images than I 

needed for greetings in which there was less range of movement, such as 

a handshake, so further selection and elimination of images were done 

in the next step – vectorisation. Fig. 146 shows one greeting, between a 

Vietnamese grandfather and granddaughter, as an image sequence. Fig. 

147 shows the same greeting sequence as a multi-layered still image – an 

image overlay that works in the same way as Motion Bank’s video overlay 

discussed in chapter 3.

Fig. 147 – A greeting between a Vietnamese grandfather and granddaughter 
presented as a multi-layered image sequence
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Vectorisation & Animation

To vectorise the greetings, the image sequences were imported into separate 

layers in Adobe Illustrator. All layers were named sequentially, and images 

that were too similar in which there was little or no change in movement 

were deleted. Initially, my aim was to preserve the original duration of the 

greetings. For most image sequences every other image was deleted, in 

which case each image would have to last for 12 frames instead of 6 frames, 

to maintain the original timings when animated in Adobe Flash. If I deleted 

more than one image, layers ‘2’ and ‘3’, for example, then layer ‘1’ would 

have to last for three times as many frames (18 frames) when it came to 

animating the greeting in Adobe Flash, to replace the two missing layers. 

In such an instance I renamed layer ‘1’ to ‘1–3’, to be able to calculate the 

duration each vector drawing would need to have when it came to animating 

the greetings. These calculations were important in order to maintain both the 

‘real’ duration of each greeting, and the exact temporal relationships within it, 

in the animations. 

When I had experimented with a few greeting animations in this way, I 

decided to re-evaluate the speed at which they were shown. I had carefully 

calculated them to correspond to the real duration of the greetings as they 

had been filmed, to stay true to the timings of the actual action sequences. 

However, the speed of the animations seemed too fast considering their 

purpose which was to be used for visual analysis. I decided to slow down the 

animations to 50% of the real speed, in order to be able to study changes 

in annotations and actions more easily. This change meant that each image 

would last for 12 frames, and if an image represented two sequential ones, 

it would last for 24 frames, and so on. With this change the animations 

no longer represent the actual duration of the greetings, but still maintain 

accurate temporal relationships within them, at 50% of real speed.

After the process of eliminating frames, each image remaining was turned 

into a vector graphic by using the trace and pen tools in Adobe Illustrator 
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(see fig. 148). I experimented with a great number of different trace settings 

with the aim of making this step a more speedy and automated one; however 

there are a number of reasons why it has remained such a manual process. 

One reason concerned the colours of the studio background and the clothing 

of the participants. As I did not have access to a professional photography 

studio, I used a white backdrop, and the floor in the room was grey. 

Participants were not asked to wear anything specific on the day of recording, 

as I did not want to influence their appearance or make the sessions too 

formal. So, some participants wore white or lightly coloured clothing, which 

made the contrast to the backdrop too subtle when it came to tracing the 

images. Some participants had grey or blonde hair, which also created the 

same problem of carrying out smooth tracing. Had I had the opportunity to 

film in a green-screen studio, or asked all participants to wear dark clothes 

(and hats), this step could perhaps have been made a quicker one. However, 

a green-screen studio was not available to me in Stavanger, and I also think 

that such a technical studio environment could have influenced participants’ 

behaviour more than my more informal studio setting did. Small changes 

though, such as suggesting dark clothing, and extending the white backdrop 

onto the floor to get rid of the grey surface, would have been beneficial. 

However, while such changes might have helped speed up the process 

Fig. 148 – Vectorisation: vector drawings were drawn on top of each image in the 
image sequences
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somewhat, the graphic style that I wanted for the animations would still have 

had to involve some manual drawing in Illustrator. I wanted details of hands, 

arms and legs to be included, rather than showing just a silhouette of the 

pairs greeting.

Once all layers were vectorised (see fig. 149), they were imported, as layers, 

into Adobe Flash, where I animated them using stop motion animation. The 

resulting stop motion animations were graphic representations of the original 

greeting videos. They were then used as clean ‘canvases’ to create different 

versions of the animation; each featuring visual notation of a different 

nonverbal dimension. The devising of codes for these visual notations was a 

central part of my project, discussed in the next section.

4.3 Visual Notation of Nonverbal Signals

Semiotics: Cultural & Visual Codes

The process of visually annotating the greeting animations involved exploring 

semiotic codes – both in terms of nonverbal signals, which involve social 

codes, and also how to visualise these signals using colours and other 

forms of graphic code. While I am not approaching this study as a theoretical 

Fig. 149 – Vectorisation: the complete image sequence vectorised onto multiple 
layers in Adobe Illustrator
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semiotician, a brief discussion of semiotics seems necessary, to show how 

my material relates to this field and how it could potentially be theorised from 

a semiotic viewpoint. I will limit this discussion of semiotics to some very 

basic concepts and how they relate to nonverbal signaling and to colour 

coding.

Semiotics or semiology is the study of signs and the process of signification 

– how signs generate meaning (Hérbert, 2005). Roland Barthes (1915–80), a 

French philosopher, was a key figure in the study of systems of signification. 

Barthes explained that the sign is composed of a signifier – the perceivable 

part of the sign, and a signified – what we understand as its meaning 

(Barthes, 1964: 48–50). According to Barthes the signifier functions as a 

‘material mediator’ of the signified: and together they make up the sign 

(Barthes, 1964: 48–50). Signs transmit meaning between members of a 

culture, group, or society (or within a language) because they are part of a 

code. Being a member of a culture involves understanding the meanings 

of different codes and understanding when they are appropriate to use 

(Chandler, 2007: 148). 

A very basic example of a semiotic code, one made up of colours, is the case 

of traffic lights as discussed by Stuart Hall (1997). For traffic lights the colours 

red, amber and green are used to represent ‘Stop’, ‘Wait’/’Get Ready’, and 

‘Go’. However, it is not the colours in themselves that produce this meaning, 

but their order and their relation to each other as part of a code. In theory 

any colours could be used to convey the same meanings as long as the 

code was culturally understood. So as Hall (1997: 27) says, the signs are 

‘arbitrary’: it is not each colour itself, but the distinction between the colours 

that generates the meaning. The red, amber, and green make up a simple 

system of three colours that are different from one another, and they carry 

meaning in this very simply coded system of stop, wait and go. 
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There are of course far more complex systems of codes, such as languages, 

music, gestures, and many others (Bullock and Trombley, 1999: 783). 

Semiotics includes the study of systems of meaning in all modes of human 

communicative behaviour. Some of the modes are: audio/vocal, visual, and 

tactile. The audio/vocal mode includes linguistics, and the visual mode is 

often called kinesics, a term coined by Birdwhistell – as discussed in chapter 

2 – and includes gestures and facial expressions. The tactile mode is often 

referred to as proxemics – and includes touch and interpersonal movement 

(Bullock and Trombley, 1999: 784). The term proxemics was coined by E.T. 

Hall, as also discussed in chapter 2. 

It is important to consider that codes often overlap, and one should study the 

different relations the codes have to each other, rather than study them in 

isolation, to get a more complete picture of their meaning (Chandler, 2007: 

149). When different cultures meet in a greeting, different social codes may 

collide. Social codes include bodily codes and behavioural codes. Bodily 

codes involve areas such as: bodily contact, proximity, facial expression, 

gestures, posture and more. Behavioural codes include, among other codes, 

rituals (Chandler, 2007: 149). 

When dealing with cross-cultural communication, nonverbal codes become 

increasingly important and it is necessary to understand how cultural 

semiotics may influence interpersonal communication. Edward Hall and 

English social psychologist Michael Argyle (1925–2002) dedicated much 

of their time to studying such codes and how different cultures attach 

different meanings to nonverbal gestures and behaviours. Hall, in his studies 

of proxemics, illustrates how different cultures use space. He notes, for 

example, that the acceptable distance of interaction, or personal space, is 

much smaller in Latin America than in the United States. During interaction 

between a Latin American and an American person the assumption of small 

personal space by the Latin American can cause the American to step 

back to increase the distance between them. To the Latin American such 
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behaviour could make him interpret the American as being cold, and distant, 

while the American could feel that the Latin American was crowding him 

(Hall, 1990: 180). Michael Argyle focused on a different nonverbal code, and 

discussed the meaning of touch in different cultures. He called South America 

and Arab countries ‘the real touch areas’ owing to their use of touch during 

human interaction (Argyle, 1988: 61). He gave an example of a greeting 

between two Arab men, in which they embrace and kiss each other. To them, 

this is experienced as a friendly greeting. In Britain or the USA, on the other 

hand, such a greeting between friends of the same gender would be seen as 

carrying ‘sexual overtones’ (Argyle, 1988: 61). 

These two examples by Hall and Argyle indicate that cultural values, 

assumptions and worldviews are communicated through nonverbal codes 

(Chandler, 2007: 156). It is also obvious from these examples that nonverbal 

codes such as those relating to personal space and touch are semiotic 

codes – the same gesture can signify different things in different cultures. 

As mentioned in chapter 2, Alessandro Duranti too viewed greetings as 

valuable semiotic resources. Hall’s study provides a clear illustration of this, 

as he shows that to Latin Americans leaving minimal personal space in an 

encounter signifies warmth, while to Americans it can signify being intrusive. 

Argyle’s study also draws attention to the way that different gender relations 

operate in different cultures, and how such relations can be encoded in touch 

patterns during a greeting. It is precisely the nonverbal signals of personal 

space and touch that my system sets out to visualise, and by systematically 

visualising them it enables an understanding of, and comparison between, 

the cultural codes in which they convey meaning.

My visualisation process, in turn, involves the use of colour and pattern 

to make up visual coding systems for conveying information about the 

greetings. Just as proximity and touch carry culturally coded meaning, 

so does colour: colours have multiple meanings and connotations both 

within and across cultures. Returning to the example of traffic lights: while 
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the code for conveying ‘stop’, ‘wait’ and ‘go’ may in theory be arbitrary, it 

is nevertheless the case that red signifies ‘danger’ in many cultures, and 

the traffic light code itself has, over time, affected the connotations of the 

three colours it employs, though these meanings are not consistent across 

cultures. 

David McCandless with AlwaysWithHonor.com (2009) present a study of 

the meaning of different colours in different cultures in their visual diagram 

Colours in Culture (see fig. 150). Their study reveals that the same colour 

can mean very different, sometimes contrasting things from one culture to 

the next. In my system colours are primarily used to signify and highlight 

specific dimensions of nonverbal communication and signaling: in choosing 

which colours to use for these purposes, I had to consider both the visual 

distinctions between colours (see the discussion below on Visualising Touch 

& Space In-Between), and the potential cultural connotations of each colour.

 

Visualising Personal Space/Intimate Zones

In my system, people’s ways of inhabiting personal space – the intimate 

zones, as I have named them – are colour coded to represent different 

degrees of proximity or distance. I use colours for the graphic purpose of 

distinguishing different zones from each other, so the varying amounts of 

space can be easily seen, but the choice of colours was to some extent also 

based on their cultural connotations. The colour red, used for the smallest 

intimate zone, is widely known to signify heat (see fig. 150). This meaning is 

familiar to Western/American, Hindu, Eastern European and Muslim cultures. 

Red also signifies passion and love. On the other end it signifies danger in 

Western/American, Japanese and Southern American cultures, and anger in 

Western/American, Japanese, Eastern European and African cultures (see 

fig. 150). 
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Fig. 150 – Colours in Culture by David McCandless with AlwaysWithHonor.com 
(2009)
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In my visualisation of intimate zones, red is used to represent the smallest 

personal space, the intimate zone in which there is hardly any space between 

the two people greeting. When greeting in this intimate zone there is a lot of 

physical contact, and red seemed appropriate because of its connotation of 

heat. 

Blue is used to visualise the other end of the scale of intimate zones, the 

largest distance between the two people greeting, because it is broadly 

known to signify cold or cool in Western/American, Japanese, and Native 

American cultures. Blue also signifies unhappiness, rationality, loyalty, 

intelligence, and freedom within various codes of Western/American cultures. 

However, in Japanese and African cultures blue signifies peace and life, 

among other connotations, and in Eastern European cultures it signifies 

wisdom, virtue and unhappiness (see fig. 150). While blue has many 

contrasting connotations worldwide, it is used in my system for its widely 

understood meaning – cold. This seems suitable when considering the 

physical distance of people greeting in the blue intimate zone and the lack of 

(body) heat or physical intimacy between them because of that distance.

I chose the colours blue and red to highlight two opposite aspects of personal 

space: large distance – cold/blue; and small distance – heat/red. For the 

two intimate zones situated in-between red and blue, I chose the colours 

orange and green, mainly for the graphic purpose of distinguishing them 

from the blue and red zones, but also with their potential symbolic meanings 

in mind. Orange is a ‘warm’ colour and is both close to red in colour, and in 

the physical proximity it represents to the red zone. Green is known as a 

‘cool’ colour (on the border to warm), and is close in colour and proximity to 

the blue zone. Orange and green have a number of cultural connotations, 

but these are not as specific or generally shared as are some of the 

connotations of red and blue. Orange symbolises warmth, flamboyance, 

energy, and balance in Japan, and friendliness in Western/American cultures. 

Green signifies love, life, religion, insight, compassion, and happiness in 
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Hindu cultures. It also signifies nature, good luck and jealousy in Western/

American and Japanese cultures, and success in African cultures (see fig. 

150). However, these connotations are not relevant to my visualisations: the 

key point for my purpose is that graphically the four colours work together 

so that there is a gradual change in colour from red to orange, from orange 

to green, and from green to blue, and there is enough contrast between the 

four colours to tell them apart when presented together12. The four selected 

colours were used for circles illustrating personal space, and were applied to 

the overhead view of the greeting animations. The colour-coded circles are 

scaled in proportion to the distances they represent. 

12  I have not, at this stage of developing my system, tested, or considered in the 
colour selection process, how my system and the colours used would be perceived 
by people with colour blindness. However, this would be a natural development in 
the future if the system were to be used by a general public.

Fig. 151 – Visualising intimate zones
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While the use of these specific colours was developed in my Kinesics project, 

the dimensions/distances that they refer to have changed in my development 

of the current project. The Kinesics system’s intimate zones were defined as 

following:

Blue: Arm’s length or more. Little/no physical contact.  

Green: Half an arm’s distance or more. Some physical contact.  

Orange: 15–25cm distance. Physical contact is usual.  

Red: No distance. Much physical contact. 

These distances use a mix of visual/relative distances (blue and green) and 

metrically measured distances (orange). The new definitions move away 

from distances measured metrically, in order to allow for the fact that the 

people greeting are of different shapes and sizes, so the distance needs 

to be understood relative to the particular sizes and bodily distances of the 

two people greeting (see figs. 151 and 152). The new system also defines 

the zones – for green, orange and red – more accurately than the previous 

system by specifying range of distance such as half an arm’s distance to an 

arm’s distance (green). 

The new definitions used are:

Blue: Arm’s length or more. Little/no physical contact.

Green: Half an arm to an arm’s distance. Some physical contact is usual.

Orange: Half an arm’s distance to ¼ arm’s distance. Physical contact is 

usual.

Red: ¼ arm – to no distance. Much physical contact is usual.

Fig. 152 shows intimate zones applied to both the front and overhead views 

for four different greetings. While in this example I have visualised intimate 

zones on both views, in my actual system I only use the overhead view of the 

intimate zone animations, because it gives the clearest view of use of space. 

However, when determining which intimate zones a person moves through, I 

consider both views due to the fact that the overhead footage was shot with a 

camera with a wide-angle lens. The wide-angle lens does give some degree 
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of distortion to the footage, such as exaggerating depth and relative sizes 

in the image. In my recordings this level of distortion was very apparent in 

greetings with tall people – because they were much closer to the camera, 

so the image seemed to become more distorted than for shorter people. The 

level of distortion is not very great, but when applying the intimate zones to 

my vectorised animations, I was aware of the fact that in some instances the 

two people in the greeting might seem closer in proximity to each other than 

they actually were. Therefore I made sure to consider both views – the front  

view and the overhead view – to measure and determine which intimate 

zones to apply.

Fig. 152 – Intimate zones: applied to four different greetings – front and overhead 
views
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It was clear from my recordings that sometimes in a greeting each person’s 

relation to or use of personal space is different. This was particularly 

observed in greetings performed across cultures. While in most cases, during 

intracultural greetings, there was a mutual understanding of how much 

distance was accepted, during intercultural greetings this type of shared 

‘prescribed’ behaviour was not always present. To put it in semiotic terms, 

there was a mis-match of spatial codes.

During an intercultural greeting, a person would, for example, approach the 

other person with the intention of greeting with a kiss or a hug, while the 

other person would respond with a handshake. This showed that their ideas 

of and uses of personal space were completely different. In the visualisations 

this meeting of two different intimate zones should clearly not be represented 

as a shared space as in my system for Kinesics, where only intracultural 

greetings were studied and a single colour zone was ascribed to the greeting 

as a whole. The present research has introduced a radical improvement to 

the earlier system by visualising each person’s intimate zone separately, 

which is more accurate as it allows for the visualisation of different 

relationships to space within one greeting. This development makes two 

kinds of information available: it shows how personal space changes during 

a greeting, in terms of movement of the two people towards each other; and 

it reveals the individual’s distinct use of personal space. Such an example 

is illustrated in figs. 153–154. Fig. 153 shows synchronised movement and 

changes in personal space in a greeting between two Norwegians – a male 

and a female. Fig. 154, on the other hand, shows difference in movement 

and relation to personal space in a greeting between a Norwegian male 

and an Angolan female. This visualisation of people’s varying and diverse 

relations to personal space is a key development of the system.
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Visualising Touch & Space In-Between

Another important new development in the present research has been the 

introduction of ways to visualise touch, and space in-between greeters. 

These important elements of nonverbal communication were not investigated 

in Kinesics and in order to represent them I needed to design further graphic 

codes that would work alongside, but not overlap with, the code for intimate 

zones. The process of deciding on the visual codings for touch and space 

in-between was lengthy and involved a series of experiments. Initially I 

used a turquoise-blue colour to visualise touch, and a dark pink gradient to 

visualise space in-between. Aesthetically these colours worked well when 

the animated greetings were viewed individually. However, when I printed 

screenshots of all the visual dimensions (touch, space in-between, intimate 

Fig. 153 – Animated greeting sequence between two Norwegians, male and female, 
who are close friends, showing synchronised movement and relation to personal 
space

Fig. 154 – Animated greeting sequence between a Norwegian male and an Angolan 
female who are close friends, showing difference in movement and relation to 
personal space
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zones, and subjective experiences) and presented them together, these 

colours posed some confusion (see fig. 155). While the turquoise was a 

different shade of blue (and arguably a different colour) from the blue I used 

for the large intimate zone, and the pink gradient was more pink than the 

smallest red intimate zone, they were nevertheless too close in colour. It 

could appear as though the intention with the pink gradient was to signify 

heat as with the red intimate zone, which it was not. For example, during a 

greeting where there was a big distance between the two people greeting, 

such as in the bottom left illustration of fig. 155, the visualisation of space in-

between seemed to suggest heat and intimacy rather than simply illustrating 

the physical distance between them. Similarly the turquoise colour for touch 

could suggest cold, just as the blue intimate zone was meant to do. This did 

not make sense because touch involves heat and some level of intimacy, so 

the turquoise could possibly give the wrong connotations of cold or distance, 

such as in the middle-right illustration in fig. 155.

Fig. 155 – Colours initially used to annotate intimate zones (top), touch (middle) and 
space in-between (bottom)
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On the basis of these reflections I started experimenting with colours that 

could replace the turquoise and the pink gradient. I decided to colour-code 

each of the nonverbal dimensions with a different colour so that when 

presented next to each other in print, it would be clear that each colour 

symbolises a different dimension of nonverbal communication. The colours 

blue, green, orange and red were already used to visualise intimate zones, 

so I experimented with purples, browns, yellows, greys and many other 

colours for touch and space in-between. Colours that were too light-toned 

were unsuccessful in highlighting touch because they were not visually 

obvious enough, especially when printed (see fig. 156). Different shades 

of blue and turquoise did not work either because, as already mentioned, 

they could be confused with the blue intimate zones (see fig. 157). Greys 

and browns seemed too neutral when compared to the other colour coded 

visualisations, and tended to blend too much into the background (see fig. 

158). 

Fig. 156 – Colour experimentation for touch and space in-between: pink and purple
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Fig. 157 – Colour experimentation for touch and space in-between: dark blue and 
burgundy

Fig. 158 – Colour experimentation for touch and space in-between: grey and brown
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After much experimentation with colour, and of 

considering how the colours work together as a 

system of colour coding, I chose the following 

colours: a yellow gradient to visualise space in-

between; and purple to visualise touch (see fig. 

159). (All colour experimentations can be viewed 

in Appendix 22.) 

Touch – Shows what areas of the bodies are 

touched or in contact during the greeting.

Space in-between – Visualises the space in-

between the two people greeting, and when 

animated it shows the increase and decrease of 

this space during different stages of the greeting. 

As with all colours, these colours, too, have a number of cultural 

connotations. Yellow is used to signify peace in Western/American countries, 

deceit in Japan, danger in Native American cultures, and is believed to repel 

evil in Western/American, Hindu and Asian cultures. Purple has a range of 

meanings in Western/American cultures: virtue, personal power, modesty, 

mystery, cruelty, and beauty. It also signifies mourning in South American 

cultures and wisdom in Japanese and Hindu cultures (McCandless and 

AlwaysWithHonor.com, 2009). However, I did not choose these colours 

because of their cultural connotations, they were chosen for graphic reasons, 

to distinguish them from the colours used for intimate zones, ensuring that 

each dimension of nonverbal communication is represented by its own 

colour. 

Fig. 160 shows the chosen colour codes in use for the visualisation of 

intimate zones, touch, and space in-between for four different greetings (left 

to right): a Vietnamese greeting between a grandfather and granddaughter; 

a greeting between two close Norwegian male friends; a greeting between 

Fig. 159 – Touch and 
space in-between
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a Chilean male and female who are close friends; and a greeting between a 

Norwegian male and female who are close friends. 

Visualising Subjective Experiences & Perceived Meaning

Before starting this research project I had considered my graphic 

visualisations as an objective, almost scientific, study of greetings, in 

which the gestures, postures, personal space and the observable aspects 

of this ritual were revealed. However, a deeper study into greetings, into 

issues such as information exchange and intersubjectivity13, which were 

prevalent in Duranti’s studies of greetings, led me to expand upon another 

dimension of information in my system: subjective experience and perceived 

13  Intersubjectivity relates to the individual’s interpretation of meaning and of the 
world (Bullock and Trombley, 1999: 422).

Fig. 160 – Image shows four greetings with annotated intimate zones, touch, and 
space in-between
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meaning of the greeting. Issues concerning subjective experiences arose 

during numerous discussions with supervisors, and during discussions with 

fieldwork participants. Some of these issues had to do with: power and 

submission; warm and cold greetings; intrusive and distant behaviour; and 

masculinity and femininity. So I decided to start with these few topics and 

explore how to visualise them. Aspects of masculinity and femininity could 

already be addressed by comparing the visual analysis of the different male/

male, female/female, and female/male greetings, so were not included in the 

visualisation of subjective meaning. 

For my visualisations to reflect the subjective experience of, and meaning 

perceived by, the people greeting, I interviewed my participants about their 

greeting experiences. They were asked, among other questions, what in their 

view and culture is considered: a respectful greeting; a powerful greeting; a 

submissive greeting; a warm greeting; a cold greeting; a masculine greeting; 

and a feminine greeting. When participants were asked what they considered 

to be a ‘warm’ greeting in their culture, some of the answers were: 

In a warm greeting you are more physical I think, and you use more 

body language. In a cold greeting you use less facial expressions.  

– Turkish female

It is to have eye contact when you greet! You have to look at the other 

person. In our culture we do not embrace or have very near physical 

contact like they do in other cultures.  

– Vietnamese female 

To me a hug is a warm greeting. It is friendly, you feel welcome. 

– Norwegian male
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A warm greeting is a hug, a good hug, a strong hug. And sometimes 

if you can use both your hands, and hold around the elbows or the 

shoulders of the other person, it is kind of respectful and warm at the 

same time. 

– Norwegian female

A warm greeting is the best… I can imagine it is a person laughing 

actually loud, making noise, and hugging you and really, really warm 

and tight and with laughs. 

– Angolan female

It is the same if you are acquaintances or close friends. Some people 

hug their close (male) friends, but personally I do not. If I do not know 

the person very well, especially if it is the opposite sex, I usually fold or 

hold my own hands and just do a verbal greeting without touching the 

other person. 

– Somali female

Due to time constraints during the days of studio recording, I had to schedule 

interviews for separate days from the filming. Unfortunately it was not 

possible to organise meetings with all participants to carry out the interviews, 

so some of the animations of subjective experiences are based on informal 

conversations that took place (some recorded, and some not) during the 

days of video documentation. In a few visualisations, my own interpretation of 

some of these conversations was used to make judgments on what pattern 

was suitable. The full questionnaire and transcripts of the interviews can be 

found in Appendices 10a–g.

Having used colour-coded visualisations for the objective dimensions 

of nonverbal communication, I chose to explore the use of symbols and 

patterns for visualising subjective meaning. The patterns are used to visually 

represent participants’ subjective experiences of nonverbal signals during 
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greetings. My initial idea was to use one symbol for each of these meanings, 

but when I considered how to use symbols in combination with the rest 

of my notation system, I decided that it would make more sense to work 

with patterns. Doing so would enable me to visually combine the patterns 

with the colours showing the intimate zones and thereby present layers of 

information within one visualisation, as I will illustrate below. After much 

exploration I opted to use patterns made up of simple shapes such as dots, 

lines and triangles rather than some of the more complex symbols I had 

explored. The patterns I have used do not in themselves carry very specific 

cultural connotations. However, I developed patterns based on the visual 

relationships between pairs of patterns to signify opposing experiences, 

such as: warm and cold, intrusive and distant. When used together there is 

a visual contrast between such opposing patterns. While I have focused on 

only a few aspects of subjective experiences for the scope of this PhD, more 

patterns can be added in the future to visualise other subjective experiences. 

The creation of patterns and symbols involved the following explorations and 

results:

Power/submission – I explored symbols such as triangles facing upwards 

for power and downwards for submission, and I experimented with combining 

circles of different sizes. The final patterns use bold circles to signify power, 

and small dots to signify submission, so that in combination they visualise 

contrasting feelings (see fig. 161). The bold circles are dominating compared 

to the small dots. I use the words ‘power’ and ‘submission’ here in terms 

of status/hierarchy – showing respect vs. the respected one – not in terms 

of control. An example is a greeting between a father and a son: in some 

cultures the son must show respect to the father, and in such an instance the 

son shows submission/respect, and the father shows ‘power’ (or that he is 

respected).

Warm/cold – I explored symbols such as half circles and swirls to symbolise 

warmth, and squared swirls and stars (crystal-like) to symbolise cold. 
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However, my final patterns are made 

up of a wave-like pattern to signify 

warmth and a straight parallel lined 

pattern to signify cold. The rounded 

shapes in the warm pattern makes it 

seem ‘friendly’ and in motion whereas 

the cold pattern is still, motionless (see 

fig. 162).

Intrusive/distant – I explored different 

symbol combinations using triangles 

that were facing each other and 

shying away from each other. I also 

experimented with using combinations 

of different square shapes. However, 

the chosen designs are: a pattern 

consisting of triangles facing forward 

to signify intrusiveness; and a pattern 

made up of small bent lines, that look 

as if they are shying away from the 

intrusive pattern, to signify distant (see 

fig. 163). 

Neutral – To signify neutral I explored 

different arrangements of squares, 

and symbols that were made up of two 

equal halves, but the final and chosen 

pattern is made up of small, straight 

and equal lines, signifying a neutral 

state or emotion (see fig. 164).

Fig. 163 – Subjective patterns: 
intrusive & distant

Fig. 164 – Subjective pattern:  
neutral

Fig. 161 – Subjective patterns:  
power & submission/respect

Fig. 162 – Subjective patterns:  
warm & cold
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Fig. 165 – Diagram showing intimate zones in combination with patterns of 
subjective experiences
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Fig. 165 shows the patterns for subjective experience in combination with 

intimate zones. By combining them (two semiotic codes) in the same circle, 

the visualisation indicates how the use of personal space may influence how 

the greeting is experienced, or vice versa.

A challenge with the visualisation of subjective experiences is that the 

meaning of a greeting changes depending on whose perspective one 

visualises. I have explored three such perspectives: an outsider’s view – 

how, for instance, I as a researcher interpret a greeting between two people; 

how either of the two people greeting experience the behaviour of the other 

person and him/herself compared to the other (see fig. 166); and how each 

Fig. 166 – Visualising subjective experiences: the images show how person A (top) 
and person B (bottom) experience themselves and the other person, during this 
moment of the greeting
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person greeting experiences the other person (and not him/herself) during 

the greeting (see fig. 167). I use the third perspective in my visual system, 

because I wanted to highlight how people experience the behaviour of the 

person they interact with, and reveal how they each feel about the other’s 

behaviour. This is particularly interesting in intercultural greetings because 

it can reveal reasons for cultural clashes such as ‘invasions’ of someone’s 

personal space. It can illustrate how the lack of touch can be interpreted as 

cold and distant by some cultures, or bring attention to the fact that what 

is considered ‘warm’ and friendly in one culture may have the opposite 

connotation in another, and what is polite in one culture may be impolite in 

another, and so on.   

In this chapter so far I have described in detail: the process of gathering 

participants; carrying out my fieldwork; the process of converting the video 

documentation into vectorised graphic representation; and, finally, the 

visual notation of nonverbal signals using colour codes and patterns. The 

technical settings and visualisation methods used in this process have been 

Fig. 167 – Visualising subjective experiences: the image shows how each person, A 
and B, experiences the other person during this moment of the greeting
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summarised in more technical detail in section 4.4 below. This process of 

visualisation can also be viewed in the video ‘Process of Visualisation‘ in 

Appendix 13. In the later section 4.5 I will explain how all these elements and 

visualisations have been organised into interactive greetings diagrams. I will 

also explain the navigation of and use of the system’s interface.

4.4 Technical Process and Settings: An Overview

Summary of Stages and Techniques of Visualisation:

1. FILMING – Greetings are filmed from the front using a Canon 7D 

camera (capturing the gesture, postures and two bodies in relation to 

each other), from an overhead view using a GoPro HERO (Original) 

camera (capturing the surrounding space of the two people greeting), 

from the right using a Panasonic Lumix DMC-FZ28 camera and from 

the left using a Fujifilm Finepix HS10 camera (capturing the faces and 

upper bodies of the two people greeting). Final Cut Pro 7.0.3 is used 

for video editing.

Video archiving: Original greeting footage is trimmed and archived 

without changing the original settings or frame rates.

Video editing: Videos are edited – the clips are trimmed and colour 

corrected – and clips with different video angles, primarily overhead 

and front views, are combined in one screen, using Final Cut Pro. 

Colour coded text labels are also added to the videos to indicate 

whether the relationship between the two people greeting is real  

or enacted. 
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The following settings were used for exporting the videos:

Compression: H.264

Quality: High

Frame rate: 24

Key frame rate: 24

Frame reordering: yes

Encoding mode: multi-pass

Size: 1280 x 720

2. SELECTION OF KEY MOMENTS – The greeting videos are 

converted into sequences of still images – like chronophotography – 

in order to select and analyse key movements and moments of the 

greeting gestures. 

Technical settings: 

Each greeting video is exported as an Image Sequence from 

QuickTime 7, with the following export settings: 

Format: PNG

Frames per second: 4

3. VECTORISATION – The image sequences are then vectorised 

using the live trace and pencil tools in Adobe Illustrator CC. For the 

purpose of time-saving, unless there is particularly rapid movement 

in the original, only every other frame (2 frames per second) is 

vectorised. Each animated greeting is shown at 50% of its original 

speed, to make the viewing of the visual analysis easier and clearer: 

this means that each image should last for 12 frames (0.5 seconds) 

when animated (rather than 6 frames at full speed), and that for 

greetings in which every other image is deleted, each image should 

last for 24 frames (1 second).
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4. ANIMATION – The vector graphics are then animated in Adobe 

Flash CC using frame-to-frame animation. In some instances, if there 

is no movement, or no relevant movement between two vector images, 

one image could last for 24 frames, with the other one left out, or, if 

there is no movement of relevance between 3 frames, two of them 

can be left out and one frame can last for 36 frames, and so on. This 

could be the case if there is a long gap where the two people greeting 

engage in conversation as part of the greeting, or if the two people are 

performing say a hug that lasts several seconds, or similar.

Intimate zones, touch, space in-between & subjective experiences:

Colour coded intimate zones are animated onto a layer sitting below 

the greeting animation, using Flash animation. Space in-between is 

also animated onto layers sitting below the greeting animation using a 

masking layer. Touch is animated directly onto the greeting animation, 

using the brush tool, set to the function ‘brush inside’. The patterns for 

subjective experiences are animated onto a layer above the intimate 

zones, and below the greeting animations. Each greeting is animated 

manually as there is of yet no function to have them created through a 

more automated process using Adobe Flash. 

5. INTERACTIVE DIAGRAMS – While all the visual aspects of 

the diagrams are created as graphic symbols and Flash timeline 

animations, the interactive elements and navigation of the system 

is programmed using ActionScript 3.0 (see Appendix 11 for code). 

Using ActionScript programming has enabled me to present the 

animations in dynamic, interactive diagrams, in which the user can 

select culture, greeting category, and gender combination, and then 

click to select what aspect of that particular greeting they want to view 

– i.e. the video, intimate zones, touch, space in-between, or subjective 

experiences.
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4.5 The System for the Visual Notation of Greetings: Interactive 

Interface

Interactive Diagrams

Once all the visualisations/animations of the greetings documented during 

the fieldwork were completed, I needed to find a way to present them. It was 

important to design an interface that would enable them to be easily viewed 

and compared. To do this, I organised miniature still vector images of the 

greetings into three different diagrams: social greetings; family greetings; 

and cross-cultural greetings. Each still greeting image in these diagrams is a 

clickable button that represents and generates access to a specific greeting 

and all the animated visual analyses of that particular greeting, as I will show 

in more detail below. The diagrams were made interactive using ActionScript 

3.0 (programming language) in Adobe Flash. Creating interactive diagrams 

which provided access to the animated analyses of each greeting was an 

important development in my current project: the interface for Kinesics was 

only interactive in so far as it allowed the user to choose between different 

diagrams, and between front and overhead views in the still images they 

contained. 

The current interface is organised systematically through many levels of 

interactive choices. The first choice the user is presented with is between 

three buttons – one for each of the three greeting categories: social 

greetings, family greetings, or cross-cultural greetings (see fig. 168). Once 

the category is selected, the miniature stills of each greeting within that 

category become visible and are organised by culture, greeting situation, 

and gender. For example, social greetings include three greeting situations: 

greeting close friends, acquaintances, and strangers. Next they are 

organised by gender combination within each of these three situations: 

female-to-female, male-to-female, and male-to-male. Fig. 169 shows the 

social greetings diagram, with explanations of how to navigate it, fig. 170 

shows the family greetings diagram, and fig. 171 the cross-cultural greetings 

diagram.
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Fig. 168 – Interactive diagrams interface explained: starting screen

Fig. 169 – Interactive diagrams interface explained: social greetings diagram
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Fig. 170 – Interactive greetings diagram: family greetings

Fig. 171 – Interactive greetings diagram: cross-cultural greetings
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In my previous system each greeting in the diagram was represented by 

a still vector image referencing one moment of the greeting. However, 

further consideration led to the realisation that not all greetings that were 

documented can be represented by one key moment. A greeting often 

consists of a number of key gestures, for example: a handshake followed 

by a hug, or a kiss on the hand followed by a kiss on the forehead. In such 

cases it would not be right to select just one of these moments as the most 

important of the greeting – for example the hug rather than the kiss. So I 

explored how to show movement in a still image by layering vectors from 

the complete sequences. The revised method is a multi-layered still vector 

image, which visualises the key moments of the greeting (see fig. 172). This 

new method represents the greeting as a more fluid and dynamic sequence.

The interactive diagrams are set up in a way that enables the user both to 

study broader tendencies of, and differences between, greetings within and 

across cultures and genders, and to study individual greetings in the form 

of annotated animations. Once a greeting situation is selected, the layout of 

the diagram enables the viewer to compare greetings, in static form, within 

cultures across different greeting situations and gender combinations (see 

fig. 173), and across cultures within greeting situations and specific gender 

combinations (see fig. 174). 

Fig. 172 – Original and new method for visualising a greeting in one still image
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Fig. 173 – Interactive greetings diagram: compare greetings within cultures horizontally

Fig. 174 – Interactive greetings diagram: compare greetings across cultures vertically 
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The user can also explore and identify whether there are greeting types 

that are more common across cultures and situations, or greetings that 

stand out as being very different from the others. To illustrate this point I 

have highlighted some of the patterns that I have found across cultures 

and across the genders in figs. 175–179. Fig. 175 shows that the majority 

of intracultural social greetings between strangers that were recorded, 

involved a handshake. The same is seen in cross-cultural greetings between 

strangers, across the genders (see fig. 176). However, in cross-cultural 

greetings between close friends, some form of kissing or embrace was done 

in all greetings that were recorded (see fig. 177). The same greeting type 

was common in family greetings across cultures (see fig. 178). In contrast to 

this are a few recorded greetings that do not involve any touch at all (see fig. 

179). 

 

Fig. 175 – Interactive greetings diagram: Social greetings – highlighted in green are 
handshake greetings
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Fig. 176 – Interactive greetings diagram: Cross-cultural greetings – highlighted in 
green are handshake greetings

Fig. 177 – Interactive greetings diagram: Cross-cultural greetings – highlighted in 
pink are embraces/hugs, and in red are greetings involving kisses on the cheeks
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Fig. 178 – Interactive greetings diagram: Family greetings – highlighted in pink are 
embraces/hugs, and in red are greetings involving kisses on the cheeks

Fig. 179 – Interactive greetings diagram: Family greetings – highlighted in blue are 
greetings in which there is no physical contact between the people greeting
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The diagrams and examples shown above give an initial overview of the 

variety of greetings and cultural diversity that exists in Stavanger. The design 

of the interface also makes it possible to view specific greetings and their 

visual analyses. Each greeting in the diagram can be clicked on, and once 

a specific greeting is selected, the diagram area fades out and a vector 

animation of the selected greeting fades in on the ‘stage’ area of the interface 

(see fig. 180). A menu and information window also appear on the left side of 

the screen. The three greeting category buttons at the top left corner remain 

active and bring the user back to the three diagrams if clicked on. Just below 

these three buttons is the information window. This window displays text 

describing the greeting situation, culture(s), and gender combination currently 

being viewed. Below the information window is a ‘select view’ window with 

buttons and one text field (see fig. 181). The text field is empty until a view is 

selected.

Fig. 180 – Interactive diagrams interface explained: a specific greeting has been 
selected
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The ‘select view’ menu presents the user with the 

following six choices of how to view that specific 

greeting (starting top-left to right):

1. The original greeting video 

2. The greeting as a vector animation  

(also the starting view of each greeting) 

3. Space in-between  

4. Touch 

5. Intimate zones 

6. Subjective experiences of the greeting  

Below I use a greeting between two strangers 

– a Norwegian male and an Angolan female, to 

show examples of each of the six views available 

for each greeting. All videos and animations 

show two perspectives of the greetings: front and 

overhead. The opening view of the greeting is a 

vector animation (see fig. 182). Button number 

one opens the original greeting video of the 

Fig. 181 – Menu for 
different greeting views

Fig. 182 – Interactive greetings diagram: showing vector animation of a cross-
cultural greeting between a Norwegian male and an Angolan female, who are 
strangers
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two participants greeting in the studio (see fig. 183). Sound is available in 

this version of the video. The video also includes colour-coded text labels 

discussed above. The second button brings back the initial view, the vector 

animation (see fig. 182). 

The third button reveals a version of the vector animation, which brings 

attention to the space in-between the two people greeting (see fig. 184). 

Highlighted in a yellow gradient, this illustrates the fluctuating amount of 

space between them during the greeting. The fourth button displays a version 

of the vector animation annotating levels of touch/physical contact between 

the two people greeting (see fig. 185). The touch view lets the user follow 

how the amount of touch, highlighted in purple, increases and decreases 

during the greeting sequence, and reveals the level of physical contact the 

greeters engage in during this greeting. It also brings attention to which parts 

of the bodies are in contact, usually the top half of the bodies.

Fig. 183 – Interactive greetings diagram: showing original greeting footage of a 
cross-cultural greeting between a Norwegian male and an Angolan female, who are 
strangers
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Fig. 184 – Interactive greetings diagram: showing vector animation, with space in-
between highlighted, of a cross-cultural greeting between a Norwegian male and an 
Angolan female, who are strangers

Fig. 185 – Interactive greetings diagram: showing vector animation, with touch 
highlighted, of a cross-cultural greeting between a Norwegian male and an Angolan 
female, who are strangers
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The fifth button reveals the animation showing the intimate zones (see figs. 

186–187). As the two people approach each other to greet, both the size and 

the colour of the circles change, depending on how close the greeters are to 

each other. Fig. 186, for instance, shows the Norwegian man approaching 

with a handshake, intending to keep a lot of distance, in the blue zone, while 

the Angolan woman continues to move towards him to give two kisses on his 

cheeks, keeping a much smaller personal space. The animations show that 

during the greeting sequence sometimes (as in the images below) greeters 

move through a range of non-synchronised intimate zones. In other greetings 

documented, the two people that are greeting move in a more synchronised 

way, both maintaining the same relation to personal space at the same times 

of the greeting. When comparing greetings these intimate zones also show 

cultural, situational and gender differences in how much personal space is 

attained during the different greetings.

Fig. 186 – Interactive greetings diagram: showing vector animation, with colour 
coded intimate-zones/personal space, of a cross-cultural greeting between a 
Norwegian male and an Angolan female, who are strangers
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The sixth button reveals a vector animation illustrating the subjective 

experiences and perceived meanings of the greeting (see figs. 188–189). 

This version shows the intimate zones in combination with subjective 

experiences illustrated using graphic patterns, again applied to the overhead 

view. The tables on the right-hand side are animated to highlight how the two 

people experience the greeting. This subjective element in combination with 

the visualisation of personal space (intimate zones) indicates how the use 

of personal space can influence the experience of the greeting situation (as 

discussed in section 4.3 above). The images below show that the Norwegian 

man experiences the greeting as neutral when he thinks he is going to 

greet with a handshake. At that point of the greeting the Angolan female 

experiences him as being cold. When they are embracing and kissing on the 

cheek, he experiences the greeting as being intrusive, while she experiences 

it as distant, because he is not engaged in the embrace and is uncomfortable 

with such a small personal space.

Fig. 187 – Interactive greetings diagram: same as above, only later on in the greeting
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Fig. 188 – Interactive greetings diagram: showing vector animation, with colour 
coded intimate-zones and patterned subjective meaning, of a cross-cultural greeting 
between a Norwegian male and an Angolan female, who are strangers

Fig. 189 – Interactive greetings diagram: same as above, only later on in the greeting
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Each of the 82 greetings documented during my fieldwork in Stavanger can 

be viewed and explored through these six different views. All three diagrams 

can be viewed in their interactive form in Appendix 12. While the process of 

visualisation is slow, and is currently excessively manual, I hope that in the 

future it can be further developed to become more automated. However, 

while it may be a time-consuming process, this way of visualising greetings 

does provide a new, dynamic and interactive form of analysis, which 

helps bring to light some of the complexities and sensitivities of nonverbal 

communication in a multicultural context. The system has been developed 

through my own study in Stavanger, but can be used to analyse other 

greeting sequences too, as I will illustrate below.

A Visual Analysis of the ‘Hillary Clinton Meets the Capps’ Greetings

In order to show that my system has potential usability and purpose beyond 

my own fieldwork, I applied my visual notation to the video sequences 

analysed by Duranti, discussed in chapter 2, of the greetings between 

Hillary Clinton and the Capps (Duranti, 1996). The aim was to show how 

my system could contribute as a tool for analysis, alongside and extending 

current methods for analysis (which are mainly textual). Duranti’s analysis 

focuses on the verbal aspects of the greetings, and he uses textual means, 

whereas I focus on the nonverbal aspects using visual means. The two 

types of analysis could complement each other and potentially extend the 

understanding of greetings.

Figs. 190–192 show how I presented Duranti’s and my own analysis in 

a combined interactive interface. The images of his textual analysis are 

taken from his website and concern the verbal interactions (Duranti, 1996). 

I divided the presentation of our combined analyses into three numbered 

sections, as Duranti had done on his own website. The numbers 1, 2, 3 at the 

bottom of the interface are active buttons that I have programmed to each 

reveal one different section of Duranti’s and my analyses. Fig. 190 shows 

Duranti’s textual transcript on the left, and a still image from the greeting 
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video he analysed, on the right. Once a numbered button is clicked, the text 

on the left side is replaced by Duranti’s textual analyses, and the right side 

image is replaced by my animated visual analyses corresponding to the 

selected section of the greeting. In figs. 191–193 the left side of each image 

shows Duranti’s textual analysis, and the right side shows my visual analysis, 

which appears when the play button is clicked on. 

Fig. 190 – Opening screen for interface of Duranti’s and my analysis of greetings 
between Hillary Clinton and the Capps

Fig. 191 – Duranti’s textual analysis (left side) and my visual analysis (right side) of 
greetings between Hillary Clinton and the Capps – section 1
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Fig. 192 – Duranti’s textual analysis (left side) and my visual analysis (right side) of 
greetings between Hillary Clinton and the Capps – section 2 

Fig. 193 – Interactive piece of Duranti’s textual analysis (left side) and my visual 
analysis (right side) of greetings between Hillary Clinton and the Capps – section 3
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Fig. 191 shows the first section of the greeting analysis. The left side shows 

Duranti’s greeting transcript and his comments, including the order of the 

verbal greetings, and also the tonal qualities of the conversation. The left 

side of fig. 192 shows the second section of the greeting analysis. Here 

Duranti’s greeting transcript includes analysis of how Lois turns the event 

into an anniversary by talking about Hilary’s daughter, and how laughter can 

represent awkwardness about an ironic statement. The left side of fig. 193 

shows the third part of the greeting analysis. In this section Duranti explores 

different formats of adjacency pairs. (I have not included all of Duranti’s 

textual analysis, as my aim was not to go into detail about what he analyses, 

but to illustrate how our two methods differ.) 

In my visual analyses I followed each of Duranti’s three sections, to visualise 

the three encounters shown in his videos. My analysis includes animated 

illustrations of the three greeting moments, with annotated notations beneath 

each animation explaining the meaning of the different colour codes used 

(see fig. 194). In each greeting we see a blue personal space, signifying 

a large personal space, at arm’s length or more, with little or no touch. 

Fig. 194 – Still images from the three greeting animations in which visual 
annotations have been added to the illustrations
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Fig. 195 – A breakdown of all visualisations shown in my three animated analyses of 
the Hillary Clinton & Capps’ greetings
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Proxemics is illustrated with the yellow gradient showing a large space 

between Clinton and each of the Capps. In all greetings the physical contact 

between them is minimal, only their hands are touching – this is highlighted in 

purple. Comparing the three greeting visualisations reveals further knowledge 

about these greetings. It shows that in this greeting situation between three 

Americans during the (slightly) formalised situation of the political campaign, 

there is little or no difference in their use of personal space, proximity or 

touch across both gender and generations. Each greeting follows the 

same nonverbal patterns whether Clinton greets Mr. Capps, Mrs. Capps, 

or their son Todd Capps. While Duranti reveals different information about 

the greeting formats and the relationships between Clinton and the Capps 

through what is said during the greeting, my visual analysis of the nonverbal 

reveals information about gender and generational behaviour, and in this 

instance there is very little variation between the three greetings presented. 

Fig. 195 shows a breakdown of the different visual annotations used in my 

animations. For a video version of this work, see Appendix 14.

Power & Submission: Obama Greeting World Leaders

I also used my visual system to analyse photographs of greetings between 

American president Barack Obama and three world leaders at the 2010 

Nuclear Security Summit in Washington. I was interested in the topic of 

power and submission among world leaders and in politics. I wanted to find 

out: who adapts to whom in the greeting, and could a visual analysis help 

clarify how Obama greets different world leaders in different ways? 

Fig. 196 shows my visual analysis of greetings between: Obama and former 

Chinese leader Hu Jintao; Obama and German chancellor Angela Merkel; 

and Obama and former Brazilian president Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva. The 

visualisations show clear differences between the three greetings in all areas 

of nonverbal communication that have been highlighted: touch, space in-

between, and intimate zones. Obama, who hosted the event (in the host 

country) seems to attempt to adapt to each of the other leaders’ ways of 
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greeting. He greets Hu Jintao with a handshake and a slight bow (perhaps 

assuming that this is how one greets with respect in China), and Jintao 

responds with a handshake. He greets Angela Merkel with kisses on the 

cheeks. Finally, Obama and Lula da Silva greet with a full embrace. I will not 

discuss whether Obama greets each leader in a culturally ‘correct’ way, as I 

Fig. 196 – Power and Submission: visual analysis of greetings between 
Obama and three world leaders, based on images found online (Perry, 2010)
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would only be speculating because none of these three cultures were part of 

my study. I am much more interested in the differences that are visualised, 

and in the extent to which Obama, the host, adapts (or attempts to adapt) 

to his visitors’ ways of greeting. Rather than expecting them to adapt to his 

way of greeting, he does the opposite. This could be due to Obama wishing 

to come across as respectful towards his visitors, but could also, in some 

cultures, be interpreted as a lack of authority and power. 

The visualisations show clear differences in how much touch is involved 

in the greetings. While his greeting with Jintao on the one hand involves 

hardly any touch, his greeting with da Silva on the other hand involves a lot 

of physical contact. The greeting with Merkel is somewhere between the 

other two. The same can be seen in how much space is in-between them. 

All three greetings are also ‘performed’ in different intimate zones. While the 

photographs show clear differences in types of greetings that are performed, 

the graphic visualisations help highlight some more distinct aspects of the 

nonverbal communication that takes place. For an animated version of this 

work see Appendix 15.

4.6 Other Experiments Using Animation & Motion Tracking

As well as devising the system for notation, I conducted a number of 

experiments in creating interactive exhibition and installation pieces. This was 

done with the aim of creating work that would enable visitors to understand 

the physical dimensions of my study, and to explore technologies such as 

motion tracking for the study of greetings. Below I discuss four of these 

experiments. 

Patterning Moments of Human Interaction – Exhibition Piece

The exhibition piece Patterning Moments of Human Interaction was 

an experimental video exploring various greetings across two cultures: 

Norwegian and Turkish. It was made up of an animated video and two floor 

graphics, and it was presented at the UCA Student Research Conference 
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2012: Process. Perception. Phenomena. The animated video, which 

was 2:40 minutes long (see Appendix 17a), is based on the idea that 

different social contexts influence and alter our way of greeting. Greeting a 

grandparent, for example, can be very different to how we greet a stranger 

or someone during a business meeting. Cultural differences were also a 

focus in this piece, and to draw attention to this I used motion graphics in 

a more experimental manner than in my notation system. The aim with the 

graphics was to highlight culture-sensitive aspects of human communication, 

revealing similarities and differences in relation to personal space, gender, 

intimacy, touch and message intended/received (see figs. 197–198). During 

the exhibition, the video was projected on the wall, and the two floor graphics 

were mounted below it. The aim with the floor pieces, which were made using 

clear sticky film decorated with pink and white stickers, was to invite the 

viewers to test their own personal comfort zones during a greeting (see figs. 

199–200). The floor graphics were circles containing shapes of two people 

greeting from an overhead view. 

Fig. 197 – Still image from greeting triptych video of Norwegian and Turkish 
greetings (1)
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Fig. 198 – Still image from greeting triptych video of Norwegian and Turkish 
greetings (2)

Fig. 199 – Work installed at UCA Student Research Conference 2012: Process. 
Perception. Phenomena. Visitors interacting with the floor piece

Fig. 200 – Work installed at UCA Student Research Conference 2012: Process. 
Perception. Phenomena. Floor piece
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Greetings were filmed in a studio with a white background, and edited 

in Final Cut Pro (7.0.3) into a triptych video (three screens that seem to 

interact with each other), in order to create a narrative of walking in and out 

of different social situations. The triptych video was then animated in Adobe 

After Effects CS5. The piece was an experiment to determine whether After 

Effects would be better software to use for animating my greeting videos than 

Adobe Flash. 

During the exhibition only a few visitors actually stepped onto the floor 

graphic after seeing others doing so (see fig. 199). Overall the interactive 

aspect I had intended for the piece was unsuccessful, but it received a 

positive response as an artwork. The video seemed to be interpreted as 

video art rather than a video revealing information about the experiences of 

the greetings. However, my intention was to make a piece that was visually 

interesting as well as an informative one, so perhaps it ended up caught 

between different genres, somewhere between video art and information 

graphics. Adobe After Effects is excellent software for adding animation to 

videos; however I still choose to continue using Adobe Flash to create my 

vector animations, due to my familiarity with it, the graphic style I require, 

and more importantly because of its capacities of adding interactivity though 

programming.

Interactive Greetings in a Mediated Performance Space – Prototype

My first experiment with using interactive media for performance/installation 

was a collaborative project with Bahar Sert, in which we explored some 

common research interests such as interaction between performer, audience 

and technology, and the representation of personal space inspired by 

Bauhaus performances and costumes.  

In this piece, which could be further developed in the direction of either 

performance or installation, two performers interact on stage in front of 

a wall projection. The main performer wears a costume that is made to 
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physically represent different personal space zones. The costume makes 

it difficult for other performers to get too close to the main performer (if for 

example approaching for a ‘kiss on the cheek’ greeting). The wall projection 

reacts to the distance between the two performers on stage. There are four 

zones, which trigger different colours that reflect the colours used for the 

four intimate zones in my graphic greeting notation system (see fig. 201). 

Software and a web camera are programmed to measure the space between 

the two people, and react to it. For example, if the distance is within the 

space that has been set for zone four, animation four will be triggered.

Two different types of technical and software solutions were explored in the 

attempt to achieve this result – Isadora software and Arduino sensors and 

software. Both Bahar and I were familiar with the Isadora (v.1.2.9) software 

and decided to try to use it to create the interaction; we were able to do so, to 

an extent, by connecting Isadora to a webcam that was programmed to track 

motion (see fig. 202). However, the result was not as accurate as we needed 

it to be. We would need an infrared webcam and up-skilling in Isadora in 

order to carry out this project successfully.

Fig. 201 – Photos from greeting space prototype. Bauhaus inspired costume made 
by Bahar Sert
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Fig. 202 – The set-up in Isadora software. A webcam is used for motion tracking

Fig. 203 – Testing the Arduino sensor attached to the performer
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We then discussed using the Arduino platform and open source software 

with Phil Marsh at UCA Rochester, and he offered to assist us with the 

programming in Arduino. We used an Arduino Ultrasonic Range Finder – 

Maxbotix LV-EZ0 and Arduino UNO R3 board that Phil helped to programme 

to trigger the four different colours, depending on the distance between the 

two people greeting. We tried using the range finder (sensor) in two different 

ways. First we tried attaching it to the floor on the middle of the stage, where 

the two performers meet to greet each other; the problem with that solution 

was that the performers would have to make sure to always greet in the 

same spot, and this would not give the user much freedom of movement. 

Then we tried attaching the sensor to one of the performers, in order to be 

more flexible with regards to use of the space; however, because the cables 

attached to the performer were also connected to the laptop, this was not 

ideal either (see fig. 203). These experiments focused mainly on the technical 

aspects of the interaction rather than on creating a narrative, and were not 

completed into finished pieces of work. For a video of this prototype, see 

Appendix 17b.

Interactive Greeting Space – Installation

As a continuation of the other experiments, I created an installation titled 

The Interactive Greeting Space to present at the UCA Student Research 

Conference Exhibition 2013: Time – Place – Space. It was an interactive 

greeting space in which the proximity of two people who enter the space 

changes the mood and overall look of the space. During real-time greetings, 

different feelings and emotions are triggered by interaction with the other 

person. This installation tried to capture some of this reality in different ways. 

The greeting space ‘reacts’ to two aspects of movement: three different 

colour zones – green, orange and red (it will ideally include a fourth colour, 

blue, in future developments), are triggered depending on which zone the two 

people greeting find themselves in; and the actual movement is tracked and 

reflected in two circles projected on the floor – one circle surrounding each 

person greeting – that follows their movements and is meant to represent 
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their personal space. So when they move towards each other to greet, the 

circles follow them. Figs. 204–206 show the initial sketches and simulations 

of the greeting space.

Fig. 204 – Initial sketches of greeting space set-up

Fig. 205 – Initial sketches of greeting space set-up – placement of projector
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The installation was built using Isadora (v.1.3.0f24), a software used for live 

performance, VJ-ing and similar. A Kinect X-Box camera was used for motion 

tracking; the camera used an infrared laser projector and depth sensor 

and has the ability to work well in any ambient light conditions. The camera 

was connected to Isadora on a laptop. In the Isadora program I divided the 

greeting space into columns, which were programmed to project different 

colours. If motion was detected in any of these columns, the corresponding 

colour would be projected (see figs. 207–209).  

Fig. 206 – Simulation of the greeting space
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Fig. 207 – Connects and feeds the Kinect camera into Isadora

Fig. 208 – Set-up of motion tracking and columns to project green

Fig. 209 – Set-up of motion tracking to project shapes (circles)
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If only one person was tracked, only one circle would move within the screen/

greeting area. Fig. 210 shows the set-up of the exhibition space, which 

included the following equipment: a MacBook Pro, a Kinect camera, and two 

projectors. Fig. 211 shows the graphics that were mounted on a wall in the 

space, instructing the visitors on how to use the space. Fig. 212 shows the 

space in use during the exhibition.

Fig. 210 – Interactive Greeting space: Set-up of equipment/technology

Fig. 211 – Instructions that were printed and attached to the wall of the greeting space
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During the exhibition visitors were seen exploring and playing around in the 

greeting space: trying out a variety of greetings and attempting to trigger 

different colours by changing how close they would come to greet each 

other. Though my ideas of adding more conceptual elements to it such as 

sound and graphics were dropped owing to time and technical limitations, 

this simpler experiment seemed to work and attract interest beyond my 

Fig. 212 – The greeting space in use
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expectations. For a video recording of the space in use during the exhibition, 

see Appendix 17c.

A number of technical and conceptual developments could be made in order 

to improve this installation. There was a slight delay from when the visitors 

stepped onto the greeting area until the motion tracking started: this caused 

some confusion, and would need to be reduced. The circles that were 

projected on the floor should grow and reduce in size depending on how 

close or far apart the two people greeting are, to reflect how our personal 

space changes depending on proximity.

In this chapter I have given a detailed description of the process of 

developing my system for the visual notation of greetings. While the system 

is a work in progress, and can still be developed further, I have achieved 

many of the improvements and developments of the earlier version that I set 

out to achieve. 

My fieldwork generated completely new greeting documentation, in the 

form of video recordings of greetings and audio recorded interviews. This 

material has been a key resource for all my practical work, and the fieldwork 

has expanded my network in multicultural Stavanger. I am still in contact 

with some of the participants of my study, and I have been invited to cultural 

events since. 

With regard to the structure and content of my system, I have redefined 

and expanded the types of greetings documented, so that they reflect 

more specific greeting situations. I have visualised more types of greetings: 

social greetings, family greetings and intercultural greetings. By including 

intercultural greetings in my research, the system has developed in many 

new and unexpected directions that explore cultural diversity. The current 
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interface visualises and represents a range of dimensions of everyday 

multiculturalism found in Stavanger. 

Another crucial development of my system regards movement and 

interactivity. In Kinesics I had annotated still vector images of greetings, 

whereas in my current system I present annotated animations that analyse 

each greeting as a sequence in time. Furthermore, the three greeting 

diagrams have been developed to allow users of the system to explore 

comparisons between greetings, and view multiple analyses of individual 

greetings, in an interactive and dynamic way. 

Important developments have also been made in terms of the information 

represented in the new system. To indicate personal space, I changed the 

notation to visualise each person’s individual space rather than a shared 

space. The visualisations now show how in some greetings, usually 

intracultural ones, people have the same relations to personal space, while in 

others, particularly intercultural greetings, people who greet are accustomed 

to different personal space patterns. By colour coding each person’s use 

of personal space, such differences are communicated clearly. Another 

subsequent improvement arising from the separate coding of individual 

space was that it enabled the combined visualisation of personal space and 

subjective experiences, thereby also showing how these two dimensions, 

and different semiotic codes, may influence each other. 

The visualisation of subjective experiences was itself a key development 

of my system. Previously, I had limited my visual annotations to represent 

signals that I could observe from the videos and animations. However, the 

cultural meanings of nonverbal signaling, and how meanings are interpreted 

differently by people, have been of great interest to my study, and in this 

project I have been able to explore ways to visualise them. 
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As well as explaining the visual and technical processes of creating my 

system, I have explained in this chapter how to use it, and given examples 

of how it can visualise cultural differences (see fig. 153, and figs. 186–189). 

I have also shown that my system is not limited to this particular study, but 

can be applied to other greetings, such as the Obama greetings and those 

analysed textually by Alessandro Duranti. 

While my main focus has been on the development of my system, I have also 

described, in section 4.6, how I experimented with using other technologies 

such as motion tracking. Such technologies are promising and could in 

the future be used to develop this project further, for example to create 

interactive physical spaces.

Although the present version of the system has a number of limitations, 

particularly in terms of technology, as a stand-alone piece it is fully functional. 

In the next and final chapter I will illustrate specific examples of how cultural 

knowledge can be extracted using the system, reflect on the scope for 

improvements, and suggest potential uses.
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In previous chapters I have described the contexts of my study as well as 

my own practice and processes. Chapter 1 sets out the multicultural context 

and the state of immigration in Scandinavia and in Stavanger. It illustrates the 

diversity of cultures that make up this multicultural city in which my fieldwork 

took place. Chapter 2 outlines the anthropological context of my study. 

It provides a historical overview of greetings studies within anthropology 

– how greetings have been understood in the past – and it established 

that greetings are now considered as exchanges of important verbal and 

nonverbal information. It also discussed notation systems developed within 

anthropology. I concluded that while these systems and techniques are 

important developments when it comes to using visual methods for studies 

of greetings, the systems and techniques have not been followed up and 

further developed at pace with technological developments and digital 

media. Chapter 3 sets out the visual and technological context of my study, 

discussing both past and present-day visualisation techniques that display 

great potential for creating visual representations of greetings. My system 

was developed utilising some of these concepts and techniques, and the 

practical process of developing the system is discussed in detail  

in chapter 4. 

My task as a designer was to devise a system for the visual notation of 

greetings. As discussed in chapter 4, the process of devising the system 

was a responsive one, and the field study in Stavanger influenced some of 

the structuring of my system and its interface. However, while the fieldwork 

played a valuable role in the design process, its key purpose was to gather 

documentation that would make it possible to create a working model of the 

system. My study in Stavanger is an example, the first example, of using 

my system to visually document, analyse and present a ‘real’ study and is a 

means of showing how the system works. 

5. Findings and Conclusions: A Reflection on the System for 
the Visual Notation of Greetings
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In this final chapter I will discuss what kinds of knowledge and 

understandings my system makes visible and comparable through discussing 

selected examples from my research in Stavanger. I will also discuss 

limitations of the system and its scope for future developments, and finally, 

what kinds of uses and applications it may have. 

5.1 Cultural Knowledge Through Visual Notation

This particular project contains important knowledge about cultural diversity 

and everyday multiculturalism in Stavanger. This knowledge has been made 

visible through the use of my system which has enabled me to communicate 

layers of information about how people in Stavanger interact during greeting 

and how their interactions have been patterned by their different cultural 

backgrounds. Local knowledge about what kinds of interactions occur 

during greetings, why they occur, and how they are experienced differently 

by people from different cultural backgrounds, can be found in my current 

project. Examples of how behaviour relating to gender and generational 

differences is patterned differently across cultures can be viewed in 

my animated visualisations of space, proximity, touch and subjective 

experiences. In the following two sections I look at specific examples from my 

findings that display such cultural patternings. (Images used in this chapter 

are all screen captures from the greeting animations.)

5.1.1 Intracultural Greetings

Intracultural greeting patterns are, according to many participants in my 

study, experienced as ‘safe’. One Vietnamese female participant told that she 

considers them comfortable greetings because she knows when and how 

she should greet other Vietnamese people. 

My own culture… When we greet each other it does not make me 

uncomfortable, because I know when and how I should greet the others. 

So for me it is not uncomfortable. (For a full transcript of this interview 

see Appendix 10f.)
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My study found that, as expressed by this Vietnamese participant, people 

know how they are supposed to greet people from their own culture in most 

situations. Fig. 213 shows a greeting between two Vietnamese females 

who are close friends, and highlights the distance they are both comfortable 

with in this greeting situation. Fig. 214 shows the level of intimacy they are 

accustomed to – in the orange intimate zone – which represents a small 

personal space and close proximity, and fig. 215 shows their subjective 

experiences; that they both experience it as a warm greeting. To summarise, 

Fig. 213 – Still images from animations of a greeting between two Vietnamese 
females who are close friends (Vietnamese – close friends – f/f) – highlighting the 
distance between them

Fig. 214 – Greeting: Vietnamese – close friends – f/f. This image shows they are 
both in the orange intimate zone (1/2 arm’s distance to 1/4 arm’s distance) at this 
moment of the greeting
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the images show us that their movement, use of space, and experiences are 

synchronised and patterned in a similar way so that the interaction is smooth, 

familiar, and without any notable hesitation or discomfort. 

While intracultural greetings often follow a familiar pattern, such as this 

Vietnamese greeting and most other intracultural greetings I documented, I 

also found that intracultural greetings could be subject to cultural (and sub-

cultural) differences. An Angolan female participant told of confusion and 

awkwardness sometimes arising when greeting other Angolans:

… the good thing is that in my culture in Angola we normally give two 

kisses when we say hello… even if we don’t know them very well, we 

always do that. But sometimes… it is a typical thing, you expect them 

to give the two kisses, and then they put [out] the hand. We have so 

many kinds of greetings that sometimes it gets awkward because we 

don’t know which one is going to be the chosen one. …automatically we 

have this kind of code that maybe the girl goes to the left – first kisses 

left and then right. But sometimes people do the other way around, and 

then we are about to kiss in the mouth. It is really awkward… (For a full 

transcript of this interview see Appendix 10g.)

Fig. 215 – Greeting: Vietnamese – close friends – f/f. This image shows the intimate 
zones, as in fig. 214, and patterns of subjective experiences show that they are both 
experiencing this as a warm greeting
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A Norwegian female participant also told of sometimes feeling uncertain of 

how to greet other Norwegians:

Sometimes people I meet want to hug me and I’m not prepared for it. 

And other times I think, ok I should be better at hugging people, so I go 

and hug, and maybe they are not prepared for it, because it can be 

quite difficult to know how often and when you should hug someone. 

I don’t know how to follow social guidelines for it, and I think people 

have very different social guidelines. So some people always hug, and 

some people don’t, and some people hug in these situations but not 

those. And it depends when did you last see the person, and that is very 

relative, if you feel it is long ago or not long ago. (For a full transcript of 

this interview see Appendix 10b.)

This uncertainty was apparent during the studio recording sessions when 

the same participant greeted a male close friend and a male acquaintance. 

When greeting as close friends, both participants greeted with an embrace. 

When greeting as acquaintances they were unsure whether to embrace or 

not. They explained that sometimes, depending on how close they are to the 

person, they do embrace and at other times they simply greet with a verbal 

greeting. Figs. 216–217 show these two different greetings. When comparing 

the images, it is clear that there are obvious differences in all nonverbal 

dimensions. The visualisations of space in-between show much larger space 

between acquaintances than between close friends. The visualisations of 

touch show that there is a lot of touch between close friends (see fig. 216) 

compared to none between acquaintances (see fig. 217). The visualisations 

of intimate zones show that they interact in the red zone as close friends and 

in the green zone as acquaintances. 

Finally, the visualisations of subjective experiences show that the greeting 

between close friends is experienced as warm and the greeting between 

acquaintances is experienced as neutral. These graphic visualisations do 

not show the uncertainty or frustration that the participants sometimes feel 

in greeting situations, as expressed in the interviews. In real life the borders 
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Fig. 216 – Greeting: Norwegian – close 
friends – m/f. Images are stills from 
animations highlighting space in-between 
(top), touch (second from top), intimate 
zones (third from top), and subjective 
experience (bottom)

Fig. 217 – Greeting: Norwegian – 
acquaintances – m/f. Images are stills 
from animations highlighting space 
in-between (top), touch (second from 
top), intimate zones (third from top), and 
subjective experience (bottom)
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between a close friend, a friend and an acquaintance may be more blurred 

than the system’s categories can express, and how blurred these borders are 

varies from culture to culture and from one person to the next. However, the 

visualisations do highlight the fact that not all intracultural greetings follow the 

same patterns of nonverbal communication, and that each greeting situation 

can trigger very different subjective experiences.

Gender

In my research the most noticeable and perhaps severe intracultural 

difference in greeting behaviour was documented between two Turkish 

participants. The difference was caused primarily by their different religious 

backgrounds, which meant that they had opposing expectations of how the 

sexes should interact with each other. This difference became apparent 

during the initial, unrecorded, meeting of the pair, and later in the interview 

audio recordings. Upon arriving at the studio before the actual recording 

took place, the two Turkish participants approached each other to greet. The 

male put his hand forward to greet her with a handshake, and the female 

responded with folding her hands and greeting verbally with a smile. She 

explained that since this research deals with greetings she wanted to show 

how she prefers to greet men in a social context – which is with no physical 

contact. She made clear that she usually would respond to a handshake if 

the person she greets were unaware of this Muslim custom. 

The Turkish male later explained that he was offended by her greeting, and 

claimed that what she was showing was not representative of a Turkish 

greeting, or of their culture. In a separate interview, the female explained 

that it made her very uncomfortable when people, such as the Turkish 

man, who should be aware of the Muslim custom, do not respect it. She felt 

embarrassed on his behalf because in her view he should, when he saw she 

was wearing a headscarf, have respected her customs although he was not 

Muslim himself. The Turkish male got angry because he felt that she was 

generalising about Turkish people and Turkish women. He said that if this 
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situation had happened to him in a different context he would never want to 

speak to that person again, and he would find it very disrespectful if someone 

did not respond to his handshake. He did admit that he was very sensitive 

to these issues due to the political situation in Turkey at the time1. (For full 

transcripts of the interviews, see Appendices 10d–e.)

In the greetings that were visually recorded, the Turkish female participant 

also greeted a different Turkish male participant. They greeted with no touch 

when showing a greeting between a male and female who are close friends. 

She said in the interview that because her close friends are aware of her 

beliefs she greets them the way she is most comfortable with. This male 

participant said he would usually give two kisses on the cheeks to his close 

female friends, but if they are Muslim and prefer to not touch, he respects 

it and follows their way of greeting. In the greeting between female and 

male strangers, showed by the same pair, the female adapted to his way of 

greeting. She said that although she prefers not to greet with a handshake 

she would respond to it if she greets someone for the first time and they 

are not aware of her customs. Figs. 218–219 show that these two greetings 

are similar in terms of proximity and personal space, and differ only in 

that their hands are touching. The Turkish participants did share the same 

greeting customs for other situations that were documented, such as family 

greetings, but the greeting between the Muslim female and the non-Muslim 

male illustrates that clear cultural differences can be found within the Turkish 

culture.

Intracultural differences also arise when people within a culture adhere to 

cultural traditions and customs to varying degrees, as was explained by 

four young Muslim Somali female participants. To them, they said, there is 

1  At the time of conducting this interview, in 2013, there was serious unrest in 
Turkey. There were clashes between the police and anti-government protesters in 
Istanbul’s Taksim Square. Thousands of protesters gathered to protest against the 
government and the apparent authoritarian rule of prime minister at the time Recep 
Tayyip Erdoğan. Turkey was also approaching the 2014 presidential election, which 
Erdoğan won (BBC News Europe, 2014a, 2014b; Letsch, 2014; Uras, 2014).
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Fig. 218 – Greeting: Turkish – close 
friends – m/f. Images are stills from 
animations highlighting space in-
between (top), touch (middle), and 
intimate zones (bottom)

Fig. 219 – Greeting: Turkish – strangers 
– m/f. Images are stills from animations 
highlighting space in-between (top), 
touch (middle), and intimate zones 
(bottom)
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a difference between following their religion and following secular Somali 

culture. For instance, if they follow (Muslim) religion, and depending on how 

religious they are, they should not touch the opposite sex. This means they 

should not, as already seen in the Turkish female to male greeting, shake 

a man’s hand during a greeting. However, they explained that if they follow 

secular Somali culture they can shake the hand of the opposite sex. What 

greeting a Somali person living in Stavanger performs depends on how 

religious the person is, within the variations of Somali culture, as well as to 

what extent he or she has adapted to the Norwegian culture. 

Intracultural difference can also be found in greetings between two people 

of the same gender. The same female Turkish participant, who was born in 

Norway to Turkish parents (refugees), and who identifies as being Turkish, 

explained that sometimes it is confusing when she meets Turkish people 

who are unaware of how her and her friends greet each other in the Turkish 

community of Stavanger. Between female friends, they do three kisses on the 

cheeks rather than two. The three kisses, she explained, is a greeting used 

by close female religious friends who are active in the mosque in Stavanger. 

However, it is not a common greeting for Turkish people living outside 

Stavanger: they usually kiss twice, or two kisses followed by two hugs. So 

the extra kiss on the cheek distinguishes Turkish females born in Stavanger 

from Turkish females born in Turkey or even elsewhere in Norway (see figs. 

220–221). Sometimes if the other person is not aware of this greeting, the 

third kiss can cause confusion and embarrassment as it may be experienced 

as invasive. 

One Turkish male participant, a labour immigrant who is non-religious and 

has been living in Norway for the past seven years, said that confusion can 

arise when he greets other Turkish men because in Turkey men often kiss 

each other on the cheeks, but some men prefer to give a handshake, so 

sometimes there is confusion if one person goes for the handshake while the 
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Fig. 220 – Greeting: Turkish – close 
friends – f/f. This greeting, involving three 
kisses, is used by Turkish female close 
friends (Muslims) in Stavanger

Fig. 221 – Greeting: Turkish – 
acquaintances – f/f. This greeting, 
involving two kisses, is generally used 
among Turkish female close friends 
(Muslims) outside Stavanger
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other one leans forward to kiss. Because he has been living in Norway for 

so long he says he is not used to the male-to-male kissing greeting anymore 

and can sometimes experience this greeting as awkward when he goes back 

to Turkey.

These differences in behaviour, beliefs and opinions within a national culture 

show how intracultural greeting customs can have significant variations. The 

Turkish intracultural differences were the most notable ones observed during 

my fieldwork, but cultural and sub-cultural variation and difference exist in 

every country and culture. While these examples show that difference in 

behaviour and customs can be experienced intraculturally, I found that such 

differences were even more prominent in intercultural greetings. 

5.1.2 Intercultural Greetings

My study shows that confusion, uncertainty, unfamiliarity, and discomfort are 

common experiences and feelings that arise during intercultural greetings. I 

also found that different factors were responsible for triggering such feelings. 

Two highly educated (and well-travelled) Norwegian participants, a male 

and a female, expressed that they find it confusing and difficult to know how 

to greet people from different cultures, such as not knowing if one kiss, two 

kisses, three kisses, a hug, or just a handshake is the appropriate greeting. 

Also not knowing whether to start to the left or the right side when greeting 

with a kiss, can cause great confusion when greeting people from what the 

male participant termed ‘warmer cultures’. The female had experienced that 

personal space could also be an issue when greeting people from other 

cultures who are often comfortable with coming up close when greeting, while 

she prefers more distance. They both spoke of feeling awkward, uncertain, 

stupid and uncomfortable during such greeting miscommunications. (For 

full transcripts of these interviews see Appendices 10b–c.) A Vietnamese 

participant expressed the same confusion and nervousness, and that she 

does not know how to greet people from other cultures: whether to do an 
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embrace, a handshake or just a ‘hi’. (For a full transcript of this interview  

see Appendix 10f.)

Many participants in the field study mentioned that a firm handshake is 

seen as a standard and ‘safe’ greeting in Norway, particularly when meeting 

someone for the first time. One Turkish male participant’s solution to 

situations where he is unsure of whether to give one, two, or three kisses is 

to just shake hands. The handshake is a straightforward greeting that seems 

to work cross-culturally. However, some participants view the handshake as a 

very Western way of greeting, a Turkish Muslim female participant speaks of 

the handshake:

If I greet a Norwegian, a non-Muslim, I make sure to give a very firm 

handshake to show my personality. It might be more of a conscious 

thing, I am Muslim, I am a woman, I wear a headscarf, but I also have 

power. If there is something I can’t stand, it is those sloppy, weak 

handshakes, making you look suppressed. I am SO for showing that 

this [wearing a headscarf] is our choice, that we are independent, 

have power, and so on. (For a full transcript of this interview  

see Appendix 10d.)

Here the Turkish female admits to occasionally adapting to the Norwegian 

style of greeting because she does not want to be seen as a suppressed 

Muslim woman. While it is important to her to maintain her identity and to 

practice her cultural and religious customs, such as no physical contact with 

men other than her husband, she sometimes adapts in order to defy the 

stereotype – of a suppressed woman – that she knows she is associated 

with. So, she adapts to the local, or Western, way of greeting in order to be 

considered an equal.

One might expect that the Norwegian way of greeting, the way of the host, 

is the accepted form of greeting in Stavanger, and that immigrants are 

expected to learn and adapt to it. I found this to be true only to some extent. 

With Stavanger becoming increasingly multicultural, international customs 
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and greetings do mix with more traditional Norwegian ones. On the subject 

of whether greetings have changed or are changing in Stavanger in the 

past years, many participants agreed that they have. Many believed that 

part of the reason for this change was immigration from people from all over 

the world. One female Norwegian participant found it difficult to determine 

whether greetings had changed or if just her own way of greeting had 

changed since she moved to Stavanger. Interestingly this change had not 

affected how she greets her Norwegian friends. For instance, she would 

never greet her Norwegian friends with kisses on the cheeks, while she 

would apply this greeting when meeting her French friends in Stavanger. She 

had learnt to read the French way of greeting, and to adapt to it. Her view 

was that in Norway there is not a very strong culture for greeting, because 

she, and other Norwegians, tend to adapt to the immigrants’ ways of greeting 

instead of them adapting to the Norwegian way of greeting. 

Figs. 222–224 show a similar scenario. These figures compare a social 

greeting between two Norwegian males with the same greeting between a 

Chilean and a Norwegian male, and between a Turkish and Norwegian male. 

They show that the Norwegian male, who took part in all three greetings, 

adapts to the greetings of the immigrants. The greeting between him and 

the Norwegian male is the greeting he said he is most comfortable with. This 

greeting involves a handshake, and as fig. 222 shows, there is a larger space 

in-between them, very little touch – only the hands touching, and they interact 

in the green intimate zones – with half an arm to an arm’s distance. In the 

other two greetings, between him and a Chilean male (see fig. 223) and 

between him and a Turkish male (see fig. 224), the use of space and levels 

of touch are quite different. As the images highlight, there is no distance in-

between them, more touch, and they interact within the red intimate zones. 

So the Norwegian adapts the way he greets these immigrants to suit the 

ways of greeting that are familiar to them.
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As these examples show, it is not always the immigrants that adapt to 

the ways of the host society – some adaptation occurs from the host too. 

Regarding her fieldwork in the Australian neighbourhood of Ashfield, Amanda 

Wise (2009) talks of ‘mutual care’. Residents there have developed a mutual 

care for each other, which has resulted in an equal relationship between 

them. This relationship does not follow a host/guest relationship in which the 

migrant is constantly expected to be grateful towards the host. It is based 

on mutual respect, and both sides adapt to each other’s ways and customs 

(Wise, 2009). My study shows that ‘mutual care’ can be seen in some 

greeting situations in Stavanger too, such as in the last example: it is quite 

often Norwegians who adapt to the greetings of immigrants, and not always 

the other way around. 

Fig. 222 – Greeting: 
Norwegian – close friends 
– m/m. Space in-between 
(top), touch (middle), and 
intimate zones (bottom)

Fig. 223 – Greeting: 
Chilean/Norwegian – close 
friends – m/m. Space 
in-between (top), touch 
(middle), and intimate 
zones (bottom)

Fig. 224 – Greeting: 
Turkish/Norwegian – close 
friends – m/m. Space 
in-between (top), touch 
(middle), and intimate 
zones (bottom)
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Gender

As the previous example of the greeting between the Muslim and non-

religious Turkish participants illustrated, the handshake is not always a 

‘safe’ option. Having learnt about the preference of the Turkish female when 

greeting a male during my first studio session, a Norwegian male participant 

(who attended both studio sessions) spoke of feeling uncertain whether this 

same greeting ‘rule’ applied during his first meeting with four Somali female 

participants, who were all Muslim. He explains:

Yes, if you meet a woman wearing a hijab or a head-scarf or 

something, you instantly become uncertain about how to greet her, I 

have just learnt during the filming of the Turkish greetings that not all 

women will give you a handshake due to their religion, so now when I 

meet people who are wearing a hijab, I naturally start thinking about it, 

‘If I reach out my hand now, am I being impolite or rude?’ . (For a full 

transcript of this interview see Appendix 10c.)

Important to note here is the fact that the Somali girls responded to his 

handshake without hesitation. The Somali participants explained that 

although the handshake is more typical of Western cultures, and that it 

feels unnatural for them to do a handshake, especially woman-to-woman, 

they often adjust to the Norwegian way of greeting. This example, and 

others, shows that there are distinct cultural differences in how members of 

the different sexes are expected to act and interact, and that intercultural 

greetings are seldom pre-defined with a set of definitive behavioural 

guidelines to follow. 

When comparing the Turkish and Norwegian cultures, for instance, a 

Turkish female participant said she finds the Norwegian greetings between 

the opposite sexes very strange. During greetings between Norwegians, 

she explained, women hug women, and women hug men, but you seldom 

see men hugging men. Her Turkish husband also found this very irrational 

when he first came to Norway – that he should hug the wife or girlfriend of 

his male friend, but not his own male friends. In Turkey it is the opposite: 
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there he hugs and kisses his close male friends, but not their girlfriends 

(see figs. 225–226). The Turkish couple found this Norwegian greeting 

amusing because it was such a contrast to their own Turkish (Muslim) 

culture where they share intimate greetings with the same sex, but maintain 

Fig. 225 – Turkish social greetings 
between close friends – m/m (top), m/f 
(middle), f/f (bottom). The visualisations 
show levels of touch during a moment of 
the greetings

Fig. 226 – Norwegian social greetings 
between close friends – m/m (top), m/f 
(middle), f/f (bottom). The visualisations 
show levels of touch during a moment of 
the greetings
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more of a distance with the opposite sex. When asked about this same sex 

and opposite sex greeting, a Norwegian male participant said he would get 

scared if another male tried to kiss him during a greeting. 

Yes, that is too much for me. Then I get scared. Well you feel like you 

almost get… almost like you get sexually assaulted. To get kissed by 

a man… that is really strange for me. Their lips have nothing to do 

on my body to be honest. (For a full transcript of this interview see 

Appendix 10c.)

In these two greeting examples by the Turkish and Norwegian males we 

find very different and contrasting views on what is a preferred and culturally 

accepted greeting between two men, and between a man and a woman. 

While the Turkish Muslim male finds it awkward to hug and kiss a female 

friend, he is comfortable with kissing his male friends on the cheeks – a 

greeting the Norwegian male would find very uncomfortable. To each 

participant the greeting of the other is strange and unfamiliar. 

First-time cross-cultural greetings between strangers seem to follow a slightly 

more fixed pattern. Although a sense of uncertainty regarding how to greet 

the other is usually present, most participants said that they usually give a 

handshake the first time they meet someone. Many defined the handshake 

as a ‘safe’ greeting. But sometimes a handshake is not responded to as one 

had anticipated, as seen in yet another recording of a greeting – between 

an Angolan female participant and a Norwegian male participant who were 

strangers greeting for the first time. He approached her preparing for a 

handshake, while she embraced him and gave him a kiss on each cheek, 

unaware of his attempted handshake. The Norwegian participant, who 

said he is most comfortable with a handshake at arms-length, explained 

that greeting situations like this were very intense for him, and could leave 

him feeling invaded (see figs. 227–228). Many other participants said they 

had also experienced unpleasant or awkward moments during intercultural 

greetings.
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As shown in the examples mentioned, greetings in the multicultural city of 

Stavanger are shaped by, and can reveal, gender-related cultural difference. 

An attempted handshake greeting by a Norwegian male participant, 

documented in my study, illustrates this point further. His greetings, as 

mentioned, triggered very different responses from women depending on 

their cultural backgrounds, and depending on how strict they were in their 

cultural practice. The fact that his attempted handshakes were met with: a 

full embrace followed by two kisses by an Angolan woman; a ‘rejection’ of 

the hand due to religion by a Turkish Muslim woman; and a response to his 

handshake by a Somali Muslim woman, illustrates some of the complexities 

that can, and do, occur during intercultural greetings in Stavanger and 

elsewhere. Though a handshake is perhaps the most common way of 

greeting a stranger from any culture for the first time, many of my examples 

have shown that even this straightforward gesture is not completely accepted 

and practiced cross-culturally. The example of the greeting between the 

Turkish Muslim female and the Norwegian male, makes clear that what is 

accepted in one culture can be viewed as inappropriate in another. 

Fig. 227 – Greeting: Norwegian – 
strangers – m/f. Greeting in the green 
intimate zone, showing both participants 
staying within half an arm to an arm’s 
distance

Fig. 228 – Greeting: Norwegian/Angolan 
– strangers – m/f. Greeting in the 
orange and red intimate zones, showing 
participants’ different relations to the 
closer proximity of the greeting
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5.1.3 Generation & Hybrid Identity

I have so far looked at examples from my study of intracultural and 

intercultural differences and of gender issues within each of these categories.  

However, it is not always possible to divide greetings into intracultural or 

intercultural ones, as they may be both at once. A grandparent from an 

immigrant culture and a grandchild born in the host country, for example, may 

have different cultures as well as a shared culture. The greeting patterns of 

the grandparent and grandchild will vary in many situations, while in other 

situations will be identical owing to their shared cultures. This section looks 

at differences in greetings across generations, both in terms of how greetings 

have changed and continue to change across generations, and of how 

culture is practiced to different degrees across generations, in particular with 

regard to people with hybrid identities.

During conversations with participants in my study, it became clear that social 

greetings in Stavanger have changed a great deal in the past 20–30 years. 

A Turkish female born in Norway pointed out that Norwegians in Stavanger 

have taken the positive qualities from different cultures and integrated these 

into their ways of behaving during greetings. She explained that during her 

years in secondary school in Stavanger it was only her and other foreign girls 

who used to hug each other when greeting, then at some point a few years 

later it became fashionable for the Norwegian teenagers too to hug and kiss 

each other. Today, she said, Norwegian teenagers hug each other much 

more intimately than she is used to. (For a full transcript of this interview see 

Appendix 10d.) A Norwegian male participant, in his late 30s, also spoke of 

this change:

Well, I think that teenagers now are much more ‘huggy’ and cosy with 

each other than we were when we were teenagers. Now it is much 

more physical, or my impression when I see teenagers now is that it 

is much more physical – how should I put it – much more continental. 

It could have to do with the society being much more integrated, that 

there is much more international influences around. I also think we 
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are living in a more and more globalised world. We are much more 

international now, the distance from Norway to the US is very short, 

just a fraction of a second on the Internet and you are there…TV, and 

everything. You get influences from all directions. (For a full transcript 

of this interview see Appendix 10c.) 

An Angolan female participant, who has been living in Stavanger for the past 

ten years, shared a similar experience, and spoke of the changes she had 

seen during her time there:

I think that Stavanger became much more multicultural, and people 

have adapted more to the other cultures, and they are very curious 

and open, so they also try to copy our kind of customs, and we are 

all exchanging. We adapt to their culture, so we are all meeting in the 

middle in some ways. And in a group, if we are a big group, some will 

hug, some will kiss, some will do two kisses, some will do three kisses, 

some will shake [the hand], and in the end we hug. So it definitely 

changed for the better. It is much nicer. (For a full transcript of this 

interview see Appendix 10g.)

While TV, media and outside sources influence behaviour, so do people’s 

own multicultural backgrounds and connections, as illustrated in my earlier 

example in chapter 1 of the Dutch person with hybrid identities who also 

identified with contemporary hip-hop culture. For children of immigrants, 

cultural diversity is part of their everyday lives and identity. A female 

participant from Vietnam, for example, explained that there is a difference 

between people like her who were born in Vietnam, and those born in 

Stavanger to Vietnamese parents. Her younger cousins who were born 

in Stavanger, for instance, greet their Norwegian friends with a hug, while 

they greet other Vietnamese with just a ‘Hi’, keeping with the Vietnamese 

customs. (For a full transcript of this interview see Appendix 10f.) The 

greeting here acts as an identity marker for the combined Vietnamese and 

Norwegian cultures these young people identify with. They were born in 

Norway but they still practice their Vietnamese culture when meeting and 
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socialising with other Vietnamese. This point cannot be generalised to apply 

to all second-generation or third-generation immigrants, as some people 

embrace their parents’ culture(s) while others may not have much interest in 

retaining these cultural traditions. The extent to which a person retains and 

practices the cultural customs of their parents varies from one community 

to the next, and from one person to another. Another Vietnamese female 

participant talked of a similar situation within her own culturally diverse family: 

Our way of kissing is completely different. The Vietnamese use their 

nose when kissing their children. My kids do not like it. In Vietnam  

only couples/lovers kiss on the mouth, but when I kiss my kids it is  

with my nose.

…

My partner is from Iraq – there men kiss each other when they greet – 

two men, they do not actually kiss, but they make a kissing sound  

when they greet each other. (For a full transcript of this interview  

see Appendix 3.)

Her children adjust to and practice their three cultural identities to different 

degrees. She kisses her son’s cheek with the ‘nose kiss’ greeting she is 

used to from South Vietnam. Her partner greets their son in the Iraqi way, 

with kisses on the cheeks, and when meeting his Norwegian friends, the boy 

greets them in the Norwegian way, usually just a ‘hello’ or a hug. There were 

many similar examples of diversity found within families in my study, in which 

different generations of immigrants would greet differently depending on 

who they greeted and depending on the extent to which they identified with 

their different cultures. As one Somali girl explained, there is a big difference 

in behaviour between her, a second-generation immigrant, and her mother, 

a first-generation immigrant. While she will greet Norwegian males with a 

handshake, her mother will not. These examples show that greetings are 

changing and mixing according to the multiple identities that are found within 

families and in the wider culturally diverse society of Stavanger.
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What has become apparent during my study is that the way a person 

performs a greeting in a given situation tells us something about the 

person’s cultural identity, or indeed identities. It is a physical pattern of 

behaviour, whose meanings operate through the wider cultural codes that 

in turn pattern experience and identity. My study illuminates some of the 

complexities of cultural identity and interaction in a multicultural society, and 

how these complexities are reflected in greetings. As discussed by Wise 

and Velayutham, the study of human interaction, in this case intercultural 

greetings, can reveal everyday strategies that residents use to negotiate 

cultural difference during interaction (Wise and Velayutham, 2009). When 

people from mono-, bi- or multicultural backgrounds interact, differences and 

similarities are manifold, and confusion and embarrassment are among the 

emotions that commonly occur. The examples I have outlined demonstrate 

why and how a simple universal ritual like a greeting can be an important 

source of knowledge through which better understanding of everyday 

multiculturalism can be reached. 

 

5.2 Present Limitations of the System

In the previous section I have outlined some of the specific cultural 

knowledge produced by my research in Stavanger, which shows at a more 

general level the kinds of understanding that can be visualised and made 

accessible by my system. However, reflecting on the design, structure, 

interface and technology used for the system, there are a number of 

limitations that could be improved upon in future developments. Some of the 

key limitations concern the structure of the current interface; others involve 

technical processes and their effects on accessibility.

Structural Limitations

1) The interface in which my system is presented is structured to represent 

cultural diversity according to national cultures, and in its current format it 

does not cater for all complexities relating to cultural identity, such as people 
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having hybrid identities2. However, the cross-cultural diagram does, to some 

extent, show how people adapt to different cultures during greeting. As I have 

also pointed out, there are generational, gender, and personal differences 

in how people within a culture greet each other. Generational differences 

have been represented in family structures/greetings – in how parents and 

grandparents are greeted – but not in all greeting types. This study did not 

document generational differences in social greetings, for example how a 

Vietnamese teenager greets a stranger vs. how a Vietnamese elderly  

person greets a stranger. However, such specific studies could be carried out 

in the future. 

2) Another limitation of my interface is its inability to show different variations 

of a greeting. Often there are different ways of greeting within a situation – 

owing to personal preference, region, religion or other reasons. As seen in 

the examples of the male to female Turkish greeting, there was significant 

difference in how they preferred to greet owing to their different religious 

beliefs. I have not included an option to show multiple varieties of each 

greeting in the current interface.  

3) In the cross-cultural diagram there is a limitation, or unclarity, in male 

to female greetings. I have not recorded two versions of each greeting, so 

that both genders from both cultures are represented. I have, for example, 

recorded a greeting between a Norwegian female and a Somali male, but not 

a greeting between a Norwegian male and a Somali female. In hindsight it 

has become obvious that a greeting could possibly take a different form if the 

Norwegian was female and the Somali was male, or vice versa, but such a 

distinction has not been represented in the system.

2 I have adjusted the diagram for family greetings slightly to adapt to the fact that 
one family attending was intercultural – Chilean/Norwegian. The label originally 
named ‘Chilean’ has been renamed to ‘Chilean/Norwegian’ in this diagram because 
the greetings recorded of this family are greetings between a Chilean parent and 
a Chilean/Norwegian daughter, a Norwegian parent and a Chilean/Norwegian 
daughter and so on.
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Technical Limitations

1) The process of creating the greeting animations is, as discussed in 

chapter 4, still very manual. This means that if other researchers were to 

analyse their greeting documentation visually, they would need to master the 

technologies and software I have used to achieve the same visual outcome. 

This would be a very time-consuming and challenging task. 

2) There are limitations with having used Adobe Flash (and Actionscript 3.0) 

for a variety of reasons. Adobe Flash is not an open platform, it is owned by 

Adobe and sold by Adobe only, as opposed to other programming languages/

platforms such as HTML 5, CSS, and JavaScript that are all open web 

standards (Jobs, 2010). So, in order to play the Flash file containing the 

interactive greetings diagrams interface, the user must have Flash Payer 

installed on their computer. As most computers do have it installed, and it is 

free to download and install for those who do not, this is not a major problem. 

A more significant problem is that Flash files do not work on Apple mobile 

and tablet devices such as the iPad and iPhone. My interface is made for 

computer screen playback, for both PC and Apple computers, but has not 

been optimised for touch screens.

Although there are clear limitations to the system and interface as 

implemented in my current project, this chapter has argued that this research 

project is useful in representing many dimensions and complexities of human 

interaction, and I have demonstrated this in the example of the multicultural 

city of Stavanger. There are a number of potential developments of the 

system and its interface that could be explored in post-doctoral work, in terms 

of content, visual presentation and technical processes.
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5.3 Potential Developments of the System

Content/Information

As mentioned in chapter 4, there were further dimensions of both the data 

gathering phase and the analysis phase that time did not allow me to explore. 

As described in that chapter, I documented greetings from four different 

perspectives with the aim to study the relevance and signification of facial 

communication such as eye-contact during greeting. This dimension of the 

greeting analysis has remained relatively unexplored. The significance of 

eye contact, smiling, and other facial expressions, was mentioned in many 

interviews with participants, and so these elements have had some influence 

on the visualisations of subjective experiences. However, they have not yet 

been explored in terms of creating unique visual notation purely for facial 

expressions. This area opens up a whole new field of informational content 

for which notation could be devised in the future.

Visual Presentation

There is a variety of ways the project can be developed in terms of the 

visual expression and the way information is presented to the user. While 

I am equally concerned with the graphic and visible qualities of the system 

interface as with the technology, at this particular stage of devising the 

system I have had slightly more focus on the visual. The key concern 

was to create a graphic notation ‘language’ and an interactive structure 

for presenting the animations – in the form of an interface – rather than to 

explore different forms of technology and programming languages. 

I have identified four main visual features that should be developed  

and refined: 

1) The first one concerns the quality of the vector drawings. Some of the 

vector illustrations of people could benefit from additional treatment because 

some of the lines are quite rough, and there are slight inconsistencies in how 

much detail is included in the outlines of the bodies, such as hair and clothing 

(see fig. 229). Participants of my study wore different types of clothes and 
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headwear, which sometimes made it difficult to know what lines to follow 

in the line drawings. The sole purpose of such a development would be to 

improve the visual presentation of the greetings in the system. 

 

2) The second visual development has to do with adding a function to 

show different variations of a greeting. As it is now, although I had recorded 

different variations of some greetings, I selected the one I felt was most 

representative and most used. Therefore it would be desirable, as already 

discussed, to have the possibility to show multiple versions of a greeting 

type. This would give a more complete and realistic view of greetings in a 

multicultural society. This function could also be used to show the different 

versions of male to female combinations in cross-cultural greetings,  

and would be an important further development of the current structure  

of the interface.

3) The third visual development is to add a function that would allow the 

viewer to switch on and off the different layers of visual notation, so that 

it would be possible to view the animation with any number of visual 

dimensions added to it at the same time. At the moment each view is a 

separate timeline animation, so must be viewed separately. It would make 

more sense if the user were able to control this view better, to also see that 

Fig. 229 – Images showing inconsistencies in vector drawings such as clothing and 
hair – vs. no clothing/hair
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all these nonverbal cues are layers of information that happen at the same 

time. This development would make the viewing of and interaction with the 

notation more intuitive and free. Fig. 230 is a simulation of what a greeting 

between a Norwegian and a Somali male, who are strangers, would look like 

with all the nonverbal visual layers switched on. This view draws attention 

to all the various information channels that are at work: space in-between, 

touch, intimate zones and subjective experiences patterns.

4) The final visual development I have identified so far that could give the 

viewer a clearer perspective on specific differences across cultures would be 

to create another way of viewing the greetings. An option could be added that 

would make it possible to compare two greetings, and all their dimensions, 

side by side to reveal clear differences or similarities between greetings 

and across cultures. This development would perhaps be most interesting 

Fig. 230 – Greeting: Somali/Norwegian – strangers – m/m. Image shows all layers 
of notation applied in the same greeting animation
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for anthropologists who could use it to analyse differences across cultures, 

visually side by side. Fig. 231 shows a simulation of what such an interface 

would look like. 

Technical Processes

Reflecting on the process of creating the system, and the way information 

is presented, I have identified a number of technical aspects of the system 

that could be improved and further developed. While I have identified four 

key potential visual developments, the features that stand out as the most 

pressing when it comes to further development of the system relate to its 

technological construction and output of the system. In the current version of 

the system, the methods used are very manual, as discussed in chapter 4, 

and complicated for other (non-designer) researchers to use. So it would be 

essential, if others were to benefit from the system, to make the visualisation 

process a more automated one. This could be done in at least two ways – by 

using existing software to help speed up the editing/visualising process, or by 

creating new software that would be custom-made for the purpose of creating 

visual representations of greetings. 

Fig. 231 – Simulation of interface for comparing two greeting animations side by 
side
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1) The first option of using existing software would be the least expensive 

and least time-consuming. Sophisticated technologies and advanced 

programming, as used in projects such as Motion Bank and by Random 

International, could potentially improve this process in the future. Although 

I would need to do more research into existing software and technologies 

to find the most suitable solutions before pursuing this option, I have found 

some available software that could potentially be used for parts of the 

visualisation process. Piecemaker (PM2GO), which is a video annotation 

software that enables cue editing and colour categorisation, developed 

through the Motion Bank projects, could be used to create a timeline to map 

moments of the greetings in which important motion and exchange happen. 

This could possibly reduce the number of frames necessary to vectorise 

per greeting. Another potential technique involves using motion-tracking 

technologies. Motion tracking software will become more affordable and 

available in the future, which could help speed up my process of recording 

the greetings as graphic shapes rather than video, and thereby cutting the 

lengthy process of editing videos and converting them to graphic animations. 

I have also been advised by a programmer in the Motion Bank project, 

that the programming language and development environment Processing 

could perhaps be used for my visualisations, and to make my process more 

automated3. These steps could help reduce the time it takes to edit the video 

material in the initial stages of the visualisations. However, using additional 

software such as these would not be much use for a non-designer, such as 

an anthropologist, because the process would still involve a lot of manual 

labour in the stages of creating the graphic animations and diagrams. 

3  This advice was given during the Digital Heritage International Congress 2013 
where I presented my paper Patterning Culture: Developing a System for the Visual 
Notation of Greetings (Shortt, 2013), and where participants of Motion Bank/The 
Forsythe Company presented their paper Capturing of Contemporary Dance for 
Preservation and Presentation of Choreographies in Online Scores (Kahn, Keil, 
Müller, Bockholt and Fellner, 2013).
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2) The second and more favourable development would be to develop 

new software that could make the visualisation process more automated. 

The aim would be to create a programme that would automatically add the 

visual annotations to any greeting video that was input into the program, by 

the click of a few buttons within the software. To undertake such a sizeable 

development I would need to collaborate with programmers, and receive 

funding to make such collaboration possible. As mentioned I have used 

Actionscript 3.0 programming language, which has a number of limitations. 

If software is to be developed, programming languages HTML5, CSS, 

and JavaScript that are open web standards should be used instead of 

ActionScript 3. The system could then also be made responsive and be 

developed into Apps for mobile technologies, including Apple products, such 

as games, and travel and business relations guides.

5.4 Uses & Applications

In this section I will discuss a number of potential uses and applications 

of my system. The two main categories of uses are anthropological and 

multicultural/social. The most obvious use is for anthropological analysis. 

Although I am a designer, not an anthropologist, the potential for the 

anthropological use of my system is evident. As discussed in chapter 2, 

visual notation systems developed in the past for use in anthropology 

were mainly created for documentation and analysis purposes, and not for 

presentation of research. Like those systems, my system attempts to make 

sense of nonverbal communication through visual means. However, unlike 

those systems, my system can be used for the documentation, analysis 

and the visual presentation of anthropological research. Its aim is to provide 

researchers and the field of anthropology with a new method of analysis 

and way of presenting research that could work alongside current methods 

that are primarily textual (as seen in Duranti’s analysis of the Hillary Clinton 

greetings in chapter 4). This visual method will allow anthropologists to 

share their research and findings with a wider public than current textual 

transcripts and analysis seem to do. Further, the system can be used to 
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study intracultural and intercultural greetings alike, expanding the field of 

greetings studies which has so far primarily been studied intraculturally, as 

also discussed in chapter 2.

The fieldwork in Stavanger was undertaken in order to devise the initial 

model/prototype of the system. However, in the future the same process 

could be used to analyse any greeting situation in any society, and it could be 

developed to include other types of greeting situations, and to highlight other 

subjective experiences such as a greeting being experienced as; insulting, 

friendly vs. rude, polite vs. impolite, authoritative, and so on. It could also 

be used to study other forms of interaction such as parting rituals, group 

interactions, or similar (see fig. 232).

The second use of the system is multicultural/social. As discussed in chapter 

1, this study aims to create awareness and understanding of everyday 

multiculturalism – of how people live and experience cultural difference 

in multicultural societies (in this instance, Stavanger). By analysing and 

presenting the findings through a visual system that can communicate across 

language barriers, the findings can also be accessible to participants of the 

study no matter what their language or cultural backgrounds. The use of the 

system for this study is socially valuable as it can be used to learn about the 

Fig. 232 – Potential development: using my visual methods to represent other 
forms/rituals of nonverbal communication such as parting rituals (left) or group 
interactions (right)
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Fig. 233 – Potential development: visual diagrams aimed at teaching 
immigrants about local greeting customs
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multicultural diversity in Stavanger, and could function in a range of contexts. 

It could be used at induction courses in Stavanger to teach immigrants about 

local (and national) greeting behaviours (see fig. 233). It could be used in 

business settings, such as during or preparing for intercultural business 

meetings to create cultural understanding. A visual system such as this 

could become invaluable in assisting teachers, educators, and businesses in 

training people in cross-cultural understanding and empathy. One participant 

in my field study who works as a senior consultant for a Norwegian oil 

services company, said (in an unrecorded discussion) that such a system 

would be very useful in this company and industry because they do business 

worldwide and it could help up-skill staff and prepare them for cross-cultural 

business meetings. 

Fig. 234 – Potential development: visual diagrams mapping 
changes in greeting patterns over a period of time (years)
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Finally, the system, if updated with new content regularly, could also be used 

for archiving and visual preservation of greeting patterns, to map changes 

in greeting behaviour over a period of time (see fig. 234). If it were updated 

(e.g. annually) it could serve as an indicator of how the growing multicultural 

population influences local greeting behaviours. As these examples show, 

there are a number of potential expansions, applications and practical uses 

of the system. 

5.5 Conclusions

In this study I have developed a system for the visual notation of greetings, 

using fieldwork in Stavanger as an example to illustrate the use of the 

system and what kind of knowledge it could produce. I have been able to 

carry out visual analyses of specific greetings that were recorded, and to 

present layered information about some of the cultural complexity found 

in Stavanger, in an understandable visual language. This study illustrates 

through a simple and basic form of human interaction – the greeting – some 

of the diversity found in multicultural societies: intracultural and intercultural 

differences, same sex and opposite sex issues, hybrid cultures, and more. 

As I now have a working model of the system, the aim, as discussed in this 

chapter, is to carry on the research and development of this system into one 

that can, in the future, be used by other researchers across many disciplines 

such as: anthropology, sociology, psychology, art, international business and 

teamwork; and for many different purposes: learning about local greeting 

customs and cultural diversity, preparing for travels or emigration, and 

preparing for international business meetings and negotiations. This is an on-

going project that could, in time, contribute to the field of anthropology, and 

beyond it, new methods of gathering, analysing and representing information 

and data in a visual language, using contemporary technologies. It would 

make possible extended opportunities of sharing the research visually and 

digitally through a number of digital platforms. 
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Most of all, I hope it will make a real contribution to knowledge and 

understanding of and between cultures, in our increasingly globalised world 

where migration and travel make such understandings both urgent and 

necessary. Everyday multiculturalism is the arena in which individuals from 

different cultures encounter their own, and each other’s, patterns of culture: 

my research is intended to contribute towards making these interactions a 

positive, rather than a destructive, element in today’s multicultural societies.
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Appendix 1: Kinesics Project (Summary)

This provides a complete outline and overview of my earlier project referred 

to in chapter 4.

In my MA project, Kinesics – Creative Intercultural Learning, I developed a 

version of my system for graphically visualising greeting rituals. The study 

was conducted through fieldwork in Eindhoven in the Netherlands, and 

included participants from nine different cultural backgrounds. The project 

was completed in 2007. The main purpose of the system was to enable 

the comparison of greetings across different gender combinations – within, 

and between those cultures. I documented three broad greeting situations: 

informal greetings, formal greetings and greeting the elderly. Greetings were 

filmed in a studio and I used two video cameras to document the greetings. 

The cameras were placed at angles that captured posture – from a front 

view – and use of space – from an overhead view. The video material was 

developed into illustrations and vector graphics (see figs. 235–236). 

Fig. 235 – Kinesics visuals: From video still to vector graphic

Fig. 236 – Kinesics visuals: video angles used, and a graphic visualisation of the 
video stills
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I also created some vectorised animations from the video recordings. 

However, these were not used for annotation (as the still images were – see 

below) and their timings did not correspond proportionately to those of the 

actual greetings (see p.313).

The key focus of the visualisations was to highlight the use of personal 

space. Personal space was visualised graphically as a shared space of the 

two people greeting. I created four different ‘intimate’ zones, that were scaled 

and colour coded, to visualise personal space, and I annotated each greeting 

visualisation using this system (see fig. 237). I created graphic diagrams, 

both interactive and non-interactive, of the greeting illustrations, and these 

diagrams enabled visual comparisons of the greetings and use of personal 

space, across cultures and gender (see fig. 238). 

Fig. 237 – Kinesics visuals: colour coded intimate zones and their measurements

Fig. 238 – Kinesics visuals: graphic greetings diagrams for comparisons across 
genders/cultures
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The final presentation of the Kinesics project consisted of nine printed 

greetings diagrams (see fig. 239), screen based interactive diagrams (see fig. 

240), a screen-based interactive world map of greetings (see fig. 241), and a 

number of stand-alone greeting animations (see fig. 242). 

Fig. 239 – Kinesics visuals: printed greetings diagrams. Informal greetings (top), 
greeting the elderly (middle), and formal greetings (bottom)
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The static diagrams of each greeting situation – informal greetings, formal 

greetings, and greeting the elderly – were printed in three versions: greetings 

in front view, overhead view, and overhead view with added intimate zones 

(see fig. 239). The interactive diagrams were interactive in so far as it was 

possible to select which greeting situation to view, and whether to view the 

front view, or the overhead view annotated with intimate zones. It was also 

possible to compare two greetings at a time. However, the diagrams did 

not show the animated versions of each greeting, only the static graphic 

greeting images as shown in fig. 240. It was also not possible to view each 

greeting separately. The interactive maps were similar to the diagrams in that 

they displayed static versions of the greetings, but with the added function 

Fig. 240 – Kinesics visuals: screenshots of interactive greetings diagrams interface
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of being able to view the greeting footage by scrolling over the greeting 

graphics. The purpose of the maps was to give a geographical view of 

the origin of the greetings (see fig. 241). The greeting animations showed 

multiple animated vectorised greeting sequences that played continously in a 

loop, and included the front and overhead views (see fig. 242). 

Fig. 241 – Kinesics visuals: screenshots of interactive greetings maps interface
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Fig. 242 – Kinesics visuals: two still images from a greeting video 
in which all greetings were animated
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The technical process of how the greeting visualisations were developed is 

outlined below.

Kinesics Project Summary of Technical Process of Visualisation: 

1. FILMING – Greetings were filmed from the front and from 

overhead.

2. SELECTION OF KEY MOMENTS – Still images of key 

moments of each greeting were extracted from the video 

footage.

3. VECTORISATION – The images were then vectorised. This was 

done by drawing over the still images, onto tracing paper. The 

drawings were then scanned and drawn/vectorised in Adobe 

Illustrator. Colour coded intimate zones were added to the 

overhead view vector graphics. 

4. ANIMATION – Some of the vector graphics were animated 

in Adobe Flash (CS5) using frame-to-frame animation. The 

greeting animations, at 12 fps (frames per second), show key 

moments of each greeting, but are not true to the real duration/

timings of the greeting.

5. GREETINGS DIAGRAMS – the greetings are organised into 

static diagrams for print, using Adobe Illustrator (CS5), and 

interactive diagrams for screen-based viewing, using Adobe 

Flash (CS5) and ActionScript 2.0.
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Appendix 2: Call for Participation

Participants needed for research project about cultural

GREETINGS IN STAVANGER

WOULD YOU LIKE TO PARTICIPATE?

Are you or your parents from VIETNAM, SOMALIA, TURKEY or CHILE, 
and would like to participate with showing greetings from your culture?

I need participants from: Vietnam, Somalia, Turkey, Chile and Norway
Age: 20+
Permanent residence: Stavanger
Participants per culture: 4 people - 2 men and 2 women. 
Place: Stavanger Kulturhus, 2. etasje.
Date: 15th September
Time: Kl.10.30 - 15.00 (each group will be given a specifc time to meet up)

Participants will be asked to show different greetings from their culture, and to 
show how they greet across cultures. The greetings will be filmed and the video 
documentation will be used for further visualisations of nonverbal differences of 
the multicultural society of Stavanger. The video documentation will take 1-2 
hours to complete per group. Please contact me if you would like to participate.

Contact me on:
Marie Therese Shortt  mt@shorttdesign.com  Tel: 99452765

As part of my PhD project Patterning Culture, at the 
University for the Creative Arts in England, I need 
participants for a case study in which I will film greeting 
rituals from different cultures.
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Søker deltakere til forskningsprosjekt om kulturelle 

HILSENER I STAVANGER

VIL DU VÆRE MED?

Er du/ dine foreldre fra VIETNAM, SOMALIA, TYRKIA eller CHILE, og 
ønsker du å delta med å vise hilsener fra din kultur?

Jeg trenger deltakere fra: Vietnam, Somalia, Tyrkia, Chile og Norge
Alder: 20+
Bosted: Stavanger
Deltakere per kultur: 4 personer - 2 menn og 2 kvinner. 
Sted: Stavanger Kulturhus, 2. etasje.
Dato: 15. september
Tid: Kl.10.30 - 15.00 (hver gruppe vil bli gitt et tidspunkt for oppmøte)

Deltakere vil bli bedt om å vise forskjellige hilsener fra deres kultur, og også vise 
hvordan de hilser på tvers av kulturer. Hilsenene vil bli filmet og brukt til videre 
visualisering av nonverbale aspekter ved det kulturelle mangfoldet i Stavanger. 
Filmingen vil ta ca 1-2 timer per gruppe. Vennligst ta kontakt dersom du er
interessert i å delta, eller har spørsmål om dette forskningsprosjektet.
 

Ta kontakt:
Marie Therese Shortt   mt@shorttdesign.com  Mob: 99452765

Som del av mitt PhD prosjekt Patterning Culture ved 
University for the Creative Arts i England, trenger jeg 
deltakere til en case study der jeg skal filme hilsener fra 
forskjellige kulturer. 

[Call for participants in Norwegian]
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Appendix 3: Conversations During Breakfast with Vietnamese 

Participants

9th September 2012

The following transcript are quotes taken from audio recordings of 

conversations held during breakfast with Vietnamese participants Stavanger 

9th September 2012. (The recorded conversations were conducted in 

Norwegian. The transcript below is translated into English.)

– 46 year old female (J) –

Young people are not keeping traditions anymore. Young people in Norway 

with Vietnamese parents, the teenagers, well they do not necessarily keep 

the traditional greetings anymore, like for instance greetings that show 

respect to the elderly.

– J –

An older person can touch the head of a young person or a child, it is a form 

of respect, but a young person cannot do the same to an older person, as it 

would not be respectful.

– 82 year old male (C) translated by J –

In Vietnamese culture if there is a party or social/family gathering, when you 

enter the house or room, you should always greet the oldest person first, 

then second oldest and so on. But kids that are growing up in Norway do not 

necessarily practice such traditions anymore.

Most young people growing up in Norway become more Norwegian, they 

might mix Norwegian and Vietnamese cultures. Their parents will teach them 

Vietnamese culture and traditions, but they do not always listen or are not 

interested as they do not see the point in why they should practice these 

traditions in Norway.
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– C –

You are giving me an idea, to gather everyone in our Vietnamese community 

to talk about greetings, because it is so important to keep our identity and our 

greetings, they are starting to fade now with the younger generations.

– J —

We do not use much physical contact when we greet, but that does not mean 

that we do not care about each other.

– 65 year old female (T) –

To show respect we do not use a lot of bodily contact, but smiling is very 

important, not hugging, but eye contact and smiling shows a lot of respect.

– J –

My partner is from Iraq – there men kiss each other when they greet – two 

men, they do not actually kiss, but they make a kissing sound when they 

greet each other.

– T — 

We do not use a lot of body language, but they eyes tell a lot. Being polite 

and smiling is very important. Not hugging, not kissing.

– J –

Our way of kissing is completely different. The Vietnamese use their nose 

when kissing their children. My kids do not like it. In Vietnam only couples/

lovers kiss on the mouth, but when I kiss my kids it is with my nose. When 

other’s see it, it looks like I am smelling my child, but it is our way of kissing. 

Kissing on the mouth is only for lovers.

– T — 

In North of Vietnam we hug normally, with the cheeks, but in the South where 

she is from, the kissing with the nose is more like they ‘smell’ their children.
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– J  translating for C –

He wants to thank you for doing this project. He thinks it is very diverse and 

would like to help with any information he can if you would like to go deeper 

into this topic.

– 60 year old male (C’s nephew) –

They will try their best, they will prepare their costumes, because they want 

to represent the culture, and they want to do their best. We are going to help 

your project to become the best.

– MT (myself) –

Is there a difference between how you greet in Vietnam depending on 

religion?

– T — 

I am Buddhist, if I greet a monk, I have to be very, very polite, and I bow. You 

always have to greet the monk first if it is a gathering with a lot of people. 

There has to be 2 metres distance between us and the monks and the nuns, 

and no physical contact, we cannot touch them.

– C — 

If it is a priest, I give him a handshake and put my other hand on top of the 

handshake to show respect to the priest. This is a form of tradition – before 

we would kiss the priests’ hand, or even kneel for him, but this has changed 

and become simplified. If you are a man and you greet a nun you should not 

have any physical contact with her. If you are a Catholic meeting a Buddhist 

monk, you have to be polite and greet him like the Buddhists do.

– T — 

Family members that are dead, it is important to mark the day they died, their 

birthday is not important. You should greet them every day – greet pictures of 

them that are hanging on the wall, and you should pray to them.
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(T explains how she prays/greets photos of her husband and parents.)

– C — 

After communism came, some of the manners and polite ways disappeared, 

the focus turned too much towards money and things. Politeness should be 

the first thing one learns in school.

– C —

I know a Norwegian man who was a teacher 25 years ago, and he says that 

back then Norwegians were very polite towards each other, today, however, 

pupils sit there with their feet on the desk and so on, so in Norway too, 

manners have changed.

– T — 

I came to Norway as a refugee. We lost our country when communism came 

37 years ago in 1975, communism came from the North to the South, so we 

fled, we could not live together with the communists. We are very grateful 

towards Norway, it was a Norwegian boat/ship that eventually saved us when 

we had fled to Japan. We were 52 people that got saved by the ship.
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Appendix 4: Programme for Greeting Documentation

15th September 2012, Kiellandrommet, Stavanger Kulturhus

 
Time:
Kl: 10.30 – 11.30  Vietnam
Kl: 11.30 – 12.30 Somalia
Kl: 12.30 – 13.30 Norway
Kl: 13.30 – 14.30  Chile 

Kl: 14.30 – 15.30 Turkey 

Please show up 10 minutes before your given time. If some people per group 
have the possibility to stay for longer than 1 hour, that would be great as I 
would like to film greetings across cultures too. 

GREETINGS TO BE FILMED
SOCIAL GREETINGS:

CLOSE FRIEND (SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female
ACQUAINTANCE (SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female
STRANGER (SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female

FAMILY GREETINGS:
 MOTHER
 Variations: Son/Mother, Daughter/Mother
 FATHER
 Variations: Son/Father, Daughter/Father
 GRANDMOTHER
 Variations: Male/Grandmother, Female/Grandmother
 GRANDFATHER
 Variations: Male/Grandfather, Female/Grandfather
GREETINGS ACROSS CULTURES:

SOCIAL GREETING – GREETING A STRANGER (First time meeting) 
(SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female
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Programme for Greeting Documentation [Somali Greetings]

27th September 2012, Kiellandrommet, Stavanger Kulturhus

Time:
Kl: 14 – 16.00 Somalia

GREETINGS TO BE FILMED
SOCIAL GREETINGS:

CLOSE FRIEND (SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female
ACQUAINTANCE (SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female
STRANGER (SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female

FAMILY GREETINGS:
 MOTHER
 Variations: Son/Mother, Daughter/Mother
 FATHER
 Variations: Son/Father, Daughter/Father
 GRANDMOTHER
 Variations: Male/Grandmother, Female/Grandmother
 GRANDFATHER
 Variations: Male/Grandfather, Female/Grandfather

GREETINGS ACROSS CULTURES:
SOCIAL GREETING – GREETING A STRANGER (First time meeting) 
(SIMILAR AGE)
Variations: Male/Male, Female/Female, Male/Female
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Appendix 5: Research Information Sheet

Ethics Committee

Research Information Sheet 

Project Title: Patterning Culture: Developing a System for the Visual Notation 

of Greeting Rituals

Data Controller: 

Student Name: Marie Therese Shortt 

Study: MPhil/PhD Researcher, University for the Creative Arts

Supervisors: Jean Wainwright, Judith Williamson & Ricardo Leizaola

Nature/purpose/use of data: 

I am documenting greeting rituals within and across 5 different cultures in Stavanger, 

Norway, using video, still photography, and audio documentation. Voluntary participants, a 

minimum of four - two men and two women - per culture, are filmed and photographed from 

different angles while performing a number of different greeting rituals. Participants will also 

be interviewed before or after the greeting documentation, interviews will be audio recorded.

The purpose of this data collection is to use it to visualise how culture patterns behaviour, 

and to use this raw material to further visualise the cultural diversity and varied behavioural 

patterns that coexist in Stavanger city.
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The video and audio material will be used to create a graphic mapping of cultural greetings 

across these 5 cultures living in Stavanger, and to visualise different layers of communication 

when it comes to the diverse meanings different cultures put into their and others’ behaviour.

The use or potential benefits of the study:

My investigation will contribute to making visible some of the diversity of Stavanger today, 

its cultures, and their culturally patterned behaviour. This will cater for increased intercultural 

understanding in a city and region that is becoming increasingly multicultural.

Likely duration of the project and location:

The video documentation takes place on 15th/27th September 2012, at Stavanger Kulturhus, 

Norway, and audio documentation/ interviews will take place during the month of September 

2012 and September 2013. However, participants may be asked to participate in additional 

studies during 2012-2014, if further documentation or re-takes are required.

Obligations and commitments of the participant during the study:

All participants will be expected to perform a number of different greetings, with other 

participants within their culture, and to greet participants from different cultures, male and 

female. These greetings will all be filmed and photographed from different angles, and the 

main purpose of this material is to turn it into graphic symbols and animations, in a greeting 

mapping of Stavanger. This final outcome will be presented as my final PhD project, and 

photographic and video material may be included in international exhibitions and publications 

of my research findings.

The rights of the participants:

Participants are free to withdraw from the study at any time without needing to justify their

decision and without prejudice. In case of withdrawal of consent no further data regarding 

their participation should be added to the project.

All personal data relating to volunteers is held and processed in the strictest confidence, and 

in accordance with the Data Protection Act (1998) and Norwegian Datatilsynet.
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In consideration for the research nature of the study participants shall not receive any

reimbursement, payment or rewards.

Information for further concerns or complaints:

Any concerns or complaint about any aspects of the way you have been dealt with during the

course of the research will be addressed; please contact:

Marie Therese Shortt

MPhil/PhD Researcher

University for the Creative Arts – Farnham (UCA)

Tel: (+47) 99452765 / (+44) 07414646341

Email: mt@shorttdesign.com / MShortt@students.ucreative.ac.uk
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Appendix 6: Participant Consent Form 

Ethics Committee

Consent Form 

Project title: Patterning Culture: Developing a System for the Visual Notation 

of Greeting Rituals 

Data Controller: 

Student Name: Marie Therese Shortt 

 

Study: MPhil/PhD Researcher, University for the Creative Arts

Supervisors: Jean Wainwright, Judith Williamson & Ricardo 

Leizaola 

  

Participant Name: 

Participant Location: Stavanger, Norway.

·	 I the undersigned voluntarily agree to take part in the study on Patterning 

Culture; Developing a System for the Visual Notation of Greeting Rituals, a 

practice-based research project. 
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·	 I have read and understood the Information Sheet provided. I have been 

given a full explanation by the investigator of the nature, purpose, location 

and likely duration of the study, and of what I will be expected to do. I have 

been advised about any discomfort and possible ill-effects on my health 

and well-being which may result. I have been given the opportunity to ask 

questions on all aspects of the study and have understood the advice and 

information given as a result.

·	 I agree to comply with any instruction given to me during the study and to 

co-operate fully with the investigator. I shall inform them immediately if I 

suffer any deterioration of any kind in my health or well-being, or experience 

any unexpected or unusual symptoms.

·	 I understand that all personal data relating to volunteers is held and 

processed in the strictest confidence, and in accordance with the Data 

Protection Act (1998). I agree that I will not seek to restrict the use of the 

results of the study on the understanding that my anonymity is preserved.

·	 I understand that I am free to withdraw from the study at any time without 

needing to justify my decision and without prejudice.

·	 I acknowledge that in consideration for completing the study I shall not 

receive any reimbursement, payment or rewards.  

·	 I confirm that I have read and understood the above and freely consent to 

participating in this study. I have been given adequate time to consider my 

participation and agree to comply with the instructions and restrictions of 

the study.
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Name of volunteer ........................................................ 

(BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed ........................................................ 

Date ...................................... 

Name of witness ........................................................ 

(BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed ........................................................ 

Date     ...................................... 

Name of researcher/person taking consent .................................................... 

(BLOCK CAPITALS)
Signed ........................................................ 

Date     ......................................
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Appendix 7: Research Ethics Approval Application Outcome

        

6 September 2012

Direct telephone 01252 892922

Email: Mohagan@ucreative.ac.uk

Marie Therese Shortt

Lauvveien 8 

4330 Algard

Norway

Dear Marie Therese 

Research Ethics Approval application outcome 

I can now confirm that your application for research ethics approval has been considered 

and approved.

 

The Chair of the Research Ethics Committee, Professor Kerstin Mey, has considered 

your ethical self-evaluation for your proposed project and confirmed that the rationale and 

informed consent of participants is well detailed and meets the criteria for approval. 
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Professor Mey has recommended that the ethics consent form is revised to include 

publications of the research findings.

 

Overall attention to the Code of Practice has been carried out with due care and attention 

and does not, in itself, raise any substantive concerns.

However, the Chair advises that as your project involves the handling of personal data it is 

essential that you familiarise yourself with the 8 Principles of the Data Protection Act and as 

some of your research will stretch to Norway, particular attention should be paid to  

Principle 8.   

Please study the information at the following link which sets out the key definitions in the Act, 

and explains what they mean, and shows how they often relate to each other. http://www.ico.

gov.uk/for_organisations/data_protection/the_guide/principle_1.aspx

You should discuss with your supervisor the logistics of securely generating, storing and 

processing data both electronically and in hardcopy to ensure there is no breach of the Data 

Protection Act.

You should also consider if there are similar laws in Norway, which you will need to  

adhere to.

 

If you require any further information please don’t hesitate to contact me.  

Yours sincerely

Mary O’Hagan

Research + Enterprise Manager (Research Degrees)
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Appendix 8: Conversations During Video Recording of Greetings

15th & 27th September 2012

The following comments and conversations were recorded during the 2 days 

of recording greetings in Stavanger, on the 15th and 27th of September 

2012. Participants (and visitors) across different cultures discussed issues 

surrounding greetings. Some of the conversations were in Norwegian and 

have been translated into English. There is no single audio file for these 

conversations as the comments are taken from different video/audio footage 

gathered during the two days.

15th September 2012

– Male & female from Estonia (visitors) –

[Discussing greetings in general:]

In Estonia, if I am sitting and the person is coming, I stand up to greet.

One thing that is special in Estonian greetings, is that you never greet on the 

doorstep – this is considered as bad luck. You go outside to greet them, or 

inside.

– Norwegian female –

I have one grandmother that never hugs me and one that squeezes me until I 

almost die.

I have never hugged my grandfather.

– Another Norwegian female  –

I do not usually hug my grandfather either. My grandfather always takes my 

hand but he never hugs me.
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– Norwegian male –

[About the greeting he did with the lady from Chile:]

When she kisses my cheek, it weird for me every time, it always makes 

me wonder – is it one time, two times, three or four? I have never learnt it. 

I have a female friend from Brazil and it is awkward every time I greet her, 

sometimes she gives two kisses and sometimes three.

– Turkish female –

[When she entered the room and the other participants stood up to greet her, 

many reaching forward for a handshake:]

I usually do not greet men with a handshake, but I can do it here.

If you are religious and the person with whom you are interacting is aware 

of it, like a Turkish man, I do not greet with a handshake. If the person with 

whom I am meeting is Norwegian and reaches out his hand, then I will 

respond by doing a handshake.

On holy days and religious holidays children will kiss the hand of their 

mother.

– Interviewer (MT) –

So you greet grandparents with 3 kisses?

– Turkish female –

Well – that was a religious greeting. A normal greeting is 2 kisses. 3 kisses 

is a usual daily greeting if you are from a religious family. However, when I 

am in Turkey I use 2 or 4 kisses, as they are not familiar with the 3 kisses 

greeting there. There 2 is the daily greeting, and if you have not seen each 

other in a long time it is 4. However, here in Stavanger they use 3 kisses – it 

is sort of a Stavanger Turkish greeting.
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[During a conversation between participants, the Turkish female explains the 

rules for headscarves, and when asked why her daughter is not wearing a 

headscarf, she explains:]

All rules start to count from puberty onwards – when girls get their period and 

when the boys’ voices start changing. This is when the girls start wearing 

headscarves, and the greeting rules also comes into count.

– Angolan/Portuguese female –

[After her greeting with the Norwegian male participant who got surprised 

when she kissed/hugged him when they did a Social strangers greeting:]

Oh, I showed how I would greet in Angola… but in Angola people would treat 

him like that, he would get a shock!

27th September 2012

– Somali females –

[The ladies explain the social greeting between a male and a female who are 

close friends:]

Either you follow culture or you follow religion – this is a dilemma. If you 

follow religion, depending on how religious you are, you should not touch 

each other, no handshake or anything. If you follow culture, you can, it really 

depends on the person.

It is the same if you are acquaintances of close friends. Some people hug 

their good friends, but personally I do not. If I do not know the person very 

well, especially if it is the opposite sex, I usually fold or hold my own hands 

and just do a verbal greeting without touching the other person.

[When asked if they hug once or twice, because they showed both during the 

documentation. One Somali female answers:]

It depends, I usually hug two times when greeting close female friends.
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[Another Somali female answers:]

You are really supposed to hug one time, but it is a matter of taste.

– MT –

What is a common greeting if you are introducing two of your friends to each 

other?

– Somali females –

If I introduce two friends, one male and one female, and if the female is going 

to pray afterwards, then she will not take his hand, then she just says ‘hi my 

name is Farhia’ or similar. But if we do the usual Norwegian way, like if the 

female is not religious or if she is not going to pray afterwards, she can do a 

handshake, it depends really.

 – MT –

If I were from Somalia, would you have greeted me differently this morning 

when you arrived? 

– Somali females –

No we think we would have greeted in the same way. I never think over how 

I greet people. I greet if I am bothered to greet. If I meet someone I kind of 

respond to how they are, if they lean in to greet, then I do too.

[After two girls were asked to show how two women that are strangers would 

greet, and they do a handshake greeting, they stop and laugh because they 

realise that this is an unnatural greeting to them, they discuss:]

Somali women do not greet with a handshake. Handshakes are typical for 

Western cultures. If both are women, then it is unnatural that we do that – 

either we kiss or hug each other.

– MT –

[When filming the greeting between grandmother and granddaughter:]
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Who is acting like the older person now in this greeting?

– Somali female –

I cannot play the older person, because I am wearing trousers today, it is a 

cultural thing.

[When filming the greeting between mother and daughter:]

It is in the (verbal) language if you are greeting your mother or your aunt, 

what you say might be different, but the greeting is the same.

[When filming the grandmother/granddaughter greeting:]

When greeting an older person like a grandparent, if the younger person 

is sitting, he or she has to stand up when greeting the older person or 

grandparent. We hug our grandparents, both grandmother and grandfather.

[Regarding generational differences:]

If my mum and I go to a doctors appointment with a male (Norwegian) doctor, 

then my mum will greet him without taking his hand, while I do reach out 

for his hand to do a handshake, then he gets very surprised as he is not 

expecting me to do a handshake when my mum does not.

– Norwegian male in conversation with Somali females –

Last time we were here there was a Turkish woman here who was also 

Muslim, and she did not want to greet me with a handshake. So when I came 

here today and saw your head scarves, I became very unsure/insecure, I 

was prepared that my hand could get stuck hanging in the air… But you did 

girls did respond to my handshake.

– MT –

Have any of you got any ‘street greetings’ you use?
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– Somali female –

No we are not really in to that, it is more the guys that do greetings like that.

– Somali male –

I do these kinds of greetings with my friends. 

[He shows a street greeting – a high-five style greeting followed by some 

different hand gestures.]
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Appendix 9: Report on Greetings Documented During Fieldwork

The images in this section are all stills from greeting videos recorded in 

Stavanger on 15th September 2012, and for Somali greetings on 27th 

September 2012.  

The observations are based on my notes made at time of filming. 

GREETINGS – SOCIAL (ON MUTUAL GROUND)

Chile

Close friends:  The same greeting, one kiss on the right cheek, is used for 

close friends, acquaintances and strangers, regardless of 

the gender combination. The close friend greeting involved 

a longer hug leading in to the kiss, and did not involve the 

handshake. 

Both these greetings (f/f and m/f) involved a handshake/

holding hand that led into the kiss. There was slight 

difference in the amount of touch during the kiss and after, 

depending on how close friends they were. The main 

difference was in the verbal greeting and conversations.

Did not film: m/m and f/f versions of greetings between close friends, 

acquaintances and stranger due to lack of participants.

Fig. 243 – Chilean social greetings
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Norway 

Close friends:  Female to female close friends greetings usually consists 

of a hug, however if they have seen each other recently a 

simple ‘hello’ is ok, whereas the male to male close friends 

greeting varies from a ‘hello’ without any real gesturing, to a 

high-five type greeting, to a handshake or a handshake with 

a hug and pat on the back.  

Two female acquaintances hug or just say ‘hello’, depending 

on the situation and amount of time since their last meeting. 

Two males either do a handshake with a pat on the back 

hug, or just nod. A male and a female either hug or just nod 

with a ‘hello’, also depending on the situation and time since 

last meeting. 

Strangers: Two strangers, whether m/f, m/m or f/f, meeting for the 

first time usually shake hands, and a firm handshake is 

recommended/ the norm. 

Fig. 244 – Norwegian social greetings
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Somalia

Close friends: For the female to female close friends greeting they have 2 

variations - some people give 1 hug some give 2 hugs, the 

female to male greeting depends on how close friends they 

are - some hug the opposite sex, and some don’t because 

of religious beliefs. If you are very religious you will not touch 

the opposite sex.  

Greetings between acquaintances, female to male is the 

same greeting as the greeting between close friends - some 

people hug, some do a handshake, and some don’t touch.

Strangers: Two female strangers meeting for the first time greet with 3 

kisses (it is unnatural for two Somali females to shakehands). 

In a male-to-female greeting, some shake hands and some 

do not touch. The participants said that when greeting you 

either follow culture or you follow religion, which will result in 

very different greetings especially for m/f greetings.

Did not film: m/m lose friends, acquaintances and strangers due to lacking 

one male participant.

Fig. 245 – Somali social greetings
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Turkey 

Close friends:  Two male close friends give a handshake and 2 kisses (right 

then left). Close friends, m/f, if female is not too religious - 

they use the same greeting as m/m greeting (kiss), if she is 

religious, they do not touch, but show more body language 

compared to when greeting an acquaintance. Two females 

that are close friends will give 3 hugs with a lot of physical 

contact/touch. 

Two female acquaintances greet with 2 hugs, male to 

female acquaintances greet without touching, just a nod 

and eye-contact if the female is religious (Muslim), however 

depending on how religious you are, some females will do a 

handshake with a male. Male to male acquaintances give a 

handshake. 

Strangers: F/f and m/m strangers give a handshake, as does female to 

male, or if she is very religious, they do not touch, they just 

do a verbal greeting and maintain eye contact. 

Fig. 246 – Turkish social greetings
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Vietnam

Close friends:  Two female close friends greet with a hug/embrace, then 

they hold on to each others hands as the conversation starts, 

m/f is similar – first a slight bow, then they hold hands for 

some seconds, then bow again after short conversation. 

Male to male close friends greet with a handshake then bow 

(only the youngest person bows). 

Two female acquaintances greet with a slight bow/nod, there 

may be some physical contact, like a hand on the other’s 

shoulder, but most important is the gaze and the smile. F/m 

and m/m use a slight bow then a gentle handshake followed 

by smiles and conversation. 

Strangers:  A greeting between two female strangers involves no touch, 

just gaze and smiles, the same goes for male to female, 

and the m/m greeting is a bow (by youngest person) and a 

handshake. However, they said it is personal so it can vary, 

some touch while others do not.

Fig. 247 – Somali social greetings
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GREETINGS – FAMILY

Chile

Mother:  Chilean Mother and Norwegian/Chilean daughter (child) 

greeting is a hug/kiss on cheek with an embrace and a lot of 

physical contact.

Father:  Norwegian Father and Norwegian/Chilean daughter (child) 

greeting is an embrace/hug.

Grandmother:  Norwegian grandmother and Norwegian/Chilean 

granddaughter (child) is a hug.

Grandfather:  Chilean grandfather and Norwegian/Chilean granddaughter 

(child) is a hug/kiss on left cheek, then a pat on the back/

embrace.

Did not film: mother/son, father/son, grandmother/grandson and grandfather/

grandson.

Fig. 248 – Chilean family greetings
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Norway

Mother:  A mother/daughter and mother/son greeting changes 

whether they have recently seen each other or if they haven’t 

seen each other in a long time. If they have seen each other 

recently a simple ‘Hei’ (‘hi’) or similar short verbal greeting 

while smiling and giving eye contact is used, and if it has 

been a long time since the last meeting, a hug is usual. 

Father:  Same as above, father/daughter and father/son greeting is 

either a hug or just a ‘hi’. 

Grandmother:  Depending on whether they have recently seen each other 

or if it has been a long time. Some hug their grandmother, 

others just say ‘hi’ or similar without any physical contact.

Grandfather:  Two variations - depending on whether they have recently 

seen each other or if it has been a long time. Both female 

participants said they never hug their grandfathers, but that 

their grandfather will hold their hand and squeeze it a little 

bit. Some males hug their grandfather, others just have eye 

contact and/or nod.

Fig. 249 – Norwegian family greetings
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Somalia 

Mother:  Mother and daughter kiss with a hug 4 times, starting left – 

right – left – right. The same greeting is used for aunts and 

older female family members, but greeting grandmothers is 

different.

Father:  A greeting between father and son is usually a handshake, or 

sometimes a handshake followed by a hug.

Grandmother:  Granddaughter & granddaughter - If the grandmother is 

sitting, grandchild has to bow down and greet her, if the 

grandchild is sitting, he/she has to stand up to greet the 

standing grandmother. If the grandmother is sitting the 

grandchild approaches, takes her hand, kisses and gives 

hugs left then right then on head of the grandmother. The 

grandmother then kisses the grandchild’s hand.

Grandfather:  The same as greeting a grandmother.

Did not film: mother/son, father/son, father/daughter, grandmother/grandson 

and grandfather/granddaughter.

Fig. 250 – Somali family greetings
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Turkey 

Mother:  The daily greeting between mother and daughter (child) is 

an embrace/hug, while the greeting on a religious day like 

Eid is daughter taking mother’s hand, kissing it, putting it to 

her forehead, then kiss/hug twice - right then left – they hold 

each other’s hands throughout the greeting.

Father:  Son and father is the same as a m/m social greeting - a 

handshake and two kisses (right then left).

Grandmother:  There are different versions of the grandmother/

granddaughter greeting: daily religious; non-religious; and 

religious. The daily greeting between a religious (Muslim) 

grandmother and granddaughter is three kisses on the 

cheeks – left-right-left. The greeting for non-religious is two 

kisses left then right, or handshake leading into two kisses - 

left then right, followed by two hugs right to left, holding each 

others’ hand throughout. The grandmother/granddaughter 

greeting when it is a religious holiday/event like Eid is as 

follows: the granddaughter approaches, takes the hand 

of her grandmother, kisses the hand, puts the hand to her 

Fig. 251 – Turkish family greetings
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(granddaughter’s) forehead, then kisses three times right – 

left - right, holding the handshake throughout the greeting.

Grandfather:  Grandfather/grandson - same as father/son greeting - 

sometimes they greet with kisses like m/m social greetings 

and sometimes with a more elaborate greeting: the grandson 

approaches, takes the hand of the grandfather, kisses the 

hand, puts the hand to his (grandson’s) forehead, then 

kisses twice – right then left side – holding the handshake 

throughout the greeting.

Did not film: mother/son, father/daughter, grandmother/grandson and 

grandfather/grandson.

Vietnam 

Mother:  I recorded a mother greeting her adult daughter and adult 

son. The greeting changes if the daughter or son is a child. 

Daughter folds hands gently as she is approaching her 

mother, bowing gently too, mother puts her arm around her 

daughter’s back, in a one-sided open hug, touching the 

Fig. 252 – Vietnamese family greetings
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daughter’s head, while daughter places her hand on her 

mother’s back. They continue into conversation holding on to 

each other’s arms/hands. The mother and son greeting is a 

hug, and the mother pats his back and head. They also hold 

on to each other’s arms when entering into conversation.

Father:  In the father/daughter greeting, the daughter bows (gently) 

to her father a couple of times, both are smiling and 

maintaining eye contact. In this recorded greeting they have 

a short conversation, father gives a present to daughter, and 

daughter bows again. The space between them remains 

quite large throughout the greeting. In the father and son 

greeting, the son bows first keeping his arms at his sides, 

he bows quite low, then father bows a little, not as low as 

son, while son is bowing. After bowing they have a short 

conversation with eye contact before they shake hands 

leading in to an embrace with father patting son’s back.

Grandmother:  Same as mother/daughter greeting. 

Grandfather:  In the grandfather/grandson greeting, the grandson 

folds his arms, holding the hands on the opposite bicep, 

keeping a good distance then bows almost 90 degrees, 

grandfather does not bow. Then they embrace in a hug with 

grandfather patting the grandsons’ head. The grandfather/

granddaughter greeting is similar without the embrace at the 

end. Granddaughter folds arms, then bows gently (not 90 

degrees), grandfather responds with a slight bow, they keep 

that distance when they go into conversation. The second 

version of this greeting included the grandfather giving some 

money to his granddaughter and then embracing her in a hug 

gently holding on to her head.
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GREETINGS ACROSS CULTURES

Norway/ Chile

Strangers:  In the greeting between the Norwegian male and the Chilean 

female, they approached each other with a handshake 

initiated by the Norwegian male, he seems to think the 

greeting is finished there and hesitates a slight moment as 

she touches his shoulder and reaches up to give him a kiss 

on the cheek, he responds to her kiss on the cheek. The 

Norwegian male said he gets confused and never knows how 

many hugs and kisses he should give, so it tends to become 

awkward. In the Chilean male and Norwegian female 

greeting, they do a handshake keeping good distance, 

after the handshake the Norwegian female steps back. 

The Chilean male and Norwegian male greeting was also a 

handshake, a firmer handshake, accompanied with a nod of 

their heads and both leaning in slightly.

Close friends:  The greeting between the Chilean male and Norwegian 

female was a handshake leading into a kiss on the cheek - 

Fig. 253 – Norwegian/Chilean cross-cultural greetings
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a typical Chilean greeting. The female hesitated before the 

handshake, unsure whether the greeting was going straight 

into a hug or not. The Chilean male initiated every move. The 

Chilean male and Norwegian male greeting was a hand-slap/

handshake leading into a greeting – the Chilean male going 

to the left for a hug as is usual in Chilean greetings, while 

the Norwegian male was leaning to the right for a hug, but 

changed direction when he realised the Chilean male was 

going left, they hugged while slapping each others’ backs. 

In the greeting between the Chilean male and a Norwegian 

male who had lived in Chile for 3 years and is married to the 

Chilean female participant, the greeting went more smoothly, 

both males knowing to go for the hug/kiss to the left after the 

handshake. 

Norway/ Somalia 

Strangers:  The greeting between the Norwegian male and Somali 

female was a handshake. Somali females sometimes do not 

want to touch the male, it depends on their personal beliefs 

and how religious they are – if they follow religion or culture. 

Fig. 254 – Norwegian/Somali cross-cultural greetings
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The Norwegian female and Somali female greeting was also 

a handshake, with the Somali female bowing very slightly 

while holding her skirt with her left hand. The Somali male 

and the Norwegian female (me) greeting was a handshake 

that obviously lasted a lot longer than what the Norwegian 

female expected and was used to. The Somali females also 

said that it is changing with the different generations, that 

they would shake the hand of a Norwegian male but their 

mothers would not. We recorded such a greeting, where a 

Norwegian male tried to shake hands with the ‘mother’ who 

rejected the handshake responding by putting her right hand 

on her heart, while the daughter responded by shaking his 

hand. This had happened to the girl in real life, and she said 

the Norwegian male was very surprised when she shook 

his hand after her mother rejecting it. The Norwegian male 

and Somali male greeting was a handshake that lasted a bit 

longer than a usual Norwegian handshake.

Close friends:  The Norwegian female and Somali female greeting was 

a hug with smiles and eye contact. One Norwegian male 

and Somali male street greeting was also recorded but the 

Norwegian male did not know it very well so there was some 

confusion and unsynchronised hand-slaps involved. The 

Somali male uses this greeting with his close friends (Somali 

and friends from other cultures). The Somali girls said they 

sometimes hug Norwegian male friends if they have not seen 

them in a while.
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Norway/Turkey 

Strangers:  The Norwegian and Turkish female greeting was a 

handshake, as was the Turkish male and Norwegian female 

and the Turkish and Norwegian male greetings.

Close friends:  The Norwegian female and Turkish female greeting was a 

hug with smiles and eye contact and patting on the back. The 

Turkish male and Norwegian male greeting was a hand-slap/

handshake leading in to a hug/pat/ slap on the back.

Norway/Vietnam

Strangers: The f/f Norwegian and Vietnamese greeting was a soft 

handshake, the Vietnamese female bowing/nodding slightly 

Fig. 255 – Norwegian/Turkish cross-cultural greetings

Fig. 256 – Norwegian/Vietnamese cross-cultural greetings
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as she greeted. The Vietnamese male and Norwegian female 

greeting was also a handshake followed by conversation.

Close friends: Not recorded.

Norway/Angola

Strangers:  The Angolan female misunderstood what she was supposed 

to show, and showed how she would greet a stranger she is 

meeting for the first time in Angola – a handshake followed 

by two kisses on the cheeks and hugs. The Norwegian male 

was taken by surprise as he was expecting just a handshake 

(how he usually greets strangers), laughing and blushing 

he said ‘That’s exactly how it feels like’ explaining that this 

awkward feeling is what he usually feels if he meets a female 

from a country where they hug/kiss. He never knows if he is 

supposed to kiss one, two or three times. 

Close friends:  This time, the Norwegian male is more prepared, embracing 

the Angolan female in a hug, thinking they will greet with one 

hug, then she releases and goes for another kiss/hug on the 

other side, and again back to the left for a final kiss/hug, the 

Norwegian male is again taken by surprise trying to follow 

the greeting awkwardly, they both burst out in laughter at this 

clumsy greeting.

Fig. 257 – Norwegian/Angola cross-cultural greetings
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Turkey/Angola

Strangers:  The Turkish male and Angolan female greeted with a 

handshake, the Angolan female nodded her head and leaned 

in slightly. (The Norwegian male from the Angolan/Norwegian 

greeting objected, laughing, from the back of the room saying 

‘Hey hey where is the kiss?’, everyone laughed, and the 

Angolan female explained that in the greeting with him she 

showed how they do in Angola while for this one she showed 

how she would usually greet in Stavanger.)

Close friends:  The Turkish male and Angolan female approached each 

other, both reaching both arms out, the Turkish male 

prepared his right hand for a handshake (then hug), while 

the Angolan female went straight in for the hug – the Turkish 

male then adjusted his arm into a hug instead, they hug two 

times, first left then right, patting/rubbing each others backs.

On the following three pages I have included the excel diagrams I used 

during the greeting recordings to keep track of what greetings were recorded 

and notes about particular greetings that had multiple variations, of greetings 

that were the same as other greetings that were recorded, or of any other 

relevant information.

Fig. 258 – Turkish/Angolan cross-cultural greetings
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Appendix 10: Interview questionnaire and transcripts

a: Interview Questionnaire

QUESTIONS FOR INTERVIEWS

1. Have you ever experienced any awkward, funny or uncomfortable 

situations when greeting people from your own culture?

2. What in your view caused this uncertainty?

3. Have you ever experienced any awkward, funny or uncomfortable 

situations when greeting people (in Stavanger) from a different culture?

4. What in your view caused this uncertainty?

5. In Stavanger – how do you feel when greeting someone from a different 

culture for the first time? Is there a general greeting?

6. Do you greet people differently depending on their cultural background?

7. How do you think your relation to/comfort with touch and personal space 

varies from that of people from other cultures?

8. Have you ever been or felt judged or stereotyped because of your cultural 

background and behaviour? (i.e. cold Norwegians etc.) and if so, why do 

you think that is?

9. What in your view and in your culture is considered a: 

– Respectful greeting 

– A submissive greeting 

– A warm greeting 

– A cold greeting 

– A masculine greeting 

– A feminine greeting 

– Powerful greeting (display status) 

10. Of all the greetings we filmed, what would you say is your most    

comfortable greeting? And your most uncomfortable one?

11. Do you feel like greetings are changing or have changed in Stavanger?

12. What to you is a typical Norwegian greeting?

13. What to you is a un-typical Norwegian greeting?  
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b: Interview with Norwegian female participant

10th July 2013

– Interviewer (MT) –

Have you ever experienced any awkward, funny, or uncomfortable situations 

when greeting people from your own culture?

 – T –

Yes! Ok, for example, sometimes people I meet want to hug me and I’m 

not prepared for it. And other times I think, ok I should be better at hugging 

people, so I go and hug, and maybe they are not prepared for it, because it 

can be quite difficult to know how often and when you should hug someone. 

So then it is either… either you just stand at a distance and say hello, or 

you go very close to a person and do a hug greeting, it is not often anything 

in between, unless it is older people that you show a bit of respect by 

handshaking, for example my uncles or my colleagues or…something like 

that.

 — MT –

And what, in your view, caused this uncertainty?

 — T —

What caused it? I think it is because there is never a set rule for it. There 

is no, for me, I don’t know how to follow social guidelines for it, and I think 

people have very different social guidelines. So some people always hug, 

and some people don’t, and some people hug in these situations but not 

those… And it depends when did you last see the person, and that is very 

relative, if you feel it is long ago or not long ago.
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 — MT –

Have you ever experienced any awkward, funny or uncomfortable situations 

when greeting people, we can say in Stavanger, from a different culture?

 — T –

Yes, it is generally the same. I know I can come across a bit cold, because 

maybe people from other cultures have more… what do you call it, that they 

might not feel awkward of coming up close to you when they are greeting. 

Whereas Norwegians can maybe say a greeting from a longer distance. So 

I think that could have been one of the reasons why it has been a bit difficult 

sometimes.

 — MT —

In Stavanger, how do you feel when you greet someone from a different 

culture for the first time? Is there a general greeting?

 — T –

I generally put out my hand, and then I’m kind of paying attention to the 

person to see what direction he or she wants to go, and what they are trying 

to do.

 — MT –

And do you greet people differently depending on their cultural background?

 — T –

Mmm, yes, I would say yes, because for example, I could meet someone 

from the UK vs. someone from Ghana I would maybe, subconsciously I 

would perceive them a bit different, but I still think I try to pay attention to how 

they are used to be greeted. Then I try to adapt to it. So I don’t try to make 

them do the Norwegian thing, I try to adapt to how they greet.
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 — MT –

How do you think your relation to and comfort with touch or personal space, 

varies from people from different cultures? Well you already kind of answered 

that, you said about the space being larger here.

 – T –

Yes.

 — MT –

Have you ever been or felt judged or stereotyped because of your cultural 

background and behaviour, like ‘cold Norwegians’ for example, and if so, why 

do you think that is?

 — T –

Yes because I think that, for example I come from a family where hugs are 

very awkward, but it doesn’t mean that we don’t love each other, and we do 

have a strong connection somehow, but, I feel that it can be judged, and that 

other people don’t understand that I still can have a lot of love for someone or 

respect for someone without going very close up in their personal space for 

hugging every time I see them, or these things… mmm…and it is a… if I feel 

judged, yes I would say so.

 – MT —

So you feel like people associate touch and personal space with being 

warm?

 — T –

Yes, I would say so.

 — MT –

Ok so that relates to the next question. What in your view and in your culture 

is considered a respectful greeting?
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 — T –

A respectful greeting is a handshake… yes, a proper handshake, or maybe a 

handshake with a tap on the shoulder or the elbow.

 — MT –

And a powerful greeting, or if you want to show status?

 — T –

Then it’s a firm handshake, I would say.

 — MT –

And submissive, like giving power to the other person? I don’t know if you 

have experienced that at work or anything?

 — T –

If I greet my boss for example?

 — T’s partner (N) –

Then it is a bow.

 — T —

Yes but a little kind of nod. It is how you kind of, if you have been chatting 

to the boss, but you don’t quite know him, but you want him to see that you 

greet him, then you would, like if you are walking past him, then you would 

try to get eye contact and give a nod. Then it is kind of ‘I see you and you see 

me and I know who you are’, kind of submissive greeting I would say.

 — N —

You would also open your body to them wouldn’t you? If you are talking 

to your boss, you never turn your side or your back, you would always 

open your body for respect wouldn’t you, to show that you are open to 

communicate. Like with a friend you could chat away and be like…, but if it is 
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kind of formal you open your body maybe. Then you are showing attention to 

them. To give full attention.

 – MT –

And in your culture, what is considered a warm greeting?

 — T –

A warm greeting is a hug, a good hug, a strong hug. And sometimes if 

you can take … use both your hands, and hold around the elbows or the 

shoulders… if it is, well for example at a funeral, it is kind of respectful and 

warm at the same time.

 — MT –

And does it have to be a hug, is that the only warm greeting?

 — T –

Ehm…. no, not really, a warm greeting is also a happy face. So for example, 

if I come in to my grandmother’s house, we don’t always hug when we meet 

each other, or if I come in to the house, I wouldn’t maybe go over and give a 

hug straight away, but she would have a big shining happy face, and maybe 

clap her hands together, it is a warm kind of welcome. And clap her hands, 

and I would shake them a bit ‘oh it is so lovely to see you’, and that is a warm 

greeting as well. And then maybe we would give a hug as I was leaving the 

house again. And also… That is one grandmother, but another grandmother 

I have, she would hit me as a warm greeting, she would box, give me a little 

box, she would fold her hand and rub a bit on my shoulder and give a little hit 

or rub a bit on the cheeks and a little kind of punch or a hit. That is kind of her 

way. But I know it is coming.

 — MT –

Ok, and a cold greeting then?
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A cold greeting is if someone doesn’t look happy when they see you. 

Sometimes I think it can be mistaken by being tired as well, that you can 

feel it is cold, but it is just how you interpret body language, if you are not 

bringing your face up to a natural big smile, and a cold greeting would be on 

a distance maybe just, inside a house, if you just lift your hand, could be seen 

as cold in some situations, or if you do not get up off the seat, it can be a bit 

cold. 

 — T –

And also, it depends very much on the situation, but sometimes, if it is a 

person you know, or you have been chatting to a lot, they can come with a 

big happy smile, and ‘hello’ and all of that, but if they leave too quick, they 

don’t stop to have a little chat, it can still be seen as cold, even though they 

are smily and bubbly when they see you, because why didn’t they give me 

time, for example? Yes that is a bit more complex, that is a hidden cold 

greeting. Yes so that adds to what is a warm greeting – to pay attention, 

give time, and have … yes, give a bit of space and be open for whatever 

interaction is coming. Because that is the whole intention of a greeting.

 — MT –

Ok, and a masculine greeting?

 — T –

Yes, they would maybe shake each others hands really hard, and they would 

pull each other towards, almost as if they are giving a hug, but they are not 

touching, and tap the shoulder and then push, they give a smack on the back 

or something but the ears never touch! Or the cheeks never touch. Shoulder 

to shoulder as well yes, a smack on the shoulder. Or a hi-five could be a bit 

masculine.

 — T’s partner –

Back in 1987!!
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[laughter]

 — T –

A small nod, yes.

 — MT —

And a feminine greeting?

 — T –

It can be seen as quite feminine to give a really good hug, that is kind of a 

hearty kind of mother’s hug or something. A kiss on the cheek. I am not very 

used to that in my culture, so when I went abroad and people started kissing 

me I felt awkward, but then I got used to it. That is quite a feminine greeting!

 — MT –

Of what we filmed, what would you say is your most comfortable, and your 

most uncomfortable greeting?

 — T –

Well I think, in general, I would be most comfortable with shaking the hand 

of a stranger, to be honest, because then I know what to do, I always know 

what to do when I meet someone I haven’t met before because that is just 

right out of the book, put your hand forward and shake it and say your name 

and listen to that other person’s name. So then it is kind of safe and a given 

guideline, but even with close friends, sometimes it is a bit unsure what is 

happening.

 — MT –

Do you feel like greetings are changing or have changed in Stavanger?
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 — T –

If they have changed since I was a kid? Coming from a village where you 

do not give out hugs so much, then it was kind of a new thing for me to start 

hugging people when i grew up and went out travelling on my own and met 

new people and new cultures. But in Stavanger, if it has changed, it is difficult 

to say. But I think, well in for myself, we have a lot of international friends and 

some people I kiss on the cheek, and some people I hug, and some people 

I shake their hand, and… so in that sense, I have changed my greetings a 

lot since I came here. And I suppose if I have, then I’m sure a lot of other 

Norwegians have changed as well. But I don’t know how much would it effect 

greetings between Norwegians, but with my friends it is mostly handshakes 

or a hug, so I haven’t been adapting the kiss on the cheek or these things, 

and I have only gotten three kisses on the cheeks from French people, for 

example. It is funny like that, because it shows that maybe Norwegians 

maybe don’t have a very strong culture for it, because we always adapt to the 

people that come here, instead of them adapting to our way of greeting. So I 

think that we are kind of just going along with whatever other people bring.

 — MT –

So what would you say is a typical Norwegian greeting?

 — T –

A typical Norwegian greeting is ‘good morning’, you would just look at 

someone and say ‘good morning’. Or, ‘see ya later’... and the handshake.

 — MT –

And last one, what is an untypical Norwegian greeting?

 — T —

It is very untypical to kiss. I think that is the furthest away from our greeting.
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c: Interview with Norwegian male participant

27th September 2012

(The recorded interview was conducted in Norwegian. The interview 

transcript below is translated into English.)

– Interviewer (MT) —

Have you ever experienced any awkward, funny or uncomfortable situations 

when greeting people from your own culture?

– R –

Yes I have, but it is when you… greet in the wrong way, when you meet 

people that belong to a different social environment than you do, then it is 

easy to get burnt because you are not familiar with… how should I put it… 

how people greet in different sub-cultures. There is a very big difference 

between where I come from (Trondheim) and here (Stavanger).

– MT –

Ok, what kind of difference?

– R –

Well, like when you say ‘Javel’ (‘Okay’) – for me that makes me think ‘Oh, 

now I’ve done something wrong… while for you it is a natural thing to say 

when you meet someone ‘javel, hva skjer’ (‘Okay, what’s happening?’), while 

for me this feels like an accusation like: ‘Javel hva har du gjort nå?’ (‘Okay, 

what have you done now?’)

– MT –

Have you ever experienced any awkward, funny or uncomfortable situations 

when greeting people (in Stavanger) from a different culture?
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– R –

Yes, absolutely, when you meet someone who is used to kisses and hugs. 

I am not used to kisses and hugs, I am not at all used to kisses and hugs. 

Arms-length always, right, ‘Hi, hi’, very stiff and cold. So when you then 

meet… people from a warmer culture, especially if you meet people from 

South-America and more southern latitudes, where they are used to kisses 

on the cheeks and hugs and stuff like that, then…. Well for me it feels quite 

weird, I get very surprised, always surprised… and then you often feel 

uncertain when you do meet someone, should I hug her, kiss on the cheek? 

How many kisses on the cheek? Right or left? Where do we start? How 

many? And so on…

– MT –

How do you feel in those situations?

– R –

Well you just feel stupid. You feel like an idiot. When you are greeting 

someone, you are trying to give a good first impression, right? Eh…and…it is 

obvious then when you get all insecure about how to give that person a good 

impression of yourself, eh… and you kind of stumble through a greeting, then 

you just look stupid, and you just feel like an idiot.

– MT–

Yes I know that feeling. But this thing about how many kisses to give, this 

can be tricky, because you just got past this other barrier, and think ok I don’t 

mind to give a…

– R –

Yes! … I’ll give you a hug, but how many times should we kiss?

– MT –

Yes, and sometimes it ends in a nose-crash. I have had a few of those!
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– R –

Yes and and you’ve seen that it just goes wrong, right? Then you get 

uncertain if they will go to the left of to the right, and if you go to the same 

side it can almost seem like you are trying to kiss them on their mouth. You 

don’t want to kiss them on their mouth, that’s just wrong, or at least it would 

be very uncomfortable, especially if the other person is a bit shy… then you’ll 

have entertainment all night.

– MT –

In Stavanger – how do you feel when greeting someone from a different 

culture for the first time? Is there a general greeting?

– R –

Just ‘Hei god dag, hyggelig å hilse på deg’ (‘Hi, good day, nice to meet you’). 

Safe, safe, safe, always safe, always very safe! Then you have people that 

just attack you, people that you almost feel like you have had sex with the 

person when the greeting is finished, right, because these people do exist. 

It is almost as if you are standing there and start checking if you still have 

your wallet, and go through your pockets after to check if you have been 

robbed, just because the greeting is so intense. So, usually I use safe arms-

length distance, but Stavanger is kind of a unique city in Norway. It is a very 

international city, so you are almost guaranteed to meet people from different 

cultures, unless you lock yourself in at home. So I guess here people are a 

little bit more used to it. But the first time I came to Stavanger, 10 years ago, 

then… there were lots of strange things. Now I am starting to get used to it, 

but still I fall in the trap sometimes when it comes to…

– MT –

What did you do, what happened then?
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– R –

I am from Trondheim, there we hardly say hi to each other, right. It is kind 

of a ‘Hei’ (‘Hi’) and you look down, do not look people in the eyes, because 

that is almost seen as aggressive, right. So you just walk along and should 

not say too much. And it is very quiet, it should be soberly and reserved. You 

should be naturally sceptical to everything that is new. Here in Stavanger is 

it the complete opposite. You should not be sceptical to new things, rather 

the opposite. You should just embrace what is new. So for me, when I moved 

here, it was a big cultural change. I could just as well have moved to a 

different country. I told people at home that I had moved to ‘Syden’ when I 

moved here. And that is not because of the weather.

[‘Syden’ is a word used for holiday places like Spain, Italy, Canary Islands 

etc.]

– MT –

Oh, I actually would have thought that they were warmer or more 

approachable in…

– R –

In Trøndelag? No, then you need to go further north. No, we are sceptical, 

very sceptical, that is one of the differences you notice on the people and 

their behaviour.

– R –

Like when I moved from Trondheim, there had just been two huge concerts 

that year. Elton John played on the market place, and so did Bob Dylan. Two 

artists that usually fill up an arena. In Trondheim, people hardly bothered 

leaving their houses although Elton John and Bob Dylan played in the market 

place. In Stavanger, when Elton John played, it was sold out in five minutes.

– MT –

Do you greet people differently depending on their cultural background?
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– R –

Yes, if you meet a woman with a hijab or a head-scarf or something, you 

instantly become uncertain about how to greet her, I have just learnt that 

not all women will give you a handshake due to their religion, so now when 

I meet people who are wearing a Hijab, I naturally start thinking about it, 

‘If I reach out my hand now, am I impolite or rude?’. So yes, I have started 

thinking about that lately, but apart from that I usually greet with a handshake, 

say ‘good day’, am polite and say my name, blablabla.

– MT –

Yes, and I guess you do not want to treat people differently either, if there are 

many people in the room…

– R –

Exactly, because for us there is no difference. Like for me, there is no 

difference if you are a woman or a man, if you are Spanish or French or 

Turkish or Iranian, a woman is a woman and a man is a man, full stop.

— MT –

In South-America, men greet each other with two kisses and hugs. What do 

you think about that?

– R –

Yes, that is too much for me. Then I get scared.

– MT –

And how does it make you feel?

– R –

Well you feel like you almost get… almost like you get sexually assaulted. To 

get kissed by a man… that is really strange for me. Their lips have nothing to 

do on my body to be honest.
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– R –

Yes, well maybe before I turned 4 I used to hold my dad’s hand, but not after 

that. We just don’t do that.

– MT –

How do you think your relation to/comfort with touch and personal space 

varies from that of people from other cultures?

– R —

I think we have more, in my opinion we have more distance, preferably as 

long an arm as possible. It is seldom that you pull people in towards you, and 

when people pull you in towards them it can often be experienced as hey 

hey hey too close now, back off. The closest we get is to do a handshake 

and perhaps put the hands on the shoulders or the arms on top of the other 

person’s arms, but to pull in and give a hug, then you should… then it should 

be someone close, then you should know the other person quite well.

– R —

Or actually, it depends, because if you are out on ‘the pull’ for example, yes I 

just thought of that now… then it is different.

– MT —

Yes, but with other men too?

– R –

No, no, not with other men.

– R –

After the first hug, then it becomes easier later on, but the first one, to know 

when it is supposed to come, that is just impossible to know, unless the other 

person initiates it. You are scared that people will feel like you are assaulting 

them, you do not want to be that person that is intrusive either.
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– MT —

Have you ever been or felt judged or stereotyped because of your cultural 

background and behaviour, i.e. cold Norwegians, and if so, why do you think 

that is?

– R —

Oh yes indeed. You do not need to go any further than to Sweden to be 

called a cold Norwegian. I think the only place we do not get called cold 

Norwegians is in England, there it is worse, the English are even stiffer than 

us. It is not like they walk around with a ‘stick up their bum’, but it is a bit like 

that, right? But yes, I have heard that Norwegians are considered a cold 

people, but they do say it sounds like we are singing when we talk.

– MT –

Why do you think they say we are cold? Do you think we are cold?

– R –

I think we are… well… we are polite to start with. We are easy to say hi to, 

but not easy to get to know. To get to know someone from Norway, well that 

is a challenge, and I actually think that Stavanger is in a league of its own, 

oddly enough, when you consider that it is such an international city. To get 

to know someone from Stavanger is difficult, but to get to know someone 

who is not from Stavanger but living in Stavanger, is very easy. ‘Siddiser’ and 

‘Rogalendinger’ are really difficult to get to know. I think this is caused by 

the fact that people from Rogaland are so used to constant exchange of ‘the 

others’, people that are not originally from there, they come for a few years, 

then they leave again, so they just think ‘oh well, we won’t waste time and 

energy getting to know them because they are leaving soon anyway’, so we 

are polite and friendly with them as far as our front door, but then the door is 

shut. I am pretty sure that this is quite an accurate view on ‘Rogalendinger’. 

Do you identify with this?
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– MT –

Well yes, a little bit… I do realise it is very difficult to get to know people here.

– R —

Yes it is, it is shit hard!

– R –

Everyone is just sitting at home complaining that it is difficult to get to know 

people, that no one wants to go out and socialise, and to organise something 

becomes quite difficult and heavy.

– MT –

Yes, but then I do not do anything about it myself, I do not call these people, I 

just get annoyed that it is like this, but I do not do anything about it.

– R –

Yes exactly, but I think this, the fact that we do not call and invite people etc., 

is because we do not want to be intrusive and annoying. No you do not want 

to be intrusive. No one wants to be that friendless person that keeps calling 

and keeps hassling people. No, then it is better to follow them on Facebook 

in a way. Let’s all just sit here and pretend that our lives are so fantastic, 

right. Because people do that, you never see anyone on Facebook saying 

‘The fucking kids have spilt coffee all over my new white sofa’, it is more like 

‘ooooooh we have such fantastic lives’, so everyone is just living in their own 

little bubble. That’s what I think.

– MT –

I have many friends from Spain and Italy, and they often say things like 

‘aah you cold Norwegians’, but then I talked to someone from Vietnam 

participating in my project, and I asked them what is considered warm 

behaviour in their culture, because my Latin friends that say that we are so 

cold, it is because we do not touch each other much, and we are quiet, so I 
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feel like it is always physical. But the Vietnamese said that to them a warm 

greeting is if you are smiling and have eye-contact, they do not necessarily 

need to touch each other, because the warmth is more in the smile and eye 

contact. It is very different in different cultures what is considered warm and 

cold behaviour, what is respectful and what is not. Do you think that the 

Norwegians feel that they are cold, it is not just another way of being?

– R —

I think it is connected to the fact that we do not have a lot of facial expression 

or use much body language. There are many ways to be warm and many 

ways to be cold, but I can imagine that many people and cultures experience 

us as cold because we lack this use of facial expressions and bodily 

gestures. We do not really speak a lot with our bodies, we use words.

– MT –

Yes, and it is quiet and always controlled.

– R —

It is not always controlled. Talk about politics with a Norwegian, then it is 

up to a hundred and back down to zero five seconds later. Look at French 

farmers, for example, when they are unhappy with something, they block 

the street, dump tomatoes on the highway, there is an anger there that you 

do not find anywhere else, especially not in Norway, when we are unhappy 

with something we just say ‘ah, someone should really do something about 

this’, then we are moody inside, irritated, say awful things, and that is where 

it stops. You will never see the same kind of rebellion and uprisings that took 

place in Libya and Egypt, in Norway, never, at least not by Norwegians, we 

just do not do that, it is not how we were raised.

– MT –

What in your view and in your culture is considered a respectful greeting?
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– R –

A respectful greeting, to be polite: eye contact, firm handshake, short and 

precise.

– MT —

If you want to show power in a greeting, how would you do that?

– R –

Then it is a bit friendlier. Still a firm handshake, you keep this friendly tone, 

like at work I have a contract position above a number of workers, and when 

I greet them I often lift myself up by talking to them as if they were a couple of 

years younger than me. Make them feel like they are a bit younger than me, 

smaller than me. So I talk to them in a very friendly way ‘Hey, how are you 

doing?’, firm handshake… you become kind of the ‘jock’ on the handball or 

football team. You become a bit of a cool guy, add some cheeky comment to 

the greeting, kind of rude but not.

– MT –

Back to respect, what is a respectful greeting?

– R —

Well, it depends on how much older the person is, if the person is in their 

70-80s, or older, then you are very pronounced when you speak. This is the 

important thing that the communication is clear, that you are strong and clear 

when you speak, and spend time to be understood.

– MT –

If it is a person above you, authority so to speak, how does that influence the 

greeting?
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– R –

I am not very good at taking that, I prefer and am used to being at the other 

end. When I think back to when the company’s CEO was here, well then I 

behaved in a very business-like, professional manner, you should not make 

any mistakes, be correct and educated. You should show that ‘here is a real 

worker, this guy really does his job’.

– MT –

So you adjust your behaviour?

– R –

Oh yes! But, in Norway, unlike most other countries, the respect for authority 

is quite broken. If you go to Sweden, for instance, there is a much clearer 

hierarchy, in Norway the hierarchy is not very clear. Everyone here is kind of 

on this ‘greet the prime minister’ in a way, everyone is on a greeting-basis 

with the boss, and in Norway you do not work for the boss, but the boss 

works for you, what can the boss do for me… You do not get that many other 

places. We have a lot of foreigners working at my company, we have a lot 

from Poland and the Baltic states working on the construction site, and none 

of them would be rude when talking to the boss. They are polite, always say 

‘good day’ and greet very politely every morning. While the Norwegian guys, 

similar age, have more of an attitude and do not really give a shit. So I do not 

think that we are very good at this submissive tone to be honest.

– MT –

Well, you can even see that in schools and when you are studying. You have 

no respect for teachers, there is no ‘Hi Miss’ or anything like that.

– R –

It is easier to tell the teacher to go to hell than or to shut up than to give them 

respect. Things have no consequence in this country, you can do whatever 

you want, and it has no consequence. We do not have a lot of discipline, we 
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are great workers, we are very productive, but we lack discipline, it is not like 

in England, not at all. 

– R –

It is noticeable. We are not very good at holding the doors open for women 

for instance.

– MT –

What in your view and in your culture is considered a warm greeting?

– R –

To me – like we greeted today, that is a warm greeting. It is friendly, you feel 

welcome.

– MT –

Does it have to involve a lot of body contact? 

– R –

No, but you feel welcome, it is not just a ‘hi, nice of you to come’, but it is 

a ‘heeeeey, so nice of you to come, great, it is lovely to have you here!’. 

You get the impression that your being there contributes and is positive for 

everyone.

– MT –

And what about a cold greeting?

– R –

Well, that is the opposite, when you feel like ‘do I really need to be here’.

– MT –

A masculine greeting?
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– R –

A little bit rough. Kind of when the boys are out on town ‘eeeeeeeyyy’ 

shouting half way down the street from each other, and the greeting starts 

when they are far away from each other, then you meet ‘eeeey’, and the 

greeting is kind of messy, hard.

– MT –

And a feminine greeting?

– R –

It could be the same, but with a higher pitch, kind of teenager style 

screaming, and lots of hugging and ‘oh my God it is soo good to see you 

again! Lalala…’ ‘God, your hair looks amazing, have you been to the 

hairdressers?’ you know very feminine, we would never greet like that.

– MT –

Does the feminine greeting have more body contact and compliments than 

the masculine greeting?

– R –

Yes, and very much ‘now I have to make you feel good, and after that you 

have to make me feel good’, while us boys, we are more like ‘hey you 

asshole, what are you up to?’ and ‘Shit you look ugly today, did you dress 

yourself?’.

— MT –

But they way you say it, you know that it is just messing about, right?

– R –

Yes yes yes, we are just joking, pulling each other’s leg.
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– MT –

Of all the greetings we filmed, which one were you most comfortable with?

– R –

That would be the normal ‘hi’, handshake and ‘nice to meet you’. But the 

one that really made an impression on me, resulting in me talking about it for 

days afterwards, that was the Angolan greeting with your sister in-law. That 

was like ‘wooooowww, hehehe’, I felt like I had made her unfaithful. It was 

just like ‘heeeey heeeeey hey hey heeeey!’

– MT —

But when I looked at the footage, I realised that she thought she was 

supposed to show how she greets strangers in Angola, so the whole thing 

became really funny.

– R –

Yes, I was just really baffled, it worked so well when you think of it as a 

cultural clash! I was just like ‘wooow woooooooow wooow wow’…

– MT –

I think I have to look at it again in slow motion.

– R –

Yes, she was everywhere, she was just everywhere!

– MT –

But to me it does not look as bad as you probably felt it…

— R –

No, but I just felt like a complete idiot.
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– MT –

Yes, I know that feeling.

– R –

Yes, you just feel like a total idiot, thinking ‘Oh no, what just happened? Oh 

no, I just did a Jens Stoltenberg and Trond Giske kind of hug’.

– R –

It is like…ah it is just, it makes you cringe thinking about it, it was just so 

strange, but it was funny at the same time, in this context it was funny, 

because that was kind of the point, to get this kind of crash.

– MT –

But then after you did the same to me, because I was not expecting it.

– MT –

Do you feel like greetings are changing or have changed in Stavanger?

– R –

Well, I think that teenagers now are much more huggy and cosy with each 

other than we were when we were teenagers. But I think that is typical, we 

always move away from what the generation before us were doing. Now, it 

is much more physical, or my impression when I see teenagers now is that 

it is much more physical, how should I put it, much more continental, it could 

have to do with the society being much more integrated, that there is much 

more international influences around. But it could also be a sort of a ‘rebel’-

culture towards what was before, like, there is a reason why people during 

the 60-70s stopped wearing hats, our parent’s generation stopped wearing 

hats, while now we are wearing hats again.

– MT –

Do you think it has anything to do with Stavanger being so international?
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– R –

Yes I think so, but I also think we are living in a more and more globalised 

world. We are much more international now, the distance from Norway to the 

US is very short, just a mili-second on the Internet and you are there…TV, 

and everything. You get influences from all directions. So, I think the world is 

starting to become a sort of a McDonald’s culture.

– MT –

What to you is a typical Norwegian greeting?

– R —

A typical Norwegian greeting… In Stavanger: ‘Javel’ (‘Okay’). Not really a 

physical greeting, it is a bit more formal to shake people’s hand. When you 

meet your male friends you do not shake their hand. Either you say ‘hi how 

are you doing’, and you might give them a hug, but you do not just throw 

yourself around their necks and say ‘heeeeeeey…’ maybe you did when you 

were 20…

– MT –

But I do notice a difference here and Ålgård, because I hug a lot, which is 

not something I grew up with in Ålgård, so when I go back there and hug my 

friends, they go ‘Oh yes, you always hug us’… because I have travelled a lot 

and lived away, I notice a change in myself, which I only really notice in these 

situations because they do not greet like I do. In Stavanger, however, it is 

quite normal.

– R –

Yes, but Ålgård, although it is very close to Stavanger, it is still very much on 

the countryside really.

– MT –

What to you is an untypical Norwegian greeting?
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– R –

Untypical Norwegian? Like they do in Angola! That is very un-Norwegian. 

‘Rape me’ in a way…. To put it like this – if your have no friends and are 

missing physical contact – then go to Angola for God’s sake. At least you’ll 

get physical contact with people.
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d: Interview with Turkish female participant

11th July 2013

(The recorded interview was conducted in Norwegian. The interview 

transcript below is translated into English.)

 — F —

Older people you kiss their hand, like when it is Eid or other celebrations, 

then that is a very common greeting, but also out of tradition and respect you 

kiss the hand of the older person. But you do not kiss like a normal kiss, you 

kiss their hand and then you put it on your forehead. It depends where in 

Turkey you are from and how religious it is there, but if it is religious you do 

not have intimate eye contact with the opposite sex. The number three is a 

very symbolic number in Islam…

 — Interviewer (MT) —

Oh, is that why you do three kisses?

 — F —

Yes, because in Turkey it is the people that are more religious, or the ones 

that are in….what should I say… groups… so not everyone is aware that we 

do three kisses, so often it gets a bit….you end up standing there on the third 

one. I think that is very embarrassing…. because we also hug people we 

meet for the first or second times, and when you are greeting, it is like….oh, 

ok… and you feel like you are being intrusive and the other person feels that 

too, because not everyone are aware of it, not everyone practices it, but us 

religious in Stavanger that are still somewhat active in the Mosque and keep 

traditions, do practice it. So the greeting you showed me, was a greeting 

between two religious female friends, so they kissed three times. What is 

normal really depends, you know. One kiss is definitely not normal, like the 

Norwegians do, that is very typical Norwegian. We use the little bit superficial 
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one if you know the person, mwah mwah, you kiss the person twice, and 

if you know the person well you kiss twice followed by two hugs, and then 

you have the one with three kisses, which is used by more religious Turkish. 

It became a kind of trend a few years ago to give three… it kind of came 

from religious groups/organisations. But it is not from the Turkish culture, 

a lot of Turkish people that do not live here ask ‘why do you give three 

kisses?’, so it is kind of symbolic. I do not really know the history of it, but 

it could be something the Muslims here made up to stand out. What I think 

is quite special when you compare the Norwegian culture and the Turkish 

one, and my husband and most Turkish who come here and are not familiar 

with the Norwegian culture think the same, is that in Norway it is usual for 

the opposite sexes to give each other a hug. Like ‘heeeey Ola’ and ‘heeey 

Marit’…. They react to that, why should he kiss the wife or girlfriend of his 

friend? It is like ‘what??’… I have noticed that here in Norway that hugging is 

more a girly thing. Men hug women, but you do not often see men hugging 

other men, but they do hug the opposite sex. The Turkish think that is just…. 

is it possible? They ask ‘but why don’t you hug your mates?’, that is just 

totally different!

 — MT —

Have you ever experienced uncomfortable or strange situations when you 

have greeted people from your own culture? I do not know if you consider 

‘your’ culture the Turkish or Norwegian one?

 — F —

It is Turkish, yes. Emm…uncomfortable…well how uncomfortable can a 

greeting be? But well, when people know…. Like that situation that happened 

at the library. I experienced that as uncomfortable. It was embarrassing on 

his behalf, he said people from MY culture do not practice that, but like, there 

are a lot of cultural differences within cultures too… You can not compare a 

‘Trønder’ with a ‘Nordlenning’, so I find that uncomfortable, when people from 

my own culture… Like, I do not find it wrong at all if a Norwegian man sticks 
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out his hand to greet me, but if they are muslim, I think… ‘can you not see 

that I am wearing a scarf’…well think a little… Then I just say ‘hi’, I think he is 

the one who should be embarrassed. I find it a bit uncomfortable, or what do 

I have to loose here?, but I do think that he should think it through because 

he should know this. I feel like he is the one creating this situation, you know 

the awkwardness that leads to his hand just hanging there in the air. But I 

do not like to hurt people, so I think oh well… I have experienced this many 

times. Once at a restaurant here at Rica Forum Hotel, the chef was trying it 

on. I thought it was so strange, because there were so many lightly dressed 

girls there, a lot, and he sent the waitress over to me and she said ‘could 

you come over here for a bit, the chef wants to talk to you’, so I thought he 

wanted to apologise because my food, my fish, was delayed, but then he just 

said ‘hi’ and stuck out his hand, so I said ‘hi’, then he tried to greet me with 

a handshake, and I just said ‘I am muslim, so are you, I will not give you my 

hand’, and then he just says ‘oh yes’, then I said ‘can you not see my ring’ 

and ‘I have two kids’…and just…yeah… It is uncomfortable when people who 

should be aware of it do not behave.

There is a big difference between strong practicing and not as strong 

practicing ones. I have experienced this with my husband’s mates in Turkey, 

they are from different cities, some he has studied with, and some he 

has lived with, and we went to meet them. They had completely different 

expectations and certain preconceptions about me, thinking she is born and 

grew up in Norway, she must be quite modern… Then I arrive, completely 

covered up. I always say that whoever I am meeting, if it is the most holy 

person on earth, I will never give away my identity, if I am to be liked it 

is because I am myself. They looked like question marks, they were so 

fascinated, ‘you are so religious but at the same time you talk about taboos 

like sex, lesbians, homosexuality….’. Then the next summer holiday when we 

went back to visit them, one of the guys stuck out his hand to greet me, so I 

thought – now I have to teach them… because we were really good friends, 

so I said ‘Do you know what Ismail, you know me now, so please do not get 
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offended if I do not reach out my arm’, then we had a laugh about it, and he 

turned red, and I said that was a lesson learnt for him. But I am the same 

way here in Norway too, ok, if it is a person I meet for the second or third 

time and I have had the possibility to tell them about myself and my religion. 

You shouldn’t have body contact with the opposite sex.

 — MT —

But should this work both ways?

 — F —

Well we do greet the other parents and stuff like that, within the Norwegian 

society. But we have had many discussions…. ‘Why did you reach out your 

hand to say welcome?’ – my opinion is that this is not part of our culture, it 

came from Europe in more recent times. I tell my husband that if I have said 

welcome and hello to the men only using head nods and body language 

, then he can do the same with the women. Then my husband says: ‘Ok, 

how do we do that again?’ – well it really depends what group and who are 

visiting, but you can stand at a distance, and if it is my friends, you can stand 

at a distance and say ‘welcome’ without touching them…

 — MT —

But what if they arrive and say ‘hiii’?

 — F —

Yes I think it has to do with personality, when they come like that  he says ‘I 

could not just let them stand there with the hand in the air’. It is funny, we hug 

and kiss strangers too, so we are very intimate with the same sex, but then 

we have this distance with the opposite sex.

 — MT —

So, the same question, but have you experienced uncomfortable or strange 

situations when you have greeted someone from a different culture?
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 — F —

Well, some Norwegian teachers that I had a really good relationship with, 

well, it is not a greeting, more a farewell when I quit my job. He knew, 

because I always spoke to him joking ‘don’t touch me’, we had a great 

dialogue. So one of them called Oddgeir, on my last day, because he knew I 

was getting married, and he just wanted to hug me, so he came over, and I 

didn’t have to take exams so I was just completely happy… so he said ‘then 

I will take advantage of this situation that you do not have to sit exams, it is 

ok for me to hug you, right?’ and I just laughed and said ‘don’t touch me’. But 

it does make me very uncomfortable, if I have been hugged by the opposite 

sex, my thoughts start racing, what could I have done to avoid this situation?

 — MT —

Do you greet people from different cultures differently?

 — F —

Yes, like the pressure during a handshake. If I greet a Norwegian, non-

muslim, I make sure to be very ‘click’ to show my personality. It might be 

more of a conscious thing, I am muslim, I am a woman, I wear a head 

scarf, but I also have power. It is a bit of…my personality, because I am like 

that, with a straight back and yes… If there is something I can’t stand, it is 

those…suppressed. I am SO for showing that this is our choice, that we are 

independent, have power, and so on. It is unconscious, I do not think about it 

every time I greet, it has just become a part of me. But I definitely do not do 

that with my few Turkish or muslim friends I greet…then they would definitely 

misunderstand my intentions.

 — MT —

What is your relation to and tolerance to personal space, and how do you 

think that differs from other cultures?
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 — F —

I think I am quite concerned with it, with my zone…

I do not like it if people are too intrusive, that creates misunderstanding and 

sometimes suspicion, so personally I do not like it. But, I’m just thinking, in 

my culture, all the hugging, but it is not the kind of intimate hugging, no you 

keep a distance, some call it the ‘fake mwah mwah’, but for us this is a way 

to maintain a distance, we do not do that kind of ‘mmmm’.

 — MT —

Have you ever been judged or stereotyped because of your cultural 

background?

 — F —

Judged – oh yes, all the time! I am just thinking where to start…

Well now, it is not because I am a foreigner, but because I am Muslim, and 

I show it with my whole appearance that I am a Muslim, because I use 

a headscarf. But we are more used to being judged, or of people being 

sceptical because people have preconceptions, so I react more if I am 

treated normally. Especially when we didn’t have the car we used to get the 

bus, and some days I would ask my husband ‘why are people not turning 

around to look at me?’ because I was so used to that happening, and he was 

like ‘why do you ask’ and I would say ‘do I look too normal today, or what is 

wrong?’ and he just thought that I was so used to people turning to look at 

me, you know that extra look, so when people don’t do it, it is like ‘what? am 

I missing something today?’ – but yes like I said I am so used to it now that I 

react more if people don’t do it.

I get so happy when people speak in real Stavanger dialect to me, and 

when they don’t try to speak extra clear and pronounced to me. I say, 

try Norwegian first, then English, it really makes me angry when they 
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don’t because I am not even comfortable speaking English! Or if people 

start speaking to me in a very clear and over-pronounced way ‘Do you 

understand?’ and I’m just like ‘Yes I know this’ – that particular setting was 

one in which I got a lot of attention of people around me anyway, so then I 

just had to speak extra loud with a strong Stavanger accent to show that yes 

I do speak Norwegian and I have voted before, ok.

 — MT —

Does it feel heavy?

 — F —

Not really, but I do notice that the older I get, and if I have the kids with me, 

like my daughter, she has completely different… to her I am the answer to 

everything, I am the strong mother who is a representative in her school, a 

leader for something else…so she looks up to me. Maybe that is why I got so 

offended because she is not used to seeing me helpless. Like today at work, 

there was me and another assistant at work, then a mother arrives and asks 

for some forms and general things, then I said ‘I can help you with that’, then 

I see that she approaches the Norwegian assistant instead, because she 

thinks she knows more about it, but I am the boss there… I often experienced 

that when I was doing my work experience too. But when it is just against 

me, when I am alone, I deal with it alright, but if I am in a group where I want 

status, then it is different. I guess us, the second generation have a bit more 

pressure, and the third generation maybe even more, that I feel like I have to 

be a sort of octopus that is everywhere, we have to show that we are useful 

and that we can actually contribute with different things.

 — MT —

What is a respectful greeting?
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 — F —

It depends. If it is in my culture then we have to maintain those limits and 

rules…yes… I think a greeting is really important. It has to do with the 

message one receives, kind of telepathy, but you do not have to take my 

hand, but show it with your body, the body language, the eyes, all of it….you 

say it with your body.

 — MT —

Ok, what about a greeting that shows power or status?

 — F —

That was that pressure I talked about… And body language, keep a straight 

spine, to show that you have confidence and believe in yourself.

 — MT —

A submissive greeting?

 — F —

With older people… when you kiss them you bow for the person. We have 

a lot of respect for the elderly. Bodylanguage and how you carry yourself is 

very important.

 — MT —

And a warm and a cold greeting?

 — F —

In a warm greeting you are more physical I think, and you use more body 

language. In a cold greeting you use less facial expressions. Like when you 

go for an interview, then you are more neutral.
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 — MT —

And we already talked a bit about this, masculine and feminine greetings? 

Like in Norway it is not considered very masculine for two men to hug each 

other.

 — F —

I find it just lovely to watch my husband and his brothers hug each other, it 

is just lovely, it is beautiful in a masculine sort of way. It touches me to watch 

them, but that is because we see so little of that here, so it really fascinates 

me. But you see the body language too, it is a bit more masculine… They 

also do this head to head bumping… it is very masculine. when hugging, 

men are a bit more, while us women are more like this…

 — MT —

Of all the greetings we filmed, which ones are you most and least 

comfortable with?

 — F —

I am most comfortable with greeting people close to me, because then 

I know, I can’t really make any mistakes. You do not think it over, it is 

spontaneous and just happens. Like with my daughter or my best friend, 

right…But when greeting a stranger, that is more… even if you do not plan 

how to greet, it is more, you think it through more, you are not as free in your 

movements, and what you do is important. And for me it is with the opposite 

sex that becomes more, well how should I greet…. I can think about how 

religious is he, out of nowhere you could be approached with a handshake. 

Then I have to think, should I refuse the hand shake?

A lot of people ask me ‘what do you do if the doorbell rings?’. Then I tell them 

that I always have a head scarf available close by. The thing is, I am not only 

Feiza, I am judged as a Muslim, and as a Turk, so I always represent more 

people, so I have to always consider things twice. It is a kind of pressure. It 
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is not always easy being the minority… I do notice that, it does take a lot, but 

it depends how you deal with it. I am really against this attitude that people 

abuse ‘he is a rasist’ – like a friend of mine, she failed her work practice, and 

then she said the teacher was a rasist. That excuse is too easy… And it is 

lack of knowledge. You have to be judged the same way as others, so in my 

opinion, if you are not any good at Norwegian and you want to become a 

teacher, then it is no wonder you fail…

 — MT —

Do you feel that greetings in Stavanger are changing or have changed in the 

recent years?

 — F —

Yes, a lot! Compared to my childhood and now, now people are used to hug 

when greeting. Before… I remember when I was in secondary school, it was 

only us foreign girls that hugged each other, and then it became popular… 

you know that fake ‘mwah mwah’ greeting. But before that in secondary 

school, the others thought it was strange, a bit disgusting to hug, they were 

like ‘why should you?’… but then it became a fashionable thing to do the 

mwah mwah. Now I feel like it has become more normal with body contact 

and more close contact actually in Stavanger. They say that, or at least I think 

so, that is has to do with immigration. Integration from the Norwegian people, 

that they have taken the positive sides from different cultures. I absolutely 

think so. Today a lot of young people hug, almost a bit too intimate, it wasn’t 

like that in our time, and it was us who brought it here. I have seen a really 

clear change, even amongst colleagues and adults, it wasn’t like that before.

[Feiza’s husband comes home. Before he enters the living room we discuss, 

laughing, how I should greet him…]

 — MT —

What is a typical Norwegian greeting?
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 — F —

I think it really depends. But what you really notice if you are looking at a 

distance, then, like I mentioned, men hug the other man’s woman but not the 

man. That is typical Norwegian. 

Alright you two, let’s see how you greet now!

 — F’s husband —

Welcome!

 — F —

Oh I have taught you well!

I have just been telling MT that we do not greet the other sex with a 

handshake…

 — MT —

I was a bit unsure how to greet you.

 — F’s husband —

Yes, well if people know about it it is fine, but if not then of course we 

respond!

 — F —

[Jokinly:] 

I told her that if you do that, I will tear up all the papers!

 — MT —

I said, if I do this… will you throw me out of your house then?

 — F’s husband —

oh yes? Is that what you were talking about? Ok, I am S.....!
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– MT —

I am Marie Therese

…

— MT —

Yes and the last question is, what is an untypical Norwegian greeting?

 — F —

Untypical Norwegian? It is that one, well if I compare to our culture, it is 

the ‘mwah mwah’ greeting. Close contact with strangers, body contact with 

strangers, that is untypical.

 — F’s husband —

In Turkey we hug more the same sex, in big cities they might hug the 

opposite sex, and maybe at University. When I saw it here, I asked if they 

share the girl.

 — F —

Yes and it is very untypical for men to hug each other. 

[F asks her husband:]

Have you hugged a Norwegian man? Like when you worked with your friends 

at the school? When you greeted each other, it was more just a ‘hi’, not like 

you would hug each other in Turkey?

 — F’s husband —

No not the complete Norwegians. But one Norwegian, he is a Muslim, he 

lived in Egypt, I hugged him some times, because he had lived in Egypt he 

was used to it.
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 — F —

Yes, he was used to it, but didn’t the other guys react when they saw you do 

that?

 — F’s husband —

No because he did the same to our Norwegian friends. He hugged. He is 

Norwegian but he has converted and has lived in Egypt.

 — F —

I often use the word ‘cold’, but that is…. it is very reserved. They hide their 

feelings. It is quite reserved here. So then I think that they are cold. It has to 

do with openness. Just the fact that you hugged me, it made me so happy. 

You get a different relationship with the person when you hug at the entrance.

I have always struggled with eye contact, I do not have that intimate thing. 

I forgot to say about one of our greetings, it is a very religious greeting 

between muslims, then you take each other’s hand, and look straight 

into each others eyes. I struggle with that one, especially if there are holy 

participants that are celebrating, then they walk around and say ‘look into 

my eyes Feiza’ and I’m just like ‘no, you know I can’t manage it’. It is very 

important, and you say a short verse, I just really struggle with it, and the 

more intimate it is, the more I struggle with it. I have always struggled with it.
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e: Interview with Turkish male participant

17th July 2013

— Interviewer (MT) —

Have you ever experienced any awkward or funny or uncomfortable 

situations when you greet people from your own culture?

 — T —

Like sometimes, it is, you don’t know what to do… some people are very 

open, and because in Turkey we kiss men as well not like a juicy kiss, but 

you kind of touch the cheeks on both sides, and sometimes it is awkward 

because some people just want to shake hands and then some people will 

just bend already, and you don’t want to bend, you bend, he bends, you don’t 

bend, you bend he doesn’t bend, and stuff like that. And especially after living 

so long here, now when I go and meet my friends, and they kind of bend over 

to kiss me and I’m like ‘What the fuck are you doing, just hold it ok?’ because 

I am not used to it anymore.

 — MT —

So, the same question, only when you greet people from a different culture – 

in Stavanger?

 — T —

Well yes in Stavanger, here you pretty much just shake hands basically. And 

sometimes I don’t know what to do with women, because usually what I do is 

I just kiss, but maybe some women are not very comfortable with it,

 — MT —

But like two kisses or?
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 — T —

Yes… But I know that for example Dutch people they kiss three times, some 

French people they kiss three times… So with my friends I know what to do, 

but if it is somebody that I don’t know, then sometimes I just take the most 

safe way and just shake hands if it is somebody that I don’t know, and if it is a 

friend of my friend that I know very well, I just kiss. And sometimes of course 

you go into this… if it is men here, it is just shake hands, right? And then 

sometimes you go into this cycle with women here that like bend? kiss? no 

kiss? you kiss? she doesn’t want to maybe? You know…

 — MT —

So, in Stavanger, how do you feel when you greet someone from a different 

culture for the first time? Is there a general kind of greeting? I guess the safe 

one is the handshake?

 — T —

Not that I am racist or something, but we all have our kind of ideas about 

different cultures right, and then if I think that this person might be offended 

or may not want to do certain things, for me I just shake hands, really simple. 

Because it is not about what you want to do, it is about what the other person 

wants to do as well, and then the most common thing is to shake hands.

 — MT —

Are there some cultures you know better so you know how to greet the first 

time?

 — T —

Well if that hand is pulling your hand towards himself and wants to kiss you 

then…
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 — MT —

Do you greet people differently depending on what culture they are from/ 

their cultural background?

 — T —

All the same, but like, say we went to a gathering, and you know how it is 

here, right you can have a German, Italian, French, Turkish, Portuguese, 

Angola, you name it… right, so, just like a basic shake hands with people that 

I do not know, and then if they are my friends, then of course more … more 

warm and welcoming.

 — MT —

How do you think your relation to or your comfort with touch and personal 

space, how close you get, is that different from people from other cultures?

 — T —

Yes I think I’m more that ‘warm country profile’, I would fit into it. Like I don’t 

mind being close, if someone gives a hug I’m like ‘ohh’, I’m not like ‘oh what 

the hell is happening?’, I’m like ‘oh yes we are hugging, that’s ok’.

 — MT —

Have you ever felt or been judged or stereotyped because of your cultural 

background or behaviour? Like for example hear ‘ah you’re cold’…

 — T —

I’m not so much exposed to that stereotype because of the circles that I am 

in. Because you know like here it is oil business and it is like, well, the people 

that we see, the people that we work with, the people that we hang around 

with, are usually open people because he has lived in Angola, he has lived in 

Siberia, he has lived in Spain… you know. They are very open, so I haven’t 

been exposed to it that much. But of course when we gather around and 
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there are some people, it is not necessarily Norwegians, but people coming 

from North Germany, and you know…

 — MT —

Have you ever been stereotyped because of your culture?

 — T —

No, not really. Not at all actually. I have never had a negative thing, that 

people would give me ‘the look’ because I am Turkish, I never had that. The 

only thing that I had was ‘Ah? But, you don’t look Turkish’. That I had. So 

people have some kind of understanding of how Turkish people should be, 

looking at the Turkish people that live here maybe, and that is very general 

comment in Europe, and especially in Germany, right, 3 million Turkish 

people live there, it is the conception of the locals of the Turkish people that 

live there, and especially, they have been living there for 30 years, and they 

are kind of living and get stuck in the Turkey of 30–40 years ago, and if you 

look at the education level, or … you know these people were not the higher-

educated people in Turkey when they came to Europe at that time, so you 

can understand why, so that is why I don’t take it personally, and then I say 

‘Ah, where do you think I am from?’ just to change the negative, because 

people feel bad as well you know when they say it, because they do not say 

it with a bad intention, so then I just say ‘hey where do you think I am from 

then?’. A lot of, 99% of my friends are like me. Because I lived my entire life 

in Turkey, until I moved to Stavanger, I am 35 now, and then I have been 

here 7 1/2 years.

 — MT —

So this is your first country abroad?

 — T —

Yes, well I have been abroad before, but it is the first country that I lived 

abroad.
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 — MT —

So in Turkey, or in your background, what would consider as a respectful 

greeting?

 — T —

If it is like a, well let’s separate these two things. For me, somebody that 

I respect would be an older person, and that you show it the way that we 

did, you kiss the hand and you put it to your forehead, and then you kiss 

normally. That is the normal way, and I would only do it to older people. But 

some people, they also do this to the same aged people, because you have 

different levels of class… The difference between the lower class and upper 

class is huge in Turkey. So some people, if they are in a lower class, and if 

they see somebody they would have the tendency to do the same no matter 

what the age. But this also buys in with the education level as well. Because 

I am not upper class at all, when I say upper class, it is better economic 

situation…blablabla… but then I am educated, so I know I should not, there 

is no point. So it is education and the level of economic income as well. If you 

are not educated enough, and if your income is low and you are living a hard 

life, and if you see somebody really rich, and even if that person is educated 

or not…

 — MT —

Ok, and what would you consider a powerful greeting that you show status or 

power?

 — T —

Maybe the look of the person, how it looks. Some people try to look down to 

you, and you know… But if it is somebody that I respect because of what he 

wrote or what he did or something then I would probably want to shake his 

hand with two of my hands, and say ‘hey, I am very honoured to meet you’, I 

would say that.
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 — MT —

Yes, that relates to the next question which was a submissive greeting, 

because you are showing him your respect.

 — T —

Yes

 — MT —

What do you consider a warm greeting?

 — T —

It is a hug. A big hug and long hug, and followed by a kiss.

 — MT —

And what about when you just do the kisses, is that considered a warm 

greeting?

 — T —

Well, if you shake hands and just kiss, it is not necessarily warm. But if you 

hug first and then kiss, ‘aww I missed you so much’…then it is warm.

 — MT —

And cold, what is a cold greeting?

 — T —

A very weak handshake… ‘this mother fucker, yes I don’t want to shake his 

hand anyway’. Or if he doesn’t put his hand, to avoid to shake hands, and 

then when he puts his hand I think ‘fuck he wants me to shake his hand’.

 — MT —

What is a masculine greeting? I know it is a very big difference in Turkey and 

here because in Turkey men do kiss and hug…
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 — T —

No I can’t think of anything to be honest.

 — MT —

And feminine, is there any more typical feminine greeting?

 — T —

I think women would be more open and warm, more hugs. Whereas men 

would be a bit more conservative. But not as conservative as up North of 

Europe.

 — MT —

Out of all the greetings we filmed, which would you say you are more 

comfortable doing? And is there a greeting that you are not so comfortable 

with?

– T —

I don’t think it has something to do with the way of greeting someone, 

whether it is more comforting or not comforting, it is more if you know the 

person or not. I think. Because if it is someone I know, that I would not have 

problems kissing their hand and putting it on the forehead and getting close, 

you know, but if it is somebody I don’t know and everyone is kissing his 

hand I would just be like ‘fuck I’m not going to kiss his hand’. And it is the 

same thing for women as well, right, if it is somebody that I know I would just 

hug and kiss, but if it is somebody I don’t know, I would probably just shake 

hands.

 — MT —

Like there was one, I know it was the other guy, Ufuk, he greeted another 

Turkish girl, who is muslim, and when greeting men, because I know you 

had a reaction to this, if that was you greeting her, would that make you 

uncomfortable if you could not shake her hand?
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 — T —

I would not talk to that girl ever in my life to be honest. If I put my hand out 

and she would not want to shake it, I would say ‘who the hell are you?’. 

Because, to be honest what made me angry there, is that she generalised 

Turkish people but especially Turkish women, that they do not shake 

hands because of their beliefs, and that is just bullshit to be honest. Maybe 

she did not mean to generalise to Turkey, but it was something she said 

which I heard, so then I just went ballistic basically, and that is why I had to 

excuse (and leave) because of how the situation is now in Turkey, I am very 

sensitive.

 — MT —

I did talk to her after, and she said that with herself she is very strict in her 

belief, and that is why since we were dealing with greetings as well, that she 

kind of wanted to make a point of it.

 — T —

Also, in general, I don’t like that way of life, it doesn’t matter if it is Turkish or 

any place. I think that women are being put in a situation where they believe 

all those things, but they always suffer from it but they just don’t have the 

courage to stand up, and they just live with it because whatever she is doing, 

she thinks it is her belief, right, but actually it is limiting her life. It is a big step 

that she has to go over, and it is stopping her from living as a free human. 

And I think women should be exactly the equal as men. And this belief thing 

is kind of, that way of by men are putting barriers on women basically. And 

unfortunately there is a direct relationship between education level and 

ending up in this situation. If all women are educated the same way, maybe 

0.00001% of the women will be like that, but that is a big discussion so…

 — MT —

No but I wonder, is that a situation you would come across in Turkey?
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 — T —

Not around the circles that I am in, no. And I have been in a lot of places 

in Turkey, in the South East, up North, East, in the most South East, you 

know where all this kind of places with leaders I mentioned, even in those 

regions you expect them to be very conservative, but there people are not 

conservative because of the religion they are more conservative because 

they are not used to seeing other people, foreigners, they live in a village with 

200 people and I am the 255th person she saw, but even she, when I put my 

hand, she doesn’t hesitate to shake it, maybe you don’t shake hands, but you 

touch the hand and hold it, you know. And after half an hour when you leave 

she is in love with you, this old lady, and she gives you the biggest hug you 

have ever got in your life. So that is why I am kind of, it is not our culture.

 — MT —

It is not such a long time, but since you have been living in Stavanger, do you 

feel like the greetings here are changing? Like when I grew up, the only way 

we would greet would be a handshake or ‘hello’, we wouldn’t hug very much 

or anything. Have you seen a change since you have been here?

 — T —

Umm no.

 — MT —

What to you is a typical Norwegian greeting?

 — T —

I think men just shake hands. I think I only have one very very very, oh no, I 

have a couple of very close guy friends here. We just shake hands, and with 

the very very close one, we give a big hug like ‘agh’, but with the other one 

just the half one. But these people are really close to me. With the less close 

ones just shake hands, and women I think it is a half hug and a kiss always. 

If it is people I know and we see each other on a regular basis, once every 
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other day or something, it is like a kiss with a half hug. That is worst case 

scenario, best case scenario – a big hug.

 — MT —

What is a very non-typical Norwegian greeting?

 — T —

If a guy would kiss me, I would say that would be very non-typical Norwegian.

 — MT —

Has it happened yet?

 — T —

No… I think I kissed Tor once, and I think we both felt horrible.
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f: Interview with Vietnamese female participant

18th July 2013

(The recorded interview was conducted in Norwegian. The interview 

transcript below is translated into English.)

 — Interviewer (MT) —

Have you ever experienced uncomfortable or strange situations when 

greeting people from your own culture – perhaps that they greet differently 

than you do?

 — K —

mmmm…. no, not really… my own culture… When we greet each other it 

does not make me uncomfortable, because I know when and how I should 

greet the others. So for me it is not uncomfortable.

 — MT —

Ok, so the same question as before, but when you greet someone from a 

different culture?

 — K —

Yes a lot! Because… another culture… I do not know how I should greet 

them, for instance…dmm… When we meet I do not know if we should 

embrace or if we should shake hands, or if we should only say ‘hi’, I get a bit 

nervous about it. I remember my first day at work… for my boss, and the first 

time I met her, she came over to me, and I was thinking to just say hello, but 

then she came straight over to me and hugged me… I don’t know… I just 

smiled, but the second time she did it again, it still made me a bit nervous, 

but the third time I was becoming familiar with her culture. But…yes, perhaps 

the first or second time it makes you nervous, but after that you are ok with it.
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 — MT —

And where was she from, your boss? Was she Norwegian?

– K —

She was from Mexico, but she has been living in Norway for six-seven years.

 — MT —

Have you met people from other cultures that you did not know how to greet? 

Is the difference more if they are more…?

– K —

Yes, when a man wants to hug, yes to hug… and when he kisses my cheek 

I get nervous, because in Vietnam, girls and boys, or men and women, do 

not hug each other like that. We do not kiss when we meet each other, so 

for me, it makes me a bit nervous…hehe. Yes it is very hard or strict in Asia, 

especially in Vietnam. It is not allowed to hold hands, or at least it wan’t in my 

time, 15-20 years ago. It is more common now, it is not as strict as before.

 — MT —

Ok, but what if you are seeing someone? Is it not normal to hold hands then 

if you are out in public?

 — K —

No it is not common to hold hands in public. If you and your boyfriend walk 

together, to hold hands or kiss in public, well that would make me a bit 

nervous. Maybe Asia is stuck deep in my body.

 — MT —

Why do you think these situations make you feel uncomfortable?
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 — K —

Maybe because, growing up I lived with my Vietnamese family and we had 

some rules. Then in school they taught us this way, and home the same, so 

it has become our rules, I think that is why we feel uncomfortable when we 

greet others, or other cultures.

 — MT —

In Stavanger, what do you feel when you greet someone from a different 

culture for the first time? Do you use a standard greeting, or is it like you 

mentioned earlier, that you are not sure how to greet? For instance, if a 

Mexican, a Norwegian and an African person, or wherever they are from…

 — K —

Well, for me, the first time you always have to think how to do or how to 

greet. I think that the first time for me is always a bit… I’m always a bit unsure 

of what to do, or how to greet them. Because you know there are so many 

different cultures in the world. Some hold hands or shake hands, others 

embrace or kiss, while in another culture they do it differently, they might not 

like to embrace or hold hands, that is why you have to keep some distance, 

or be aware.

 — MT —

But like when we greeted today, I was a bit…eeehhh… too, I didn’t know 

if I should shake your hand or give you a hug. It is always like that, some 

people kiss twise, some three times while others once, it is always a bit 

uncertain. Do you greet people from different cultures differently? Say you 

meet a Spanish person or a Turkish person, do you greet them the same 

way? Or say you meet three people that are together, one is Mexican, one is 

Norwegian and the third is Vietnamese?
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 — K —

If I know their culture and how they greet, then I can greet them their way. But 

if it is the first time meeting them, then I just greet all of them the same, say 

‘hi’ or something. If I know their culture, how they greet in Mexico or Norway, 

then I greet them like that, then I will respect their culture. But for the first 

time, if you do not know the culture, then I just greet normally, a handshake 

or a ‘hi’.

 — MT —

In your opinion, what is a respectful greeting?

 — K —

Like I said, my background is Asian, Vietnamese. We have a very strict 

culture, and greetings are very important to us. We divide differently how we 

greet friends, mother, father, grandmother and grandfather. I have been living 

in Norway for five years, so I have seen how they greet each other here. 

Personally I like our culture, we divide differently how we greet people around 

us, and particularly how we greet the elderly.

 — MT —

And how do you show respect? Is it different how you show respect to an 

older person and to a person your own age? In Japan, for instance, it is like 

that, it depends on how far you bow down to show respect to the elderly.

– K —

For us, we hold two hands together like this and bow, then you show respect.

 — MT —

Is there a greeting that shows status, or power? Are there people in society 

that you have to show respect, like a priest or a monk?
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– K —

Yes, to a priest you have to show respect, and to your mother and father, 

but not to your friends. Respect is always shown to those who are older than 

us. And especially to teachers. It is quite strict at school, between teachers 

and pupils. We cannot shake hands or anything, you always have to show 

respect, even if you are 5 or 6 years old, and you do the same to your mother 

and father.

 — MT —

In Vietnam, what is…. Like in Mexico they consider a warm greeting to be an 

embrace or kiss, but the other Vietnamese participants I spoke to, said that in 

Vietnamese culture it is more important to smile and have eye-contact.

 — K —

Yes, to have eye-contact when you greet! You have to look at the other 

person.

 — MT —

So that is considered more friendly than necessarily having to…

 — K —

hmmm, I think that in our culture, to show respect when we greet we mostly 

use the eyes and smile,  we do not embrace or have very near physical 

contact like they do in other cultures.

 — MT —

Ok, is there anything you consider a cold or unfriendly greeting?

 — K —

When you greet you always show… even if you do not feel like it, or if you 

are tired, but when you greet you have to show respect. You can not be 

distracted or grumpy or anything, no, when you greet you must be respectful. 
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I do not mean respect in the same sense as when you greet someone older, 

but even with friends when we greet we respect each other. We respect the 

others.

 — MT —

In Norway, if two men greet each other, then they do not hug, they do more… 

Is there anything in Vietnamese culture you would consider a more masculine 

greeting? Or is there any difference?

 — K —

Yes there is a difference, when I greet another girl or woman then we can 

hug, but when I greet a man then I just want to shake hands, not to hug or 

embrace.

 — MT —

Is this so when you greet your father or grandfather too?

 — K —

Yes it is the same, I think it is the same for me.

 — MT —

What about when two men greet?

 — K —

When two men greet each other, they shake hands, and if they are very 

close, like best friends, then they can hug. But usually they just shake hands.

 — MT —

And what about a feminine greeting?
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 — K —

Well then there is more emotion shown, then you can hug and embrace each 

other.

 — MT —

Out of the greetings that we filmed, which one are you most comfortable with, 

and least comfortable with? Or does it depend on the situation? Would you 

greet your female friends with a hug?

 — K —

Yes I would hug, if they also hug.

 — MT —

But, for instance, the greeting I showed you between Norway and Angola, 

if someone greeted you like that the first time you met them, would that be 

strange?

 — K —

Yes if it is the first time I met them, but if it is the second, third or fourth time 

meeting them I think it is ok.

 — MT —

You have been in Stavanger for 5 years, so I do not know if you have noticed 

any big changes, but do you feel like greetings have changed in Stavanger at 

all?

 — K —

When I greet Norwegian friends I have started to hug or kiss, we are quite 

close, but with my Vietnamese friends I still keep my own culture, I just say 

‘hi’ or something, we do not hug or kiss.
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 — MT —

And what about with young Vietnamese?

 — K —

Mmm…young Vietnamese, do you mean the ones living in Stavanger?

 — MT —

Yes if they are born or live in Stavanger.

 — K —

If they are born in Stavanger they are different to us when they greet their 

friends. I have seen my younger cousins here when they greet their friends 

they hug, but when they greet other Vietnamese, then it is the same as us, 

they just say ‘hi’ or hug or something. I was a bit surprised to see this at first. 

I think that they are born in Norway but they understand the Vietnamese 

culture.

 — MT —

Ok, and what do you consider a typical Norwegian greeting?

 — K —

A typical Norwegian greeting…. To hug and kiss. I think so, because I have 

some Norwegian friends, and when I meet them they hug and kiss on the 

cheek, yes, I think that is typical Norwegian.

 — MT —

Well, I grew up in Ålgård, and it is not as international as Stavanger, so I 

grew up with either greeting with a handshake or a hug. If I haven’t seen my 

friends in a while we give a hug, but if I see them often we just say ‘hi’. I think 

it is different in Stavanger because it has become more international.
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 — K —

Yes, when it is friends or someone you have not seen in a long time you hug 

or kiss, buy if you meet every day, I think we just say ‘hi’.

 — MT —

And the last question is, what is an un-typical greeting? Some Norwegians 

say we do not hug, but I think it might be different in the city and outside the 

city?

 — K —

I think we hug more in the city. At art school, when we met each other we 

gave a hug, but after we just say ‘hi’ or ‘good morning’ when we meet, we do 

not hug all the time.

 — MT —

What about at home? Do you live with family here in Stavanger?

 — K —

Yes, I live at my aunt’s house.

 — MT —

And is she Vietnamese?

 — K —

Yes she is Vietnamese, she has been living here for 15-16 years.

 — MT —

And does she keep on to her Vietnamese culture?

 — K —

Yes, especially the older Vietnamese people, they like to hold on to the 

Vietnamese culture.
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 — MT —

And what about the young ones?

– K —

The young change a lot. At home they speak some Vietnamese but not too 

much. The Vietnamese that are born in Noway, they speak mainly Norwegian 

and not Vietnamese when they meet each other.

 — MT —

And with you, do they speak Norwegian to you too?

 — K —

Yes, because I want to learn Norwegian, but at home we only speak 

Vietnamese. I think almost 99% of Vietnamese here live with Vietamese and 

speak mostly Vietnamese at home. It is easy for us, easy to understand, it is 

natural.

 — MT —

The greetings I mentioned, do they still greet like that in Vietnam, or has it 

changed at all?

 — K —

I have not been to Vietnam in 5 years, but…

 — MT —

Because when I contacted her, she contacted others to join the project and 

get filmed, and she chose to invite the older people because she felt they 

were better at keeping culture and traditions, that they know more about the 

Vietnamese culture than the ones that are born here.
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 — K —

Yes of course. But you know, parents…. Culture is for older people now. 

I know that in Vietnam, they young people do not greet as respectfully 

anymore, not like we do. They learn a lot of new stuff, they watch new 

movies… so it is changing.

 — MT —

Here in Norway, we don’t really have any…. well we greet young and old the 

same way, is this strange for you?

 — K —

At first I was nervous, because I am living in a different country, it is not our 

culture. At first I got very surprised when I saw Norwegians greet or say ‘hi’. 

It is the same, they do not distinguish between older people, mother, father 

or friends… I noticed that the greeting was exactly the same, it made me feel 

a bit uncomfortable. But now I understand, because that is their culture, not 

ours. But for someone from Asia or Vietnam seeing this for the first time… 

when my mother and grandmother came to visit us from Vietnam…. when 

they saw that here they greet mother, father and friends the same way, they 

were like ‘what??’.

In Vietnam, when you sit at a table and eat together, you have to let the 

oldest person eat first, when the oldest person has started to eat, the rest can 

start too. We can not eat first, we have to wait. Or greetings, you always have 

to greet the oldest person first. At school you have to greet the teacher first. 

If you are with your friends, mother, father, grandmother and grandfather, you 

are not allowed to greet your friends first, that is not respectful in Vietnamese 

culture.
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g: Interview with Angolan participant

13th December 2014

– Interviewer (MT) —

Have you ever experienced any awkward, funny, or uncomfortable situations 

when greeting someone from your own culture?

— J —

Yes eh… uncomfortable maybe because….eh…it is a mix of feelings, the 

good thing is that in my culture in Angola we normally give two kisses when 

we say hello, and generally eh… even if we don’t know them very well, we 

always do that. But sometimes… yes, sometimes some people… it is a 

typical thing, you expect them to give the two kisses, and then they put the 

hand. We have so many kinds of greetings that sometimes it gets awkward 

because we don’t know which one is going to be the chosen one. I prefer… 

for me I’m very flexible, I would give two kisses, but if it is an older person 

that is a stranger, that is just a worker in some company… then you have 

to probably shake the hand, but if it is close enough to your family then you 

don’t know where you stand. So then it can become a bit, kind of awkward. 

Ehh… yes when it is funny, it is just things that happen with everybody, 

because with this thing of two kisses sometimes people turn the face in the 

same side as you. So normally, I don’t know…automatically we have this 

kind of code that maybe the girl goes to the left – first kisses left and then 

right. But sometimes people do the other way around, and then we are 

about to kiss in the mouth. It is really awkward… or it is in the corner of the 

lip, because people are different. Or sometimes the person is a bit more 

wet… it is disgusting, but normally it should be not a proper kiss, it is just the 

movement. That’s really what it is, but sometimes it can be confusing, or… 

depends on the situation. But it is ok!
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— MT —

The next one – but you kind of answered it – what in your view what caused 

this uncertainty? It is just because you have so many options in a way, isn’t 

it?

— J —

Yeah!

— MT —

Have you experienced any awkward, funny, or uncomfortable situations when 

greeting people (in Stavanger specifically) from a different culture?

— J —

Yes, then it is even more awkward because…well, generally here, I have 

learned being in Europe that you just shake hands. It is the safest approach. 

But yes, sometimes, because here it is so many international people, there 

are some people that just give one kiss, there are people that give two, 

people shake hands, people hug… I think here maybe it is in between 

shaking the hand and a very like…eh… diplomatic hug. It is not a real hug, 

that is just with general people. Ehm… then with friends it is nice, because 

it is warm hugs and warm kisses, like proper. Closer, with more kind of body 

contact. But also here in Stavanger, there is also the thing of not even… 

the greeting is just to say ‘hello’, people don’t touch each other. So there is 

actually a lot of mix here.

Depends where you meet them. If you meet them at night in a bar, it is one 

way of greeting, if you meet them at work they might ignore you… they don’t 

even say hi because they are awkward. And if you meet in the street you just 

say hi.

So it is actually… And here what I would say is the most awkward is that, 

I tend to say hello all the time and people pretend they don’t see you. And 
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they pretend that you don’t exist. That is the most common annoying cultural 

shock that I have with being in Stavanger and being from Africa that I 

struggle until today. With some of my colleagues at work, it took me a year for 

them to actually say hello. I would say hi and they would just walk past. So it 

is really…Norwegians can be…even foreigners do that as well in Norway, not 

just Norwegians actually, it is like contagious, it is something that everybody 

ends up doing…

— MT —

And what…well I guess you answered, what caused this uncertainty? The 

uncertainty between you and them – because it is so different, or?

— J —

I don’t know if it is the weather because in the summer everybody is much 

more open. People here are a bit introverted, and I don’t know… I have 

heard here that also culturally, the families don’t really say ‘I love you’, 

generally there is not so much show of affection, and show of… people don’t 

touch themselves so much, so ehm… it is still warmer than Japan or other 

countries, but… so maybe it is a cultural thing from birth. But it is changing, 

people are getting more international, at least in Stavanger.

— MT —

Ok so in Stavanger then, how do you feel when you greet someone from a 

different culture for the first time? Is there a general kind of greeting, or? So it 

can be Norwegian or other cultures…

— J —

Yes it depends…there is so many kinds of greetings. That’s very interesting. 

If I meet someone from my country we give two kisses. If I meet a Norwegian 

person randomly on the street, I might just say hi. Of course also it depends 

on the place and time where we are. If it is someone from Africa, maybe I 

would bow a bit, we bow…and we might do some more movements with 
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our hands differently. Out of respect we…I tend to bow a little bit anyways. 

I try to impose my…even if sometimes I’m uncomfortable, I try to pretend 

I am comfortable so that I don’t make the other person uncomfortable. So 

I try to break the ice because I am outgoing, so…but without stepping the 

boundaries. I think the ideal is to just say hi, without touching, and lifting your 

hand and make a bow and that’s it, I think that’s the safest. Then there is no 

misunderstandings.

— MT —

So you already answered if you greet people differently depending on their 

cultural background. So, how do you think your relation to or comfort with 

touch and personal space varies from that of people from other cultures?

— J —

Culturally we are much more open in terms of personal space. But at the 

same time, I feel like, because I have been in Europe so much, I have 

adapted enough to… I only feel like I open my personal space with very close 

friends or people from my country now. But everyone else I always keep a bit 

of distance because I don’t want to have any awkwardness because I know 

that people don’t feel comfortable. Even with my students…I do touch them 

sometimes, and they get uncomfortable, but I do it on purpose because I feel 

like they appreciate it in a way. I think people want it, not everybody, some 

people just feel awkward with that so we have to respect it. But generally 

people like it I think, it’s just they don’t know how to approach it. I think 

Norwegians are very warm. So in Stavanger I think it is ok, it is not an issue, 

but of course… It depends who you are also relating with.

It is very… it really varies I think this, it is very hard to generalise too much I 

think.
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— MT —

Have you ever been or felt judged or stereotyped because of your cultural 

background and behaviour, like for example Norwegians often hear that they 

are cold – it is kind of a stereotype, and if so why do you think that is?

— J —

Yes, I’m definitely stereotyped. When people look at me I think they assume 

I’m Brazilian. So they have this stereotype that I am Brazilian. Then they 

find out that I’m from Angola and they get a bit confused, they understand 

our cultures are quite similar, so I think they expect me to be quite outgoing 

anyways, outspoken and…eh… Here in Norway I don’t have so much of a 

negative stereotype, generally. Sometimes people make comments. I think 

when I was in Portugal I had more of a negative stereotype. Because there 

they talk of Africans to be like this or like that, but here I think that times are 

different because there is a lot of political and economical situations going on 

there, so now everybody knows about Angola, but if you asked me this about 

ten years ago then they don’t know. But when I say Africa I still feel that it’s 

AFRICA – you know, it’s…I don’t feel…I feel like I am exotic. They don’t know 

what it’s about. They don’t know anything about it, they don’t understand it 

but they are curious, so that’s a good thing. But yes…because I am a little bit 

light skinned, I think for me it is easier, but if it was someone darker I think 

they get more stereotyped probably, more negatives. For me they don’t know 

if I’m from South America…so it is a bit more…they don’t know where to 

place me so much. But I have had a good experience in Stavanger. I have 

been in Stavanger city all the time. I don’t know… If it is in other small towns, 

it is different, then it is more negative stereotypes.

— MT —

What in your view and in your culture is considered a respectful greeting?

— J —
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I think the best is to nod or bow a little bit, and smile and be humble, show 

your humble nature, and look in the eyes and smile. I think eye contact is 

very important, with smile and genuine. And the shaking of the hand I think 

is very respectful. Bow, eye contact, smile and shake the hand, to any age, 

group or… I think that is very beautiful.

— MT —

And a powerful greeting, or when someone is kind of showing status?

— J —

I have heard that there is ways of shaking the hands. There are people 

that shake the hands with their hand on top. And if they do that they are 

in power, they are on top. I have heard of these kinds of handshakes, and 

also the pressure. That you have to make pressure to show that you are 

confident and… actually I don’t like to shake a hand that is loose and soft 

myself. I don’t like that kind of handshake. But, I think it has to be a balance, 

not too strong, not putting your hand…and not too physical, like…and also 

with enough distance to each other, because if it is too far apart I think it is 

also showing that you are not interested to get to know the other person. 

So it should be like half ways, both half ways, and same balance so we are 

together in the same level… and of course I think a smile does a lot, so if you 

are not smiling…the eye contact, the facial expressions are definitely also a 

lot.

— MT —

And what is a submissive greeting, so if you are…say if you are greeting 

someone who is more in authority for example, how do you show 

submission?

— J —

I think it goes back to the bow. It is the same one as the respectful one. 

And another way of…going back to the people that want to show power, it 
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might be also to reject someone’s hand or offering, that is very rude. But I 

think culturally it is good to be humble, so the first and third question I would 

answer the same way.

— MT —

And a warm greeting?

— J —

A warm greeting is the best. It’s eh… I can imagine it is a person laughing 

actually loud, making noise, and hugging you and really really warm and tight 

and with laughs. Patting on the back and…the Angolans, we are loud, so we 

would go like ‘hahahaha’ and really express love and we express it, so that is 

the best.

— MT —

And the opposite then, a cold greeting?

— J —

A cold greeting is these hugs that I was talking about like… If you want to 

hug it depends. If it’s a hug it’s that hug that is like, I don’t know how to say… 

robotic but nobody touches and it is just like awkward, that’s one. And then 

that one of the shaking hands that is soft that is weird. Or if someone that is 

stiff, and the other comes to give two kisses, but the other has to reach out of 

all their space, all the way to the other person’s space, and the other is just a 

stone… and that is not very nice.

— MT —

And masculine, what is the typical masculine greeting in your culture?

— J —

Masculine… Yes, this hug that I was talking about that the guy goes and 

takes control, that is one masculine hug, I think it is more…the men do that. 
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The shaking the hand also, shaking a lot and strong and holding the whole 

hands, that’s very masculine. Yes I think those two are probably the most 

masculine.

— MT —

And feminine?

— J —

The feminine…we are much more gentle. If we hug we don’t hug so strong 

like that, but we probably rub more the back, in a soft way. When we shake…

we let people have control. And the kissing…the girls get kisses, the guys 

shake each other’s… sometimes if it is a father and a son, family, they give 

two kisses, like my father and my brothers they kiss. But a girl always gets a 

kiss…two kisses, it is very sweet.

— MT —

Of all the greetings we filmed, what would you say is your most comfortable 

greeting and what is your most uncomfortable one?

— J —

The comfortable one is when it comes natural, when two people come to 

each other naturally with the same kind of…eh how do you say…feelings, 

they come together, they have acknowledged each other at the same time, 

they come together, they smile, they shake their hands and they smile. That 

is the perfect greeting. The uncomfortable is when you are going to hug and 

he puts your hand and…but it can be solved with a laugh. That one is not 

so uncomfortable, it is just misunderstanding. Uncomfortable is if there is no 

laugh at the end. If there is no laugh, then it is uncomfortable. If there is a 

laugh then it is ok, then it is the start of the conversation.
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— MT —

And do you feel like greetings are changing or have changed in Stavanger 

since you have been there?

— J —

Yes, I think so. I think that Stavanger became much more multicultural, and 

people have adapted more to the other cultures, and they are very curious 

and open, so they also try to copy our kind of customs, and we are all 

exchanging. We adapt to their culture, so we are all meeting in the middle in 

some ways. And in a group, if we are a big group, some will hug, some will 

kiss, some will do two kisses, some will do three kisses, some will shake, and 

in the end we hug. So it definitely changed for the better. It is much nicer.

— MT —

What to you is the typical and untypical Norwegian greeting?

— J —

The typical Norwegian greeting is ‘Hi’, it is just a sound and that’s it. People 

are smiling and they look at each other and they say ‘Hi’ and that’s it. 

Untypical is when they come and give you the kisses, and some of them 

even give three kisses, so that is untypical, but that’s very nice, it is very 

warm, it is very sweet. But when you have close friends, closer, it changes 

as well. They hug you, it is nice. They are actually quite warm once you get 

to know them, they are just a bit shy in the beginning, because they want 

to understand where you are from, where you come from, but once they 

understand, they are actually quite warm.
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Appendix 11: Actionscript 3.0 code used to programme greeting 

diagrams

//****************Import tween classes***********************************//
import fl.transitions.Tween;
import fl.transitions.easing.*;
import fl.transitions.TweenEvent;
/*import flashx.textLayout.accessibility.TextAccImpl;*/
import flash.events.MouseEvent;
import fl.controls.Slider;
import fl.events.SliderEvent;
import flash.display.Sprite;
import flash.display.MovieClip;
import flash.events.Event;
import flash.display.Shape;
import flash.utils.Dictionary;

//****************************Greeting movieclips******************************//

stop();

var container: Sprite = new Sprite(); //container to hold greeting movieclips
addChild(container);
container.x = 750;
container.y = 360;
container.scaleX = 0.75;
container.scaleY = 0.75;

// creating variables for each greeting & all its views//
//BUTTONS//
var fama1_btn = new fam_a1_btn();
var fama2_btn = new fam_a2_btn();
var fama3_btn = new fam_a3_btn();
var fama4_btn = new fam_a4_btn();
var fama5_btn = new fam_a5_btn();
var famb2_btn = new fam_b2_btn();
var famb5_btn = new fam_b5_btn();
var famc2_btn = new fam_c2_btn();
var famc4_btn = new fam_c4_btn();
var famc5_btn = new fam_c5_btn();
var famd1_btn = new fam_d1_btn();
var famd2_btn = new fam_d2_btn();
var famd5_btn = new fam_d5_btn();
var fame1_btn = new fam_e1_btn();
var fame2_btn = new fam_e2_btn();
var fame3_btn = new fam_e3_btn();
var fame4_btn = new fam_e4_btn();
var fame5_btn = new fam_e5_btn();
var famf2_btn = new fam_f2_btn();
var famf5_btn = new fam_f5_btn();
var famg2_btn = new fam_g2_btn();
var famg4_btn = new fam_g4_btn();
var famg5_btn = new fam_g5_btn();
var famh1_btn = new fam_h1_btn();
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var famh2_btn = new fam_h2_btn();
var famh5_btn = new fam_h5_btn();

var crossa1_btn = new cross_a1_btn();
var crossa2_btn = new cross_a2_btn();
var crossa3_btn = new cross_a3_btn();
var crossb2_btn = new cross_b2_btn();
var crossb3_btn = new cross_b3_btn();
var crossb4_btn = new cross_b4_btn();
var crossc1_btn = new cross_c1_btn();
var crossc2_btn = new cross_c2_btn();
var crossc3_btn = new cross_c3_btn();
var crossc4_btn = new cross_c4_btn();
var crossc5_btn = new cross_c5_btn();
var crossc6_btn = new cross_c6_btn();
var crossd1_btn = new cross_d1_btn();
var crossd2_btn = new cross_d2_btn();
var crossd3_btn = new cross_d3_btn();
var crosse2_btn = new cross_e2_btn();
var crosse3_btn = new cross_e3_btn();
var crossf1_btn = new cross_f1_btn();
var crossf5_btn = new cross_f5_btn();
var crossf6_btn = new cross_f6_btn();

var soca2_btn = new soc_a2_btn();
var soca4_btn = new soc_a4_btn();
var soca5_btn = new soc_a5_btn();
var socb2_btn = new soc_b2_btn();
var socb3_btn = new soc_b3_btn();
var socb4_btn = new soc_b4_btn();
var socb5_btn = new soc_b5_btn();
var socc1_btn = new soc_c1_btn();
var socc2_btn = new soc_c2_btn();
var socc3_btn = new soc_c3_btn();
var socc4_btn = new soc_c4_btn();
var socc5_btn = new soc_c5_btn();
var socd2_btn = new soc_d2_btn();
var socd4_btn = new soc_d4_btn();
var socd5_btn = new soc_d5_btn();
var soce2_btn = new soc_e2_btn();
var soce4_btn = new soc_e4_btn();
var soce5_btn = new soc_e5_btn();
var socf1_btn = new soc_f1_btn();
var socf2_btn = new soc_f2_btn();
var socf3_btn = new soc_f3_btn();
var socf4_btn = new soc_f4_btn();
var socf5_btn = new soc_f5_btn();
var socg2_btn = new soc_g2_btn();
var socg4_btn = new soc_g4_btn();
var socg5_btn = new soc_g5_btn();
var soch2_btn = new soc_h2_btn();
var soch3_btn = new soc_h3_btn();
var soch4_btn = new soc_h4_btn();
var soch5_btn = new soc_h5_btn();
var soci1_btn = new soc_i1_btn();
var soci2_btn = new soc_i2_btn();
var soci3_btn = new soc_i3_btn();
var soci4_btn = new soc_i4_btn();
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var soci5_btn = new soc_i5_btn();

//MOVIE CLIPS//
//CROSS-CULTURAL//
////cross_a1
var cross_a1: Greeting_cross_a1 = new Greeting_cross_a1();
var cross_a1_zon: Greeting_cross_a1_zon = new Greeting_cross_a1_zon();
var cross_a1_spa: Greeting_cross_a1_spa = new Greeting_cross_a1_spa();
var cross_a1_tou: Greeting_cross_a1_tou = new Greeting_cross_a1_tou();
var cross_a1_mov: Greeting_cross_a1_mov = new Greeting_cross_a1_mov();
var cross_a1_sem:Greeting_cross_a1_sem = new Greeting_cross_a1_sem();

////cross_a2
var cross_a2: Greeting_cross_a2 = new Greeting_cross_a2();
var cross_a2_zon: Greeting_cross_a2_zon = new Greeting_cross_a2_zon();
var cross_a2_spa: Greeting_cross_a2_spa = new Greeting_cross_a2_spa();
var cross_a2_tou: Greeting_cross_a2_tou = new Greeting_cross_a2_tou();
var cross_a2_mov: Greeting_cross_a2_mov = new Greeting_cross_a2_mov();
var cross_a2_sem:Greeting_cross_a2_sem = new Greeting_cross_a2_sem();
//
//cross_a3
var cross_a3: Greeting_cross_a3 = new Greeting_cross_a3();
var cross_a3_zon: Greeting_cross_a3_zon = new Greeting_cross_a3_zon();
var cross_a3_spa: Greeting_cross_a3_spa = new Greeting_cross_a3_spa();
var cross_a3_tou: Greeting_cross_a3_tou = new Greeting_cross_a3_tou();
var cross_a3_mov: Greeting_cross_a3_mov = new Greeting_cross_a3_mov();
var cross_a3_sem:Greeting_cross_a3_sem = new Greeting_cross_a3_sem();

////cross_b2
var cross_b2: Greeting_cross_b2 = new Greeting_cross_b2();
var cross_b2_zon: Greeting_cross_b2_zon = new Greeting_cross_b2_zon();
var cross_b2_spa: Greeting_cross_b2_spa = new Greeting_cross_b2_spa();
var cross_b2_tou: Greeting_cross_b2_tou = new Greeting_cross_b2_tou();
var cross_b2_mov: Greeting_cross_b2_mov = new Greeting_cross_b2_mov();
var cross_b2_sem:Greeting_cross_b2_sem = new Greeting_cross_b2_sem();

//cross_b3
var cross_b3: Greeting_cross_b3 = new Greeting_cross_b3();
var cross_b3_zon: Greeting_cross_b3_zon = new Greeting_cross_b3_zon();
var cross_b3_spa: Greeting_cross_b3_spa = new Greeting_cross_b3_spa();
var cross_b3_tou: Greeting_cross_b3_tou = new Greeting_cross_b3_tou();
var cross_b3_mov: Greeting_cross_b3_mov = new Greeting_cross_b3_mov();
var cross_b3_sem:Greeting_cross_b3_sem = new Greeting_cross_b3_sem();

//cross_b4
var cross_b4: Greeting_cross_b4 = new Greeting_cross_b4();
var cross_b4_zon: Greeting_cross_b4_zon = new Greeting_cross_b4_zon();
var cross_b4_spa: Greeting_cross_b4_spa = new Greeting_cross_b4_spa();
var cross_b4_tou: Greeting_cross_b4_tou = new Greeting_cross_b4_tou();
var cross_b4_mov: Greeting_cross_b4_mov = new Greeting_cross_b4_mov();
var cross_b4_sem:Greeting_cross_b4_sem = new Greeting_cross_b4_sem();

////cross_c1
var cross_c1: Greeting_cross_c1 = new Greeting_cross_c1();
var cross_c1_zon: Greeting_cross_c1_zon = new Greeting_cross_c1_zon();
var cross_c1_spa: Greeting_cross_c1_spa = new Greeting_cross_c1_spa();
var cross_c1_tou: Greeting_cross_c1_tou = new Greeting_cross_c1_tou();
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var cross_c1_mov: Greeting_cross_c1_mov = new Greeting_cross_c1_mov();
var cross_c1_sem:Greeting_cross_c1_sem = new Greeting_cross_c1_sem();
//
////cross_c2
var cross_c2: Greeting_cross_c2 = new Greeting_cross_c2();
var cross_c2_zon: Greeting_cross_c2_zon = new Greeting_cross_c2_zon();
var cross_c2_spa: Greeting_cross_c2_spa = new Greeting_cross_c2_spa();
var cross_c2_tou: Greeting_cross_c2_tou = new Greeting_cross_c2_tou();
var cross_c2_mov: Greeting_cross_c2_mov = new Greeting_cross_c2_mov();
var cross_c2_sem:Greeting_cross_c2_sem = new Greeting_cross_c2_sem();
//
//cross_c3
var cross_c3: Greeting_cross_c3 = new Greeting_cross_c3();
var cross_c3_zon: Greeting_cross_c3_zon = new Greeting_cross_c3_zon();
var cross_c3_spa: Greeting_cross_c3_spa = new Greeting_cross_c3_spa();
var cross_c3_tou: Greeting_cross_c3_tou = new Greeting_cross_c3_tou();
var cross_c3_mov: Greeting_cross_c3_mov = new Greeting_cross_c3_mov();
var cross_c3_sem:Greeting_cross_c3_sem = new Greeting_cross_c3_sem();

//cross_c4
var cross_c4: Greeting_cross_c4 = new Greeting_cross_c4();
var cross_c4_zon: Greeting_cross_c4_zon = new Greeting_cross_c4_zon();
var cross_c4_spa: Greeting_cross_c4_spa = new Greeting_cross_c4_spa();
var cross_c4_tou: Greeting_cross_c4_tou = new Greeting_cross_c4_tou();
var cross_c4_mov: Greeting_cross_c4_mov = new Greeting_cross_c4_mov();
var cross_c4_sem:Greeting_cross_c4_sem = new Greeting_cross_c4_sem();

//cross_c5
var cross_c5: Greeting_cross_c5 = new Greeting_cross_c5();
var cross_c5_zon: Greeting_cross_c5_zon = new Greeting_cross_c5_zon();
var cross_c5_spa: Greeting_cross_c5_spa = new Greeting_cross_c5_spa();
var cross_c5_tou: Greeting_cross_c5_tou = new Greeting_cross_c5_tou();
var cross_c5_mov: Greeting_cross_c5_mov = new Greeting_cross_c5_mov();
var cross_c5_sem: Greeting_cross_c5_sem = new Greeting_cross_c5_sem();

//cross_c6
var cross_c6: Greeting_cross_c6 = new Greeting_cross_c6();
var cross_c6_zon: Greeting_cross_c6_zon = new Greeting_cross_c6_zon();
var cross_c6_spa: Greeting_cross_c6_spa = new Greeting_cross_c6_spa();
var cross_c6_tou: Greeting_cross_c6_tou = new Greeting_cross_c6_tou();
var cross_c6_mov: Greeting_cross_c6_mov = new Greeting_cross_c6_mov();
var cross_c6_sem:Greeting_cross_c6_sem = new Greeting_cross_c6_sem();

////cross_d1
var cross_d1: Greeting_cross_d1 = new Greeting_cross_d1();
var cross_d1_zon: Greeting_cross_d1_zon = new Greeting_cross_d1_zon();
var cross_d1_spa: Greeting_cross_d1_spa = new Greeting_cross_d1_spa();
var cross_d1_tou: Greeting_cross_d1_tou = new Greeting_cross_d1_tou();
var cross_d1_mov: Greeting_cross_d1_mov = new Greeting_cross_d1_mov();
var cross_d1_sem:Greeting_cross_d1_sem = new Greeting_cross_d1_sem();

//cross_d2
var cross_d2: Greeting_cross_d2 = new Greeting_cross_d2();
var cross_d2_zon: Greeting_cross_d2_zon = new Greeting_cross_d2_zon();
var cross_d2_spa: Greeting_cross_d2_spa = new Greeting_cross_d2_spa();
var cross_d2_tou: Greeting_cross_d2_tou = new Greeting_cross_d2_tou();
var cross_d2_mov: Greeting_cross_d2_mov = new Greeting_cross_d2_mov();
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var cross_d2_sem:Greeting_cross_d2_sem = new Greeting_cross_d2_sem();

//cross_d3
var cross_d3: Greeting_cross_d3 = new Greeting_cross_d3();
var cross_d3_zon: Greeting_cross_d3_zon = new Greeting_cross_d3_zon();
var cross_d3_spa: Greeting_cross_d3_spa = new Greeting_cross_d3_spa();
var cross_d3_tou: Greeting_cross_d3_tou = new Greeting_cross_d3_tou();
var cross_d3_mov: Greeting_cross_d3_mov = new Greeting_cross_d3_mov();
var cross_d3_sem:Greeting_cross_d3_sem = new Greeting_cross_d3_sem();

////cross_e2
var cross_e2: Greeting_cross_e2 = new Greeting_cross_e2();
var cross_e2_zon: Greeting_cross_e2_zon = new Greeting_cross_e2_zon();
var cross_e2_spa: Greeting_cross_e2_spa = new Greeting_cross_e2_spa();
var cross_e2_tou: Greeting_cross_e2_tou = new Greeting_cross_e2_tou();
var cross_e2_mov: Greeting_cross_e2_mov = new Greeting_cross_e2_mov();
var cross_e2_sem:Greeting_cross_e2_sem = new Greeting_cross_e2_sem();

//cross_e3
var cross_e3: Greeting_cross_e3 = new Greeting_cross_e3();
var cross_e3_zon: Greeting_cross_e3_zon = new Greeting_cross_e3_zon();
var cross_e3_spa: Greeting_cross_e3_spa = new Greeting_cross_e3_spa();
var cross_e3_tou: Greeting_cross_e3_tou = new Greeting_cross_e3_tou();
var cross_e3_mov: Greeting_cross_e3_mov = new Greeting_cross_e3_mov();
var cross_e3_sem:Greeting_cross_e3_sem = new Greeting_cross_e3_sem();

////cross_f1
var cross_f1: Greeting_cross_f1 = new Greeting_cross_f1();
var cross_f1_zon: Greeting_cross_f1_zon = new Greeting_cross_f1_zon();
var cross_f1_spa: Greeting_cross_f1_spa = new Greeting_cross_f1_spa();
var cross_f1_tou: Greeting_cross_f1_tou = new Greeting_cross_f1_tou();
var cross_f1_mov: Greeting_cross_f1_mov = new Greeting_cross_f1_mov();
var cross_f1_sem:Greeting_cross_f1_sem = new Greeting_cross_f1_sem();

//cross_f5
var cross_f5: Greeting_cross_f5 = new Greeting_cross_f5();
var cross_f5_zon: Greeting_cross_f5_zon = new Greeting_cross_f5_zon();
var cross_f5_spa: Greeting_cross_f5_spa = new Greeting_cross_f5_spa();
var cross_f5_tou: Greeting_cross_f5_tou = new Greeting_cross_f5_tou();
var cross_f5_mov: Greeting_cross_f5_mov = new Greeting_cross_f5_mov();
var cross_f5_sem:Greeting_cross_f5_sem = new Greeting_cross_f5_sem();

//cross_f6
var cross_f6: Greeting_cross_f6 = new Greeting_cross_f6();
var cross_f6_zon: Greeting_cross_f6_zon = new Greeting_cross_f6_zon();
var cross_f6_spa: Greeting_cross_f6_spa = new Greeting_cross_f6_spa();
var cross_f6_tou: Greeting_cross_f6_tou = new Greeting_cross_f6_tou();
var cross_f6_mov: Greeting_cross_f6_mov = new Greeting_cross_f6_mov();
var cross_f6_sem:Greeting_cross_f6_sem = new Greeting_cross_f6_sem();

//FAMILY//
//fam_a1
var fam_a1: Greeting_fam_a1 = new Greeting_fam_a1();
var fam_a1_zon: Greeting_fam_a1_zon = new Greeting_fam_a1_zon();
var fam_a1_spa: Greeting_fam_a1_spa = new Greeting_fam_a1_spa();
var fam_a1_tou: Greeting_fam_a1_tou = new Greeting_fam_a1_tou();
var fam_a1_mov: Greeting_fam_a1_mov = new Greeting_fam_a1_mov();
var fam_a1_sem:Greeting_fam_a1_sem = new Greeting_fam_a1_sem();
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////fam_a2 ----> same as soc_e2 !!!

//fam_a3
var fam_a3: Greeting_fam_a3 = new Greeting_fam_a3();
var fam_a3_zon: Greeting_fam_a3_zon = new Greeting_fam_a3_zon();
var fam_a3_spa: Greeting_fam_a3_spa = new Greeting_fam_a3_spa();
var fam_a3_tou: Greeting_fam_a3_tou = new Greeting_fam_a3_tou();
var fam_a3_mov: Greeting_fam_a3_mov = new Greeting_fam_a3_mov();
var fam_a3_sem:Greeting_fam_a3_sem = new Greeting_fam_a3_sem();

//fam_a4
var fam_a4: Greeting_fam_a4 = new Greeting_fam_a4();
var fam_a4_zon: Greeting_fam_a4_zon = new Greeting_fam_a4_zon();
var fam_a4_spa: Greeting_fam_a4_spa = new Greeting_fam_a4_spa();
var fam_a4_tou: Greeting_fam_a4_tou = new Greeting_fam_a4_tou();
var fam_a4_mov: Greeting_fam_a4_mov = new Greeting_fam_a4_mov();
var fam_a4_sem:Greeting_fam_a4_sem = new Greeting_fam_a4_sem();

//fam_a5
var fam_a5: Greeting_fam_a5 = new Greeting_fam_a5();
var fam_a5_zon: Greeting_fam_a5_zon = new Greeting_fam_a5_zon();
var fam_a5_spa: Greeting_fam_a5_spa = new Greeting_fam_a5_spa();
var fam_a5_tou: Greeting_fam_a5_tou = new Greeting_fam_a5_tou();
var fam_a5_mov: Greeting_fam_a5_mov = new Greeting_fam_a5_mov();
var fam_a5_sem:Greeting_fam_a5_sem = new Greeting_fam_a5_sem();

//fam_b2
var fam_b2: Greeting_fam_b2 = new Greeting_fam_b2();
var fam_b2_zon: Greeting_fam_b2_zon = new Greeting_fam_b2_zon();
var fam_b2_spa: Greeting_fam_b2_spa = new Greeting_fam_b2_spa();
var fam_b2_tou: Greeting_fam_b2_tou = new Greeting_fam_b2_tou();
var fam_b2_mov: Greeting_fam_b2_mov = new Greeting_fam_b2_mov();
var fam_b2_sem:Greeting_fam_b2_sem = new Greeting_fam_b2_sem();

//fam_b5
var fam_b5: Greeting_fam_b5 = new Greeting_fam_b5();
var fam_b5_zon: Greeting_fam_b5_zon = new Greeting_fam_b5_zon();
var fam_b5_spa: Greeting_fam_b5_spa = new Greeting_fam_b5_spa();
var fam_b5_tou: Greeting_fam_b5_tou = new Greeting_fam_b5_tou();
var fam_b5_mov: Greeting_fam_b5_mov = new Greeting_fam_b5_mov();
var fam_b5_sem:Greeting_fam_b5_sem = new Greeting_fam_b5_sem();

//fam_c2
var fam_c2: Greeting_fam_c2 = new Greeting_fam_c2();
var fam_c2_zon: Greeting_fam_c2_zon = new Greeting_fam_c2_zon();
var fam_c2_spa: Greeting_fam_c2_spa = new Greeting_fam_c2_spa();
var fam_c2_tou: Greeting_fam_c2_tou = new Greeting_fam_c2_tou();
var fam_c2_mov: Greeting_fam_c2_mov = new Greeting_fam_c2_mov();
var fam_c2_sem:Greeting_fam_c2_sem = new Greeting_fam_c2_sem();

////fam_c4 ----> same as soc_a4 !!!

//fam_c5
var fam_c5: Greeting_fam_c5 = new Greeting_fam_c5();
var fam_c5_all: Greeting_fam_c5_all = new Greeting_fam_c5_all();
var fam_c5_zon: Greeting_fam_c5_zon = new Greeting_fam_c5_zon();
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var fam_c5_spa: Greeting_fam_c5_spa = new Greeting_fam_c5_spa();
var fam_c5_tou: Greeting_fam_c5_tou = new Greeting_fam_c5_tou();
var fam_c5_mov: Greeting_fam_c5_mov = new Greeting_fam_c5_mov();
var fam_c5_sem: Greeting_fam_c5_sem = new Greeting_fam_c5_sem();

////fam_d1
var fam_d1: Greeting_fam_d1 = new Greeting_fam_d1();
var fam_d1_zon: Greeting_fam_d1_zon = new Greeting_fam_d1_zon();
var fam_d1_spa: Greeting_fam_d1_spa = new Greeting_fam_d1_spa();
var fam_d1_tou: Greeting_fam_d1_tou = new Greeting_fam_d1_tou();
var fam_d1_mov: Greeting_fam_d1_mov = new Greeting_fam_d1_mov();
var fam_d1_sem:Greeting_fam_d1_sem = new Greeting_fam_d1_sem();

//fam_d2
var fam_d2: Greeting_fam_d2 = new Greeting_fam_d2();
var fam_d2_zon: Greeting_fam_d2_zon = new Greeting_fam_d2_zon();
var fam_d2_spa: Greeting_fam_d2_spa = new Greeting_fam_d2_spa();
var fam_d2_tou: Greeting_fam_d2_tou = new Greeting_fam_d2_tou();
var fam_d2_mov: Greeting_fam_d2_mov = new Greeting_fam_d2_mov();
var fam_d2_sem:Greeting_fam_d2_sem = new Greeting_fam_d2_sem();

//fam_d5
var fam_d5: Greeting_fam_d5 = new Greeting_fam_d5();
var fam_d5_zon: Greeting_fam_d5_zon = new Greeting_fam_d5_zon();
var fam_d5_spa: Greeting_fam_d5_spa = new Greeting_fam_d5_spa();
var fam_d5_tou: Greeting_fam_d5_tou = new Greeting_fam_d5_tou();
var fam_d5_mov: Greeting_fam_d5_mov = new Greeting_fam_d5_mov();
var fam_d5_sem: Greeting_fam_d5_sem = new Greeting_fam_d5_sem();

////fam_e1
var fam_e1: Greeting_fam_e1 = new Greeting_fam_e1();
var fam_e1_zon: Greeting_fam_e1_zon = new Greeting_fam_e1_zon();
var fam_e1_spa: Greeting_fam_e1_spa = new Greeting_fam_e1_spa();
var fam_e1_tou: Greeting_fam_e1_tou = new Greeting_fam_e1_tou();
var fam_e1_mov: Greeting_fam_e1_mov = new Greeting_fam_e1_mov();
var fam_e1_sem:Greeting_fam_e1_sem = new Greeting_fam_e1_sem();

//fam_e2
var fam_e2: Greeting_fam_e2 = new Greeting_fam_e2();
var fam_e2_zon: Greeting_fam_e2_zon = new Greeting_fam_e2_zon();
var fam_e2_spa: Greeting_fam_e2_spa = new Greeting_fam_e2_spa();
var fam_e2_tou: Greeting_fam_e2_tou = new Greeting_fam_e2_tou();
var fam_e2_mov: Greeting_fam_e2_mov = new Greeting_fam_e2_mov();
var fam_e2_sem:Greeting_fam_e2_sem = new Greeting_fam_e2_sem();

////fam_e3
var fam_e3: Greeting_fam_e3 = new Greeting_fam_e3();
var fam_e3_zon: Greeting_fam_e3_zon = new Greeting_fam_e3_zon();
var fam_e3_spa: Greeting_fam_e3_spa = new Greeting_fam_e3_spa();
var fam_e3_tou: Greeting_fam_e3_tou = new Greeting_fam_e3_tou();
var fam_e3_mov: Greeting_fam_e3_mov = new Greeting_fam_e3_mov();
var fam_e3_sem:Greeting_fam_e3_sem = new Greeting_fam_e3_sem();

//fam_e4
var fam_e4: Greeting_fam_e4 = new Greeting_fam_e4();
var fam_e4_zon: Greeting_fam_e4_zon = new Greeting_fam_e4_zon();
var fam_e4_spa: Greeting_fam_e4_spa = new Greeting_fam_e4_spa();
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var fam_e4_tou: Greeting_fam_e4_tou = new Greeting_fam_e4_tou();
var fam_e4_mov: Greeting_fam_e4_mov = new Greeting_fam_e4_mov();
var fam_e4_sem:Greeting_fam_e4_sem = new Greeting_fam_e4_sem();

//fam_e5 = fam_a5

//fam_f2
var fam_f2: Greeting_fam_f2 = new Greeting_fam_f2();
var fam_f2_zon: Greeting_fam_f2_zon = new Greeting_fam_f2_zon();
var fam_f2_spa: Greeting_fam_f2_spa = new Greeting_fam_f2_spa();
var fam_f2_tou: Greeting_fam_f2_tou = new Greeting_fam_f2_tou();
var fam_f2_mov: Greeting_fam_f2_mov = new Greeting_fam_f2_mov();
var fam_f2_sem:Greeting_fam_f2_sem = new Greeting_fam_f2_sem();

// fam_f5 = fam_b5

//fam_g2
var fam_g2: Greeting_fam_g2 = new Greeting_fam_g2();
var fam_g2_zon: Greeting_fam_g2_zon = new Greeting_fam_g2_zon();
var fam_g2_spa: Greeting_fam_g2_spa = new Greeting_fam_g2_spa();
var fam_g2_tou: Greeting_fam_g2_tou = new Greeting_fam_g2_tou();
var fam_g2_mov: Greeting_fam_g2_mov = new Greeting_fam_g2_mov();
var fam_g2_sem:Greeting_fam_g2_sem = new Greeting_fam_g2_sem();

////fam_g4
var fam_g4: Greeting_fam_g4 = new Greeting_fam_g4();
var fam_g4_zon: Greeting_fam_g4_zon = new Greeting_fam_g4_zon();
var fam_g4_spa: Greeting_fam_g4_spa = new Greeting_fam_g4_spa();
var fam_g4_tou: Greeting_fam_g4_tou = new Greeting_fam_g4_tou();
var fam_g4_mov: Greeting_fam_g4_mov = new Greeting_fam_g4_mov();
var fam_g4_sem:Greeting_fam_g4_sem = new Greeting_fam_g4_sem();

////fam_g5
var fam_g5: Greeting_fam_g5 = new Greeting_fam_g5();
var fam_g5_zon: Greeting_fam_g5_zon = new Greeting_fam_g5_zon();
var fam_g5_spa: Greeting_fam_g5_spa = new Greeting_fam_g5_spa();
var fam_g5_tou: Greeting_fam_g5_tou = new Greeting_fam_g5_tou();
var fam_g5_mov: Greeting_fam_g5_mov = new Greeting_fam_g5_mov();
var fam_g5_sem:Greeting_fam_g5_sem = new Greeting_fam_g5_sem();

//////fam_h1
var fam_h1: Greeting_fam_h1 = new Greeting_fam_h1();
var fam_h1_zon: Greeting_fam_h1_zon = new Greeting_fam_h1_zon();
var fam_h1_spa: Greeting_fam_h1_spa = new Greeting_fam_h1_spa();
var fam_h1_tou: Greeting_fam_h1_tou = new Greeting_fam_h1_tou();
var fam_h1_mov: Greeting_fam_h1_mov = new Greeting_fam_h1_mov();
var fam_h1_sem:Greeting_fam_h1_sem = new Greeting_fam_h1_sem();

//fam_h2
var fam_h2: Greeting_fam_h2 = new Greeting_fam_h2();
var fam_h2_zon: Greeting_fam_h2_zon = new Greeting_fam_h2_zon();
var fam_h2_spa: Greeting_fam_h2_spa = new Greeting_fam_h2_spa();
var fam_h2_tou: Greeting_fam_h2_tou = new Greeting_fam_h2_tou();
var fam_h2_mov: Greeting_fam_h2_mov = new Greeting_fam_h2_mov();
var fam_h2_sem:Greeting_fam_h2_sem = new Greeting_fam_h2_sem();

//fam_h5
var fam_h5: Greeting_fam_h5 = new Greeting_fam_h5();
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var fam_h5_zon: Greeting_fam_h5_zon = new Greeting_fam_h5_zon();
var fam_h5_spa: Greeting_fam_h5_spa = new Greeting_fam_h5_spa();
var fam_h5_tou: Greeting_fam_h5_tou = new Greeting_fam_h5_tou();
var fam_h5_mov: Greeting_fam_h5_mov = new Greeting_fam_h5_mov();
var fam_h5_sem:Greeting_fam_h5_sem = new Greeting_fam_h5_sem();

////SOCIAL//
//soc_a2
var soc_a2: Greeting_soc_a2 = new Greeting_soc_a2();
var soc_a2_zon: Greeting_soc_a2_zon = new Greeting_soc_a2_zon();
var soc_a2_spa: Greeting_soc_a2_spa = new Greeting_soc_a2_spa();
var soc_a2_tou: Greeting_soc_a2_tou = new Greeting_soc_a2_tou();
var soc_a2_mov: Greeting_soc_a2_mov = new Greeting_soc_a2_mov();
var soc_a2_sem: Greeting_soc_a2_sem = new Greeting_soc_a2_sem();

//soc_a4
var soc_a4: Greeting_soc_a4 = new Greeting_soc_a4();
var soc_a4_zon: Greeting_soc_a4_zon = new Greeting_soc_a4_zon();
var soc_a4_spa: Greeting_soc_a4_spa = new Greeting_soc_a4_spa();
var soc_a4_tou: Greeting_soc_a4_tou = new Greeting_soc_a4_tou();
var soc_a4_mov: Greeting_soc_a4_mov = new Greeting_soc_a4_mov();
var soc_a4_sem: Greeting_soc_a4_sem = new Greeting_soc_a4_sem();

//soc_a5
var soc_a5: Greeting_soc_a5 = new Greeting_soc_a5();
var soc_a5_zon: Greeting_soc_a5_zon = new Greeting_soc_a5_zon();
var soc_a5_spa: Greeting_soc_a5_spa = new Greeting_soc_a5_spa();
var soc_a5_tou: Greeting_soc_a5_tou = new Greeting_soc_a5_tou();
var soc_a5_mov: Greeting_soc_a5_mov = new Greeting_soc_a5_mov();
var soc_a5_sem: Greeting_soc_a5_sem = new Greeting_soc_a5_sem();

//soc_b2
var soc_b2: Greeting_soc_b2 = new Greeting_soc_b2();
var soc_b2_zon: Greeting_soc_b2_zon = new Greeting_soc_b2_zon();
var soc_b2_spa: Greeting_soc_b2_spa = new Greeting_soc_b2_spa();
var soc_b2_tou: Greeting_soc_b2_tou = new Greeting_soc_b2_tou();
var soc_b2_mov: Greeting_soc_b2_mov = new Greeting_soc_b2_mov();
var soc_b2_sem: Greeting_soc_b2_sem = new Greeting_soc_b2_sem();

////soc_b3
var soc_b3: Greeting_soc_b3 = new Greeting_soc_b3();
var soc_b3_zon: Greeting_soc_b3_zon = new Greeting_soc_b3_zon();
var soc_b3_spa: Greeting_soc_b3_spa = new Greeting_soc_b3_spa();
var soc_b3_tou: Greeting_soc_b3_tou = new Greeting_soc_b3_tou();
var soc_b3_mov: Greeting_soc_b3_mov = new Greeting_soc_b3_mov();
var soc_b3_sem: Greeting_soc_b3_sem = new Greeting_soc_b3_sem();

//soc_b4
var soc_b4: Greeting_soc_b4 = new Greeting_soc_b4();
var soc_b4_zon: Greeting_soc_b4_zon = new Greeting_soc_b4_zon();
var soc_b4_spa: Greeting_soc_b4_spa = new Greeting_soc_b4_spa();
var soc_b4_tou: Greeting_soc_b4_tou = new Greeting_soc_b4_tou();
var soc_b4_mov: Greeting_soc_b4_mov = new Greeting_soc_b4_mov();
var soc_b4_sem: Greeting_soc_b4_sem = new Greeting_soc_b4_sem();

//soc_b5
var soc_b5: Greeting_soc_b5 = new Greeting_soc_b5();
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var soc_b5_zon: Greeting_soc_b5_zon = new Greeting_soc_b5_zon();
var soc_b5_spa: Greeting_soc_b5_spa = new Greeting_soc_b5_spa();
var soc_b5_tou: Greeting_soc_b5_tou = new Greeting_soc_b5_tou();
var soc_b5_mov: Greeting_soc_b5_mov = new Greeting_soc_b5_mov();
var soc_b5_sem: Greeting_soc_b5_sem = new Greeting_soc_b5_sem();

////soc_c1
var soc_c1: Greeting_soc_c1 = new Greeting_soc_c1();
var soc_c1_zon: Greeting_soc_c1_zon = new Greeting_soc_c1_zon();
var soc_c1_spa: Greeting_soc_c1_spa = new Greeting_soc_c1_spa();
var soc_c1_tou: Greeting_soc_c1_tou = new Greeting_soc_c1_tou();
var soc_c1_mov: Greeting_soc_c1_mov = new Greeting_soc_c1_mov();
var soc_c1_sem: Greeting_soc_c1_sem = new Greeting_soc_c1_sem();

//soc_c2
var soc_c2: Greeting_soc_c2 = new Greeting_soc_c2();
var soc_c2_zon: Greeting_soc_c2_zon = new Greeting_soc_c2_zon();
var soc_c2_spa: Greeting_soc_c2_spa = new Greeting_soc_c2_spa();
var soc_c2_tou: Greeting_soc_c2_tou = new Greeting_soc_c2_tou();
var soc_c2_mov: Greeting_soc_c2_mov = new Greeting_soc_c2_mov();
var soc_c2_sem: Greeting_soc_c2_sem = new Greeting_soc_c2_sem();

//soc_c3
var soc_c3: Greeting_soc_c3 = new Greeting_soc_c3();
var soc_c3_zon: Greeting_soc_c3_zon = new Greeting_soc_c3_zon();
var soc_c3_spa: Greeting_soc_c3_spa = new Greeting_soc_c3_spa();
var soc_c3_tou: Greeting_soc_c3_tou = new Greeting_soc_c3_tou();
var soc_c3_mov: Greeting_soc_c3_mov = new Greeting_soc_c3_mov();
var soc_c3_sem: Greeting_soc_c3_sem = new Greeting_soc_c3_sem();

//soc_c4
var soc_c4: Greeting_soc_c4 = new Greeting_soc_c4();
var soc_c4_zon: Greeting_soc_c4_zon = new Greeting_soc_c4_zon();
var soc_c4_spa: Greeting_soc_c4_spa = new Greeting_soc_c4_spa();
var soc_c4_tou: Greeting_soc_c4_tou = new Greeting_soc_c4_tou();
var soc_c4_mov: Greeting_soc_c4_mov = new Greeting_soc_c4_mov();
var soc_c4_sem: Greeting_soc_c4_sem = new Greeting_soc_c4_sem();

//soc_c5
var soc_c5: Greeting_soc_c5 = new Greeting_soc_c5();
var soc_c5_zon: Greeting_soc_c5_zon = new Greeting_soc_c5_zon();
var soc_c5_spa: Greeting_soc_c5_spa = new Greeting_soc_c5_spa();
var soc_c5_tou: Greeting_soc_c5_tou = new Greeting_soc_c5_tou();
var soc_c5_mov: Greeting_soc_c5_mov = new Greeting_soc_c5_mov();
var soc_c5_sem: Greeting_soc_c5_sem = new Greeting_soc_c5_sem();

////soc_d2
var soc_d2: Greeting_soc_d2 = new Greeting_soc_d2();
var soc_d2_zon: Greeting_soc_d2_zon = new Greeting_soc_d2_zon();
var soc_d2_spa: Greeting_soc_d2_spa = new Greeting_soc_d2_spa();
var soc_d2_tou: Greeting_soc_d2_tou = new Greeting_soc_d2_tou();
var soc_d2_mov: Greeting_soc_d2_mov = new Greeting_soc_d2_mov();
var soc_d2_sem: Greeting_soc_d2_sem = new Greeting_soc_d2_sem();

//soc_d4
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var soc_d4: Greeting_soc_d4 = new Greeting_soc_d4();
var soc_d4_zon: Greeting_soc_d4_zon = new Greeting_soc_d4_zon();
var soc_d4_spa: Greeting_soc_d4_spa = new Greeting_soc_d4_spa();
var soc_d4_tou: Greeting_soc_d4_tou = new Greeting_soc_d4_tou();
var soc_d4_mov: Greeting_soc_d4_mov = new Greeting_soc_d4_mov();
var soc_d4_sem: Greeting_soc_d4_sem = new Greeting_soc_d4_sem();

//soc_d5
var soc_d5: Greeting_soc_d5 = new Greeting_soc_d5();
var soc_d5_zon: Greeting_soc_d5_zon = new Greeting_soc_d5_zon();
var soc_d5_spa: Greeting_soc_d5_spa = new Greeting_soc_d5_spa();
var soc_d5_tou: Greeting_soc_d5_tou = new Greeting_soc_d5_tou();
var soc_d5_mov: Greeting_soc_d5_mov = new Greeting_soc_d5_mov();
var soc_d5_sem: Greeting_soc_d5_sem = new Greeting_soc_d5_sem();

////soc_e2
var soc_e2: Greeting_soc_e2 = new Greeting_soc_e2();
var soc_e2_zon: Greeting_soc_e2_zon = new Greeting_soc_e2_zon();
var soc_e2_spa: Greeting_soc_e2_spa = new Greeting_soc_e2_spa();
var soc_e2_tou: Greeting_soc_e2_tou = new Greeting_soc_e2_tou();
var soc_e2_mov: Greeting_soc_e2_mov = new Greeting_soc_e2_mov();
var soc_e2_sem: Greeting_soc_e2_sem = new Greeting_soc_e2_sem();

//soc_e4
var soc_e4: Greeting_soc_e4 = new Greeting_soc_e4();
var soc_e4_zon: Greeting_soc_e4_zon = new Greeting_soc_e4_zon();
var soc_e4_spa: Greeting_soc_e4_spa = new Greeting_soc_e4_spa();
var soc_e4_tou: Greeting_soc_e4_tou = new Greeting_soc_e4_tou();
var soc_e4_mov: Greeting_soc_e4_mov = new Greeting_soc_e4_mov();
var soc_e4_sem: Greeting_soc_e4_sem = new Greeting_soc_e4_sem();

//soc_e5
var soc_e5: Greeting_soc_e5 = new Greeting_soc_e5();
var soc_e5_zon: Greeting_soc_e5_zon = new Greeting_soc_e5_zon();
var soc_e5_spa: Greeting_soc_e5_spa = new Greeting_soc_e5_spa();
var soc_e5_tou: Greeting_soc_e5_tou = new Greeting_soc_e5_tou();
var soc_e5_mov: Greeting_soc_e5_mov = new Greeting_soc_e5_mov();
var soc_e5_sem: Greeting_soc_e5_sem = new Greeting_soc_e5_sem();

////soc_f1
var soc_f1: Greeting_soc_f1 = new Greeting_soc_f1();
var soc_f1_zon: Greeting_soc_f1_zon = new Greeting_soc_f1_zon();
var soc_f1_spa: Greeting_soc_f1_spa = new Greeting_soc_f1_spa();
var soc_f1_tou: Greeting_soc_f1_tou = new Greeting_soc_f1_tou();
var soc_f1_mov: Greeting_soc_f1_mov = new Greeting_soc_f1_mov();
var soc_f1_sem: Greeting_soc_f1_sem = new Greeting_soc_f1_sem();

////soc_f2
var soc_f2: Greeting_soc_f2 = new Greeting_soc_f2();
var soc_f2_zon: Greeting_soc_f2_zon = new Greeting_soc_f2_zon();
var soc_f2_spa: Greeting_soc_f2_spa = new Greeting_soc_f2_spa();
var soc_f2_tou: Greeting_soc_f2_tou = new Greeting_soc_f2_tou();
var soc_f2_mov: Greeting_soc_f2_mov = new Greeting_soc_f2_mov();
var soc_f2_sem: Greeting_soc_f2_sem = new Greeting_soc_f2_sem();
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//soc_f4
var soc_f4: Greeting_soc_f4 = new Greeting_soc_f4();
var soc_f4_zon: Greeting_soc_f4_zon = new Greeting_soc_f4_zon();
var soc_f4_spa: Greeting_soc_f4_spa = new Greeting_soc_f4_spa();
var soc_f4_tou: Greeting_soc_f4_tou = new Greeting_soc_f4_tou();
var soc_f4_mov: Greeting_soc_f4_mov = new Greeting_soc_f4_mov();
var soc_f4_sem: Greeting_soc_f4_sem = new Greeting_soc_f4_sem();

//soc_f5
var soc_f5: Greeting_soc_f5 = new Greeting_soc_f5();
var soc_f5_zon: Greeting_soc_f5_zon = new Greeting_soc_f5_zon();
var soc_f5_spa: Greeting_soc_f5_spa = new Greeting_soc_f5_spa();
var soc_f5_tou: Greeting_soc_f5_tou = new Greeting_soc_f5_tou();
var soc_f5_mov: Greeting_soc_f5_mov = new Greeting_soc_f5_mov();
var soc_f5_sem: Greeting_soc_f5_sem = new Greeting_soc_f5_sem();

////soc_g2
var soc_g2: Greeting_soc_g2 = new Greeting_soc_g2();
var soc_g2_zon: Greeting_soc_g2_zon = new Greeting_soc_g2_zon();
var soc_g2_spa: Greeting_soc_g2_spa = new Greeting_soc_g2_spa();
var soc_g2_tou: Greeting_soc_g2_tou = new Greeting_soc_g2_tou();
var soc_g2_mov: Greeting_soc_g2_mov = new Greeting_soc_g2_mov();
var soc_g2_sem: Greeting_soc_g2_sem = new Greeting_soc_g2_sem();

//soc_g4
var soc_g4: Greeting_soc_g4 = new Greeting_soc_g4();
var soc_g4_zon: Greeting_soc_g4_zon = new Greeting_soc_g4_zon();
var soc_g4_spa: Greeting_soc_g4_spa = new Greeting_soc_g4_spa();
var soc_g4_tou: Greeting_soc_g4_tou = new Greeting_soc_g4_tou();
var soc_g4_mov: Greeting_soc_g4_mov = new Greeting_soc_g4_mov();
var soc_g4_sem: Greeting_soc_g4_sem = new Greeting_soc_g4_sem();

//soc_g5
var soc_g5: Greeting_soc_g5 = new Greeting_soc_g5();
var soc_g5_zon: Greeting_soc_g5_zon = new Greeting_soc_g5_zon();
var soc_g5_spa: Greeting_soc_g5_spa = new Greeting_soc_g5_spa();
var soc_g5_tou: Greeting_soc_g5_tou = new Greeting_soc_g5_tou();
var soc_g5_mov: Greeting_soc_g5_mov = new Greeting_soc_g5_mov();
var soc_g5_sem: Greeting_soc_g5_sem = new Greeting_soc_g5_sem();

////soc_h2
var soc_h2: Greeting_soc_h2 = new Greeting_soc_h2();
var soc_h2_zon: Greeting_soc_h2_zon = new Greeting_soc_h2_zon();
var soc_h2_spa: Greeting_soc_h2_spa = new Greeting_soc_h2_spa();
var soc_h2_tou: Greeting_soc_h2_tou = new Greeting_soc_h2_tou();
var soc_h2_mov: Greeting_soc_h2_mov = new Greeting_soc_h2_mov();
var soc_h2_sem: Greeting_soc_h2_sem = new Greeting_soc_h2_sem();

////soc_h3
var soc_h3: Greeting_soc_h3 = new Greeting_soc_h3();
var soc_h3_zon: Greeting_soc_h3_zon = new Greeting_soc_h3_zon();
var soc_h3_spa: Greeting_soc_h3_spa = new Greeting_soc_h3_spa();
var soc_h3_tou: Greeting_soc_h3_tou = new Greeting_soc_h3_tou();
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var soc_h3_mov: Greeting_soc_h3_mov = new Greeting_soc_h3_mov();
var soc_h3_sem: Greeting_soc_h3_sem = new Greeting_soc_h3_sem();

//soc_h4
var soc_h4: Greeting_soc_h4 = new Greeting_soc_h4();
var soc_h4_zon: Greeting_soc_h4_zon = new Greeting_soc_h4_zon();
var soc_h4_spa: Greeting_soc_h4_spa = new Greeting_soc_h4_spa();
var soc_h4_tou: Greeting_soc_h4_tou = new Greeting_soc_h4_tou();
var soc_h4_mov: Greeting_soc_h4_mov = new Greeting_soc_h4_mov();
var soc_h4_sem: Greeting_soc_h4_sem = new Greeting_soc_h4_sem();

//soc_h5
var soc_h5: Greeting_soc_h5 = new Greeting_soc_h5();
var soc_h5_zon: Greeting_soc_h5_zon = new Greeting_soc_h5_zon();
var soc_h5_spa: Greeting_soc_h5_spa = new Greeting_soc_h5_spa();
var soc_h5_tou: Greeting_soc_h5_tou = new Greeting_soc_h5_tou();
var soc_h5_mov: Greeting_soc_h5_mov = new Greeting_soc_h5_mov();
var soc_h5_sem: Greeting_soc_h5_sem = new Greeting_soc_h5_sem();

//soc_i1
var soc_i1: Greeting_soc_i1 = new Greeting_soc_i1();
var soc_i1_zon: Greeting_soc_i1_zon = new Greeting_soc_i1_zon();
var soc_i1_spa: Greeting_soc_i1_spa = new Greeting_soc_i1_spa();
var soc_i1_tou: Greeting_soc_i1_tou = new Greeting_soc_i1_tou();
var soc_i1_mov: Greeting_soc_i1_mov = new Greeting_soc_i1_mov();
var soc_i1_sem: Greeting_soc_i1_sem = new Greeting_soc_i1_sem();

////soc_i2
var soc_i2: Greeting_soc_i2 = new Greeting_soc_i2();
var soc_i2_zon: Greeting_soc_i2_zon = new Greeting_soc_i2_zon();
var soc_i2_spa: Greeting_soc_i2_spa = new Greeting_soc_i2_spa();
var soc_i2_tou: Greeting_soc_i2_tou = new Greeting_soc_i2_tou();
var soc_i2_mov: Greeting_soc_i2_mov = new Greeting_soc_i2_mov();
var soc_i2_sem: Greeting_soc_i2_sem = new Greeting_soc_i2_sem();

//soc_i3
var soc_i3: Greeting_soc_i3 = new Greeting_soc_i3();
var soc_i3_zon: Greeting_soc_i3_zon = new Greeting_soc_i3_zon();
var soc_i3_spa: Greeting_soc_i3_spa = new Greeting_soc_i3_spa();
var soc_i3_tou: Greeting_soc_i3_tou = new Greeting_soc_i3_tou();
var soc_i3_mov: Greeting_soc_i3_mov = new Greeting_soc_i3_mov();
var soc_i3_sem: Greeting_soc_i3_sem = new Greeting_soc_i3_sem();

//soc_i4
var soc_i4: Greeting_soc_i4 = new Greeting_soc_i4();
var soc_i4_zon: Greeting_soc_i4_zon = new Greeting_soc_i4_zon();
var soc_i4_spa: Greeting_soc_i4_spa = new Greeting_soc_i4_spa();
var soc_i4_tou: Greeting_soc_i4_tou = new Greeting_soc_i4_tou();
var soc_i4_mov: Greeting_soc_i4_mov = new Greeting_soc_i4_mov();
var soc_i4_sem: Greeting_soc_i4_sem = new Greeting_soc_i4_sem();

//soc_i5
var soc_i5: Greeting_soc_i5 = new Greeting_soc_i5();
var soc_i5_zon: Greeting_soc_i5_zon = new Greeting_soc_i5_zon();
var soc_i5_spa: Greeting_soc_i5_spa = new Greeting_soc_i5_spa();
var soc_i5_tou: Greeting_soc_i5_tou = new Greeting_soc_i5_tou();
var soc_i5_mov: Greeting_soc_i5_mov = new Greeting_soc_i5_mov();
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var soc_i5_sem: Greeting_soc_i5_sem = new Greeting_soc_i5_sem();

//******************GREETING DIAGRAMS - click to reveal*****************//
gr_info.alpha = 0;
gr_options.alpha = 0;
gr_options.greeting_views.text = “”;

var Social_greetings = new soc_greetings();
var Family_greetings = new fam_greetings();
var Cross_cultural_greetings = new cros_cul_greetings();

//SOCIAL GREETING DIAGRAM!!!!!!!
diagram_soc.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, socialdiagram);
function socialdiagram(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 gr_info.alpha = 0;
 gr_options.alpha = 0;
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “”;
 container.addChild(Social_greetings);
 var tween: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, true); //Fade in of 
movieclip//
 sl.alpha = 0;
}

//FAMILY GREETING DIAGRAM!!!!!!!
diagram_fam.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, familydiagram);
function familydiagram(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 gr_info.alpha = 0;
 gr_options.alpha = 0;
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “”;
 container.addChild(Family_greetings);
 var tween: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, true); //Fade in of 
movieclip//
 sl.alpha = 0;
}

//CROSS-CULTURAL GREETINGS DIAGRAM!!!!!!!
diagram_cross.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, crossculturaldiagram);
function crossculturaldiagram(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 gr_info.alpha = 0;
 gr_options.alpha = 0;
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “”;
 container.addChild(Cross_cultural_greetings);
 var tween: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, true); //Fade in of 
movieclip//
 sl.alpha = 0;
}
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//*************DICTIONARY*****************//
var currentSet: String;
var dict: Dictionary = new Dictionary();

//Cross-Cultural//

dict[“btncross11”] = crossa1_btn;
dict[“crossa1”] = cross_a1;
dict[“crossa11”] = cross_a1_mov;
dict[“crossa12”] = cross_a1_spa;
dict[“crossa13”] = cross_a1_tou;
dict[“crossa14”] = cross_a1_zon;
dict[“crossa15”] = cross_a1_sem;

dict[“btncross12”] = crossa2_btn;
dict[“crossa2”] = cross_a2;
dict[“crossa21”] = cross_a2_mov;
dict[“crossa22”] = cross_a2_spa;
dict[“crossa23”] = cross_a2_tou;
dict[“crossa24”] = cross_a2_zon;
dict[“crossa25”] = cross_a2_sem;

dict[“btncross13”] = crossa3_btn;
dict[“crossa3”] = cross_a3;
dict[“crossa31”] = cross_a3_mov;
dict[“crossa32”] = cross_a3_spa;
dict[“crossa33”] = cross_a3_tou;
dict[“crossa34”] = cross_a3_zon;
dict[“crossa35”] = cross_a3_sem;

dict[“btncross22”] = crossb2_btn;
dict[“crossb2”] = cross_b2;
dict[“crossb21”] = cross_b2_mov;
dict[“crossb22”] = cross_b2_spa;
dict[“crossb23”] = cross_b2_tou;
dict[“crossb24”] = cross_b2_zon;
dict[“crossb25”] = cross_b2_sem;

dict[“btncross23”] = crossb3_btn;
dict[“crossb3”] = cross_b3;
dict[“crossb31”] = cross_b3_mov;
dict[“crossb32”] = cross_b3_spa;
dict[“crossb33”] = cross_b3_tou;
dict[“crossb34”] = cross_b3_zon;
dict[“crossb35”] = cross_b3_sem;

dict[“btncross24”] = crossb4_btn;
dict[“crossb4”] = cross_b4;
dict[“crossb41”] = cross_b4_mov;
dict[“crossb42”] = cross_b4_spa;
dict[“crossb43”] = cross_b4_tou;
dict[“crossb44”] = cross_b4_zon;
dict[“crossb45”] = cross_b4_sem;

dict[“btncross31”] = crossc1_btn;
dict[“crossc1”] = cross_c1;
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dict[“crossc11”] = cross_c1_mov;
dict[“crossc12”] = cross_c1_spa;
dict[“crossc13”] = cross_c1_tou;
dict[“crossc14”] = cross_c1_zon;
dict[“crossc15”] = cross_c1_sem;

dict[“btncross32”] = crossc2_btn;
dict[“crossc2”] = cross_c2;
dict[“crossc21”] = cross_c2_mov;
dict[“crossc22”] = cross_c2_spa;
dict[“crossc23”] = cross_c2_tou;
dict[“crossc24”] = cross_c2_zon;
dict[“crossc25”] = cross_c2_sem;

dict[“btncross33”] = crossc3_btn;
dict[“crossc3”] = cross_c3;
dict[“crossc31”] = cross_c3_mov;
dict[“crossc32”] = cross_c3_spa;
dict[“crossc33”] = cross_c3_tou;
dict[“crossc34”] = cross_c3_zon;
dict[“crossc35”] = cross_c3_sem;

dict[“btncross34”] = crossc4_btn;
dict[“crossc4”] = cross_c4;
dict[“crossc41”] = cross_c4_mov;
dict[“crossc42”] = cross_c4_spa;
dict[“crossc43”] = cross_c4_tou;
dict[“crossc44”] = cross_c4_zon;
dict[“crossc45”] = cross_c4_sem;

dict[“btncross35”] = crossc5_btn;
dict[“crossc5”] = cross_c5;
dict[“crossc51”] = cross_c5_mov;
dict[“crossc52”] = cross_c5_spa;
dict[“crossc53”] = cross_c5_tou;
dict[“crossc54”] = cross_c5_zon;
dict[“crossc55”] = cross_c5_sem;

dict[“btncross36”] = crossc6_btn;
dict[“crossc6”] = cross_c6;
dict[“crossc61”] = cross_c6_mov;
dict[“crossc62”] = cross_c6_spa;
dict[“crossc63”] = cross_c6_tou;
dict[“crossc64”] = cross_c6_zon;
dict[“crossc65”] = cross_c6_sem;

dict[“btncross41”] = crossd1_btn;
dict[“crossd1”] = cross_d1;
dict[“crossd11”] = cross_d1_mov;
dict[“crossd12”] = cross_d1_spa;
dict[“crossd13”] = cross_d1_tou;
dict[“crossd14”] = cross_d1_zon;
dict[“crossd15”] = cross_d1_sem;

dict[“btncross42”] = crossd2_btn;
dict[“crossd2”] = cross_d2;
dict[“crossd21”] = cross_d2_mov;
dict[“crossd22”] = cross_d2_spa;
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dict[“crossd23”] = cross_d2_tou;
dict[“crossd24”] = cross_d2_zon;
dict[“crossd25”] = cross_d2_sem;

dict[“btncross43”] = crossd3_btn;
dict[“crossd3”] = cross_d3;
dict[“crossd31”] = cross_d3_mov;
dict[“crossd32”] = cross_d3_spa;
dict[“crossd33”] = cross_d3_tou;
dict[“crossd34”] = cross_d3_zon;
dict[“crossd35”] = cross_d3_sem;

dict[“btncross52”] = crosse2_btn;
dict[“crosse2”] = cross_e2;
dict[“crosse21”] = cross_e2_mov;
dict[“crosse22”] = cross_e2_spa;
dict[“crosse23”] = cross_e2_tou;
dict[“crosse24”] = cross_e2_zon;
dict[“crosse25”] = cross_e2_sem;

dict[“btncross53”] = crosse3_btn;
dict[“crosse3”] = cross_e3;
dict[“crosse31”] = cross_e3_mov;
dict[“crosse32”] = cross_e3_spa;
dict[“crosse33”] = cross_e3_tou;
dict[“crosse34”] = cross_e3_zon;
dict[“crosse35”] = cross_e3_sem;

dict[“btncross61”] = crossf1_btn;
dict[“crossf1”] = cross_f1;
dict[“crossf11”] = cross_f1_mov;
dict[“crossf12”] = cross_f1_spa;
dict[“crossf13”] = cross_f1_tou;
dict[“crossf14”] = cross_f1_zon;
dict[“crossf15”] = cross_f1_sem;

dict[“btncross65”] = crossf5_btn;
dict[“crossf5”] = cross_f5;
dict[“crossf51”] = cross_f5_mov;
dict[“crossf52”] = cross_f5_spa;
dict[“crossf53”] = cross_f5_tou;
dict[“crossf54”] = cross_f5_zon;
dict[“crossf55”] = cross_f5_sem;

dict[“btncross66”] = crossf6_btn;
dict[“crossf6”] = cross_f6;
dict[“crossf61”] = cross_f6_mov;
dict[“crossf62”] = cross_f6_spa;
dict[“crossf63”] = cross_f6_tou;
dict[“crossf64”] = cross_f6_zon;
dict[“crossf65”] = cross_f6_sem;

//Family//

dict[“btnfam11”] = fama1_btn;
dict[“fama1”] = fam_a1;
dict[“fama11”] = fam_a1_mov;
dict[“fama12”] = fam_a1_spa;
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dict[“fama13”] = fam_a1_tou;
dict[“fama14”] = fam_a1_zon;
dict[“fama15”] = fam_a1_sem;

dict[“btnfam12”] = fama2_btn;
//dict[“fama2”] = fam_a2;
//dict[“fama21”] = fam_a2_mov;
//dict[“fama22”] = fam_a2_spa;
//dict[“fama23”] = fam_a2_tou;
//dict[“fama24”] = fam_a2_zon;
////dict[“fama25”] = fam_a2_sem;

dict[“btnfam13”] = fama3_btn;
dict[“fama3”] = fam_a3;
dict[“fama31”] = fam_a3_mov;
dict[“fama32”] = fam_a3_spa;
dict[“fama33”] = fam_a3_tou;
dict[“fama34”] = fam_a3_zon;
dict[“fama35”] = fam_a3_sem;

dict[“btnfam14”] = fama4_btn;
dict[“fama4”] = fam_a4;
dict[“fama41”] = fam_a4_mov;
dict[“fama42”] = fam_a4_spa;
dict[“fama43”] = fam_a4_tou;
dict[“fama44”] = fam_a4_zon;
dict[“fama45”] = fam_a4_sem;

dict[“btnfam15”] = fama5_btn;
dict[“fama5”] = fam_a5;
dict[“fama51”] = fam_a5_mov;
dict[“fama52”] = fam_a5_spa;
dict[“fama53”] = fam_a5_tou;
dict[“fama54”] = fam_a5_zon;
dict[“fama55”] = fam_a5_sem;

dict[“btnfam22”] = famb2_btn;
dict[“famb2”] = fam_b2;
dict[“famb21”] = fam_b2_mov;
dict[“famb22”] = fam_b2_spa;
dict[“famb23”] = fam_b2_tou;
dict[“famb24”] = fam_b2_zon;
dict[“famb25”] = fam_b2_sem;

dict[“btnfam25”] = fam_b5_btn;
dict[“famb5”] = fam_b5;
dict[“famb51”] = fam_b5_mov;
dict[“famb52”] = fam_b5_spa;
dict[“famb53”] = fam_b5_tou;
dict[“famb54”] = fam_b5_zon;
dict[“famb55”] = fam_b5_sem;

dict[“btnfam32”] = famc2_btn;
dict[“famc2”] = fam_c2;
dict[“famc21”] = fam_c2_mov;
dict[“famc22”] = fam_c2_spa;
dict[“famc23”] = fam_c2_tou;
dict[“famc24”] = fam_c2_zon;
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dict[“famc25”] = fam_c2_sem;

dict[“btnfam34”] = famc4_btn;
//dict[“famc4”] = fam_c4;
//dict[“famc41”] = fam_c4_mov;
//dict[“famc42”] = fam_c4_spa;
//dict[“famc43”] = fam_c4_tou;
//dict[“famc44”] = fam_c4_zon;
////dict[“famc45”] = fam_c4_sem;

dict[“btnfam35”] = famc5_btn;
dict[“famc5”] = fam_c5;
dict[“famc51”] = fam_c5_mov;
dict[“famc52”] = fam_c5_spa;
dict[“famc53”] = fam_c5_tou;
dict[“famc54”] = fam_c5_zon;
dict[“famc55”] = fam_c5_sem;

dict[“btnfam41”] = famd1_btn;
dict[“famd1”] = fam_d1;
dict[“famd11”] = fam_d1_mov;
dict[“famd12”] = fam_d1_spa;
dict[“famd13”] = fam_d1_tou;
dict[“famd14”] = fam_d1_zon;
dict[“famd15”] = fam_d1_sem;

dict[“btnfam42”] = famd2_btn;
dict[“famd2”] = fam_d2;
dict[“famd21”] = fam_d2_mov;
dict[“famd22”] = fam_d2_spa;
dict[“famd23”] = fam_d2_tou;
dict[“famd24”] = fam_d2_zon;
dict[“famd25”] = fam_d2_sem;

dict[“btnfam45”] = famd5_btn;
dict[“famd5”] = fam_d5;
dict[“famd51”] = fam_d5_mov;
dict[“famd52”] = fam_d5_spa;
dict[“famd53”] = fam_d5_tou;
dict[“famd54”] = fam_d5_zon;
dict[“famd55”] = fam_d5_sem;

dict[“btnfam51”] = fame1_btn;
dict[“fame1”] = fam_e1;
dict[“fame11”] = fam_e1_mov;
dict[“fame12”] = fam_e1_spa;
dict[“fame13”] = fam_e1_tou;
dict[“fame14”] = fam_e1_zon;
dict[“fame15”] = fam_e1_sem;

dict[“btnfam52”] = fame2_btn;
dict[“fame2”] = fam_e2;
dict[“fame21”] = fam_e2_mov;
dict[“fame22”] = fam_e2_spa;
dict[“fame23”] = fam_e2_tou;
dict[“fame24”] = fam_e2_zon;
dict[“fame25”] = fam_e2_sem;
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dict[“btnfam53”] = fame3_btn;
dict[“fame3”] = fam_e3;
dict[“fame31”] = fam_e3_mov;
dict[“fame32”] = fam_e3_spa;
dict[“fame33”] = fam_e3_tou;
dict[“fame34”] = fam_e3_zon;
dict[“fame35”] = fam_e3_sem;

dict[“btnfam54”] = fame4_btn;
dict[“fame4”] = fam_e4;
dict[“fame41”] = fam_e4_mov;
dict[“fame42”] = fam_e4_spa;
dict[“fame43”] = fam_e4_tou;
dict[“fame44”] = fam_e4_zon;
dict[“fame45”] = fam_e4_sem;

dict[“btnfam62”] = famf2_btn;
dict[“famf2”] = fam_f2;
dict[“famf21”] = fam_f2_mov;
dict[“famf22”] = fam_f2_spa;
dict[“famf23”] = fam_f2_tou;
dict[“famf24”] = fam_f2_zon;
dict[“famf25”] = fam_f2_sem;

dict[“btnfam72”] = famg2_btn;
dict[“famg2”] = fam_g2;
dict[“famg21”] = fam_g2_mov;
dict[“famg22”] = fam_g2_spa;
dict[“famg23”] = fam_g2_tou;
dict[“famg24”] = fam_g2_zon;
dict[“famg25”] = fam_g2_sem;

dict[“btnfam74”] = famg4_btn;
dict[“famg4”] = fam_g4;
dict[“famg41”] = fam_g4_mov;
dict[“famg42”] = fam_g4_spa;
dict[“famg43”] = fam_g4_tou;
dict[“famg44”] = fam_g4_zon;
dict[“famg45”] = fam_g4_sem;

dict[“btnfam75”] = famg5_btn;
dict[“famg5”] = fam_g5;
dict[“famg51”] = fam_g5_mov;
dict[“famg52”] = fam_g5_spa;
dict[“famg53”] = fam_g5_tou;
dict[“famg54”] = fam_g5_zon;
dict[“famg55”] = fam_g5_sem;

dict[“btnfam81”] = famh1_btn;
dict[“famh1”] = fam_h1;
dict[“famh11”] = fam_h1_mov;
dict[“famh12”] = fam_h1_spa;
dict[“famh13”] = fam_h1_tou;
dict[“famh14”] = fam_h1_zon;
dict[“famh15”] = fam_h1_sem;

dict[“btnfam82”] = famh2_btn;
dict[“famh2”] = fam_h2;
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dict[“famh21”] = fam_h2_mov;
dict[“famh22”] = fam_h2_spa;
dict[“famh23”] = fam_h2_tou;
dict[“famh24”] = fam_h2_zon;
dict[“famh25”] = fam_h2_sem;

dict[“btnfam85”] = famh5_btn;
dict[“famh5”] = fam_h5;
dict[“famh51”] = fam_h5_mov;
dict[“famh52”] = fam_h5_spa;
dict[“famh53”] = fam_h5_tou;
dict[“famh54”] = fam_h5_zon;
dict[“famh55”] = fam_h5_sem;

//Social//

dict[“btnsoc12”] = soca2_btn;
dict[“soca2”] = soc_a2;
dict[“soca21”] = soc_a2_mov;
dict[“soca22”] = soc_a2_spa;
dict[“soca23”] = soc_a2_tou;
dict[“soca24”] = soc_a2_zon;
dict[“soca25”] = soc_a2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc14”] = soca4_btn;
dict[“soca4”] = soc_a4;
dict[“soca41”] = soc_a4_mov;
dict[“soca42”] = soc_a4_spa;
dict[“soca43”] = soc_a4_tou;
dict[“soca44”] = soc_a4_zon;
dict[“soca45”] = soc_a4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc15”] = soca5_btn;
dict[“soca5”] = soc_a5;
dict[“soca51”] = soc_a5_mov;
dict[“soca52”] = soc_a5_spa;
dict[“soca53”] = soc_a5_tou;
dict[“soca54”] = soc_a5_zon;
dict[“soca55”] = soc_a5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc22”] = socb2_btn;
dict[“socb2”] = soc_b2;
dict[“socb21”] = soc_b2_mov;
dict[“socb22”] = soc_b2_spa;
dict[“socb23”] = soc_b2_tou;
dict[“socb24”] = soc_b2_zon;
dict[“socb25”] = soc_b2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc23”] = socb3_btn;
dict[“socb3”] = soc_b3;
dict[“socb31”] = soc_b3_mov;
dict[“socb32”] = soc_b3_spa;
dict[“socb33”] = soc_b3_tou;
dict[“socb34”] = soc_b3_zon;
dict[“socb35”] = soc_b3_sem;

dict[“btnsoc24”] = socb4_btn;
dict[“socb4”] = soc_b4;
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dict[“socb41”] = soc_b4_mov;
dict[“socb42”] = soc_b4_spa;
dict[“socb43”] = soc_b4_tou;
dict[“socb44”] = soc_b4_zon;
dict[“socb45”] = soc_b4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc25”] = socb5_btn;
dict[“socb5”] = soc_b5;
dict[“socb51”] = soc_b5_mov;
dict[“socb52”] = soc_b5_spa;
dict[“socb53”] = soc_b5_tou;
dict[“socb54”] = soc_b5_zon;
dict[“socb55”] = soc_b5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc31”] = socc1_btn;
dict[“socc1”] = soc_c1;
dict[“socc11”] = soc_c1_mov;
dict[“socc12”] = soc_c1_spa;
dict[“socc13”] = soc_c1_tou;
dict[“socc14”] = soc_c1_zon;
dict[“socc15”] = soc_c1_sem;

dict[“btnsoc32”] = socc2_btn;
dict[“socc2”] = soc_c2;
dict[“socc21”] = soc_c2_mov;
dict[“socc22”] = soc_c2_spa;
dict[“socc23”] = soc_c2_tou;
dict[“socc24”] = soc_c2_zon;
dict[“socc25”] = soc_c2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc33”] = socc3_btn;
dict[“socc3”] = soc_c3;
dict[“socc31”] = soc_c3_mov;
dict[“socc32”] = soc_c3_spa;
dict[“socc33”] = soc_c3_tou;
dict[“socc34”] = soc_c3_zon;
dict[“socc35”] = soc_c3_sem;

dict[“btnsoc34”] = socc4_btn;
dict[“socc4”] = soc_c4;
dict[“socc41”] = soc_c4_mov;
dict[“socc42”] = soc_c4_spa;
dict[“socc43”] = soc_c4_tou;
dict[“socc44”] = soc_c4_zon;
dict[“socc45”] = soc_c4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc35”] = socc5_btn;
dict[“socc5”] = soc_c5;
dict[“socc51”] = soc_c5_mov;
dict[“socc52”] = soc_c5_spa;
dict[“socc53”] = soc_c5_tou;
dict[“socc54”] = soc_c5_zon;
dict[“socc55”] = soc_c5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc42”] = socd2_btn;
dict[“socd2”] = soc_d2;
dict[“socd21”] = soc_d2_mov;
dict[“socd22”] = soc_d2_spa;
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dict[“socd23”] = soc_d2_tou;
dict[“socd24”] = soc_d2_zon;
dict[“socd25”] = soc_d2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc44”] = socd4_btn;
dict[“socd4”] = soc_d4;
dict[“socd41”] = soc_d4_mov;
dict[“socd42”] = soc_d4_spa;
dict[“socd43”] = soc_d4_tou;
dict[“socd44”] = soc_d4_zon;
dict[“socd45”] = soc_d4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc45”] = socd5_btn;
dict[“socd5”] = soc_d5;
dict[“socd51”] = soc_d5_mov;
dict[“socd52”] = soc_d5_spa;
dict[“socd53”] = soc_d5_tou;
dict[“socd54”] = soc_d5_zon;
dict[“socd55”] = soc_d5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc52”] = soce2_btn;
dict[“soce2”] = soc_e2;
dict[“soce21”] = soc_e2_mov;
dict[“soce22”] = soc_e2_spa;
dict[“soce23”] = soc_e2_tou;
dict[“soce24”] = soc_e2_zon;
dict[“soce25”] = soc_e2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc54”] = soce4_btn;
dict[“soce4”] = soc_e4;
dict[“soce41”] = soc_e4_mov;
dict[“soce42”] = soc_e4_spa;
dict[“soce43”] = soc_e4_tou;
dict[“soce44”] = soc_e4_zon;
dict[“soce45”] = soc_e4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc55”] = soce5_btn;
dict[“soce5”] = soc_e5;
dict[“soce51”] = soc_e5_mov;
dict[“soce52”] = soc_e5_spa;
dict[“soce53”] = soc_e5_tou;
dict[“soce54”] = soc_e5_zon;
dict[“soce55”] = soc_e5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc61”] = socf1_btn;
dict[“socf1”] = soc_f1;
dict[“socf11”] = soc_f1_mov;
dict[“socf12”] = soc_f1_spa;
dict[“socf13”] = soc_f1_tou;
dict[“socf14”] = soc_f1_zon;
dict[“socf15”] = soc_f1_sem;

dict[“btnsoc62”] = socf2_btn;
dict[“socf2”] = soc_f2;
dict[“socf21”] = soc_f2_mov;
dict[“socf22”] = soc_f2_spa;
dict[“socf23”] = soc_f2_tou;
dict[“socf24”] = soc_f2_zon;
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dict[“socf25”] = soc_f2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc64”] = socf4_btn;
dict[“socf4”] = soc_f4;
dict[“socf41”] = soc_f4_mov;
dict[“socf42”] = soc_f4_spa;
dict[“socf43”] = soc_f4_tou;
dict[“socf44”] = soc_f4_zon;
dict[“socf45”] = soc_f4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc65”] = socf5_btn;
dict[“socf5”] = soc_f5;
dict[“socf51”] = soc_f5_mov;
dict[“socf52”] = soc_f5_spa;
dict[“socf53”] = soc_f5_tou;
dict[“socf54”] = soc_f5_zon;
dict[“socf55”] = soc_f5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc72”] = socg2_btn;
dict[“socg2”] = soc_g2;
dict[“socg21”] = soc_g2_mov;
dict[“socg22”] = soc_g2_spa;
dict[“socg23”] = soc_g2_tou;
dict[“socg24”] = soc_g2_zon;
dict[“socg25”] = soc_g2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc74”] = socg4_btn;
dict[“socg4”] = soc_g4;
dict[“socg41”] = soc_g4_mov;
dict[“socg42”] = soc_g4_spa;
dict[“socg43”] = soc_g4_tou;
dict[“socg44”] = soc_g4_zon;
dict[“socg45”] = soc_g4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc75”] = socg5_btn;
dict[“socg5”] = soc_g5;
dict[“socg51”] = soc_g5_mov;
dict[“socg52”] = soc_g5_spa;
dict[“socg53”] = soc_g5_tou;
dict[“socg54”] = soc_g5_zon;
dict[“socg55”] = soc_g5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc82”] = soch2_btn;
dict[“soch2”] = soc_h2;
dict[“soch21”] = soc_h2_mov;
dict[“soch22”] = soc_h2_spa;
dict[“soch23”] = soc_h2_tou;
dict[“soch24”] = soc_h2_zon;
dict[“soch25”] = soc_h2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc83”] = soch3_btn;
dict[“soch3”] = soc_h3;
dict[“soch31”] = soc_h3_mov;
dict[“soch32”] = soc_h3_spa;
dict[“soch33”] = soc_h3_tou;
dict[“soch34”] = soc_h3_zon;
dict[“soch35”] = soc_h3_sem;
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dict[“btnsoc84”] = soch4_btn;
dict[“soch4”] = soc_h4;
dict[“soch41”] = soc_h4_mov;
dict[“soch42”] = soc_h4_spa;
dict[“soch43”] = soc_h4_tou;
dict[“soch44”] = soc_h4_zon;
dict[“soch45”] = soc_h4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc85”] = soch5_btn;
dict[“soch5”] = soc_h5;
dict[“soch51”] = soc_h5_mov;
dict[“soch52”] = soc_h5_spa;
dict[“soch53”] = soc_h5_tou;
dict[“soch54”] = soc_h5_zon;
dict[“soch55”] = soc_h5_sem;

dict[“btnsoc91”] = soci1_btn;
dict[“soci1”] = soc_i1;
dict[“soci11”] = soc_i1_mov;
dict[“soci12”] = soc_i1_spa;
dict[“soci13”] = soc_i1_tou;
dict[“soci14”] = soc_i1_zon;
dict[“soci15”] = soc_i1_sem;

dict[“btnsoc92”] = soci2_btn;
dict[“soci2”] = soc_i2;
dict[“soci21”] = soc_i2_mov;
dict[“soci22”] = soc_i2_spa;
dict[“soci23”] = soc_i2_tou;
dict[“soci24”] = soc_i2_zon;
dict[“soci25”] = soc_i2_sem;

dict[“btnsoc93”] = soci3_btn;
dict[“soci3”] = soc_i3;
dict[“soci31”] = soc_i3_mov;
dict[“soci32”] = soc_i3_spa;
dict[“soci33”] = soc_i3_tou;
dict[“soci34”] = soc_i3_zon;
dict[“soci35”] = soc_i3_sem;

dict[“btnsoc94”] = soci4_btn;
dict[“soci4”] = soc_i4;
dict[“soci41”] = soc_i4_mov;
dict[“soci42”] = soc_i4_spa;
dict[“soci43”] = soc_i4_tou;
dict[“soci44”] = soc_i4_zon;
dict[“soci45”] = soc_i4_sem;

dict[“btnsoc95”] = soci5_btn;
dict[“soci5”] = soc_i5;
dict[“soci51”] = soc_i5_mov;
dict[“soci52”] = soc_i5_spa;
dict[“soci53”] = soc_i5_tou;
dict[“soci54”] = soc_i5_zon;
dict[“soci55”] = soc_i5_sem;

//********************* GREETING MOVIE OPTIONS BUTTONS *****************//
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var i: Number;

gr_options.nor_btn.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, view_greeting_normal);
function view_greeting_normal(event: MouseEvent): void {
 trace(dict[currentSet]);
 (dict[currentSet]).visible = true;
 (dict[currentSet]).gotoAndPlay(1);
 (dict[currentSet + 1]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 2]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 3]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 4]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 5]).visible = false;
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “Vector Animation”;
}

gr_options.mov_btn.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, view_greeting_movie);
function view_greeting_movie(event: MouseEvent): void {
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “Greeting Video”;
 i = 1;
 trace(dict[currentSet]);
 (dict[currentSet + i]).visible = true;
 (dict[currentSet + i]).gotoAndPlay(1);
 (dict[currentSet]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 2]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 3]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 4]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 5]).visible = false;
}

gr_options.spa_btn.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, view_greeting_space);
function view_greeting_space(event: MouseEvent): void {
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “Space In-between”;
 i = 2;
 trace(dict[currentSet + i]);
 (dict[currentSet + i]).visible = true;
 (dict[currentSet + i]).gotoAndPlay(1);
 (dict[currentSet]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 1]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 3]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 4]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 5]).visible = false;
}

gr_options.tou_btn.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, view_greeting_touch);
function view_greeting_touch(event: MouseEvent): void {
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “Physical Contact/ Touch”;
 i = 3;
 trace(dict[currentSet + i]);
 (dict[currentSet + i]).visible = true;
 (dict[currentSet + i]).gotoAndPlay(1);
 (dict[currentSet]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 1]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 2]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 4]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 5]).visible = false;
}

gr_options.zon_btn.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, view_greeting_zone);
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function view_greeting_zone(event: MouseEvent): void {
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “Intimate Zones/ Personal Space”;
 i = 4;
 trace(dict[currentSet + i]);
 (dict[currentSet + i]).visible = true;
 (dict[currentSet + i]).gotoAndPlay(1);
 (dict[currentSet]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 1]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 2]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 3]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 5]).visible = false;
}

gr_options.sem_btn.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_DOWN, view_greeting_semiotics);
function view_greeting_semiotics(event: MouseEvent): void {
 gr_options.greeting_views.text = “Subjective Meaning/Experience”;
 i = 5;
 trace(dict[currentSet + i]);
 (dict[currentSet + i]).visible = true;
 (dict[currentSet + i]).gotoAndPlay(1);
 (dict[currentSet]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 1]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 2]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 3]).visible = false;
 (dict[currentSet + 4]).visible = false;
 sl.alpha = 100;

}

//*************DIAGRAM BUTTONS - to reveal greeting animations ******************//

//cross_a1 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossA1);
function gotoMovieCrossA1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossa1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossa1”]);
  (dict[“crossa1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossa1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossa1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Male”;
 }
}

//cross_a2 greeting
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Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossA2);
function gotoMovieCrossA2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossa2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossa2”]);
  (dict[“crossa2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossa2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossa2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Male”;
 }
}

//cross_a3 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossA3);
function gotoMovieCrossA3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossa3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossa3”]);
  (dict[“crossa3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossa3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossa3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Male”;
 }
}

//cross_b2 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossB2);
function gotoMovieCrossB2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossb2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossb2”]);
  (dict[“crossb2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossb2”]).visible = true;
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  currentSet = “crossb2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_b3 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossB3);
function gotoMovieCrossB3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossb3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossb3”]);
  (dict[“crossb3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossb3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossb3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_b4 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossB4);
function gotoMovieCrossB4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossb4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossb4”]);
  (dict[“crossb4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossb4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossb4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_c1 greeting
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Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossC1);
function gotoMovieCrossC1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc1”]);
  (dict[“crossc1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossc1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossc1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_c2 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossC2);
function gotoMovieCrossC2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc2”]);
  (dict[“crossc2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossc2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossc2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_c3 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossC3);
function gotoMovieCrossC3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc3”]);
  (dict[“crossc3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossc3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossc3”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 } 
}

//cross_c4 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossC4);
function gotoMovieCrossC4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc4”]);
  (dict[“crossc4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossc4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossc4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian/ Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_c5 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossC5);
function gotoMovieCrossC5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc5”]);
  (dict[“crossc5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossc5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossc5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian/ Angolan”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_c6 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossC6);
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function gotoMovieCrossC6(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc6” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossc6”]);
  (dict[“crossc6” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossc6”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossc6”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish/ Angolan”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_d1 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossD1);
function gotoMovieCrossD1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossd1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossd1”]);
  (dict[“crossd1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossd1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossd1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Male”;
 }
}

//cross_d2 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossD2);
function gotoMovieCrossD2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossd2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossd2”]);
  (dict[“crossd2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossd2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossd2”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Male”;
 }
}

//cross_d3 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossD3);
function gotoMovieCrossD3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossd3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossd3”]);
  (dict[“crossd3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossd3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossd3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Male”;
 }
}

//cross_e2 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossE2);
function gotoMovieCrossE2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crosse2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crosse2”]);
  (dict[“crosse2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crosse2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crosse2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_e3 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossE3);
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function gotoMovieCrossE3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crosse3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crosse3”]);
  (dict[“crosse3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crosse3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crosse3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_f1 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossF1);
function gotoMovieCrossF1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossf1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossf1”]);
  (dict[“crossf1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossf1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossf1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean/ Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_f5 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossF5);
function gotoMovieCrossF5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossf5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossf5”]);
  (dict[“crossf5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossf5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossf5”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian/ Angolan”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//cross_f6 greeting
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieCrossF6);
function gotoMovieCrossF6(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“crossf6” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“crossf6”]);
  (dict[“crossf6” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“crossf6”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “crossf6”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish/ Angolan”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Cross-Cultural, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/Female”;
 }
}

//fam_a1 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamA1);
function gotoMovieFamA1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fama1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fama1”]);
  (dict[“fama1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fama1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fama1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Mother/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_a2 greeting –– same as soc_e2
Family_greetings.fam_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamA2);
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function gotoMovieFamA2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soce2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soce2”]);
  (dict[“soce2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soce2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soce2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Mother/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_a3 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamA3);
function gotoMovieFamA3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fama3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fama3”]);
  (dict[“fama3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fama3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fama3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Mother/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_a4 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamA4);
function gotoMovieFamA4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fama4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fama4”]);
  (dict[“fama4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fama4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fama4”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Mother/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_a5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamA5);
function gotoMovieFamA5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fama5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fama5”]);
  (dict[“fama5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fama5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fama5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Mother/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_b2 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamB2);
function gotoMovieFamB2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famb2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famb2”]);
  (dict[“famb2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famb2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famb2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Mother/ Son”;
 }
}

//fam_b5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamB5);
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function gotoMovieFamB5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famb5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famb5”]);
  (dict[“famb5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famb5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famb5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Mother/ Son”;
 }
}

//fam_c2
Family_greetings.fam_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamC2);
function gotoMovieFamC2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famc2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famc2”]);
  (dict[“famc2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famc2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famc2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Father/ Son”;
 }
}

//fam_c4 --- same as soc_a4 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamC4);
function gotoMovieFamC4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soca4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soca4”]);
  (dict[“soca4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soca4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soca4”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Father/ Son”;
 }
}

//fam_c5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamC5);
function gotoMovieFamC5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famc5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famc5”]);
  (dict[“famc5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famc5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famc5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Father/ Son”;
 }
}

//fam_d1 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamD1);
function gotoMovieFamD1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famd1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famd1”]);
  (dict[“famd1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famd1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famd1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Father/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_d2 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamD2);
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function gotoMovieFamD2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famd2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famd2”]);
  (dict[“famd2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famd2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famd2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Father/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_d5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamD5);
function gotoMovieFamD5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famd5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famd5”]);
  (dict[“famd5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famd5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famd5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Father/ Daughter”;
 }
}

//fam_e1 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_e1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamE1);
function gotoMovieFamE1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fame1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fame1”]);
  (dict[“fame1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fame1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fame1”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandmother/ Granddaughter”;
 }
}

//fam_e2 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamE2);
function gotoMovieFamE2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fame2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fame2”]);
  (dict[“fame2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fame2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fame2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandmother/ Granddaughter”;
 }
}

//fam_e3 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamE3);
function gotoMovieFamE3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fame3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fame3”]);
  (dict[“fame3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fame3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fame3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandmother (sitting)/ Granddaughter”;
 }
}

//fam_e4 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamE4);
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function gotoMovieFamE4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fame4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fame4”]);
  (dict[“fame4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fame4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fame4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandmother/ Granddaughter Religious/Islam”;
 }
}

//fam_e5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamE5);
function gotoMovieFamE5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“fama5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“fama5”]);
  (dict[“fama5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“fama5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “fama5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandmother/ Granddaughter”;
 }
}

//fam_f2 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamF2);
function gotoMovieFamF2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famf2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famf2”]);
  (dict[“famf2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famf2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famf2”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandmother/ Grandson”;
 }
}

//fam_f5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamF5);
function gotoMovieFamF5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famb5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famb5”]);
  (dict[“famb5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famb5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famb5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandmother/ Grandson”;
 }
}

//fam_g2 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamG2);
function gotoMovieFamG2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famg2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famg2”]);
  (dict[“famg2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famg2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famg2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandfather/ Grandson”;
 }
}

//fam_g4 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamG4);
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function gotoMovieFamG4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famg4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famg4”]);
  (dict[“famg4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famg4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famg4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandfather/ Grandson”;
 }
}

//fam_g5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamG5);
function gotoMovieFamG5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famg5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famg5”]);
  (dict[“famg5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famg5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famg5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandfather/ Grandson”;
 }
}

//fam_h1 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_h1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamH1);
function gotoMovieFamH1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famh1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famh1”]);
  (dict[“famh1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famh1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famh1”;
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  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandfather/ Granddaughter”;
 }
}

//fam_h2 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamH2);
function gotoMovieFamH2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famh2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famh2”]);
  (dict[“famh2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famh2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famh2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandfather/ Granddaughter”;
 }
}

//fam_h5 greeting
Family_greetings.fam_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieFamH5);
function gotoMovieFamH5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“famh5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“famh5”]);
  (dict[“famh5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“famh5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “famh5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Family”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Grandfather/ Granddaughter”;
 }
}

//soc_a2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocA2);
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function gotoMovieSocA2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soca2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soca2”]);
  (dict[“soca2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soca2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soca2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}
//soc_a4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocA4);
function gotoMovieSocA4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soca4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soca4”]);
  (dict[“soca4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soca4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soca4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_a5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocA5);
function gotoMovieSocA5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soca5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soca5”]);
  (dict[“soca5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soca5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soca5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
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  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_b2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocB2);
function gotoMovieSocB2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socb2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socb2”]);
  (dict[“socb2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socb2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socb2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//soc_b3 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocB3);
function gotoMovieSocB3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socb3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socb3”]);
  (dict[“socb3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socb3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socb3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//soc_b4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocB4);
function gotoMovieSocB4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
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  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socb4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socb4”]);
  (dict[“socb4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socb4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socb4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends, Muslim”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//soc_b5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocB5);
function gotoMovieSocB5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socb5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socb5”]);
  (dict[“socb5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socb5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socb5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//soc_c1 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocC1);
function gotoMovieSocC1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socc1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socc1”]);
  (dict[“socc1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socc1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socc1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
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  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_c2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocC2);
function gotoMovieSocC2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socc2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socc2”]);
  (dict[“socc2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socc2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socc2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_c3 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocC3);
function gotoMovieSocC3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socc3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socc3”]);
  (dict[“socc3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socc3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socc3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends (Muslim)”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_c4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocC4);
function gotoMovieSocC4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
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 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socc4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socc4”]);
  (dict[“socc4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socc4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socc4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends (Muslim)”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_c5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocC5);
function gotoMovieSocC5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socc5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socc5”]);
  (dict[“socc5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socc5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socc5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Close Friends”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_d2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocD2);
function gotoMovieSocD2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socd2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socd2”]);
  (dict[“socd2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socd2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socd2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
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  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_d4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_d4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocD4);
function gotoMovieSocD4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socd4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socd4”]);
  (dict[“socd4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socd4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socd4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_d5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocD5);
function gotoMovieSocD5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socd5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socd5”]);
  (dict[“socd5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socd5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socd5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_e2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocE2);
function gotoMovieSocE2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
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 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soce2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soce2”]);
  (dict[“soce2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soce2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soce2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//soc_e4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocE4);
function gotoMovieSocE4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soce4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soce4”]);
  (dict[“soce4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soce4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soce4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//soc_e5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocE5);
function gotoMovieSocE5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soce5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soce5”]);
  (dict[“soce5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soce5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soce5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
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  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/Female”;
 }
}

//soc_f1 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocF1);
function gotoMovieSocF1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socf1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socf1”]);
  (dict[“socf1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socf1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socf1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_f2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocF2);
function gotoMovieSocF2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socf2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socf2”]);
  (dict[“socf2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socf2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socf2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_f4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_f4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocF4);
function gotoMovieSocF4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
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 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socf4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socf4”]);
  (dict[“socf4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socf4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socf4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_f5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocF5);
function gotoMovieSocF5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socf5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socf5”]);
  (dict[“socf5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socf5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socf5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Aquaintances”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_g2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocG2);
function gotoMovieSocG2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socg2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socg2”]);
  (dict[“socg2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socg2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socg2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
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  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_g4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocG4);
function gotoMovieSocG4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socg4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socg4”]);
  (dict[“socg4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socg4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socg4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_g5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocG5);
function gotoMovieSocG5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“socg5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“socg5”]);
  (dict[“socg5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“socg5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “socg5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Male”;
 }
}

//soc_h2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocH2);
function gotoMovieSocH2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
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  container.addChild(dict[“soch2” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soch2”]);
  (dict[“soch2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soch2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soch2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_h3 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_h3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocH3);
function gotoMovieSocH3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soch3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soch3”]);
  (dict[“soch3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soch3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soch3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_h4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_h4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocH4);
function gotoMovieSocH4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soch4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soch4”]);
  (dict[“soch4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soch4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soch4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/ Female”;
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 }
}

//soc_h5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocH5);
function gotoMovieSocH5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soch5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soch5”]);
  (dict[“soch5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soch5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soch5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Female/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_i1 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_i1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocI1);
function gotoMovieSocI1(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soci1” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soci1”]);
  (dict[“soci1” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soci1”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soci1”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Chilean”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_i2 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_i2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocI2);
function gotoMovieSocI2(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soci2” + i]);
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  container.addChild(dict[“soci2”]);
  (dict[“soci2” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soci2”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soci2”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Norwegian”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_i3 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_i3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocI3);
function gotoMovieSocI3(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soci3” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soci3”]);
  (dict[“soci3” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soci3”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soci3”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Somali”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//soc_i4 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_i4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocI4);
function gotoMovieSocI4(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soci4” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soci4”]);
  (dict[“soci4” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soci4”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soci4”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Turkish”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
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}

//soc_i5 greeting
Social_greetings.soc_i5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.CLICK, gotoMovieSocI5);
function gotoMovieSocI5(myEvent: MouseEvent): void {
 while (container.numChildren) {
  container.removeChildAt(0);
 }
 for(var i:int = 1; i < 6; i++)
 { 
  container.addChild(dict[“soci5” + i]);
  container.addChild(dict[“soci5”]);
  (dict[“soci5” + i]).visible = false;
  (dict[“soci5”]).visible = true;
  currentSet = “soci5”;
  var fadeIn_mov: Tween = new Tween(container, ‘alpha’, Regular.easeIn, 0, 1, 1, 
true);
  gr_options.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.alpha = 100;
  gr_info.txt_country.text = “Vietnamese”;
  gr_info.txt_greeting.text = “Social, Strangers”;
  gr_info.txt_gender.text = “Male/ Female”;
 }
}

//****************************  MOVIE CONTROLLERS  *****************************************//

//*************Slider to control movieclips*********************//

///*var sl:Slider = new Slider(); */
//sl.width = 500; 
///*sl.move(150, 450);  */
//sl.alpha = 0;
//trace(cross_c1_sem.totalFrames);
//sl.maximum = cross_f1_sem.totalFrames;
//sl.liveDragging = true;
//sl.minimum = 1;
//sl.liveDragging = true;
//sl.addEventListener(Event.CHANGE, moveAlong);
//sl.addEventListener(Event.CHANGE,mcHandler);
//function mcHandler(e:Event){
// trace(“aSlider.value: “+sl.value);
// cross_f1_sem.gotoAndStop(sl.value);
// cross_f1_sem.gotoAndStop(sl.value);
//}
//function moveAlong(evt:Event):void {
// cross_f1_sem.gotoAndStop(sl.value);
// cross_f1_sem.gotoAndStop(sl.value);
//}
//addEventListener(‘enterFrame’,enterFrame); 
//function enterFrame(evt){ 
//sl.value = cross_f1_sem.currentFrame; 
//}
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//***************************** MENU BUTTONS EFFECTS (TWEEN)*****************************//

diagram_soc.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, bounceButton);
diagram_fam.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, bounceButton);
diagram_cross.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, bounceButton);

function bounceButton(event: MouseEvent): void {
 var scaleTween: Tween = new Tween(event.target, “scaleX”, Strong.easeOut, 0.8, 1, 3, true);
 var scale2Tween: Tween = new Tween(event.target, “scaleY”, Strong.easeOut, 0.8, 1, 3, true);
}

diagram_soc.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, situationText1);
function situationText1(e: MouseEvent): void {
 greeting_situation_txt.text = “SOCIAL”;

}
diagram_fam.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, situationText2);
function situationText2(e: MouseEvent): void {
 greeting_situation_txt.text = “FAMILY”;

}
diagram_cross.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, situationText3);
function situationText3(e: MouseEvent): void {
 greeting_situation_txt.text = “CROSS-CULTURAL”;

}

//CROSS-CULTURAL BUTTONS//

//highlight & unhighlight cross1 button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross1);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross1);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross1);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross1);

function highlightButton_cross1(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_1.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross1);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross1);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross1);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross1);

function unhighlightButton_cross1(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_1.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}
//highlight & unhighlight cross2 button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross2);
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Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross2);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross2);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross2);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross2);

function highlightButton_cross2(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_2.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross2);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross2);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross2);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross2);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross2);

function unhighlightButton_cross2(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_2.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight cross3 button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross3);

function highlightButton_cross3(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_3.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross3);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross3);

function unhighlightButton_cross3(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_3.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}
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//highlight & unhighlight cross4 button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross4);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross4);

function highlightButton_cross4(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_4.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross4);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross4);

function unhighlightButton_cross4(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_4.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight cross5 button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross5);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross5);

function highlightButton_cross5(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_5.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross5);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross5);

function unhighlightButton_cross5(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_5.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight cross6 button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross6);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
cross6);

function highlightButton_cross6(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_6.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross6);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
cross6);

function unhighlightButton_cross6(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_6.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight crossa button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossa);
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Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossa);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossa);

function highlightButton_crossa(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossa);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossa);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossa);

function unhighlightButton_crossa(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_a.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight crossb button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossb);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossb);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossb);

function highlightButton_crossb(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossb);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossb);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossb);

function unhighlightButton_crossb(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_b.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight crossc button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossc);
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function highlightButton_crossc(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossc);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossc);

function unhighlightButton_crossc(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_c.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight crossd button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossd);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossd);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossd);

function highlightButton_crossd(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossd);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossd);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossd);

function unhighlightButton_crossd(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_d.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight crosse button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crosse);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crosse);

function highlightButton_crosse(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crosse);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crosse);

function unhighlightButton_crosse(event: MouseEvent): void {
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 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_e.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight crossf button//
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossf);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossf);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_
crossf);

function highlightButton_crossf(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossf);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossf);
Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f6.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_
crossf);

function unhighlightButton_crossf(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Cross_cultural_greetings.cross_f.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//FAMILY BUTTONS//

//highlight & unhighlight fama button//
Family_greetings.fam_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fama);

function highlightButton_fama(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_a.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fama);
Family_greetings.fam_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fama);

function unhighlightButton_fama(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_a.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight famb button//
Family_greetings.fam_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famb);
Family_greetings.fam_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famb);

function highlightButton_famb(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_b.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famb);
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Family_greetings.fam_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famb);

function unhighlightButton_famb(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_b.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight famc button//
Family_greetings.fam_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famc);
Family_greetings.fam_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famc);
Family_greetings.fam_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famc);
function highlightButton_famc(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_c.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famc);
Family_greetings.fam_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famc);
Family_greetings.fam_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famc);
function unhighlightButton_famc(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_c.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight famd button//
Family_greetings.fam_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famd);
Family_greetings.fam_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famd);
Family_greetings.fam_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famd);
function highlightButton_famd(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_d.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famd);
Family_greetings.fam_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famd);
Family_greetings.fam_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famd);
function unhighlightButton_famd(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_d.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight fame button//
Family_greetings.fam_e1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fame);

function highlightButton_fame(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_e.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_e1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fame);
Family_greetings.fam_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fame);

function unhighlightButton_fame(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_e.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}
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//highlight & unhighlight famf button//
Family_greetings.fam_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famf);
Family_greetings.fam_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famf);
function highlightButton_famf(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_f.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famf);
Family_greetings.fam_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famf);
function unhighlightButton_famf(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_f.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight famg button//
Family_greetings.fam_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famg);
Family_greetings.fam_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famg);
Family_greetings.fam_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famg);

function highlightButton_famg(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_g.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famg);
Family_greetings.fam_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famg);
Family_greetings.fam_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famg);

function unhighlightButton_famg(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_g.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight famh button//
Family_greetings.fam_h1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famh);
Family_greetings.fam_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famh);
Family_greetings.fam_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_famh);
function highlightButton_famh(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_h.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_h1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famh);
Family_greetings.fam_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famh);
Family_greetings.fam_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_famh);
function unhighlightButton_famh(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_h.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight fam1 button//

Family_greetings.fam_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam1);
Family_greetings.fam_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam1);
Family_greetings.fam_e1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam1);
Family_greetings.fam_h1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam1);

function highlightButton_fam1(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_1.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_a1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam1);
Family_greetings.fam_d1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam1);
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Family_greetings.fam_e1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam1);
Family_greetings.fam_h1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam1);

function unhighlightButton_fam1(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_1.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight fam2 button//

Family_greetings.fam_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam2);

function highlightButton_fam2(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_2.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);
Family_greetings.fam_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam2);

function unhighlightButton_fam2(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_2.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight fam3 button//
Family_greetings.fam_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam3);
Family_greetings.fam_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam3);

function highlightButton_fam3(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_3.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_a3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam3);
Family_greetings.fam_e3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam3);

function unhighlightButton_fam3(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_3.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight fam4 button//

Family_greetings.fam_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam4);
Family_greetings.fam_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam4);
Family_greetings.fam_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam4);
Family_greetings.fam_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam4);

function highlightButton_fam4(event: MouseEvent): void {
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 Family_greetings.fam_4.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam4);
Family_greetings.fam_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam4);
Family_greetings.fam_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam4);
Family_greetings.fam_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam4);

function unhighlightButton_fam4(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_4.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight fam5 button//

Family_greetings.fam_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_fam5);

function highlightButton_fam5(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_5.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Family_greetings.fam_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);
Family_greetings.fam_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_fam5);

function unhighlightButton_fam5(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Family_greetings.fam_5.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//SOCIAL BUTTONS//

//highlight & unhighlight soca button//
Social_greetings.soc_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soca);
Social_greetings.soc_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soca);
Social_greetings.soc_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soca);

function highlightButton_soca(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_a.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soca);
Social_greetings.soc_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soca);
Social_greetings.soc_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soca);

function unhighlightButton_soca(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_a.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
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}

//highlight & unhighlight socb button//
Social_greetings.soc_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socb);
Social_greetings.soc_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socb);
Social_greetings.soc_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socb);
Social_greetings.soc_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socb);

function highlightButton_socb(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_b.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socb);
Social_greetings.soc_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socb);
Social_greetings.soc_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socb);
Social_greetings.soc_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socb);

function unhighlightButton_socb(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_b.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight socc button//
Social_greetings.soc_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socc);

function highlightButton_socc(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_c.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socc);
Social_greetings.soc_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socc);

function unhighlightButton_socc(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_c.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight socd button//
Social_greetings.soc_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socd);
Social_greetings.soc_d4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socd);
Social_greetings.soc_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socd);

function highlightButton_socd(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_d.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socd);
Social_greetings.soc_d4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socd);
Social_greetings.soc_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socd);

function unhighlightButton_socd(event: MouseEvent): void {
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 Social_greetings.soc_d.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soce button//
Social_greetings.soc_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soce);
Social_greetings.soc_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soce);
Social_greetings.soc_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soce);

function highlightButton_soce(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_e.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soce);
Social_greetings.soc_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soce);
Social_greetings.soc_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soce);

function unhighlightButton_soce(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_e.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight socf button//
Social_greetings.soc_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socf);
Social_greetings.soc_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socf);
Social_greetings.soc_f4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socf);
Social_greetings.soc_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socf);

function highlightButton_socf(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_f.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socf);
Social_greetings.soc_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socf);
Social_greetings.soc_f4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socf);
Social_greetings.soc_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socf);

function unhighlightButton_socf(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_f.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight socg button//
Social_greetings.soc_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socg);
Social_greetings.soc_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socg);
Social_greetings.soc_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_socg);

function highlightButton_socg(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_g.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socg);
Social_greetings.soc_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socg);
Social_greetings.soc_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_socg);

function unhighlightButton_socg(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_g.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soch button//
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Social_greetings.soc_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soch);
Social_greetings.soc_h3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soch);
Social_greetings.soc_h4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soch);
Social_greetings.soc_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soch);

function highlightButton_soch(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_h.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soch);
Social_greetings.soc_h3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soch);
Social_greetings.soc_h4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soch);
Social_greetings.soc_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soch);

function unhighlightButton_soch(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_h.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soci button//
Social_greetings.soc_i1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soci);
Social_greetings.soc_i3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soci);
Social_greetings.soc_i2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soci);
Social_greetings.soc_i4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soci);
Social_greetings.soc_i5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soci);

function highlightButton_soci(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_i.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_i2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soci);
Social_greetings.soc_i3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soci);
Social_greetings.soc_i4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soci);
Social_greetings.soc_i5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soci);

function unhighlightButton_soci(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_i.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soc1 button//
Social_greetings.soc_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc1);
Social_greetings.soc_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc1);
Social_greetings.soc_i1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc1);

function highlightButton_soc1(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_1.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_c1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc1);
Social_greetings.soc_f1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc1);
Social_greetings.soc_i1.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc1);

function unhighlightButton_soc1(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_1.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soc2 button//
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Social_greetings.soc_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_i2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc2);

function highlightButton_soc2(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_2.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_a2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_b2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_c2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_d2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_e2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_f2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_g2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_h2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);
Social_greetings.soc_i2.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc2);

function unhighlightButton_soc2(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_2.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soc3 button//
Social_greetings.soc_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc3);
Social_greetings.soc_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc3);
Social_greetings.soc_h3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc3);
Social_greetings.soc_i3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc3);

function highlightButton_soc3(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_3.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_b3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc3);
Social_greetings.soc_c3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc3);
Social_greetings.soc_h3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc3);
Social_greetings.soc_i3.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc3);

function unhighlightButton_soc3(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_3.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soc4 button//
Social_greetings.soc_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_d4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_f4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_h4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_i4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc4);
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function highlightButton_soc4(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_4.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_a4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_b4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_c4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_d4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_e4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_f4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_g4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_h4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);
Social_greetings.soc_i4.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc4);

function unhighlightButton_soc4(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_4.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}

//highlight & unhighlight soc5 button//
Social_greetings.soc_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_i5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OVER, highlightButton_soc5);

function highlightButton_soc5(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_5.gotoAndStop(“down_state”);
}

Social_greetings.soc_a5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_b5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_c5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_d5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_e5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_f5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_g5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_h5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);
Social_greetings.soc_i5.addEventListener(MouseEvent.MOUSE_OUT, unhighlightButton_soc5);

function unhighlightButton_soc5(event: MouseEvent): void {
 Social_greetings.soc_5.gotoAndStop(“up_state”);
}


